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Abstract
Non-destructive quality inspection of fruits provides quality products for domestic consumption
as well as for export markets, increasing consumer/buyer confidence. It provides assurance of
quality and subsequent value addition. A major thrust of current research is towards the
development of quality inspection systems for improved sorting and automated quality control.
Machine Vision inspection has received wide attention in recent years, due to various advantages
compared to the conventional manual inspection. These systems typically sort the objects based
on various quality features like colour, size, shape, etc. Handling of fruits for presenting them
before the camera for grading and subsequent sorting plays a major role in determining the
overall performance like throughput etc. The present paper reviews with special focus to citrus
fruits, the evolution of traditional fruit sorting and grading techniques and the subsequent
machine vision based systems with improved fruit handling and improved techniques for
inspecting the fruits for various quality parameters like size, shape, colour, defects, etc. The
review covers the different approaches used based on image analysis for quality inspection of
citrus fruits in grading and sorting. The review aims to investigate the potential of various
techniques like machine vision, infra-red, optical, robotics, mechatronics, etc in quantifying the
quality parameters of citrus fruits, like colour, size, shape, etc. and explore the possibilities
towards development of improved machine vision based systems for inspection of local varieties
of horticultural produces, particularly citrus fruits like orange, mosambi and lemon.
Keywords - Quality inspection, machine vision, image processing, quality parameters, citrus
fruits, sorting and grading.

1. Introduction
India ranks sixth in the production of citrus fruits in the world. Spain, USA, Israel, Morocco,
South Africa, Japan, Brazil, Turkey and Cuba are some of the other major citrus producing
countries. Citrus fruits occupy third position in the production of fruits in India after mango and
banana. These fruits originated in the tropical and sub tropical regions of South East Asia,
particularly India and China. North East India is the native place of many citrus species. Of the
various types of citrus fruits grown in India, orange (mandarin or santra), sweet orange
(mosambi, malta or satugudi) and lime/lemon are of commercial importance.
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In a review made by Dattatraya Londhe et al [1] about different methods of grading for fruits and
vegetables, it is reported that in India mostly the fruits are graded manually with trained
operators, which is costly, affected due to shortage of labour in peak season, inconsistent, less
efficient and time consuming. They have reported that farmers are in need for an appropriate
grading machine to overcome such problems and improve graded products quality. According to
them, grading of fruits fetches high price, improve packaging and handling. They have reported
that the fruits are generally graded on basis of size, shape, colour and weight.
In another review made by Krishna Kumar Patel et al [2], it is again reported that quality
inspection of agricultural produce generally in India are manual which is costly, unreliable,
inconsistent, subjective and slow. Also, the accuracy of the manual inspections cannot be
guaranteed [3]. Machine vision provides an automated, non-destructive, consistent, cost-effective
and objective inspection technique with increased speed and accuracy. This is agreed by Morrow
et al. [4], Gerrard et al. [5] and many other researchers. Gunasekaran [6] has reported that the
food industry is now ranked among the top ten industries using machine vision technology.
Due to increasing population in India, the demand for consumer products including fruits and
vegetables have increased and the need for automated systems have become indispensable. It is
therefore necessary to have a simple, appropriate, efficient and customized system to grade the
quality of such products to meet this demand.
It is very difficult for developing countries like India with limited financial resources to import
very expensive automatic sorting and grading systems. So within the limited budgets, few Indian
horticultural producers could import only manual and semi-automatic sorters to meet their
demand.
Survey reveals that there are a number of sorters and grader equipment manufacturers abroad
who manufacture systems for online sorting and grading of fruits and vegetables which are very
costly. Maintenance and service, in handling these equipments are also costly. No Indian
manufacturers have been reported in the literature to make MV based system and not much
research work has been conducted. At present, most fruit sorting and grading systems being used
in India are imported. These systems, mainly mechanical, are used for grading of horticultural
produce based on their weight and size only. This has injected an urge among researchers and
equipment manufacturers in India to develop low cost automated fruit sorting and grading
equipments.
As both the market and the technology are constantly evolving, new fruits & vegetables grading
and sorting machines are being continuously developed ensuring careful product handling as
well as achieving uniformity of grading. The development of good material handling system
added with image processing technique will help in the automation of such industries.
Design and development of any modern fruit quality inspection system is aimed at doing online
and real-time quality parameters monitoring, satisfying customer requirements and then based on
that take proper control measures for sorting. These automated quality inspection systems are
2
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very much required by the fruit industries, not only to avoid inconsistency in manual handling,
but also to meet the stringent quality specifications of the product to face the global competition.
Citrus fruits industry, particularly handling fruits like sweet lime, orange, lemon, etc. is one such
industry, meeting some stiff competition in the global market. However, currently available
imported systems are so expensive that many small and medium scale fruit inspection industries
in many developing countries like India cannot afford to buy and install them. So they obviously
look for affordable customized systems availability.
Development of such a customized and low cost system with suitable material handling
components, with control elements for sorting and with proper material selection, is critical and
essential for error free and damage free automation of fruits grading and sorting. The proposed
study aims at exploring the possibilities towards development of improved machine vision
systems indigenously, for inspection of wide range of local varieties of citrus fruits. This would
help them to face the global market with the available manpower and materials resources,
without compromising the quality parameters. The development of such system would primarily
be an integration of mechanical systems, electronic interfaces and sensors with high speed
computing systems and associated software components. This paper focus on the review of the
work reported on grading and sorting of fruits and agricultural produce, mainly citrus fruits,
since 1960.

2. Materials and methods
Grading and sorting of fruits are generally done based on external quality parameters like size,
shape, colour, etc. and internal quality parameters like defects, sweetness, etc. Many researchers
have developed many kinds of graders and sorters according to market requirement. In all these
developments, design of the fruit handling systems with proper material selection and proper
techniques play a vital role in the effective working of the online fruit grading and sorting [7].
The present study outlines the application of various techniques used for grading and sorting of
fruits, with special focus to citrus fruits.

2.1 Conventional inspection techniques
According to Ayman Amer Eissa [8], product quality and quality evaluation are important
aspects of fruit and vegetable production. They considered sorting and grading as the essential
steps of fruits handling and also as the major processing tasks associated with the production of
fresh-market fruits.
Mechanization of orange grading operations began from a couple of decades ago. In the initial
stage of the mechanization, plates made with holes of orange fruit sizes were used for sorting [8].
Traditionally, fruit size used to be measured using sizing ring (Food & Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations [FAO]) [9], drum-type grading machine [10] and light blocking type
grading machine [11]. The above approaches enabled the classification of fruits based on their
size.
3
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Certain conveyors [12] employed a series of precision-machined stainless steel rollers for sorting
fruit / vegetable in which size sorting is done by pre-setting the gap between rollers. At the
beginning, objects which are smaller than the gap will pass through the rollers and exit
underneath the machine. Larger objects will move forward over the rollers until exiting at the
end of the machine where the gap is set wider. In another commercial sorting machine, a rotating
conical drum fitted with baffle plates along its periphery preset with different gaps is used,
through which fruits of different sizes are sorted [13].
According to Stroshine et al [14], sizing by weighing mechanism is recommended for the
irregular shape product. Since electrical sizing mechanism is expensive and mechanical sizing
mechanism reacts poorly, they have recommended dimensional method (using length, area and
volume) for citrus fruit (orange) sorting. They have determined relationships between mass and
dimensions and projected areas.
Tabatabaeefar et al [15] have listed several types of sizing machines existing, including
perforated conveyer sizers, Greefa type belt and board sizers, rotary Greefa sizers, belt and roller
sizers, Wayland-type belt and roller sizers, diverging belts Jansen-type sizers, diverging roller
sizers, and weight sizers. The sizing parameters in some of these sizers are the diameter and
length or a combination of these two. Dattatraya Londhe et al. [1] have added some more
mechanical grading sorters to the list based on size, viz., expanding pitch rollers, inclined
vibrating plate, rotary disc type, counter rotating roller having inclination type, sieve type grader.
Anonymous [16] had developed a hand operated size grading machine for orange fruits based on
tapering roller principle with 80% separation efficiency. Nevkar [17] had developed and tested
divergent roller type grader for lemon fruits and chiku (sapota) fruits. It was observed that the
separation efficiency decreased with increase in roller speed. The overall separation efficiency
for lemon fruits and chiku fruits were 71.71% and 66.75% respectively. Ghuman and Kumar
[18] have developed low cost rotary disc size grader for fruits and vegetables of different
diameters.
Mangaraj et al [19] have developed a stepwise expanding pitch fruit grader based on the
principle of changing the flap spacing along the length of movement of fruits with provision to
separate fruits into four grades by adjusting flap spacing between 45 to 140 mm. They could
obtain an overall grading efficiency of 91.5% and 88.5% for sweet lemon and orange,
respectively. The capacity of the grader was 3.5 TPH at grading conveyor speed of 6 m/min.
Burt and Patchen [20] have developed and tested a manual unitized machine for sorting,
brushing and sizing fruits. Such machines have the advantages like minimum transfer of fruit
from one section to another which reduces fruit damage, control of rate and direction of fruit
rotation and less floor-space requirement than for conventional grading and sizing lines.
Bryan et al [21] have developed a mechanical separator to divert most of the unwholesome
orange by differences in bouncing behaviour into a small side stream.
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An online system with the use of a robotic device used by Molto et al [22] resulted in a running
time of 3.5 s per fruit for the technique. According to Kondo [23], in recent ten years, operations
in fruits and vegetables grading systems have become highly automated with mechatronics and
robotics technologies.

2.2 Machine Vision based inspection techniques
Computer vision also known as Machine vision is a novel technology for acquiring and
analyzing an image of a real scene by computers and other devices in order to obtain information
or to control machines or processes [24]. The technique has been used for the automated
inspection and grading of fruits to increase product throughput. Research indicates that using
machine vision systems improve product quality while freeing people from the traditional handsorting.

2.2.1 On the basis of External Quality Parameters like Colour, Size, Shape, etc.
According to Krishna Kumar Patel et al [2], the design for a specified machine vision system
usually is uniquely structured to suit the inspection of a particular product. Thus for
example, conveyor sizes have been developed for various size range of regular shape produce by
different companies depending upon the fruit sizes handled. It is reported that CVS Unisorter,
[25] have developed two conveyor sizes, 4” pocket for smaller fruits – 1 ⅝” (40mm) to 4 ¾”
(120mm) and 4 ¾” for larger fruits – upto 6” (155mm). Autoline Fruit sorting system [26] have
developed five conveyor sizes – 3” pocket to 6” pockets under various requirements.
Ahmad et al [27] and Khojastehnazhand et al [28] have developed citrus fruits sorting system
based on colour and size, using image processing with CCD cameras. Khojastehnazhand et al
[28] have developed an image processing technique for estimating diameters, volume, mass and
surface area of citrus fruits using two CCD cameras. According to them, though grading systems
provide information such as size, color, shape, defect, and internal quality; color and size are the
most important features for accurate classification and sorting of citrus fruits such as oranges,
lemons and tangerines. RGB system is sensitive to lighting or other conditions. By comparing
the information on the HSI (Hue, Saturation and Intensity) color values and estimated volumes
of different grades of lemon during sorting phase with the available information inside the
database, the final grades of the passing fruits were determined. The color of fruit was
determined by calculating average Hue (H) value for the fruit.
Tao [29], Majumdar and Jayas [30], Wang and Nguang [31], Eifert et al. [32] have done studies
focused on the application of computer vision to product quality inspection and grading based on
colour, shape, size, textural feature, volume and surface area of fruits like apples, peaches,
tomatoes and citrus fruits.
Khojastehnazhand et al [33] have developed an image processing algorithm for determination of
volume and surface area of orange. The machine vision system consisted of two CCD cameras
placed at right angle to each other to get two perpendicular views of the image of the orange, an
5
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appropriate lighting system and a personal computer. Initially, the algorithm segmented the
background and divided the image into a number of frustums of right elliptical cone. The volume
and surface area of each frustum were then computed by the segmentation method. They found
that the difference between the computed volumes and surface areas obtained by the image
processing method and measured by water displacement and tape method, respectively, were not
statistically significant at the 5% level. The above method proposed by them was rotationally
invariant and did not require fruit alignment on the conveyor. The background segmentation
method adapted by them was not based on threshold values, and therefore it can be used with
other fruits. They have suggested that the method may be easily integrated with HSI colour
space, in an online multi-product sorting system for grading citrus fruits.
Anonymous reviewed an electronic colour sorter [34] for sorting of fruits like tomatoes, plums,
papayas, pineapples, etc. Lino et al. [35] used electronic systems consisted of CCD camera and a
personal computer for image capturing in quality evaluation of tomatoes and lemons.
Commercial sorters frequently use a conveyor system with either shallow cups or bicone rollers
that allow fruits to rotate while moving along the conveyor.
Electronic devices like colorimeters measure colours in numerical coordinates. However, these
devices are limited to the measurement of small regions of a surface or only when the object has
a homogeneous colour [36]. Instead, still or video cameras are more suitable where the surface
has a heterogeneous colour [37] and can provide images in which the colours of the pixels are
determined individually.
Gaffney determined that a particular variety of oranges could be sorted by colour using a single
wavelength band of reflected light at 660 nm [38]. This technique was capable of distinguishing
between normal orange, light orange and green fruits.
Slaughter and Harrel [39] devised a method to identify mature oranges based on colour images
obtained using a colour camera and artificial lighting. The system used the Hue and Saturation
components of each pixel and they were able to classify approximately 75% of the pixels
correctly. Because of two-dimensional feature space, two thresholds were employed based on the
maximum and minimum values for the saturation and the hue components.
Slaughter and Harrel [40] extended their earlier study by using the RGB components of each
pixel recorded by a colour camera as features and a traditional Bayesian classifier method to
segment the fruit pixels from the background pixels. They classified each pixel as belonging to a
fruit or to the background without using artificial lighting or optical filters. The tests showed that
75% of the pixels were correctly classified.
In identifying external defects in citrus fruits, Blasco et al., [41] compared five colour spaces and
obtained better results with HSI. Frequently, individual HSI coordinates provide simple means of
colour segmentation. Anna Vidal et al [42] in their work used the Hunter L,a,b system to
determine the Citrus Colour Index (CCI).
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Anna Vidal et al [42] have coated the interior sides of the inspection chamber with anti-reflective
material to minimize the impact of the specular reflections and used cross polarization by placing
polarizing filters in front of the lamps and in the camera lenses. They have powered the
fluorescent tubes by means of high frequency electronic ballast to avoid the flickering effect of
the alternate current and produced a more stable light.
The US patent [43] describes an apparatus made for automatically sorting fruit and the like by
colour or weight, or both, using conveyance system to move objects to be sorted past an
electromechanical weighing station (comprising strain gauge) and an optical colour sensing
station which, in conjunction with sequential and combinational logic, compare the colour and
weight of the item to a predetermined criteria and sort accordingly.
Kondo et al. [44] investigated a non-destructive quality evaluation of oranges using fruit colour,
shape and roughness of fruit surface, R G colour components ratio, Feret diameter ratio and
textural features by means of machine vision system and neural networks.
Blasco et al., [45] used parameters like elongation, roundness, symmetry and compactness to
describe the shape of the object.

2.2.2 On the basis of Internal Quality Parameters and Defects
It is reported that till recently, there was no imaging process commercially used to detect defects
or contamination due to lack of a method for imaging 100% of the entire surface of individual
fruit. Thus, manual sorting still remain the primary method for removal of fruits with defects
[46]. Leemans et al [47] have mentioned that the fruits quality criteria like size, colour and shape
are actually automated on industrial graders, but grading according to the presence of defects is
not yet efficient and consequently remains a manual operation, repetitive, expensive and not
reliable. According to Ayman, automating fruit defect sorting is still a challenging subject due to
the complexity of the process [8].
In the recent one decade, machine vision and near infrared (NIR) technologies have been utilized
and improved with engineering design not only to detect fruit size, shape and colour but also to
measure the internal parameters like sugar content and acidity [8]. Since then, image processing
techniques have been established allowing not only the size and colour measurements of the
fruits but also the non-destructive determination of blemishes [48]. Nowadays, several
manufacturers around the world produce sorting machines capable of pre-grading fruits by size,
colour and weight.
According to Blasco et al., [45] in the field of computer vision systems for the inspection of
fresh, whole fruit, most research has been focused on citrus fruits. They have developed a
multispectral system to identify the 11 most common defects of citrus skin using near infrared,
colour and ultraviolet with maximum success rate of 87%.
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Ruiz et al [49] have studied three image analysis methods, namely, colour segmentation based on
LDA, contour curvature analysis and a thinning process to solve the problem of long stems
attached to mechanically harvested oranges which were wrongly identified as defects, with
classification efficiency of 93%. Kondo [50] predicted the sweetness of the oranges using image
processing with a quality evaluation efficiency of 87%. Using the reflectance properties of citrus
fruit exhibited at the visible and NIR wavelengths, Molto and Blasco [51] were able to identify
the peel and major defects.
Aleixos, et al. [52] developed a multispectral inspection of citrus fruits in real-time using
Machine Vision and Digital Signal Processors with a classification accuracy of 94%. Omid et al.
[53] developed an image processing based technique to measure volume and mass of citrus fruits
such as lemons, limes, oranges, and tangerines. The technique used two cameras to give
perpendicular views of the fruit. Naoshi et al [54] used a pair of white and UV LED lighting
devices and a colour CCD camera to detect rotten citrus fruits.
Cerruto et al. [55] proposed a technique to segment blemishes in oranges using histograms of the
three components of the pixel in HSI colour space. To estimate the maturity of citrus, Ying et al.
[56] used a dynamic threshold in the blue component to segment between fruit and background.
They then used neural networks to distinguish between mature and immature fruit.
Machine Vision systems and NIR inspection systems have been introduced to many grading
facilities with mechanisms for inspecting all sides of fruits and vegetables [23]. In one of the
applications, it is reported that an inspection system was developed on an orange grading line [8]
where oranges were singulated by a singulating conveyor and sent to the NIR inspection system
(transmissive type) to measure sugar content, acidity and inside water content of fruit, then to a
X-ray imaging system for detecting biological defect and finally to an external inspection stage
consisting of six machine vision sets to take colour images - four cameras for acquiring side
images and two cameras for acquiring top and bottom images. After the images were processed
for detecting image features of colour, size, shape and external defect, signals were sent to the
judgment computer where the final grading decision was made based on fruit features and
internal quality measurements.
In addition to Sugar content, Total Soluble Solids (TSS) of citrus fruits could also be measured
using NIR spectroscopy [57]. Yamakawa et al [58] have developed and laboratory tested a
nondestructive citrus fruit quality monitoring system. Prototype system developed by them
consisted of a Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) and visible near infrared spectroscopy
sensors installed on an inclined conveyer for real-time fruit size and total soluble solids (TSS)
measurement respectively. The measuring probe used in this study consisted of ring light
arranged in a concentric pattern and centrally-located light receiving fiber. Light emitted from
the ring light goes through the sample and spreads inside the sample. Later, it was detected by
light receiving fiber and the data was passed to the main unit. This device measured and
indicated TSS of fruits with calibration curve downloaded into this device. It is reported that
laboratory test results revealed that the developed system was applicable for determination of
instantaneous fruit size with R2 = 0.912 and TSS with R2 = 0.677, standard error of prediction =
8
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0.48 °Brix. Actual fruit sizes were also measured using the caliper and were compared with the
fruit size estimates. Researchers have used fourier transform NIR [59], visible NIR spectrometers
[60], [61] for nondestructive TSS measurements of citrus fruits.
Recently, Kondo et al. [62] and Kurita et al. [63] have developed technique for detecting rotten
oranges by identifying fluorescence substance present in the orange skin. Similarly, Slaughter et
al. [64] used machine vision techniques for non-destructive investigation of freeze damaged
oranges and have reported that with the use of the UV fluorescence technique to detect freeze
damage in oranges they were able to obtain an overall classification accuracy of about 70%.
According to them, these technologies are being used in packing houses.
The US patent [65] describes a system designed to identify citrus fruits affected by any amount
of rot and to determine the automatic expulsion of these fruits from the conveyor conveying
them. The system comprises illuminating the fruits with UV-A band light in a computer vision
unit and capturing images of the illuminated fruits by means of a camera to send them to a PC
type computer, equipped with specific application software in order to detect fluorescences
associated to the rot effect. The identified fruit is automatically expelled from the conveyor in an
expulsion unit. The position of the defective fruit was determined with the aid of an encoder
associated to the conveyor.
Researchers have opted various approaches for bruise detection. A prior knowledge of the
properties of a round convex object was used to detect blemished oranges [66]. A regionoriented segmentation algorithm was tested by Blasco [67] for detecting the most common peel
defects of citrus fruits. Much research has focused on the infrared [52] and hyper spectral
imaging [68] for fruit grading. Multi or hyperspectral cameras permit rapid acquisition of images
at many wavelengths. Imaging at fewer than ten wavelengths is generally termed multispectral,
and more than ten termed hyperspectral [69].
The European patent [70] describes a fruit sorting apparatus for eliminating culls and unpackable
fruit early in the pack line. This conveyor uses plastic conveyor rollers of singulators riding
upon a passive spin track causing citrus fruit such as lemons carried thereon to rotate at
approximately 1 rps to 4 rps, such that the axes of the fruit orient themselves substantially
perpendicularly to the direction of travel of the singulators along their axes of symmetry. Later
the fruits are spun up to 6 or more rps for brief periods using spin-accelerating belt without
damaging the fruit and allowing the fruit to turn one complete revolution while being illuminated
and scanned. Oblong fruit are basically unstable at these high spin rates and would tend to flip
off the conveyor rollers if not previously oriented. The conveyor employs line scan camera,
illuminators, digital computer and ejector mechanism comprising solenoid-controlled pistons.
Khoje et al [71] have developed a methodology for assessing the quality of fruits objectively
using texture analysis based on Curvelet Transform. Being a multi-resolution approach, curvelets
have the capability to examine fruit surface at low and high resolution to extract both global and
local details about fruit surface. The researchers analyzed guava and lemon fruits and acquired
the fruit images using a CCD colour camera. They used textural measures based on curvelet
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transform such as energy, entropy, mean and standard deviation to characterize fruits surface
texture and investigated the discriminating powers of these features for fruit quality grading.
They subjected acquired features to classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) and the performance of classifiers was tested for the two
categories grading of fruits namely healthy and defected. The results showed that best SVM
classification was obtained with an accuracy of 96%.
Early detection of fungal infections is most important in packing houses because even a very
small number of infected fruits can spread the infection to a whole batch, thus causing great
economic losses and affecting further operations, such as storage and transport [45]. Machine
vision systems based only on RGB cameras are unable to detect decaying fruit correctly and the
use of hyperspectral imaging makes it possible. The researchers have illuminated each fruit
individually by indirect light from halogen lamps inside a hemispherical aluminium diffuser for
imaging purpose.
Inspection of internal quality of the fruits is normally done with the aid of hyper-spectral
imaging including ultraviolent fluorescence, reflective near-infrared radiations. Abdolabbas
Jafari et al [72] have demonstrated a method that can be used for non destructive grading of
orange or other citrus fruits to evaluate skin ratio of the fruit by finding out correlation between
coarseness and thickness of the fruit skin with a simple and inexpensive machine vision system.
They have reported that red component of the images were the best representatives of orange
texture comparing to blue and green.
Recce et al [73] described a novel system for grading oranges according to their surface
characteristics. The system handled fruits with a wide size range (55-100 mm), various shape
(spherical to highly eccentric), surface coloration and defect markings. The stem and calyx was
recognized in order to distinguish it from defects. Colour variation was recognized using a neural
network classifier on rotation invariant transformations (Zernike moments). They have used
separate algorithmic components to achieve high throughput and complex pattern recognition,
together with state-of-the-art processing hardware and novel mechanical design. The grading was
achieved by simultaneously imaging the fruit from six orthogonal directions as they were moved
through an inspection chamber. In the first stage processing colour histograms from each view of
an orange were analyzed using a neural network based classifier. Views that may contain defects
were further analyzed in the second stage using five independent masks and a neural network
classifier. The stem detection process was reported to be computationally expensive.
Blasco et al [45] have developed a machine to classify mandarin segments for canning. The
system distinguished among sound, broken or double segments, and was able to detect the
presence of seeds in the segments. The system analyzed the shape of the each individual segment
to estimate morphological features that were used to classify it into different commercial
categories. The machine classified correctly more than 75% of the analyzed segments.

2.3 Measurement of citrus fruit quality in fields
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Currently, attempts are being made to measure the fruit quality in the field after harvest, for
precision agriculture applications. Anna Vidal et al [42] in their investigation have stated that
due to the restrictions of working in field conditions, the computer vision system equipped in
such machine is limited in its technology and processing capacity, compared to conventional
systems. They have tested oranges randomly chosen from the production line of a packing house
whose colours varied from green and yellow with some green spots.
Kohno et al. [74] have developed a real-time in-field “Mobile citrus grading machine”, which
graded citrus fruits based on their size and colour using imaging technique, and also measured
sugar content and acidity using on-board near infrared spectrometer.
Cubero et al [75] have developed a mobile platform in which a machine vision system was
placed over the conveyor belts in order to inspect the fruit in the field and automatically separate
those that can be directly sent to the fresh market and those that do not meet minimal quality
criteria. The system was capable to estimate and separate the fruit based on colour, size and the
presence of surface damages of individual fruits. They achieved very low energy consumption by
using LED’s in stroboscopic mode instead of conventional lighting using fluorescent tubes or
incandescent lamps. Polarizing filters were used to avoid bright spots. They reported that better
illumination was still needed by the system to properly detect the external defects of the fruits.
Palaniappan Annamalai [76] investigated a machine vision algorithm to identify and count the
number of citrus fruits in an image and finally to estimate the yield of citrus fruits in a tree. He
has calibrated and tested the yield mapping system in a commercial citrus grove and reported
that the total time for processing an image was 119.5 ms, excluding image acquisition time. He
has tested the image processing algorithm on 329 validation images and found that the R2 value
between the number of fruits counted by the fruit counting algorithm and the average number of
fruits counted manually was 0.79.
Jimenez et al [77] have developed an automatic fruit recognition system to recognize spherical
fruits in natural conditions facing difficult situations like shadows, bright areas, occlusions and
overlapping fruits. They used a laser range-finder sensor giving range/attenuation data of the
sensed surface. They developed a laser range-finder model and a dual colour/shape analysis
algorithm to locate the fruit. After recognition, the 3-dimensional position of the fruit, radius and
the reflectance were obtained.
A mobile grove-laboratory was developed by Harrell et al [78] to study the use of robotic
technology for picking oranges under actual production conditions. They have designed a Citrus
picking robot consisting of a single arm with a spherical coordinate system whose joints was
actuated by servo hydraulic drives. In a small cavity at the end of the arm, rotating-lip picking
mechanism was provided. This housed a CCD video camera, an ultrasonic ranging transducer to
provide distance information to objects in front of the picking mechanism, light sources and the
rotating lip to cut the stem of the fruit.
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The Japanese company, Kubota [79] had developed a fruit-picking robot which used a mobile
platform to approximate a small four degrees-of-freedom manipulator to the detachment area.
The gripper had a mobile vacuum pad to capture the fruit and to direct it towards a cutting
device. An optical proximity sensor, a stroboscope light and a colour camera were used and all
were well protected.

3. Discussions
From the literature review, it is understood that most of the researchers have the common view
that better results can be obtained with HSI colour space compared to other colour spaces; one or
more colour cameras are being used for getting the colour images of citrus fruits and these image
parameters are being used for the size estimation. The shapes of the fruits are determined using
parameters like elongation, roundness, symmetry and compactness. Dynamic weight
measurements are done using electromechanical load cell. The sweetness of the fruits is mostly
determined using NIR spectroscopy. Defect inspection and the internal quality are assessed using
machine vision, hyper-spectral imaging and near infrared (NIR) technologies. UV fluorescence
technique is commonly used for finding the skin defects. Recently, inspection of citrus fruits in
real time using Machine Vision in conjunction with multi-spectral imaging is found to give more
classification accuracy. Of all the classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN), the performance of SVM classifiers is found to be more
accurate.

4. Further Scope
Some researchers have predicted the volume of citrus fruits using image processing techniques
based on single or multiple view fruit images and the shape-based analytical models
[33],[53],[80]. If the weight of the fruit is measured online using load-cell or by some other
method, then using this estimated volume it is easy to calculate the average fruit density of that
particular batch of fruits, which may be useful for identifying the presence of hidden defects and
in predicting the fruit maturity.
Mathematical modeling can be developed for estimating the mass of the fruits using fruit
dimensions assuming the fruit densities to be constant for a particular batch of fruits, thereby
replacing the need for a weighing device and eliminating the associated hardware components.
Fourier based shape classification technique can be used to analyze/determine the shape of the
fruit. Also features such as area, eccentricity and central moments can be used to discriminate
between different shapes.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Bayesian Discriminant Analysis in combination with a
Mahalanobis distance classifier can be tried to classify the fruits based on colour. Data reduction
can be done using Principal Component Analysis or Partial Least Squares coupled with multiple
regression or using ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) or Wavelets or Recursive Classification
Trees instead.
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From the study it is also understood that many sorting and grading equipments developed use
separate sections for feeding, imaging, weighing and sorting which involves careful handling
during transfers from one section to another section. Only a couple of sorters and graders have
been reported in the literature which uses single conveying arrangement for the entire operations.
Future machine vision system may be designed around a single conveying arrangement with
minimum transfer operations to improve the handling, reduce fruit damage, increase the
throughput and reduce the floor space requirement. The design may be made economically to
satisfy the needs of all smaller horticultural units.

5. Conclusions
Study reveals that many researchers have developed many kinds of citrus fruit graders and
sorters according to market requirement which are highly challenging. Generally grading of
these fruits is done on the basis of many internal and external quality parameters like size, shape,
colour, weight, defects, etc. This paper explores some of the technologies of image analysis and
machine vision in the development of automated machine in fruit industries. The study aims to
investigate the potential of various techniques like machine vision, infra-red, optical, robotics,
mechatronics, etc in quantifying the quality parameters of citrus fruits, like colour, size, shape,
etc. and explore the possibilities towards development of improved and simplified machine
vision systems to augment the fruit inspection capabilities for inspection of local varieties of
citrus fruits like orange, mosambi and lemon. The review also covers the measurement of citrus
fruit quality in the harvesting fields.
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Abstract
Stochastic dynamic job shop scheduling problem with consideration of sequence-dependent
setup times are among the most difficult classes of scheduling problems. This paper assesses
the performance of five dispatching rules in such shop from mean flow time, mean tardiness
and number of tardy jobs performance measures viewpoint. A discrete event simulation
model of a stochastic dynamic job shop manufacturing system is developed for investigation
purpose. Five dispatching rules i.e. first come first serve (FCFS), shortest processing time
(SPT), shortest setup time (SIMSET), earliest due date (EDD) and shortest sum of processing
time and setup times (SPT+SIMSET) are incorporated in the simulation model. The
simulation experiments are conducted under due date tightness factor of 3, shop utilization
percentage of 90 and setup times less than processing time. Results indicate that SIMSET
rule provides better performance for mean flow time and number of tardy jobs performance
measures. The SPT rule provides better performance for mean tardiness measure.
Keywords: scheduling; stochastic dynamic job shop; sequence-dependent setup times;
dispatching rule; simulation
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1. Introduction
In a manufacturing system, production scheduling is associated with allocation of set of jobs
on a set of production resources over time to achieve some objectives. In a job shop, a set of
jobs are processed on a set of machines and each job has specific operation order. The job
shop scheduling problem is a combinatorial optimization problem as well as NP-hard and it is
one of the most typical and complex among various production scheduling problems [1, 2].
Dynamic job shop scheduling problem represents the environment in which jobs arrive
continuously over time in the manufacturing system. Further, in a stochastic dynamic job
shop (SDJS) manufacturing system at least one parameter of the job i.e. release time,
processing time or setup time is probabilistic [17, 18].
In traditional approaches, in order to reduce the complexity of solving job shop
scheduling problems, setup time is either neglected or included in the processing time. But
this effort does not represent the realistic picture of the manufacturing system. Setup time is a
time that is required to prepare the necessary resources such as machines to perform a task
[3]. In many real-life situations, a setup operation often occurs while shifting from one
operation to another. Sequence-dependent setup time depends on both current and
immediately preceding operation [3]. Sequence-dependent setup time is encountered in many
industries such as printing industry, paper industry, auto industry, chemical processing and
plastic manufacturing industry. Scheduling problems with sequence-dependent setup times
are among the most difficult classes of scheduling problems [4]. Manikas and Chang [5] and
Fantahun and Mingyuan [6] stated that limited research on job shop scheduling problems
with sequence-dependent setup times is available.
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A dispatching rule selects the next job to be processed from the set of jobs awaiting
processing in the input queue of a machine. Dispatching rules are also termed as scheduling
rules or sequencing rules. Dispatching rules are classified into broad four categories namely
as process time based rules, due date based rules, combination rules and rules that are neither
process time based nor due date based [7]. This paper focuses the performance of five
dispatching rules identified from literature in a SDJS manufacturing system with
consideration of sequence-dependent setup times.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The review of relevant literature
is introduced in section 2. Section 3 describes salient aspects of configuration of the SDJS
scheduling problem. The outline for development of simulation model is explained in section
4. Section 5 presents details of simulation experimentations. Section 6 provides analysis of
experimental results. Finally, section 7 gives concluding remarks and directions for future
work.
2. Literature review
Ramasesh [8] provided survey of simulation research in dynamic job shop scheduling.
Allahverdi et al. [9] provided a comprehensive review of literature on scheduling problems
with setup times (costs). Panwalkar et al. [10] provided a review of scheduling rules used in
manufacturing systems. Blackstone et al. [11] presented a state-of-the-art survey of
scheduling rules used in job shop manufacturing system. Holthaus and Rajendran [12]
proposed two new dispatching rules for a dynamic job shop manufacturing system to
minimize mean flow time, mean tardiness and percentage of tardy jobs performance
measures. These rules combine Process Time and Work Content in Queue for the next
operation on a job by making use of additive (Rule 1) and alternative approaches (Rule 2).
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They concluded that Rule1 is quite effective in minimizing mean flow time performance
measure. Jayamohan and Rajendran [13] proposed seven dispatching rules for minimization
of various performance measures i.e. mean flow time, maximum flow time, variance of flow
time and tardiness in dynamic shops. The proposed rules are found to be effective in
minimizing different performance measures. Jain et al. [14] proposed and assessed the
performance of four new dispatching rules for makespan, mean flow time, maximum flow
time and variance of flow time measures in a flexible manufacturing system. Authors found
that the proposed dispatching rules provides better performance than the existing rules.
Dominic et al. [15] developed two better scheduling rules viz. longest sum of Work
Remaining and Arrival Time of a job (MWRK_FIFO) and shortest sum of Total Work and
Processing Time of a job (TWKR_SPT) for a dynamic job shop manufacturing system. These
rules are tested against the existing scheduling rules i.e. First in First out (FIFO), Last in First
out (LIFO), Shortest Processing Time (SPT), Longest Processing Time (LPT), Most Work
Remaining (MWRK) and Total Work (TWKR) for mean flow time, maximum flow time,
mean tardiness, tardiness variance and number of tardy jobs performance measures.
There have been a few attempts to address dynamic job shop scheduling problems
with sequence-dependent setup times. To the best of authors’s knowledge, Wilbrecht and
Prescott [16] were first among researchers to study the influence of setup times on dynamic
job shop manufacturing systems performance. They proposed and tested a setup oriented
scheduling rule, job with Smallest Setup Time (SIMSET). Authors concluded that SIMSET
rule outperforms other existing scheduling rules i.e. Random, Earliest Due Date, Shortest
Run, Longest Run, Shortest Process and Longest Process for value of work-in-progress,
number of processes completed in a week, number of jobs sent out of the shop in one week,
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number of processes completed late in one week, distribution of completion times, queue
wait time of a job in a shop, number of jobs waiting in a shop, shop capacity utilized, number
of jobs waiting in a queue for more than one week and size of jobs waiting in a queue for
more than one week performance measures. Kim and Bobrowski [17] studied impact of
sequence-dependent setup times on the performance of a dynamic job shop manufacturing
system. They concluded that setup oriented scheduling rules i.e. SIMSET and job with
similar setup and Critical Ratio (JCR) outperforms ordinary scheduling rules i.e. Shortest
Processing Time (SPT) and Critical Ratio (CR) for mean flow time, mean work-in-process
inventory, mean finished good inventory, mean tardiness, proportion of tardy jobs, mean
machine utilization, mean setup time per job, mean number of setups per job and mean total
cost per day performance measures when a manufacturing system with sequence-dependent
setup times is considered. Kim and Bobrowski [18] extended their previous work [17] to
investigate impact of setup times variation on sequencing decisions with normally distributed
setup times. They concluded that setup times variation has a negative impact on system
performance. Recently, Vinod and Sridharan [19] proposed and assessed performance of five
setup oriented scheduling rules viz. shortest sum of Setup Time and Processing Time (SSPT),
job with similar setup and Shortest Processing Time (JSPT), job with similar setup and
Earliest Due Date (JEDD), job with similar setup and Modified Earliest Due Date (JMEDD)
and job with similar setup and shortest sum of Setup Time and Processing Time (JSSPT) for
dynamic job shop scheduling problems with sequence-dependent setup times. They
concluded that proposed rules provides better performance than the existing scheduling rules
i.e. First in First out (FIFO), Shortest Processing Time (SPT), Earliest Due Date (EDD),
Modified Earliest Due Date (MEDD), Critical Ratio (CR), Smallest Setup Time (SIMSET)
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and job with similar setup and Critical Ratio (JCR) for mean flow time, mean tardiness, mean
setup time and mean number of setups performance measures.
Literature review clearly reveals that there is a need to evaluate the performance of
dispatching rules in a SDJS manufacturing system with sequence-dependent setup times. The
present paper is an attempt in this direction. It assesses performance of existing five best
performing dispatching rules identified from literature using simulation modeling for mean
flow time, mean tardiness, and number of tardy jobs performance measures in a SDJS
manufacturing system with sequence-dependent set up times.
3. Job shop configuration
In the present study, a job shop manufacturing system with ten machines is selected. The
configuration of the manufacturing system is determined based on configuration of job shop
considered by various researchers [12, 19]. It is pointed out by researchers that six machines
are sufficient to represent the complex structure of a job shop manufacturing system [16, 20]
and job shop size variations don’t significantly affect the relative performance of dispatching
rules [12, 20]. For the same reason, most of the researchers addressed a job shop scheduling
problem with less than ten machines [15, 21, 22].
3.1. Job data
Six different types of jobs i.e. job type A, job type B, job type C, job type D, job type E and
job type F arrive at the manufacturing system. All the job types have equal probability of
arrival. Job types A, B, C, D, E and F require 5, 4, 4, 5, 4 and 5 operations respectively. The
machines visited by different job types in their routes are shown in Table 1. The processing
times and setup times of each job are stochastic and assumed to be uniformly distributed on
each machine. Processing time changes according to job type and route of the job. Table 2
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presents processing times of each job on the machines according to their routes. The pattern
of processing times on different machines is selected based on research work carried out by
previous researcher [23]. Sequence-dependent setup times which encounters while shifting
from one job type to another are given in Table 3.
3.2. Inter-arrival time
It is average time between arrivals of two jobs. The average arrival rate of jobs must be
selected to have utilization of the machine less than 100%. Otherwise, the number of jobs in
the queues in front of each machine will grow without bound [24]. Thus, inter-arrival time of
the jobs is established using percentage utilization of the shop and processing requirements of
the jobs. It has been observed in the literature that arrival process of the jobs follows a
poisson distribution [8, 19, 24]. Thus, inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed. Mean
inter-arrival time of the jobs is calculated using the following relationship [19, 21].

b=

1



=

 p g
UM

(1)

Here
b=Mean inter-arrival time
λ=Mean job arrival rate

 p =Mean processing time per operation (including setup time)

g =Mean number of operations per job
U=Shop utilization
M=Number of machines in the shop
In the present work, µp is computed by taking the mean of mean processing times of
all operations (from Table 2) plus mean of mean setup times (from Table 3). Thus, µp =19.
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45. For the taken input data, µg is 4.5 with M=10. In the present work, experiments are
carried out at shop utilization (U) = 90%. Van Parunak [25] observed that due to stochastic
nature of input processes (processing times and setup times) actual shop load is approximated
and fall within a range of ± 1.5% of the target value.
3.3. Due date of jobs
It is time at which job order must be completed. The due date of the arriving job is either
externally or internally determined. In case of externally determined due date, due date is
either established by the customer or set for a specific time in the future. In case of internally
determined due date, due date is based on total work content (sum of processing times and
setup times) of the job or number of operations to be performed on the job. Most of the
researchers used total work content (TWK) method to assign due date of the job [12, 19, 21,
26].

di  ai  k ( pi  ni  ui )

(2)

Here
di = Due date of job i
ai = Arrival time of job i
k = Due date tightness factor
pi =Mean total processing times of all the operations of job i
ni = Number of operations of job i
ui = Mean of mean setup times of all the changeover of job i
In the present study, due date tightness factor (k) = 3 is considered.
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4. Structure of simulation model
The simulation modeling is one of the most powerful techniques available for studying large
and complex manufacturing systems. In the present study, a discrete event simulation model
for the operations of SDJS manufacturing system with each dispatching rule is developed
using PROMODEL software. The job flow in the modeled SDJS manufacturing system is
shown in Figure 1. The following assumptions are made while developing simulation model.
1. Each machine can perform at most one operation at a time on any job.
2. An operation cannot start until its predecessor operation is completed.
3. The arrival of jobs in the shop floor is dynamic. A type of job is unknown until it
arrives in the shop.
4. Buffer of unlimited capacity is considered before and after each machine.
5. Processing times and setup times are stochastic and known in priori with their
distribution.
6. The alternate routings for processing of the jobs is not available. A particular type of
operation of the job can be performed by only a particular type of machine.
In the present study, a conceptual model of a job shop manufacturing system is
developed. In order to ensure that the simulation model is correctly developed, a multilevel
verification exercise is performed. For this, the simulation model is debugged and internal
logics are checked. The output obtained from simulation model is compared with that
obtained from a manual exercise by using same input data. Finally, the simulation model is
run under different settings in order to check that the model behaves in a logical manner.
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4.1. Dispatching rules
A dispatching rule (DRL) selects the next job to be processed on the machine from a set of
jobs waiting in the input queue of the machine. In the present work, the following dispatching
rules as identified from the literature are used to make job sequencing decision [16, 19].
(1) First Come First Serve (FCFS): The job which arrives first in the input queue of the
machine is selected for processing.
(2) Shortest Processing Time (SPT): The job with shortest processing time for the
imminent operation is selected for processing.
(3) Shortest Setup Time (SIMSET): The job with shortest setup time for the imminent
operation is selected for processing.
(4) Earliest Due Date (EDD): The job to earliest due date is selected for processing.
(5) SSPT : Shortest (Setup Time + Processing Time)
The job with shortest value of the sum of Setup Time and Processing Time is selected for
processing.
4.2. Performance measures
The following performance measures are used for evaluation purpose in the experimental
investigations:
(1) Mean flow time ( F ): It is average time that a job spends in the shop during
processing.



n

F  [ Fi ]
n i 

(3)

Here
Fi = ci - ai
Fi=Flow time of job i
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ci =Completion time of job i
ai =Arrival time of job i
n=Number of jobs produced during simulation period (during steady state period)
(2)Mean tardiness ( T ): It is average tardiness of a job in the shop during processing.



n

T  [Ti ]
n i 

(4)

Here
Ti = max {0, Li}
Li = ci- di
Ti=Tardiness of job i
Li=Lateness of job i
di =Due date of job i
(3) Number of tardy jobs (NTJ): It is value of the number of jobs which are completed
after their due dates.
n

NTJ   ( Ji )

(5)

i 1

Here, δ (Ji ) = 1 if Ji > 0 and δ (Ji ) = 0, otherwise.
5. Experimental design for simulation study
Using simulation modeling, a number of experiments on SDJS scheduling problem have been
conducted. The first stage in simulation experimentation is to identify steady state period i.e.
end of the initial transient period. The Welch’s procedure as described by Law and Kelton
[27] is used for this purpose. A pilot study for SDJS manufacturing system is conducted with
FCFS dispatching rule. Thirty replications are considered for simulation experimentation.
The simulation for each replication is made to run for 20000 jobs completion. It is observed
that the manufacturing system reaches steady state at the completion of 5000 jobs. Finally,
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the experimental investigation is carried out to assess the performance of five dispatching
rules identified from literature in a SDJS manufacturing system for 20000 jobs completion
(after warm up period of 5000 jobs).
6. Results and discussion
In SDJS manufacturing system, the performance of five dispatching rules identified from
literature is assessed. For each performance measure under each dispatching rule, the
simulation output of 30 replications is averaged. The average values of various performance
measures are shown in Figures 2-4.
6.1. Mean flow time
The performance of different dispatching rules for mean flow time measure is shown in
Figure 2. It indicates that SIMSET rule is best performing dispatching rule for mean flow
time performance measure. This is followed by SPT+SIMSET, SPT, EDD, and FCFS
dispatching rules in that order. Thus, SIMSET rule is best performing dispatching rule for
mean flow time performance measure when a stochastic dynamic job shop scheduling
problem with sequence-dependent setup times is considered.
6.2. Mean tardiness
This is due date based performance measure and related to better customer service and
satisfaction. Figure 3 shows the performance of various dispatching rules for mean tardiness
measure. It clearly indicates that SPT rule is best performing dispatching rule and it is
followed by SIMSET, SPT+SIMSET, EDD, and FCFS dispatching rules in that order. Thus,
SPT dispatching rule outperforms other dispatching rules for mean tardiness performance
measure.
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6.3. Number of tardy jobs
The performance of different dispatching rules for number of tardy jobs measure is shown in
Figure 4. This figure indicates that SIMSET dispatching rule provides best performance for
number of tardy jobs measure. This is followed by other dispatching rules i.e. SPT,
SPT+SIMSET, EDD and FCFS in that order in minimizing number of tardy jobs
performance measure.
7. Conclusions
The present work addresses a SDJS scheduling problem while considering sequencedependent setup times. The performance of five dispatching rules taken from literature is
assessed. The experimental results indicate that SIMSET rule is best performing dispatching
rule for mean flow time, and number of tardy jobs performance measure. The SPT rule
provides best performance for mean tardiness measure.
The present work can be extended in several ways. Further experimental work is
required to address SDJS scheduling problems with sequence-dependent setup times and
involving situations like limited capacity buffer between machines, machine breakdown,
batch mode schedule and external disturbances such as order cancellation and job preemption. The development of better dispatching rules is both essential and desirable.
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Tables
Table 1
Table 1. Routes of job types.
Job type

Number of operations

Route of the job (Machine number)

A

5

1-6-10-2-4

B

4

8-3-5-10

C

4

7-9-3-1

D

5

5-7-9-2-4

E

4

2-8-1-10

F

5

6-9-1-3-5

Table 2
Table 2. Processing times of jobs on machines according to routes.
Job type

Processing times of jobs according to machines

A

U(10,11), U(14,15), U(17,18), U(16,17), (18,19)

B

U(17,18), U(10,11), U(19,20), U(13,14)

C

U(17,18), U(11,12), U(16,17), U(13,14)

D

U(12,13), U(19,20), U(16,17), U(10,11), U(17,18)

E

U(13,14), U(19,20), U(10,11), U(16,17)

F

U(19,20), U(13,14), U(15,16), U(10,11), U(14,15)
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Table 3
Table 3. Job types/sequence-dependent setup times data .

Preceding job
type

Follower job type
A

B

C

D

E

F

A

0

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.75)

U(5,5.50)

U(5,5.50)

U(5,5.25)

B

U(5,5.50)

0

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.75)

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

C

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

0

U(5,5.50)

U(5,5.75)

U(5,5.25)

D

U(5,5.75)

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

0

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

E

U(5,5.50)

U(5,5.75)

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

0

U(5,5.25)

F

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

U(5,5.75)

U(5,5.25)

U(5,5.50)

0
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Figures
Figure 1
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Figure 1. Job flow in a modeled job shop.
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Figure 2

Figure 2. Performance of dispatching rules for mean flow time.

Figure 3

Figure 3. Performance of dispatching rules for mean tardiness.
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Figure 4

Figure 4. Performance of dispatching rules for number of tardy jobs.
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Abstract
In the current study, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and regression models are developed
to predict average equivalent strain in equal channel angular pressing (ECAP). Finite Element
(FE) modelling in FORGE 3 environment was conducted for ECAP process with different
channel angles, coefficient of frictions and processing routes. The FE modeled data are split into
two sets, one for training and the other for validation of the model. The training data is used to
develop the above models and the test data, which was not used earlier to develop these models, is
used for validating the models. Subsequently, the models are compared and it is found that the
predicted and FE results are in good agreement with simulation results. The percentage error
comparison of ANN and regression model clearly indicates that the performance of ANN is much
better than the statistical regression model.

Keywords: Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP), Average Equivalent Strain, Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) Model, Regression Model.

Introduction
Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) has emerged as most prominent Severe Plastic
Deformation (SPD) technique used to produce an ultrafine grained (UFG) structure [1, 2] in
metals from coarse grained metals in order to improve their mechanical and physical properties
since the final grain size is related to equivalent strain in the work piece by Hall-Petch equation
[3, 4] which states that the yield stress,  y , is given by  y o  k yd 1/2 , where  o is termed the
friction stress, k y is a constant of yielding and d is the grain size. The ECAP parameters, viz.,
amount of deformation shear strain (ε), number of passes (N), rotation angle between each
repetitive pressing, the strain rate monitored by movement of punch, and the temperature in
process greatly influence the final microstructure and thus the properties of the final product in
ECAP. A schematic of the process is exhibited in figure 1, where Φ and Ψ are the channel
intersection angle and the arc curvature angle respectively. Pressure P is applied on the plunger
which causes the billet to move through the channel experiencing intense shear strain responsible
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for producing ultrafine grained structure with improved mechanical properties such as hardness
and toughness.

Figure 1. Typical ECAP process, where Φ is die channel angle and Ψ is angle of curvature.

Artificial Neural networks (ANN) are systems that try to make use of some of the known or
expected organizing principles of the human brain. ANN’s most prominent feature is to learn
from examples, and then adapt themselves based on actual solution space (training data sets) [5].
ANN consists of a number of independent, simple processors - the neurons. These neurons
communicate with each other via weighted connections. Learning in neural networks means to
determine a mapping from an input to an output space by using example patterns. If the same or
similar input patterns are presented to the network after learning, it should produce an appropriate
output pattern.
In this work Back-Propagation learning methodology with Levenberg -Marquardt (LM)
approximation is adopted for supervised learning of the networks and is briefly described below:
The Back-Propagation (BP) neural network is a multiple layer network with one input layer, one
output layer and some hidden layers between input and output layers. Its learning procedure is
based on gradient search with least sum squared optimality criterion. Calculation of the gradient
is done by partial derivative of sum squared error with respect to weights. This algorithm can be
expressed succinctly in the form of a pseudo-code as given below.
1. Pick a rate parameter R.
2. For each sample input compute the resulting output until performance is satisfactory
3. Compute  (error)for nodes in the output layer using;

z  Dz  Oz
where D represents the desired output and O represents the actual output of the
neuron.
4. Compute β for all other nodes using;

 j  k W jk Ok 1 Ok  k
5. Compute weight changes for all weights using;
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wi j  rOiO j 1 O j  j
6. Add up the weight changes for all sample inputs and change the weights.

The standard BP algorithm suffers from the serious drawbacks of slow convergence and
inability to avoid local minima. Therefore, BP with Levenberg -Marquardt (LM) approximation
is used in this work. LM learning rule uses an approximation of the Newton's method to get
better performance [6]. This technique is relatively faster but requires more memory. The LM
update rule is:





W  J T J  I 1J T e
Where J is the Jacobean matrix of derivatives of each error to each weight,  is a scalar and e is
an error vector. If the scalar is very large, the above expression approximates the Gradient
Descent method while when it is small the above expression becomes the Gauss - Newton
method. The Gauss Newton method is faster and more accurate near error minima. Hence, the
aim is to shift towards the Gauss - Newton as quickly as possible. The  is decreased after each
successful step and increased only when the step increases the error.
In the present study, ANN model is developed to predict average equivalent strain produced
during ECAP process. The proposed models use data for training procedure from FE modelling
in FORGE 3 environment. The channel angle and coefficient of friction were considered as the
input parameters of the models. The channel angle was varied from 90o, 105o and 120o and
coefficient of friction from 0, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4.
A nonlinear regression model is also obtained from same data for comparison with the ANN
model. The proposed ANN network is proven successful, resulting in reliable predictions,
providing a possible way to avoid time and money-consuming experiments.

Finite Element Modelling of ECAP process
The 3D models for the ECAP simulation were developed in solidworks software with the
channel intersection angle Φ = 90° and angle of curvature Ψ = 0°. The dies are assumed to be
rigid pieces and the material used is an H13 tool-steel. The dimension of the upper die or punch
is 10mm (width) x 10mm (breadth) and 20mm (height). The square shaped three dimensional
workpiece (billet) considered has the dimensions of 10 mm (width) x 10 mm (breadth) and 60
mm (height) (refer Fig. 2). The material of the billet is taken to be Al6061 aluminum alloy.
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Figure 2. Geometry of ECAP dies and billet used in FE simulations

The material behavior is assumed to follow that of Norton-Hoff law written in following
tensorial form:

s = 2K(T, ε,...)( 3 ε)

m-1
ε

where s = shear stress, K = material consistency,
T = temperature,  = equivalent strain,
 = equivalent strain rate and  = strain rate.
Generalized coulomb friction law is used in the current analysis given by:
0
 0 V
0
and  = m
if μ n  m
 = μ n if μ n  m


3 V

3

where τ = friction stress tangential to the surface,
 = coefficient of friction,
σn = compressive stress normal to the surface (contact pressure),

m

= Tresca coefficient.

Table 1 shows the FE modeling results of average equivalent strain for various values of channel
angles coefficient of frictions and three different processing routes viz. route A, route BA and
route C. These results are used as training data for ANN and regression models.
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Channel Angle (Φ)
90o
µ

Avg. Eq. strain

Channel Angle (Φ)
105o
Avg. Eq. strain

Channel Angle (Φ)
120o
Avg. Eq. strain

Route ‘A’
0.00
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

6.551
6.958
7.198
7.322
7.325
7.328
7.382
7.605

4.579
4.667
4.675
4.753
5.126
5.142
5.664
6.118

2.934
3.096
3.265
3.315
3.374
3.508
3.827
4.453

7.185
7.232
7.381
7.394
7.678
7.721
7.791
7.944

4.309
4.623
5.048
5.239
5.569
5.682
5.791
5.916

2.753
2.795
2.834
2.902
3.002
3.095
3.102
3.146

6.132
6.235
6.677
6.699
6.926
7.057
7.163
7.188

4.468
4.702
4.737
4.562
4.940
5.393
5.628
5.716

2.906
3.272
3.114
3.482
3.488
3.870
3.428
3.274

Route ‘BA’
0.00
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

Route ‘C’
0.00
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

Table 1: ANN training data: Average equivalent strain for routes A, BA and C

ANN Modelling of ECAP process
A three layer network with two inputs i.e. coefficient of friction, and channel intersection angle
(Φ) and two outputs i.e. forming energy and equivalent strain is designed as shown in figure 3.
The data obtained through FE simulations for three routes A, BA and C is used for training the
ANN model. After training, the weights are frozen and the model is validated. For this purpose,
the input parameters to the network are sets of values that have not been used for training the
network but are in the same range as those used for training.
This enables us to test the network with regard to its capability for interpolation. The forming
energy and equivalent strain are thus obtained for this set of parameters. Then an FE simulation
is performed for the same sets of parameters to determine the forming energy and equivalent
strain through the FE simulation. The level of agreement between the forging force predicted by
the neural network and the FE simulation indicates the efficacy of the neural model.
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Figure 3: Two input and two output ANN architecture of ECAP process

For the training problem at hand the following parameters were found to give rapid convergence
of the training network with good performance in the estimation;


First and second layers of neurons are modelled with log of sigmoid function, and the
third layer is purely linear function. Neurons taken in first and second layers are seven (7)
and four (4) respectively.



Maximum epochs considered were 1000, error goal is set at 10-6 and learning rate for
training the network is taken as 0.2.

The results of the validation procedure described above are given in tables 2. The close
agreement of the values of the equivalent strain and forming energy obtained by the neural
network and the FE simulation clearly indicates that the model can be used for predicting the
forging force in the range of parameters under consideration. Convergence graphs between sum
squared error and number of epochs for routes A, BA and C are shown in Figure 4.
The model is very fast and the time taken for prediction is very small. This meta model can also
be used in tandem with optimizer in future for finding the optimal ECAP profile and process
parameters for maximizing the equivalent strain and minimizing extrusion force.
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Figure 4: Convergence graph between sum squared error and number of epochs for route
A, BA and C
S. No.

Φ

µ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

90o
90o
90o
90o
105o
105o
105o
105o
120o
120o
120o
120o

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.40
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.40
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.40

Average Equivalent Strain
FE result
ANN result
6.602
6.582
6.693
6.509
6.884
6.794
7.605
7.623
4.583
4.576
4.597
4.592
4.600
4.599
6.118
6.120
2.986
2.985
2.992
2.889
3.001
3.000
4.453
4.453

Table 2. Validation data set with FE results
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Regression Analysis of ECAP Process
Statistical Regression Analysis (RA) models are developed for ECAP process and are compared
with ANN models. Through the regression analysis of the results, the values of the model
coefficients have been obtained and the regression equation for average equivalent strain is given
as under:
Strain = 18.3 - 0.130 angle + 2.69 friction
In order to judge the accuracy of the regression prediction model, relative percentage error ϕ and
average relative percentage error ϕa are used which are defined as:



PFE

 EV

PFE

100%

n

a 


i 1

n

where PFE is predicted FE simulation value , EV is estimated value of the model and n is the
number of observations.
The comparison of both the models i.e. ANN model and RA model in terms of relative
percentage error is shown in table 3. It is clear that ANN model outperformed the RA model.
Error comparison of both the models is also shown in table 4.

Channel
Angle
(o)

Coefficient
of
Friction

FE simulated
Average
Equivalent
Strain

ANN
modeled
Average
Equivalent
Strain

RA
modeled
Average
Equivalent
Strain

Relative
Error (ϕ)
obtained
by RA
(%)

Relative
Error (ϕ)
obtained
by ANN
(%)

90
90
90
105
105
105
120
120
120

0.02
0.06
0.08
0.02
0.06
0.08
0.02
0.06
0.08

7.237
7.493
7.556
5.572
5.584
5.649
4.368
4.571
4.738

7.018
6.990
7.174
5.201
5.235
5.186
3.869
4.621
4.739

6.653
6.761
6.815
4.703
4.811
4.865
2.753
2.861
2.915

8.07
9.77
9.80
15.59
13.84
13.87
36.97
37.41
38.47

3.03
6.71
5.05
6.66
6.25
8.19
11.42
1.09
0.02

Table 3. Comparison of ANN and RA models for predicting average equivalent strain using
relative percentage error
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Model
Artificial Neural Network
(ANN)
Regression
Analysis (RA)

Minimum Maximum Average
relative relative relative
error
error error (ϕa)
(%)
(%)
(%)
0.02

11.42

5.38

8.07

38.47

20.42

Table 4. Error comparison of ANN and RA models for average equivalent strain

Conclusions
Two different predictive models of average equivalent strain are presented. The ANN model and
the RA approach are used to construct models to evaluate the average equivalent strain in ECAP
process. The results obtained with both ANN and RA are validated and error statistics are
tabulated. The ANN model performance is found to be much better than the statistical regression
model. The average relative error of ANN model is 5.38% whereas for regression model it is
20.42%.
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Abstract:
Bulk Nano Materials have number of applications in automobile, aero-space, medical and
manufacturing applications. These are produced by subjecting materials to severe plastic
deformation (SPD) and have widely emerged as a technique for grain refinement in Al, Cu,
Ti, Mg alloys with improved mechanical properties. Equal Channel Angular Pressing
(ECAP) is one such SPD technique employed to produce bulk ultra-fined grained (UFG)
materials by introducing a large amount of shear strain into the materials without changing
the billet shape or dimensions. FE (Finite Element) modeling of SPD processes has become
an important tool for designing feasible production processes, because of its unique capability
to describe the complex geometry and boundary conditions. In this proposed work, integrated
SPD processes namely Extrusion + ECAP (Ex-ECAP) is proposed and the specimen is
subjected to these processes in the same die set-up. The 3D finite element modelling of
Al6061 was performed using metal forming software FORGE. The dies used in both the
processes during the simulation of Al6061 billet include channel angle of 900 and outer
corner angle fixed at 160 with simulation performed for different plunger velocities. The
simulation results clearly depict the change in equivalent strain in the entire specimen on
account of these processes. Evolution of strain at different considered cross-sections is
analysed. Also, the variation in extrusion force and energy are studied for the considered
process parameters. The FE simulations greatly help in designing the dies for various
experimental conditions to produce bulk nano-materials.
Keywords: Severe Plastic Deformation, Nanomaterials, Equal Channel Angular Pressing,
Extrusion, Finite Element Modeling, Ultra-Fine Grained Material

1. Introduction
Presently, engineering sectors like automotive and aerospace are focussing on
aluminium alloys due to their good corrosion resistance, superior mechanical properties along
with good machinability, weldability, and relatively low cost [1,2]. One of the key factors in
changing the mechanical properties of polycrystalline materials is by controlling the grain
size. At low temperatures, the yield strength is related to the grain size by the well known
Hall–Petch relationship [3, 4], where the yield strength of material increases with decreasing
grain size. A reduction in grain size can also lead to low temperature and/or high strain rate
supeplasticity [5].
Since last decade many deformation processes are under investigation to obtain metals
and alloys with ultrafine microstructures and consequently high strength. Hence, materials
with nanometer or sub micrometer grain sizes are receiving greater interest because of their
unique mechanical and physical properties and high performance [6–9]. The production of
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materials with ultra fine grain sizes can be achieved by subjecting coarse grained metal to
severe plastic deformation to improve their mechanical and physical properties [10-14]. SPD
technology has become the focus of attention of many research groups and individual
researchers and an analysis was conducted by Langdon [15] to evaluate the impact of the
broad publications appearing over the last decade within the discipline of material science
indicating it to be the most popular research area. Many SPD techniques like equal channel
angular pressing (ECAP) [8-11], high pressure torsion (HPT) [16], twist extrusion (TE) [17],
etc., have been developed and analysed. ECAP is a promising process because it can produce
bulk, fully dense, and contamination-free UFG materials. Moreover, one can design and
predict the microstructural evolution by using different routes (route A, BA, BC , and C). In
recent years, numerous theoretical and experimental investigations on the ECAP process [915] have been conducted to demonstrate the effect of process parameters on material
behaviour. Recently, Valiev et al. [18] discussed new concepts and principles in application
of SPD processing to fabricate bulk nanostructured Al alloys with advanced properties. Many
researchers are also working on Finite Element Modelling (FEM) [19-26] to understand the
deformation behaviour of materials and to estimate the developed strain in the ECAP process.
FE simulations help to understand and critically assess the existing ECAP process with a
better insight into influence of different process parameters. Recently, Suo et al. [19] and
Basavaraj et al. [20] have done some 3D analyses to trace the homogeneity during the ECAP
processes after the first pass Xu et al. [22] and Jiang et al. [23] studied the distribution of
strain in the cross-section of the sample of pure Al and CP-Ti, respectively, during the 3D
FEM simulations for the multiple passes. Hans Raj, et al. [21,24] has analysed the influence
of friction and channel angle in ECAP using FE analysis. Nagasekhar et al. [25] considered
the effect of strain hardening and friction in the pure copper by 3D FEM and Balasundar et al.
[26] analysed the effect of friction models on deformation behaviour of pure aluminium.
Sabirov et al. [27] discussed the application of ECAP with parallel channels on deformation
behaviour of Al alloys and Ahmadabadi et al. [28] analysed the changes in mechanical
properties of Al alloy during ECAP with different heat treatments.
In this work, authors have tried to combine extrusion and ECAP (Fig. 2) in the same die
setup and investigated the deformation of Al6061 during low friction conditions and for
different plunger velocities.

Figure 1: Schematics of ECAP process

Figure 2: Extrusion-ECAP
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2. Finite Element Modeling
Finite Element Method (FEM) is one of the important approaches to understand the
deformation occurring in the Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) process.
In this work, the FE modeling of Extrusion-ECAP is done in FORGE environment,
which is capable of modeling 3-D situations of metal forming (including thermal and friction
effects) with automatic mesh regeneration. The material is assumed to be homogeneous,
isotropic and incompressible. The dies are assumed to be rigid. The dimension of the plunger
is 20mm (width) x 20mm (breadth). The three dimensional work piece (billet) considered has
the dimensions of 20 mm (width) x 20mm (breadth) and 105 mm (height). The material of
the billet is Al6061. FE simulations are carried out for ECAP (Φ = 900 and ψ = 160) having
low friction conditions (µ = 0.02 and value of Tresca coefficient, m is kept constant at 0.05).
All the simulations are done at 20°C under pressing velocity of 1, 5 and 10 mm/s and the
material rheological behaviour is assumed to be elastoplastic.
The Hansel – Spittel equation, Eq. 1, is used to describe the behavior of the material during
the deformation which is defined as:
m4
m m
m m 3 8
m1 m9 m2
 f   exp   exp  1    5 exp 7  

(1)

Where ε is the equivalent strain,  is equivalent strain rate, T is temperature and A, m1, m2,
m3, m4, m5, m6, m7, m8, m9 are regression coefficients.
The variation of energy required and equivalent strain in the end product with different
plunger velocities for low friction conditions are obtained, Table 1.
Table 1: The FE evaluation of equivalent strain, forging force and energy during Extrusion-ECAP for ɸ = 900
for different plunger velocities

Plunger Velocity
(mm/s)
1
5
10

Equivalent Strain
Extrusion Zone
ECAP Zone
2.22
3.1
2.33
3.23
2.66
3.34

Extrusion Force
(Tons)
43.37
44.97
45.1

Energy (KJ)
5.53
5.56
5.72

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Evolution of Equivalent Strain
In this process, Extrusion-ECAP, deformation occurs twice, first during extrusion and then
during ECAP where billet experiences severe plastic deformation by simple shear at the
region where two channels intersects. The equivalent strain contours for different plunger
velocities after 1st pass are depicted in Fig. 3. The schematic end billet for the process is
depicted in Fig. 4. The variation of equivalent strain along the billet length at the middle (BB') is also evaluated and shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that equivalent strain increases
rapidly after ECAP (after 50 mm), reaching to maximum value around 3 and then starts
declining once billet slides on the exit channel.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3: Equivalent Strain Contours during Extrusion-ECAP for plunger velocities
(a) 1mm/s, (b) 5 mm/s and (c) 10 mm/sec

Mid Surface

Figure 4: Schematic representation of billet after 1st Pass

Figure 5: Strain distribution in the billet mid surface in Extrusion-ECAP for  = 90o at
µ = 0.02 for different plunger velocities.
3.2 Variation of Extrusion Force
Fig. 6 depicts the variation of extrusion force during 1st pass for  = 900 at low friction
condition. During the initial stages of deformation, the billet enters the deformation zone
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during extrusion and force increases to a certain limit. During further deformation, as the
punch moves in the downward direction, the billet is compressed in the main deformation
shear zone (ECAP) where force attains its peak value. On further pressing, billet slides on the
die surface which causes shear deformation and hence the extrusion force drops. It can be
seen that more extrusion force is required for plunger velocities 5 and 10 mm/sec as
compared to 1 mm/sec.
ECAP

Extrusion

Figure 6: Variation of extrusion force during the deformation process for different plunger
velocities
3.3 Variation of Energy
The variation of energy during Extrusion-ECAP is predicted in Fig. 7. It can be seen that
energy is constantly increases once the deformation starts during extrusion and then decreases
sharply after the end of the process. Also, plunger velocity of 10 mm/s exhibits higher values
of energy as compared to other plunger velocities.

Figure 7: Variation of energy during Extrusion-ECAP for different plunger velocities

Conclusions
Severe plastic deformation (SPD) is an important process for creating bulk ultra fine grained
materials. Three dimensional FE modelling of Extrusion-ECAP was carried out to study the
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evolution of equivalent strain on Al6061 alloy for different plunger velocities at low friction
conditions.
The study revealed the following outcomes:
 During deformation, plunger velocity of 10 mm/s exhibits higher values of equivalent
strain (3.34) as compared to other velocities.
 Extrusion force increases with increase in plunger velocity.
 Plunger velocity of 10 mm/s exhibits higher values of energy as compared to other
plunger velocities.
 Front and back end of the billet exhibit less equivalent strain as these regions
experience less deformation while high value of equivalent strain is exhibited in
central part of the billet.
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Abstract
An approach to optimization of automobile axles for noise, vibration and harshness (NVH)
performance based on end-of-line testing is presented. The method used, the cross-entropy
method, iteratively solves an objective function based on statistical distributions of the
independent variables of the objective function. A Matlab program written by the authors is
presented and discussed. The algorithm used within the method is presented along with solutions
under different convergence criteria.

Introduction
Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) performance is a critical quality characteristic for
automobile manufacturers (original equipment manufacturers, or OEMs) and driveline
component manufacturers alike. A major component of the driveline is the axle. The axle
transfers torque from the engine and driveshaft to the wheels. For axle manufacturers, one of the
primary NVH metrics is gear whine [1]. To ensure satisfactory gear whine performance when
the automobile leaves the factory, many OEMs now require axle assemblies to be tested for gear
whine performance at the end of the assembly line using an end-of-line NVH test (EOLT) prior
to shipment to their assembly plants. It is in the best interest of both the OEMs and axle
manufacturers to ensure that the vibration levels of axles not only meet the requirement at the
EOLT, but that the levels are as low as possible [2]. One way to control the levels at the EOLT is
to understand the correlation of the upstream performance variables to the EOLT result. A
previous work by the authors examined one such correlation [3, 4] involving the assembly
parameters of the axle and the resulting coast-side vibration. This work illustrates the use of the
cross entropy method to minimize the EOLT result with the regression equation presented in [4]
used as the objective function. The solution of the same problem is presented in other works by
the authors using Particle Swarm Optimization [5] and a Genetic Algorithm [6].
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The Optimization Problem
The desire is to minimize the coast-side vibration given by the regression equation from [4]:
Y(X) = 486.32
− 2.8049 a1
− 2.7890 a5
− 0.19745 c6
+ 0.36987 c7
− 0.29785 d3
− 0.26230 d6

(1)

Therefore, the optimization problem is written
* = min Y(X) = Y(X*)

(2)

where * is the optimum value of Y, X´ = [ a1 a5 c6 c7 d3 d6 ], and X* are the values of X
associated with *. The regression equation was derived from 21 samples of data collected from
the assembly line. Clearly the regression equation is only valid for the range of data from which
it was derived. Therefore, the boundary conditions (constraints) for the optimization problem are
the range of each variable from which the objective function was derived. The constraints are
taken from range of data in [4] and summarized in Table 1. Equations (1) and (2) along with
Table 1 completely define the optimization problem. Now, this problem can be solved very
easily deterministically and that solution is given in Table 2. The purpose of this work is to
illustrate how the cross entropy method can be used to solve optimization problems. The simple
problem presented above and the deterministic solution can be used as a basis for such an
illustration, the results of the optimization compared to the deterministic solution.
Table 1 – The Constraints for the Parameters, X, of the Regression Equation (Various Units, dB)
Variable
a1
a5
c6
c7
d3
d6

Lower
Bound
66.8485
68.8496
40.0000
46.0206
46.0206
56.9020

Upper
Bound
69.5424
70.9555
71.5957
78.6900
65.1055
71.3640

The Cross Entropy Method
The Cross-Entropy method (CE) was first introduced by Rubinstein [7] and is a well-known
evolutionary algorithm involving variance minimization. The name “cross-entropy” is derived
2
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Table 2 –The Solution to the Deterministic Form of the Optimization Problem

Optimization
Method
Deterministic

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)
58.1402

from its use of the Kullback-Leibler divergence which is a measure of the loss of information
when one probability distribution is used to approximate another. In CE, the relationship
between the fitness value to be optimized, Y, and the controlling variables, X, is not evaluated
deterministically, but with probability density functions, f (·;v) representing X (the associated
stochastic problem). The Kullback-Leibler divergence is employed to iteratively update the
parameters of the probability density functions minimizing the loss of information as the solution
converges to minimum variance and the optimum value. The basic algorithm for CE is a simple
two-step iterative process [8, 9]:
1. Define the associated stochastic problem by generating appropriate random samples
representing each of the variables of the objective function.
2. Update the parameters of the sampling distributions for the next iteration to move the
solution closer to the optimum value.
In Step 2 CE utilizes rare event estimation and importance sampling to converge each of the
parameters of the probability density functions to their optimum value. A detailed derivation of
CE can be found in Rubinstein and Kroese [10] with an excellent example presented by Kothari
and Kroese [11]. To solve the problem with CE, it is first necessary to define the associated
stochastic problem by replacing the static variables with their stochastic counterparts. It is
appropriate to define the stochastic counterparts based on data collected from the assembly line.
In previous work [3] it was shown that each variable can be represented by a normal distribution,
except d3 due to the bi-modal nature of its distribution. It was explained in [3] that the bi-modal
nature of d3 was likely due to the process producing d3 from two sources. For the purposes of
this work the optimization method will assume d3 can be represented by one normal distribution.
Thus Equation (1) becomes
Y(v) = 486.32
− 2.8049 N(a1,a1)
− 2.7890 N(a5,a5)
− 0.19745 N(c6,c6)
+ 0.36987 N(c7,c7)
− 0.29785 N(d3,d3)
− 0.26230 N(d6,d6)

(3)
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To solve Equation (2) given Equation (3), the CE method employs rare event estimation such
that
l() = Pu(Y(X) ≤ ) = Eu I {Y(X) ≤ }

(4)

where E is the Expected Value operator and X is a random vector with probability distribution
functions, f (·; u), for u ϵ v where

v´ = [ a1, a1, a5, a5, c6, c6, c7, c7, d3, d3, d6, d6 ]

(5)

Now l()  0 as  *. This is the rare event that is estimated under the importance sampling
of X  X*. CE then adaptively updates and v until the solution converges to the tuple (*,v*).
From Kothari and Kroese [11], for each iteration, i, and known values of vi-1 and with i
assigned to be a known quantile of Y(X) under vi-1, a value of  is selected such that
PVi-1(Y(X) ≤ i) ≤  

(6)

PVi-1 (Y(X) ≥ i) ≥ 1 –  

(7)

and

The parameter  defines the elite samples from the current population that will be used to
estimate *. For this work,  is chosen to be the 0.01. Again from Kothari and Kroese [11], v is
updated in each iteration, i, by deriving 𝐯̂i from the cross-entropy program given by
1

̂ (𝐯) = max𝐯 ∑𝑁
max𝐯 𝐷
̂𝒊 } ln 𝑓 (𝑿𝒌 ; v)
𝑘=1 𝐈{𝑌(𝑿𝒌 ) ≤ 𝜸

(8)

𝑁

where

𝐈{𝑌(𝑿𝒌 )≤𝜸̂𝒊} = {

1, 𝑌(𝑿𝒌 ) ≤ 𝛾̂𝑖
0 , 𝑌(𝑿𝒌 ) > 𝛾̂𝑖

(9)

To avoid a sub-optimal solution the convergence is slowed with a slow factor, , such that the
updated value of v is given as

𝐯̂𝑖 = α 𝐯̂𝑖 + (1 − α) ̂𝐯𝑖−1

(10)

with  usually defined to be 0.7 <  < 1.0. Here  will be assigned a value of 0.75. From
Kothari and Kroese [11] for normally distributed values of X, the solution of Equation (8) at
each iteration i yields
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̂𝑖 , 𝛔
̂𝑖 ]
𝐯̂𝑖 = [𝛍

(11)

with

̂ 𝑖𝑗 =
𝝁

∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑿𝑘𝑗
𝑁𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒

𝑁

∑
̂ 𝑖𝑗 )
(𝑿𝑘𝑗 −𝝁
̂ 𝑖𝑗 = √ 𝑘=1 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝝈
𝑁

j = 1, 2, …, p

(12)

j = 1, 2, …, p

(13)

2

where N is the index for the number of feasible solutions. The procedure continues until a
stopping criteria is met. CE is easily adapted to a spreadsheet, but is more practical within a
mathematical programming package such as Matlab. The next section will review the numerical
solution of the optimization problem using CE.
Numerical Solution Using CE
The solution to the optimization problem by CE is conducted within Matlab. The algorithm used
to write the program is given in the Appendix. The data used to initialize the program are the
data used in [4] to derive the regression equation. These data are shown in Table 3.
The program is initialized by establishing the parameters for the CE method. These include the
number of samples to generate with each generation, N, the percentile defining the elite sample,
, the slowing factor, , and the stopping criteria. These values are summarized in Table 4, and
are the input to the program. The program provides output of the average values and standard
deviations for each parameter at each iteration, the setup parameters, the CPU Time required and
the number of iterations required to converge.
The solutions from each of five runs of the CE program using the parameters in Table 4 are
shown in Table 5. In addition, Figures 1, 2 and 3 show for each run the optimum value, the
iterations required to converge to the optimum solution, and the solver time required. From
Figure 1, it is clear that the Cross-Entropy method successfully identifies the optimum solution
for this problem. Figures 2 and 3 suggest that it may not be necessary to use such strict
convergence criteria since there is an impact on solver time and the number of iterations required
to converge. The penalty is insignificant compared to the increased precision in the result, if
increased precision is desired. In this work, it is desired to achieve precision to four decimal
places. CE demonstrates the ability to do this with the more strict convergence criteria. This
suggests that if high precision is desired, a good approach to optimization may be to start with
more strict convergence criteria.
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Table 3 – The Initial Data From the Assembly Line, Various Units, dB

Sample

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

NVH

1

67.9588

69.5134

71.5957

60.0000

46.0206

61.5836

81.03

2

66.8485

70.9555

53.9794

56.9020

58.0618

60.8279

78.18

3

67.6042

70.2377

53.9794

66.0206

49.5424

58.0618

86.26

4

68.2995

70.6296

55.5630

62.9226

49.5424

63.5218

76.49

5

67.2346

70.0212

66.4444

60.8279

52.0412

60.0000

82.29

6

69.5424

70.4228

56.9020

60.8279

46.0206

59.0849

75.86

7

68.6273

69.9662

46.0206

62.2789

62.9226

62.9226

80.95

8

68.6273

69.1273

52.0412

59.0849

53.9794

60.0000

80.22

9

68.2995

70.6040

40.0000

70.3703

49.5424

66.8485

83.64

10

68.6273

70.3703

58.0618

77.5012

49.5424

63.5218

83.44

11

68.9432

70.9309

60.0000

78.6900

46.0206

70.1030

82.09

12

67.6042

70.5526

46.0206

76.1236

49.5424

71.3640

85.15

13

68.2995

70.1030

53.9794

68.2995

52.0412

64.6090

80.36

14

67.9588

70.3703

56.9020

71.8213

65.1055

61.5836

77.54

15

68.9432

69.2180

58.0618

72.0412

63.5218

60.8279

82.33

16

68.2995

68.8496

55.5630

67.6042

64.0824

60.0000

80.61

17

68.6273

70.0212

59.0849

69.8272

64.0824

60.8279

75.29

18

69.2480

69.1273

60.0000

53.9794

64.6090

66.8485

70.63

19

67.6042

69.2480

61.5836

61.5836

46.0206

65.1055

82.28

20

67.6042

69.9109

60.0000

58.0618

46.0206

62.9226

80.53

21

68.2995

69.6575

62.9226

46.0206

59.0849

56.9020

72.87

Avg

68.2429

69.9922

56.6050

64.7995

54.1594

62.7365 79.9067

St Dev

0.6723

0.6226

6.9816

8.2071

7.3371

3.7297

3.9578

Max

69.5424

70.9555

71.5957

78.6900

65.1055

71.3640

86.26

Min

66.8485

68.8496

40.0000

46.0206

46.0206

56.9020

70.63
6
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Table 4 – Initialization Parameters for the CE Method
Description

Parameter

Value

Number of Samples in Each Generation

N

1000

Elite percentile of the population



0.01

Slowing Factor



0.75

Stopping Criteria (convergence) - Trial 1

Maximum Sample Standard Deviation

0.001

Stopping Criteria (convergence) - Trial 2

Maximum Sample Standard Deviation

0.00001

Table 5 – The Average Value of the Parameters and Solution of the Optimization Problem for
Each Iteration
Iterations Solver
Required to Time
Converge (sec)

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)

Run

D

1

0.001

24

17

69.5423 70.9554 71.5940 46.0230 65.1043 71.3627

58.1427

2

0.001

24

17

69.5423 70.9554 71.5942 46.0212 65.1043 71.3631

58.1420

3

0.001

23

17

69.5423 70.9553 71.5941 46.0216 65.1041 71.3623

58.1425

4

0.001

23

16

69.5423 70.9554 71.5943 46.0215 65.1041 71.3630

58.1423

5

0.001

24

17

69.5423 70.9554 71.5945 46.0213 65.1043 71.3627

58.1420

1

0.00001

35

25

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1054 71.3640

58.1402

2

0.00001

43

31

69.3599 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1054 71.3640

58.6521

3

0.00001

35

25

69.5424 70.9555 71.5956 46.0206 65.1054 71.3640

58.1402

4

0.00001

35

25

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1054 71.3640

58.1402

5

0.00001

45

32

69.5411 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1054 71.3639

58.1439

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6
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Figure 1 – The Optimum Value Identified by the Cross-Entropy Method by the Convergence
Criteria and Run Number (The dashed line is the optimum value found deterministically)
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Figure 2 – The Number of Iterations Required to Identify the Optimum Value Using the CrossEntropy Method by the Convergence Criteria and Run Number
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Figure 3 – The Solver Time Required to Identify the Optimum Value Using the Cross-Entropy
Method by the Convergence Criteria and Run Number
Summary
The Cross Entropy (CE) method is a relatively new optimization method. This paper illustrates
the application of the cross entropy method to a very simple linear regression model. The
deterministic solution is used as a means of comparison of the CE results to a known solution.
Table 6 shows the comparison. Table 6 shows nearly exact agreement between the classical
solution and the one found through CE. As discussed above, restricting the convergence criteria
further will improve the precision. It remains, for future work, to confirm that axles built to the
optimum conditions indeed produce improved vibration performance. Other papers by the
authors illustrate solving the same optimization problem using a Genetic Algorithm [6] and
Particle Swarm Optimization [5].
Table 6 – A Comparison of the Deterministic Solution of the Optimization Problem to the Best
Performance of CE
Optimization
Method
Deterministic

N

Iterations
to Solve

Solver
Time
(sec)

0

0

< 10

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

58.1402

35

25

69.5424 70.9555 71.5956 46.0206 65.1054 71.3640

58.1402

Cross-Entropy 1000

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)
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Appendix
A detailed algorithm / pseudocode for the cross entropy method
1. Initialize the program:
a. Define the number of random samples, N, for X.
b. Define the percent of the solutions of Y(X), , that will comprise the elite sample.
c. Define the slow factor, .
d. Define the stopping criteria. This is chosen to be when the maximum standard
deviation across all X and Y(X) is 0.001 dB or after 1,000 iterations.
2. Initialize 0j and 0j for j = 1, 2, … , p.
a. Import the raw data from the assembly line for each parameter.
b. Calculate 0j and 0j from the data.
3. Generate N samples Xi from (i-1)j and (i-1)j.
a. Evaluate Xi against the constraints and discard infeasible solutions.
4. Calculate Yi(Xi) using Equation (1).
a. Calculate ij and ij and compare to the stopping criteria (ij < 0.001?)
b. If True, * = Yi(Xi) and X* = Xi
5. Sort Yi(Xi) and select the  percentile elite solutions.
a. The number of elite solutions = NElite
6. Calculate ij and ij from Equations (8) and (9) using the elite samples.
7. Calculate 𝐯̂𝑖 from Equation (10)
8. Increment the iteration number and repeat from Step 3 until stopping criteria is met.
The Matlab code used for the cross entropy method
% Open the data files
O = load('nvhdata.mat', '-ASCII');
constraint = load('const.mat', '-ASCII');
% Establish the number of variables (c) and the number of samples (r)
[r,c] = size(O);
Sample(r,c)=0;
SampleStDev(1,c) = 100;
SolutionAverage(1,1) = 0;
SolutionStDev(1,1) = 0;
% Initialize the counters
err = 0;
x = 0;
i = 1;
j = 1;
% Calculate the averages
while j < c + 1
while i < r + 1
x = x + O(i,j);
i = i + 1;
end
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Average(j) = x / r;
x = 0;
i = 1;
j = j + 1;
end
Average;
%Re-iniitialize counters
i = 1;
j = 1;
% Calculate the Standard Deviations
while j < c + 1
while i < r + 1
err = err + (O(i,j) - Average(j))^2;
i = i + 1;
end
StDev(j) = sqrt(err / (r-1));
err = 0;
i = 1;
j = j + 1;
end
StDev;
% Perform the Optimization
n = input('How many random samples shall we generate? ');
pelite = input('What percentile of feasible solutions shall we use as the Elite Sample? ');
stop = input('What is the maximum Standard Deviation desired to achieve the optimum solution? This will apply to
all variables. ');
slow = input('What weight shall we apply to the new parameters (slow factor)? ');
plots = input('Shall we create plots at the end? ', 's');
% Begin the iterations
numIterations = 0;
while max(SampleStDev) > stop
numIterations = numIterations + 1;
i = 1;
j = 1;
infeasible = 0;
% Generate the new population
while j < 7
while i < n + 1
Sample(i,j) = random('norm', Average(j), StDev(j));
Sample(i,7)= -2.8049*Sample(i,1)-2.789*Sample(i,2)-0.19745*Sample(i,3)+0.36987*Sample(i,4)0.29785*Sample(i,5)-0.2623*Sample(i,6)+486.32;
i = i + 1;
end
i = 1;
j = j + 1;
end
% Check feasibility of the solutions
while i < n + 1
while j < 7
if Sample(i,j) > constraint(2,j) && Sample(i,j) < constraint(1,j)
Sample(i,8) = 2;
j = j + 1;
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else
Sample(i,8) = 1;
j = 7;
infeasible = infeasible + 1;
end
end
j = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
% Create the array of feasible solutions
% Sort the sample first by Column 8 (the feasible solutions, descending order) and then by
% Column 7 (the fitness value, ascending order)
SortedSample = sortrows(Sample,[-8,7]);
NumFeasible = n - infeasible - 1;
i = 1;
j = 1;
while i < NumFeasible + 1
while j < 8
Feasible(i,j) = SortedSample(i,j);
j = j + 1;
end
j = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
% Calculate the averages of the feasible solutions
i = 1;
j = 1;
while j < 8
FeasibleAverage = 0;
while i < NumFeasible + 1
FeasibleAverage = FeasibleAverage + Feasible(i,j);
i = i + 1;
end
SampleAverage(j) = FeasibleAverage / NumFeasible ;
SolutionAverage(numIterations,j) = SampleAverage(j);
j = j + 1;
i = 1;
end
% Calculate the Standard Deviations of the feasible solutions
i = 1;
j = 1;
while j < 8
FeasibleStdError = 0;
while i < NumFeasible + 1
FeasibleStdError = FeasibleStdError + (Feasible(i,j)- SampleAverage(j))^2;
i = i + 1;
end
SampleStDev(j) = sqrt(FeasibleStdError / (NumFeasible - 1));
SolutionStDev(numIterations,j) = SampleStDev(j);
j = j + 1;
i = 1;
end
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% Calculate the Elite Averages
nelite = round(NumFeasible * pelite);
i = 1;
j = 1;
while j < 8
nEliteAverage = 0;
while i < nelite + 1
nEliteAverage = nEliteAverage + Feasible(i,j);
i = i + 1;
end
EliteAverage(j) = nEliteAverage / nelite ;
j = j + 1;
i = 1;
end
% Calculate the Elite Standard Deviations
i = 1;
j = 1;
while j < 8
nEliteStdError = 0;
while i < nelite + 1
nEliteStdError = nEliteStdError + (Feasible(i,j)-EliteAverage(j))^2;
i = i + 1;
end
EliteStDev(j) = sqrt(nEliteStdError / (nelite-1));
j = j + 1;
i = 1;
end
% Update the Average and Standard Deviation for the next population
NumFeasible = 0;
Average = slow * EliteAverage + (1 - slow) * SampleAverage;
StDev = slow * EliteStDev + (1 - slow) * SampleStDev;
end
% After the stopping criteria has been reached, display the results from each iteration along with the optimum
SolutionAverage
SolutionStDev
numIterations
SampleAverage
SampleStDev
% Write the results to an Excel File
xlswrite('Solution.xls',SolutionAverage,'Averages');
xlswrite('Solution.xls',SolutionStDev,'StDevs');
if plots == 'y'
figure
plot(SolutionAverage)
figure
plot(SolutionStDev)
end
% End of test. Ask to clear the memory.
reply = input ('Do you want to clear everything? (y/n)[n]', 's');
if reply == 'y'
clear
clc
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elseif isempty(reply)
reply = 'n';
end
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Abstract
An approach to optimization of automobile axles for noise, vibration and harshness (NVH)
performance based on end-of-line testing is presented. The method used, the particle swarm
optimization method (PSO), iteratively solves an objective function based on positioning values
of the independent variables of the objective function within their corresponding constraints. A
Matlab program written by the authors is presented and discussed. The algorithm used within the
method is presented along with solutions under different population sizes.

Introduction
Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) performance is a critical quality characteristic for
automobile manufacturers (original equipment manufacturers, or OEMs) and driveline
component manufacturers alike. A major component of the driveline is the axle. The axle
transfers torque from the engine and driveshaft to the wheels. For axle manufacturers, one of the
primary NVH metrics is gear whine [1]. To ensure satisfactory gear whine performance when
the automobile leaves the factory, many OEMs now require axle assemblies to be tested for gear
whine performance at the end of the assembly line using an end-of-line NVH test (EOLT) prior
to shipment to their assembly plants. It is in the best interest of both the OEMs and axle
manufacturers to ensure that the vibration levels of axles not only meet the requirement at the
EOLT, but that the levels are as low as possible [2]. One way to control the levels at the EOLT is
to understand the correlation of the upstream performance variables to the EOLT result. A
previous work by the authors examined one such correlation [3, 4] involving the assembly
parameters of the axle and the resulting coast-side vibration. This work illustrates the use of the
cross entropy method to minimize the EOLT result with the regression equation presented in [4]
used as the objective function. The solution of the same problem is presented in other works by
the authors using the Cross Entropy Method [5] and a Genetic Algorithm [6].
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The Optimization Problem
The desire is to minimize the coast-side vibration given by the regression equation from [4]:
Y(X) = 486.32
− 2.8049 a1
− 2.7890 a5
− 0.19745 c6
+ 0.36987 c7
− 0.29785 d3
− 0.26230 d6

(1)

Therefore, the optimization problem is written
* = min Y(X) = Y(X*)

(2)

where * is the optimum value of Y, X´ = [ a1 a5 c6 c7 d3 d6 ], and X* are the values of X
associated with *. The regression equation was derived from 21 samples of data collected from
the assembly line. Clearly the regression equation is only valid for the range of data from which
it was derived. Therefore, the boundary conditions (constraints) for the optimization problem are
the range of each variable from which the objective function was derived. The constraints are
taken from range of data in [4] and summarized in Table 1. Equations (1) and (2) along with
Table 1 completely define the optimization problem. Now, this problem can be solved very
easily deterministically and that solution is given in Table 2. The purpose of this work is to
illustrate how the cross entropy method can be used to solve optimization problems. The simple
problem presented above and the deterministic solution can be used as a basis for such an
illustration, the results of the optimization compared to the deterministic solution.
Table 1 – The Constraints for the Parameters, X, of the Regression Equation (Various Units, dB)
Variable
a1
a5
c6
c7
d3
d6

Lower
Bound
66.8485
68.8496
40.0000
46.0206
46.0206
56.9020

Upper
Bound
69.5424
70.9555
71.5957
78.6900
65.1055
71.3640

Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization method (PSO) is an optimization method that was developed by
Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [7]. The method iteratively converges to the solution of an
2
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Table 2 – The Solution to the Deterministic Form of the Optimization Problem

Optimization
Method
Deterministic

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)
58.1402

optimization problem by manipulating the variables in such a way that mimics a swarm or flock
of birds converging on a food source or to a particular perch or other location. This work will
apply PSO following the method as it was used by Robinson and Rahmat-Samii to solve an
electromagnetics problem [8]. Robinson and Rahmat-Samii apply the fundamental PSO method
outlined by Kennedy and Eberhart, but they also present an interesting approach to handling
constraints. PSO follows a very simple algorithm:
1. Select the number of particles – usually known solutions, or random solutions.
2. Calculate the fitness of each solution.
3. Compare all of the fitness values – the solution that has the fitness value closest to
optimum is the “Global Best”.
4. Calculate the “velocity” of each particle – changes in each variable that will move the
particle closer to the optimum.
5. Adjust the position based on the velocity and the constraints – only feasible positions are
allowed.
6. Compare the fitness value of each new position of each particle to its previous position –
store the position that has the fitness value closest to optimum as the new “Personal
Best”.
7. Compare all of the Personal Bests to the Global Best – whichever solution is closest to
the optimum becomes the new Global Best.
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8. Repeat Steps 4 through 7 until desired convergence criteria are met (e.g., small change in
Global Best, maximum iterations).
The Global Best solution when the method converges is the optimum solution identified by the
method.
Initializing the Swarm
Initialization of PSO begins with the definition of the sample space for each variable. Here, the
sample space is defined as the range of values that were used to define the optimization equation
derived by Meinhardt and Sengupta [4]. The sample space are all of the values that satisfy the
constraints on X presented in Table 1. Next, a set of samples from the sample space of X are
defined. Here, for the first trial, the original set of 21 samples, shown in Table 3, is used to
initialize the swarm. The initial fitness value is the actual NVH result from the assembly line.
This is also shown in Table 3. Another acceptable method for initialization is to select a desired
number of particles, and assign the positions randomly using the initial set of 21 samples to
define the sampling distributions, calculating the fitness of each particle using Equation (1). This
method is also used in additional trials.
Moving the Swarm
In the PSO analog, each sample is treated as a particle. The particle analogy is appropriate
because each sample has no ‘mass’, but is assigned ‘position’ and ‘velocity’. The position of
each particle corresponds to the current value of each variable, X, and is modified at each
iteration according to Equation (3)
X = XP + V

(3)

with XP defined as the position of each particle at the end of the previous iteration. At
initialization, XP = X. The velocity of the particle is defined by Equation (4).
V = w VP + c1 rand() (PBEST – X) + c2 rand() (GBEST – X)

(4)

Equation (4) has three terms, each with a very specific purpose:
1. An inertia term
This term, w VP, applies a weight (w) to the current velocity (that is, the velocity at
the end of the previous iteration, VP)
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Table 3 – The Initial Data From the Assembly Line, Various Units, dB

Sample

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

NVH

1

67.9588

69.5134

71.5957

60.0000

46.0206

61.5836

81.03

2

66.8485

70.9555

53.9794

56.9020

58.0618

60.8279

78.18

3

67.6042

70.2377

53.9794

66.0206

49.5424

58.0618

86.26

4

68.2995

70.6296

55.5630

62.9226

49.5424

63.5218

76.49

5

67.2346

70.0212

66.4444

60.8279

52.0412

60.0000

82.29

6

69.5424

70.4228

56.9020

60.8279

46.0206

59.0849

75.86

7

68.6273

69.9662

46.0206

62.2789

62.9226

62.9226

80.95

8

68.6273

69.1273

52.0412

59.0849

53.9794

60.0000

80.22

9

68.2995

70.6040

40.0000

70.3703

49.5424

66.8485

83.64

10

68.6273

70.3703

58.0618

77.5012

49.5424

63.5218

83.44

11

68.9432

70.9309

60.0000

78.6900

46.0206

70.1030

82.09

12

67.6042

70.5526

46.0206

76.1236

49.5424

71.3640

85.15

13

68.2995

70.1030

53.9794

68.2995

52.0412

64.6090

80.36

14

67.9588

70.3703

56.9020

71.8213

65.1055

61.5836

77.54

15

68.9432

69.2180

58.0618

72.0412

63.5218

60.8279

82.33

16

68.2995

68.8496

55.5630

67.6042

64.0824

60.0000

80.61

17

68.6273

70.0212

59.0849

69.8272

64.0824

60.8279

75.29

18

69.2480

69.1273

60.0000

53.9794

64.6090

66.8485

70.63

19

67.6042

69.2480

61.5836

61.5836

46.0206

65.1055

82.28

20

67.6042

69.9109

60.0000

58.0618

46.0206

62.9226

80.53

21

68.2995

69.6575

62.9226

46.0206

59.0849

56.9020

72.87

Avg

68.2429

69.9922

56.6050

64.7995

54.1594

62.7365 79.9067

St Dev

0.6723

0.6226

6.9816

8.2071

7.3371

3.7297

3.9578

Max

69.5424

70.9555

71.5957

78.6900

65.1055

71.3640

86.26

Min

66.8485

68.8496

40.0000

46.0206

46.0206

56.9020

70.63
5
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2. A term containing knowledge of its personal ‘best’ position so far
This term, c1 rand() (PBEST – X), applies a weight (c1) to the distance of the
variable from its best position in all previous iterations (PBEST). This term is
analogous to the personal ‘memory’ of the particle with respect to its best position in
the direction of the optimum position.
3. A term containing knowledge of the global ‘best’ position
This term, c2 rand() (GBEST – X), applies a weight (c2) to the distance of the
particle from the global best position in all previous iterations (GBEST). This term is
analogous to the ‘knowledge of the swarm’ with respect to the position of the particle
relative to the best position found by the swarm.
The random number function, rand(), is the uniform probability density function in Matlab and
returns a value between 0 and 1. The rand() value is different for each term and is intended to
represent the unpredictability in swarm behavior.
Increasing the weights of any of the weighting factors w, c1 or c2 will encourage the particle to
explore the sample space in the direction represented by the associated term. Conversely,
decreasing the weights of any of the weighting factors w, c1 or c2 will discourage the particle
from exploring the sample space in the direction represented by the associated term. The inertia
weight, w, is generally assigned a value between 0 and 1. According to Robinson and RahmatSamii, a large inertia weight, w, tends to encourage global exploration even as the swarm
approaches the optimum solution and for this reason they adopt the strategy of linearly
decreasing w as the optimization progresses, so that global exploration reduces as the solution
converges to optimum. Robinson and Rahmat-Samii decrease w linearly from 0.9 to 0.4 over the
course of the optimization. This strategy is also adopted in this work. The values of the
weighting factors, c1 and c2, chosen by Robinson and Rahmat-Samii are based on analytical
analysis of PSO by Clerc and Kennedy [9] which resulted in a value of 1.49 for each. Those
values for the weighting factors will also be used here.
Handling Constraints
As discussed above, the constraints are the ranges of the data from which the regression equation
(the fitness function) was derived. Particles that violate these constraints are considered to be
“infeasible”. Inevitably through the course of PSO the calculated velocities, if not handled
accordingly, will carry some or all particles beyond the constraints into the infeasible region.
Robinson and Rahmat-Samii discuss three ways of handling constraint violations. The first is to
ignore the constraints with respect to the position of the particle and to not evaluate the fitness
for infeasible values of X (the “Invisible Wall”) effectively eliminating the influence of the
particle on the swarm. The second is to reverse the velocity of any particle that might otherwise
violate a constraint (the “Reflecting Wall”), and finally, to set the velocity equal to zero once the
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particle achieves the constraint value (the “Absorbing Wall”). In this work, it is proposed that
another new method (the “Arresting Wall”) be considered where the velocity is set to zero if the
particle would otherwise violate a constraint. This new philosophy may allow particles to explore
regions closer to the constraint boundary. These methods of handling constraint violations are
illustrated in Figure 1.
One of the problems with PSO can be the tendency of the particles to fly out of the solution
space never to return. The control on the constraints is one way to prevent this. Another method
for minimizing constraint violation is to limit the velocity within each iteration. Eberhart and Shi
[10] propose limiting the velocity by introducing a maximum velocity, vmax, to be applied at
each iteration where vmax is equal to 10% – 20% of the range of feasible values for each
variable. Here, using a limiting factor of 10% of the range, this strategy is applied directly to the
constraints in Table 1 to give the values for vmax for the optimization problem. These values are
presented in Table 4.
Convergence to the Optimum Solution
As with any optimization method, PSO requires that the conditions for convergence be
defined. Typically in an iterative optimization program convergence is defined to be the state
when the optimum value has not changed, or has changed very little over the course of a predetermined number of iterations or CPU time. In PSO, however, there is a tendency for the
optimization to stagnate temporarily, sometimes for 100 iterations or more depending on the
choice of parameters and the character of the fitness function, constraints and the sample space.
For this reason, the researcher must take great care when defining the conditions for convergence
and the parameters within PSO. In this work the solution must remain unchanged for 1,000
iterations to consider PSO converged to a solution. The next section presents the details of the
solution using PSO.
Numerical Solution of the Optimization Problem by the Particle Swarm Optimization Method
The optimization problem is solved with Matlab. A detailed algorithm is shown in the Appendix.
Although the number of iterations required for convergence is greater than needed for CE, as
discussed earlier, there is a tendency of PSO to stagnate occasionally and there is very little
penalty in allowing the routine to continue for this number of iterations. The program requires
the following input:
1. Whether to use the 21 samples from the assembly line as the number of particles or
to generate any desired number of particles using the values from the 21 samples to
define the sampling distributions.
2. Which constraint philosophy to use throughout the run (Invisible Wall, Reflecting
Wall, Arresting Wall or Absorbing Wall)
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a) The “Invisible Wall” –
Particles are allowed to
pass freely, but fitness
is not evaluated if the
constraint is violated.
V=V

c) The “Arresting Wall” –
Particles are forced to
stop for the remainder
of the iteration.
V=0

b) The “Reflecting Wall” –
Particles are forced to
move in the opposite
direction.
V=– V

d) The “Absorbing Wall” –
Particles assume the
position of the
constraint.
X = Constraint

Figure 1 – Handling Constraint Violations – Four Methods (adapted from Robinson and RahmatSamii [8], © 2004 IEEE)
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Table 4 – Values of vmax
Variable
a1

vmax
0.2694

a5

0.2106

c6

3.1596

c7

3.2669

d3

1.9085

d6

1.4462

3.

The number of iterations required for convergence.

4.

The maximum number of iterations before concluding that PSO will not converge.

5.

The choice to review the detailed calculations of each iteration as they happen
(otherwise only the iteration number, the number of iterations toward convergence
and the current solver time used are displayed)

The program provides the following output:
1. All of the parameters for PSO including the user-input.
2. The iteration at which the optimum value was identified.
3. The optimum solution.
4. A file of GBEST for each iteration (X and Y) (how the solution progressed).
5. The average PBEST for each iteration (X an Y) (although not of much interest).
6. The average value of X for each iteration (the general position of the swarm).
7. The solver time used for the iteration.
Table 5 summarizes the setup parameters that are used for the optimization. The detailed Matlab
code is included as an Appendix. The optimization is conducted in two trials with five runs each.
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Table 5 – Setup Parameters for PSO
Description

Parameter

Value

Current Velocity Inertia Weight

w

0.9 - 0.4

Personal Best Weight

c1

1.49

Global Best Weight

c2

1.49

iConverge

1000

iMax

20000

Number of Particles - Trial 1

N

21

Number of Particles - Trial 2

N

100

Stall Iterations Required
Maximum Iterations

Due to the rand() function, it can be expected that the routine will not produce identical results
with any subsequent run, at least in terms of the number of iterations and solver time. For this
reason each run of the program is repeated four times - five runs in total. Table 6 is a summary of
the runs and solutions used for solving the optimization problem with PSO using 21 particles
with the data from the assembly line as the initial position. Table 7 is the same summary using
100 particles with the initial position drawn randomly from PDFs defined by the 21 samples data
from the assembly line (the data from Table 2) as the initial position.
It is clear that this optimization problem did not benefit from the Reflecting Wall and Arresting
Wall constraint strategies. The Absorbing Wall strategy did provide an improvement in run-time
efficient with significantly fewer iterations required. The method saw no significant
improvement in performance using a larger number of particles based on the original 21 samples.
Figure 2 is another representation of the optimum solutions presented in Tables 6 and 7 that
perhaps further clarify these points. Figure 3 is an illustration of the number of iterations
required to complete the optimization for each method. Figure 4 is the solver time required for
the method to converge at each run. It can be concluded that the Absorbing Wall constraint
philosophy using the initial samples to define the particles identified the optimum value more
efficiently than the other constraint philosophies, even with a larger population of particles.
Summary of the Solution by the Particle Swarm Optimization Method
This section presented the solution of the optimization problem using the Particle Swarm
Optimization method. This section now concludes with a comparison of the best performance of
the Particle Swarm Optimization Method, the Cross-Entropy Method and the deterministic
solution. Table 8 shows the comparison. PSO using the Absorbing Wall constraint philosophy
agrees exactly with the deterministic solution to four decimal places. However, PSO required
twice the CPU time and more than 20 times more iterations. It remains, for future work, to
confirm that axles built to the optimum conditions indeed produce improved vibration
10
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performance. Other papers by the authors illustrate solving the same optimization problem using
the Cross Entropy Method [5] and Particle Swarm Optimization [6].
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58.1504
58.1402
59.3797
58.1521
58.1402
63.7399
67.6056
63.3564
64.7774
63.4770
60.4696
59.3053
62.4449
59.9944
61.4502
58.1402
58.1402
58.1402
58.1402
58.1402

71.3640
71.3640
66.6384
71.3640
71.3640
66.5952
62.4810
67.1225
68.8239
68.7466
71.2373
68.2686
66.8889
66.7476
68.0458
71.3640
71.3640
71.3640
71.3640
71.3640

65.1055
65.1054
65.1054
65.1054
65.1055
63.5278
65.0064
64.7831
64.1270
63.8339
64.7733
65.1054
64.3967
64.2124
65.1054
65.1055
65.1055
65.1055
65.1055
65.1055

46.0482
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.1155
46.4431
48.2129
46.1429
46.1620
46.0378
46.5591
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206

71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
71.5353
71.5957
61.1302
60.8789
59.9873
59.8196
60.2865
60.5298
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
61.2003
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957

70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.3764
69.5087
70.9517
69.8167
70.2467
70.9534
70.9003
69.9192
70.9547
70.8970
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555

69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.4846
69.2577
69.2236
69.4951
69.5391
69.5424
69.5424
69.5319
69.4087
69.4626
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424

170
218
154
137
140
70
30
112
60
119
284
564
263
264
228
42
47
64
63
31

5728
7327
5191
4601
4740
513
222
825
444
868
9538
18985
8841
8859
7656
1402
1603
2124
2137
1041

Invisible
Invisible
Invisible
Invisible
Reflecting
Reflecting
Reflecting
Reflecting
Reflecting
Arresting
Arresting
Arresting
Arresting
Arresting
Absorbing
Absorbing
Absorbing
Absorbing
Absorbing

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

d6

d3

Invisible

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)

21

c7

c6

a5

a1

Solver
Time

Iterations
Required
to
Converge

1

Run

Number
Constraint
of
Particles Philosophy

Table 6– Solutions of the Optimization Problem by the Particle Swarm Optimization Method n = 21
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66.4116
63.8873
61.6453
66.3095
64.5359
66.2609
58.1402
58.1402
58.1402
58.1402
58.1402

68.7659
58.5511
66.1168
61.7258
61.3583
63.6681
71.3640
71.3640
71.3640
71.3640
71.3640

60.6359
60.9479
58.0015
58.5073
65.1028
64.8387
65.1055
65.1055
65.1055
65.1055
65.1055

55.2147
46.0206
46.0206
46.0749
46.0206
50.2843
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206
46.0206

61.6919
71.5957
71.5631
53.1735
68.5383
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957
71.5957

70.8433
70.9369
70.9532
70.9489
69.8201
70.9242
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555
70.9555

69.3322
69.1517
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
67.9886
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424
69.5424

9
557
943
145
482
135
127
60
83
89
73

118
7579
12844
1979
6552
1830
1715
820
1119
1220
986

Reflecting
Arresting
Arresting
Arresting
Arresting
Arresting
Absorbing
Absorbing
Absorbing
Absorbing
Absorbing

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

5

66.3538
64.1467
64.8848
49.4231

58.3638

70.2294

69.4146

15

201

Reflecting

100

64.5685
68.8608
60.3654
46.2584

64.0866

70.5637

68.9376

9

4

61.2060
70.2936
64.4072
46.0279

70.3594

70.3283

69.3352

61

126

Reflecting

100

3

830

Reflecting

100

2

59.6458
68.0164
64.9142

47.0921

70.8944

70.9494

69.5357

132

1795

Reflecting

100

1

58.1402
71.3640
65.1054

46.0206

71.5957

70.9555

69.5424

425

5777

Invisible

100

58.1403
71.3640
65.1054

46.0207

71.5955

5

58.1402
71.3640

65.1054

46.0206

71.5957

70.9555

69.5424

379

5165

Invisible

100

4

70.9555

69.5424

385

5247

Invisible

100

3

58.1402
71.3640

65.1054

46.0206

71.5957

70.9555

69.5424

554

7532

Invisible

100

2

58.1402
71.3640

65.1054

46.0206

71.5957

70.9555

69.5424

401

5444

Invisible

100

1

d6

Run

d3

c7

c6

a5

a1

Constraint
Philosophy

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)

Solver
Time

Iterations
Required
to
Converge

Number
of
Particles

Table 7 – Solutions of the Optimization Problem by the Particle Swarm Optimization Method n = 100
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1

2

3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
Absorbing
Arresting
Invisible
Reflecting
21 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 60.47 59.31 62.44 59.99 61.45 58.15 58.14 59.38 58.15 58.14 63.74 67.61 63.36 64.78 63.48
100 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 63.89 61.65 66.31 64.54 66.26 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 59.65 61.21 64.57 66.35 66.41

52.00

54.00

56.00

58.00

60.00

62.00

64.00

66.00

68.00

70.00

Figure 2 – Results of Particle Swarm Optimization by Run Number and Constraint Philosophy

Optimum Value, dB
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Iterations Required to Converge

1

2

4
3
Reflecting
222 825 444
830 126 201
2

Figure 3 – Iterations Required for Convergence of Particle Swarm Optimization (by Run
Number and Constraint Strategy)

1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
Invisible
Arresting
Absorbing
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Solver Time, Seconds

1

4
3
Absorbing
47 64 63
60 83 89
2
31
73

5

2

1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
Invisible
Arresting
284 564 263 264 228 170 218 154 137 140 70
557 943 145 482 135 401 554 385 379 425 132
1

4
3
Reflecting
30 112 60
15
9
61
2

Figure 4 – Solver Time Required for Convergence of Particle Swarm Optimization (by
Run Number and Constraint Strategy)
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Table 8 – A Comparison of the Deterministic Solution of the Optimization Problem to the Best
Solver
Optimum
Performance of CE
Optimization
Method

N

Optimization
Deterministic
Method

0
N

Iterations Time
to Solve Solver
(sec)
a1
a5
c6
c7
d3
d6
Iterations Time
0
< 10 69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640
to Solve (sec)
a1
a5
c6
c7
d3
d6

Solution
Y(X*)
Optimum
Solution
58.1402
Y(X*)

Deterministic 1000
0
Cross-Entropy

0
35

<25
10

71.5957 46.0206 65.1054
65.1055 71.3640
69.5424 70.9555 71.5956

58.1402

PSO Cross-Entropy 1000
100
Absorbing Wall

35
820

25
60

71.5956 46.0206 65.1055
65.1054 71.3640
69.5424 70.9555 71.5957

58.1402

PSO 100
Absorbing Wall

820

60

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

58.1402

Appendix
A Detailed Algorithm for Particle Swarm Optimization
The implementation follows the algorithm shown below.
1. Initialize the particles (X and Y) from Table 3.
2. Initialize the constraints and vmax from Table 2 and Table 4.
3. Set the parameters w, c1 and c2.
4. Calculate the new velocities for each particle.
a. Allow w to decrease from 0.9 to 0.4 in increments of 0.005 (100 iterations)
5. Calculate the new positions based on the new velocities.
6. Check feasibility.
7. Calculate the fitness value of each feasible solution using Equation (1).
8. Check each solution against the particle’s Personal Best (PBEST) and update PBEST
if the new position yielded better results.
9. Check each solution against the Global Best (GBEST) and update if any of the
solutions yielded better results.
10. Repeat from Step 4 until 1,000 iterations yield no change in GBEST.
The Matlab Code for Particle Swarm Optimization for Solving the Optimization Problem
%

Revised 03/22/2013
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warning('off','all');
warning;
%

Open the data files

O = load('nvhdata.mat', '-ASCII')
constraint = load('const.mat', '-ASCII')
%

Get the range of the data and establish vmax

[ic,jc] = size(constraint);
j = 1;
while j < jc +1
vmax(j) = 0.1 * (constraint(1,j) - constraint(2,j));
j = j+1;
end

%

Establish the number of variables (c) and the number of samples (r)

[r,c] = size(O);

%

Make room for the iteration number in the arrays

c = c + 1;
%

Initialize the parameters

usex = 0;
detail = 0;
n = 0;
const = 1;
usex = input('Enter ''1'' to use the original data as the particles. ');
if usex > 0
n = 21;
end
if n == 0
n = input('How many random samples shall we generate? ');
end
const = input('How shall constraints be handled?\n( 1 = invisible, 2 =
reflecting, 3 = arresting, 4 = absorbing) ');
gbmax = input('How many iterations are required to establish convergece? ');
imax = input('What is the maximum number of iterations allowed? ');
detail = input('Enter ''1'' if you would like to see the detailed
calculations. ');
%

Default PSO velocity parameters
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a1 = 1.49;
a2 = 1.49;
w = 0.9;
%
%

Enable these input statements to allow changes to the PSO velocity
parameters

% a1 = input('What weight shall be applied to the PBEST value? ');
% a2 = input('What weight shall be applied to the GBEST value? ');
% w = input('What weight shall be applied to the velocity? ');
% stop = input('What is the mimimum change in Y you are looking for before
stopping the program? ');
% stopn = input('Over how many iterations? ');
%

Initialize the arrays and variables

winit = w;
rr1(n,c)=0;
rr2(n,c)=0;
X(n,c)=0;
XP(n,c)=0;
V(n,c)=0;
VP(n,c)=0;
PBEST(n,c)=0;
GBEST(c)=0;
GBESTS(n,c)=0;
AVERAGES(n,c)=0;
PAVERAGES(n,c)=0;
avfile(1,c)=0;
pavfile(1,c)=0;
gfile(1,c)=0;
gflag = 0;
pflag = 0;
count=1;
iopt=0;
opt=0;
write=0;
gbcount=1;
dcount=imax;
d4=('Agrees with Classical Solution? ');
agree={'No'};
%

Initialize the counters for the datafile stats

err = 0;
x = 0;
px = 0;
i = 1;
j = 1;
%

Calculate the averages
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AVERAGES(1,1)=0;
while j < c
while i < r + 1
x = x + O(i,j);
i = i + 1;
end
Average(j) = x / r;
AVERAGES(count,j+1) = Average(j);
x = 0;
i = 1;
j = j + 1;
end
Average
%

Calculate the Standard Deviations

i = 1;
j = 1;
while j < c
while i < r + 1
err = err + (O(i,j) - Average(j))^2;
i = i + 1;
end
StDev(j) = sqrt(err / (r-1));
err = 0;
i = 1;
j = j + 1;
end
StDev
%

Initialize the optimization values PBEST and GBEST

Ymin = 10,000;
i = 1;
while i < n + 1
X(i,1) = i;
XP(i,1)=i;
PBEST(i,1)=i;
GBEST(1)=i;
i = i + 1;
end
i = 1;
j = 1;
if r < n
ri = r;
else
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ri = n;
end
while i < ri + 1
while j < c
% Initialize PBEST
X(i,j + 1) = O(i,j);
XP(i,j + 1) = O(i,j);
PBEST(i,j + 1) = O(i,j);
j = j + 1;
end
% Initialize GBEST
if X(i,8) == 0 || X(i,8) < Ymin
Ymin = X(i,8);
jj = 1;
while jj < c + 1
GBEST(jj) = X(i,jj);
jj = jj + 1;
end
end
j = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
%

Write GBESTS to an array

gfile(1,1)=0;
j = 2;
while j < c + 1
GBESTS(count,j)=GBEST(j);
j = j + 1;
end
%

Write the initial run

if detail == 1
iteration = count - 1
X
XP
V
VP
PBEST
GBEST
end
%
%
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%
%
%

Begin Particle Swarm Optimization

count = count + 1;
while count < imax + 2
GBESTS(count,1)=count - 1;
AVERAGES(count,1)=count - 1;
PAVERAGES(count,1)=count -1;
if detail == 1
iteration = count - 1
end
i = 1;
confail = 0;
while i < n + 1
j = 2;
while j < 8
%

Generate the velocity and position for each particle
%

Calculate the position for each particle

%
%

If random samples will be the particles, generate the initial
'n' sample postions

if count == 2 && usex < 1
X(i,j) = random('norm', Average(j-1), StDev(j-1));
else
%

Calculate the new velocity for each particle

rr1(i,j) = rand(1);
rr2(i,j) = rand(1);
if w > 0.4
w = w - 0.005;
end
%a1 = 2;
%a2 = 2;
%w = 0.9;
V(i,j) = w * VP(i,j) + a1 * rr1(i,j) * (PBEST(i,j) - XP(i,j)) + a2 *
rr2(i,j) * (GBEST(j) - XP(i,j));
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%

Don't let the velocity exceed vmax

if abs(V(i,j)) > vmax(j-1)
V(i,j)= V(i,j) / abs(V(i,j)) * vmax(j-1);
end
%

Calculate the new position for each particle

X(i,j) = XP(i,j) + V(i,j);
%

Check the feasibility of the new position at the upper boundary

if X(i,j) + V(i,j) > constraint(1,j-1)

%

The "invisible wall" philosophy
if const == 1
di = {'Invisible'};
%display(di)
end

%

The "reflecting wall" philosophy
if const == 2
X(i,j) = XP(i,j) - V(i,j)/i;
di = {'Reflecting'};
%display(di)
end
%

The "arresting wall" philosophy

if const == 3
X(i,j) = XP(i,j);
di = {'Arresting'};
%display(di)
end
%

The "absorbing wall" philosophy

if const == 4
X(i,j) = constraint(1,j-1);
di = {'Absorbing'};
%display(di)
end
end
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%

Check the feasibility of the new position at the lower boundary

if X(i,j) + V(i,j) < constraint(2,j-1)
%

The "invisible wall" philosophy

if const == 1
di = {'Invisible'};
%display(di)
end
%

The "reflecting wall" philosophy
if const == 2
X(i,j) = XP(i,j) - V(i,j)/i;
end
%

The "arresting wall" philosophy

if const == 3
X(i,j) = XP(i,j);
end
%

The "absorbing wall" philosophy

if const == 4
X(i,j) = constraint(2,j-1);
end
end
if X(i,j) > constraint(1,j-1) || X(i,j) < constraint(2,j-1)
confail = 1;
end
end
j = j +1;
end
%

Calculate the fitness value

if confail == 0
X(i,8) = -2.8049 * X(i,2) - 2.789 * X(i,3) - 0.19745 * X(i,4) + 0.36987
* X(i,5) - 0.29785 * X(i,6) - 0.2623 * X(i,7) + 486.32;
else
X(i,8) = 1,000;
end
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%

Check if this is the Personal Best
if PBEST(i,8) == 0 || X(i,8) < PBEST(i,8)
if X(i,8) > 0
pflag = 1;
pi = i;
end
end

% Check if this is the Global Best
if X(i,8) < Ymin
if X(i,8) > 0
Ymin = X(i,8);
if iopt < 1
if X(i,8) > 58.14 && X(i,8) < 58.1405
iopt = count -1;
agree = {'Yes'};
end
end
gflag = 1;
gi = i;
end
end
i = i + 1;
end
%

Write the Personal Best values for each iteration of the optimization

if pflag == 1
j = 2;
while j < c + 1
PBEST(pi,j) = X(pi,j);
j = j + 1;
end
pflag = 0;
end
%

Write the Global Best Value for each iteration of the optimization

if gflag == 1
j = 1;
while j < c + 1
GBEST(j) = X(gi,j);
j = j + 1;
end
gflag = 0;
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end

%

Update GBESTS to include this iteration's Global Best

j = 2;
while j < c + 1
GBESTS(count,j)=GBEST(j);
j = j + 1;
end
%

Calculate the averages for X and PBEST

i = 1;
j = 1;
while j < c
while i < r
x = x +
px = px
i = i +
end

+ 1
X(i,j + 1);
+ PBEST(i,j+1);
1;

AVERAGES(count, j + 1) = x / r;
PAVERAGES(count, j + 1) = px / r;
x = 0;
px = 0;
i = 1;
j = j + 1;
end
%

Record the X and V values as the previous values for the next iteration

i = 1;
j = 1;
while i < n +1
while j < c
XP(i,j)
VP(i,j)
j = j +
end
j = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
%

+1
= X(i,j);
= V(i,j);
1;

Display the results for this iteration (if desired)
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if detail == 1
rr1
rr2
X
V
XP
VP
PBEST
GBESTS
end
if GBESTS(count,8) == GBESTS(count-1,8)
gbcount = gbcount+1;
else
gbcount = 1;
end
if gbcount >= gbmax
display('Optimization has converged.')
dcount = count;
opt = dcount - gbmax;
count = imax + 2;

else

if GBESTS(count,8) < 0.0,000
display('The solution is negative.')
dcount = count;
count = imax + 2;
else
if count == imax +2
display('The maximum allowable iterations has been reached.')
end
end
end

count = count + 1;
clc
Iteration = count - 2
gbcount
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Optimum = GBEST(8)
end
%
%
%
%
%

End of Particle Swarm Optimization

%

Write the results

i = 1;
j = 1;
while i < dcount + 1
while j < c +1
avfile(i,j) = AVERAGES(i,j);
pavfile(i,j) = PAVERAGES(i,j);
gfile(i,j) = GBESTS(i,j);
j = j + 1;
end
j = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
%

Display the results

%AVERAGES;
%GBESTS;
%avfile
%pavfile
gfile
display('Agrees with classical solution?')
display(agree);
Iteration = dcount - gbmax
Optimum = GBESTS(opt + 1,8)
%gbcount
%imax
wall = di
%

Write to a spreadsheet?

write = input('Enter ''1'' to write this data to a spreadsheet. ');
if write == 1
d1 = {'usex', 'n', 'iopt', 'gbmax', 'imax',
'const','vmax1','vmax2','vmax3','vmax4','vmax5','vmax6','w-init','wend','a1','a2'};
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d2 = ['i123456Y'];
d3 = {'Optimum','Iteration','Agrees with Classical?'};
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',d1,'Parameters','A1');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',usex,'Parameters','A2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',n,'Parameters','B2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',iopt,'Parameters','C2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',gbmax,'Parameters','D2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',imax,'Parameters','E2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',const,'Parameters','F2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',vmax,'Parameters','G2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',winit,'Parameters','M2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',w,'Parameters','N2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',a1,'Parameters','O2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',a2,'Parameters','P2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',d3,'Parameters','A3');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',Optimum,'Parameters','A4');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',Iteration,'Parameters','B4');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',agree,'Parameters','C4');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',di,'Parameters','F3');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',d2,'GBESTS','A1');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',d2,'PBESTS','A1');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',d2,'X-Averages','A1');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',gfile,'GBESTS','A2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',pavfile,'PBESTS','A2');
xlswrite('PSO_Solution.xls',avfile,'X-Averages','A2');
end
% End of test.

Ask to clear the memory.

reply = input ('Do you want to clear everything? (y/n)[n]', 's');
if reply == 'y'
clear
clc
elseif isempty(reply)
reply = 'n';
end
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Abstract
An approach to optimization of automobile axles for noise, vibration and harshness (NVH)
performance based on end-of-line testing is presented. The method used, a genetic algorithm
(GA), iteratively solves an objective function based on elite selections and mutation of a range of
solutions coded as an analog to the chromosome in biology. The GA routine within Matlab is
used; the algorithm and solutions are presented and discussed.

Introduction
Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) performance is a critical quality characteristic for
automobile manufacturers (original equipment manufacturers, or OEMs) and driveline
component manufacturers alike. A major component of the driveline is the axle. The axle
transfers torque from the engine and driveshaft to the wheels. For axle manufacturers, one of the
primary NVH metrics is gear whine [1]. To ensure satisfactory gear whine performance when
the automobile leaves the factory, many OEMs now require axle assemblies to be tested for gear
whine performance at the end of the assembly line using an end-of-line NVH test (EOLT) prior
to shipment to their assembly plants. It is in the best interest of both the OEMs and axle
manufacturers to ensure that the vibration levels of axles not only meet the requirement at the
EOLT, but that the levels are as low as possible [2]. One way to control the levels at the EOLT is
to understand the correlation of the upstream performance variables to the EOLT result. A
previous work by the authors examined one such correlation [3, 4] involving the assembly
parameters of the axle and the resulting coast-side vibration. This work illustrates the use of the
cross entropy method to minimize the EOLT result with the regression equation presented in [4]
used as the objective function. The solution of the same problem is presented in other works by
the authors using Particle Swarm Optimization [5] and the Cross Entropy Method [6].
The Optimization Problem
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The desire is to minimize the coast-side vibration given by the regression equation from [4]:
Y(X) = 486.32
− 2.8049 a1
− 2.7890 a5
− 0.19745 c6
+ 0.36987 c7
− 0.29785 d3
− 0.26230 d6

(1)

Therefore, the optimization problem is written
* = min Y(X) = Y(X*)

(2)

where * is the optimum value of Y, X´ = [ a1 a5 c6 c7 d3 d6 ], and X* are the values of X
associated with *. The regression equation was derived from 21 samples of data collected from
the assembly line. Clearly the regression equation is only valid for the range of data from which
it was derived. Therefore, the boundary conditions (constraints) for the optimization problem are
the range of each variable from which the objective function was derived. The constraints are
taken from range of data in [4] and summarized in Table 1. Equations (1) and (2) along with
Table 1 completely define the optimization problem. Now, this problem can be solved very
easily deterministically and that solution is given in Table 2. The purpose of this work is to
illustrate how the cross entropy method can be used to solve optimization problems. The simple
problem presented above and the deterministic solution can be used as a basis for such an
illustration, the results of the optimization compared to the deterministic solution.
Table 1 – The Constraints for the Parameters, X, of the Regression Equation (Various Units, dB)
Variable
a1
a5
c6
c7
d3
d6

Lower
Bound
66.8485
68.8496
40.0000
46.0206
46.0206
56.9020

Upper
Bound
69.5424
70.9555
71.5957
78.6900
65.1055
71.3640

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GA) were developed by John Holland in 1975 [7] and belong to the larger
class of Evolutionary Algorithms. The method is analogous to the evolution of biological
species where populations of solutions “evolve” toward better solutions, and ultimately to a
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Table 2 – The Solution to the Deterministic Form of the Optimization Problem

Optimization
Method
Deterministic

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)
58.1402

single optimum solution, through a selection process using an objective function which provides
a measure of fitness for each solution. The general algorithm for GA is:
1. Define a population of solutions.
2. Calculate the fitness level of each solution.
3. Sort the population according to fitness level, noting the optimum value.
4. Copy an elite portion to initialize the next generation.
5. Select parents and generate offspring and mutations to complete the next generation.
6. Calculate the fitness for the new members of the next generation.
7. Sort the new population according to fitness level, noting the optimum value.
8. Compare the new optimum value to the previous optimum value.
9. Evaluate the stopping criteria, and repeat from Step 4 if required.
The detailed algorithm is available in the Appendix. The key to the algorithm lies in defining
each population, coding each solution and developing the evolutionary rules. The process begins
with defining the problem in terms of the fitness function and necessary constraints.
Defining the fitness function and the constraints for feasible solutions
Each solution must be assigned a fitness value based on its proximity to the optimum solution.
For this problem, the optimum solution is a minimum value of the coast-side vibration. The
fitness function within GA then is the regression equation given by Equation (1). The constraints
are the range of values from which Equation (1) was derived as shown in Table 1. The next step
is to define the initial population.
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Defining the Initial Population
The population size remains constant throughout the GA optimization process. The most-fit
individuals survive, and the less-fit are replaced with new individuals bred from previous
populations. The researcher defines the size of the population either by a group of known
solutions or by choosing a number, N, of randomly generated solutions found feasible by the
boundary conditions with calculated fitness. The latter method is typically chosen since it is
generally difficult to generate a large population of known solutions. For this work, population
sizes of N = 21, 100 and then 1,000 individuals is examined. The initial populations for N = 21
are the initial samples. The initial populations for N = 100 and 1,000 will include the 21 samples,
but the remaining individuals are generated randomly based on the boundary conditions defined
by Table 1. Next GA requires selecting a coding scheme for the individual solutions which
transform the real value to its “genetic” equivalent.
Coding the Individual Solutions
GA works by identifying the best solutions based on their fitness value, combining their traits to
develop an even better solution. To do this, the researcher must devise a coding scheme that can
be used to pass parameter values within the solution between two or more solutions. Any coding
scheme can be used, but the most common approach is the binary coding scheme whereby
numeric values for each parameter are coded as their binary equivalent. Each bit of the binary
string is analogous to a single “gene”. Each binary string is analogous to an “allele” and a group
of alleles (e.g., one complete solution) is analogous to a “chromosome” or one individual.
Consider the first sample from Table 3 and its value for the variable a1. The decimal value is
67.9588 dB. To code this as a binary string it is first necessary to convert it to its integer
equivalent by multiplying by 10,000. This yields 679,588 with a binary equivalent of
10100101111010100100. This string is the allele for variable a1. The complete solution
(individual) is defined by stringing together alleles for each parameter. Figure 1 illustrates this by
showing how the alleles for the first three parameters a1, a5 and c6 for Sample 1 from Table 3
are combined. This combination is half of the solution for Sample 1. The coding scheme shown
above is a 20 bit binary allele. For this problem, once combined with this coding scheme, each
individual becomes a 6 allele chromosome comprised of 120 genes. It is clear from Figure 1 that
with the addition of variables and precision, the solution string grows very quickly. For this
reason, GA becomes increasingly inefficient with large numbers of variables. With the coding
scheme defined, the population is generated, the fitness value for each solution is calculated and
the solution chromosome is coded. Next, the population is evolved to a new generation by
retaining an elite portion of the current population, selecting and combining “parent” solutions
and generating “offspring.” continually pass to future generations unless displaced by a better
solution. When this optimum value changes very little over a specified number of iterations, the
method is continually pass to future generations unless displaced by a better solution. When this
optimum value changes very little over a specified number of iterations, the method is
considered converged. Convergence is discussed in detail in future sections. The elite portion is
simply some proportion, , such that the number of elite samples is  N. Here, a value of  =
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Table 3 – The Initial Data From the Assembly Line, Various Units, dB

Sample

a1

a5

c6

c7

d3

d6

NVH

1

67.9588

69.5134

71.5957

60.0000

46.0206

61.5836

81.03

2

66.8485

70.9555

53.9794

56.9020

58.0618

60.8279

78.18

3

67.6042

70.2377

53.9794

66.0206

49.5424

58.0618

86.26

4

68.2995

70.6296

55.5630

62.9226

49.5424

63.5218

76.49

5

67.2346

70.0212

66.4444

60.8279

52.0412

60.0000

82.29

6

69.5424

70.4228

56.9020

60.8279

46.0206

59.0849

75.86

7

68.6273

69.9662

46.0206

62.2789

62.9226

62.9226

80.95

8

68.6273

69.1273

52.0412

59.0849

53.9794

60.0000

80.22

9

68.2995

70.6040

40.0000

70.3703

49.5424

66.8485

83.64

10

68.6273

70.3703

58.0618

77.5012

49.5424

63.5218

83.44

11

68.9432

70.9309

60.0000

78.6900

46.0206

70.1030

82.09

12

67.6042

70.5526

46.0206

76.1236

49.5424

71.3640

85.15

13

68.2995

70.1030

53.9794

68.2995

52.0412

64.6090

80.36

14

67.9588

70.3703

56.9020

71.8213

65.1055

61.5836

77.54

15

68.9432

69.2180

58.0618

72.0412

63.5218

60.8279

82.33

16

68.2995

68.8496

55.5630

67.6042

64.0824

60.0000

80.61

17

68.6273

70.0212

59.0849

69.8272

64.0824

60.8279

75.29

18

69.2480

69.1273

60.0000

53.9794

64.6090

66.8485

70.63

19

67.6042

69.2480

61.5836

61.5836

46.0206

65.1055

82.28

20

67.6042

69.9109

60.0000

58.0618

46.0206

62.9226

80.53

21

68.2995

69.6575

62.9226

46.0206

59.0849

56.9020

72.87

Avg

68.2429

69.9922

56.6050

64.7995

54.1594

62.7365 79.9067

St Dev

0.6723

0.6226

6.9816

8.2071

7.3371

3.7297

3.9578

Max

69.5424

70.9555

71.5957

78.6900

65.1055

71.3640

86.26

Min

66.8485

68.8496

40.0000

46.0206

46.0206

56.9020

70.63
5
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10101001101101011110
10101110110010110101

695134
715957

69.5134
71.5957

a5
c6

Allele ‘a5’
(69.5134)

Allele ‘c6’
(71.5957)

Figure 1 – Coding a Solution in GA – The First Three Alleles (a1, a5 and c6) for Sample
1 from Table 3

Allele ‘a1’
(67.9588)

100010010100101010111001100000111110111010110000010

101001011110101001001010100110110101111010101110110010110101

The Three Integers as a Binary String ("Chromosome")

Gene

10100101111010100100

679588

67.9588

The Integer as a Binary String ("Allele")

Integer Equivalent

a1

Variable Variable Value

0.20 is chosen and the remaining (1 – ) N individuals will be generated by selecting parents and
generating offspring or through mutation.
Selecting the Parents of Children of the Next Generation
Each individual of the current population is eligible to become a parent and produce offspring.
However, to speed convergence, parents can be selected by any number of methods. Three
strategies are popular in the literature. In one strategy, called Roulette Wheel Selection, the
parents are selected completely at random. In another strategy, called Tournament Selection, a
group is selected at random and, based on fitness level, the top two individuals become parents.
A third strategy, which might be called Elitist Selection, has the parents selected randomly from
the elite portion of the population. Table 4 summarizes these strategies for selecting parents.
Once the parents are selected, GA then uses one of a number of strategies for generating
offspring from these parents.
Populating the Next Generation with Children of the Current Generation
After the next generation is initially populated with the  N elite samples, the remaining (1 – 
)N individuals are generated either from combinations of solutions from the current generation,
which is discussed in this section, or through mutations which is the subject of the next section.
Typically only two parents are combined to generate children, however any number of parents
can be used to generate offspring. Offspring are generated by an analog of evolutionary genetic
crossover whereby a portion of the chromosomes of each parent is passed along to the child. GA
uses a crossover code to define the child based on the parents. With two parents, the crossover
code could be simply a binary string with each bit comprising a decision for each gene (or allele)
of a chromosome. In the crossover code, a value of ‘1’ indicates that the gene from Parent 1 is
passed, a value of ‘0’ results in the gene from Parent 2 passing to the child. Figure 2 illustrates
the most common methods for crossover. In the simplest case, Single Point Crossover shown in
Figure 2a, crossover happens at a single point (the middle) and the first half of the chromosome
from Parent 1 and the last half of the chromosome of Parent 2 are passed to the child. Two Point
Crossover is illustrated in Figure 2b and works in a manner similar to Single Point Crossover. In
fact, crossover can occur at any number of points and even randomly, also called Scatter
Crossover. Figure 2c illustrates Scatter Crossover. In Scatter Crossover, the genes or alleles are
passed according to a crossover code that is generated at random. For the problem of
Table 4 – Methods for Selecting Parents in GA

Description

Selection Method

Roulette Wheel

Completely random pairs

Tournament

Top pair from a random group

Elitist

Pairs selected from the elite portion
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optimizing coast-side vibration, crossover will result in transferring alleles as a whole from the
parents to the child. Figure 3 illustrates the production of one child from the parents Sample 1
and Sample 2 from Table 3. For brevity, only the first three alleles are shown. Generally the
researcher specifies the percentage of the next population that is created by children of the
current generation. The remainder is either generated at random (as the initial population was
created) or through mutation of members of the current population.
Mutation and Other Controls on Offspring
In mutation, one or more genes may randomly change or mutate to another value according to
some method defined by the researcher. In general, the researcher defines either the portion of
the population that will be mutated, or the probability that a mutation will occur in an individual,

Crossover point

Crossover 1

Crossover 2

Parent 1 a b c d e f g h

Parent 1 a b c d e f g h

Parent 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Parent 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Crossover Code 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Crossover Code 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

Resulting Child a b c d 5 6 7 8

Resulting Child a b c 4 5 6 g h

a) Single Point Crossover

b) Two Point Crossover

Parent 1 a b c d e f g h
Parent 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Crossover Code 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
Resulting Child a 2 3 d e 6 g h

c) Scatter Crossover

Figure 2 – Typical Methods for Crossover in GA
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Allele ‘a5’
(69.5134)

Allele ‘c6’
(71.5957)

0

Allele ‘a5’
(70.9555)

1

Allele ‘c6’
(53.9794)

Allele ‘a5’
(70.9555)

Allele ‘c6’
(71.5957)

Figure 3 – Crossover of Sample 1 and Sample 2 (The First Three Alleles Only)

Allele ‘a1’
(67.9588)

1010010111 101010010010101101 00111011001110101110110 010110101

The Resulting Child

1

Crossover Code

Allele ‘a1’
(66.8485)

1010001100 110100010110101101 00111011001110000011110 010010010

Parent 2 (Sample 2 from Table 5.3)

Allele ‘a1’
(67.9588)

101001011110101001001010100110110101111010101110110010110101

Parent 1 (Sample 1 from Table 5.3)

and the extent of the mutation. When a binary coding scheme is used, the mutation is generally
the flipping of the value for a particular gene from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0 as the case may be. Typically a
mutation code is generated for each child according to some probability distribution defined by
the researcher. Figure 4 illustrates how a mutation code might be applied to Sample 1 from Table
3. All children and mutations must be evaluated against the constraints to ensure that the
solution is feasible. Infeasible children or mutants are considered “stillborn” and are discarded.
The next step in developing the GA is to consider the stopping criteria.
Stopping Criteria for GA
Stopping criteria in GA are much like those used by other optimization tools and are generally
focused on small changes in the optimum value with subsequent iterations or amassed CPU time.
As with the other tools it is necessary to consider that the method may ‘stall’ occasionally as it
searches for better results. That is, there may be stretches of iterations with no change in the
optimum value before the optimum value has been truly discovered. The researcher must take
care to consider the number of stall iterations allowed to avoid considering the process to have
converged on what may be only a local optimum. The next sections will discuss the application
of GA to the coast-side vibration optimization problem using Matlab.
Implementation of GA Within Matlab
GA can be implemented easily using Matlab. Several intrinsic functions allowing conversions of
decimals to binary or double-precision vectors and concatenation of multiple vectors make the
implementation rather straightforward, albeit tedious. Newer versions of Matlab incorporate a
Global Optimization Toolbox that has a built-in GA optimizer. The built-in GA optimizer in
Matlab R2012a , OPTIMTOOL, is used here. The optimizer allows full control of the GA
parameters. Here, the population is coded as a double-precision vector rather than a binary string
to facilitate passing complete alleles during crossover. In Matlab, double-precision vectors are
stored in memory as 64 bit binary strings. The solution of the problem will take place in three
trials.
The first trial is comprised of the initial data from the assembly line as the initial population, thus
the population size will be 21 throughout this optimization trial. The second and third trials are
based on population sizes of N = 100 and N = 1,000 respectively. These trials are initialized
with the 21 samples from Table 3 and filled out with feasible solutions generated at random
within Matlab.
The GA Parameters and Strategies Specified for OPTIMTOOL
Table 5 is a summary of the GA parameters and strategies that are used to setup the GA within
Matlab using OPTIMTOOL. Certain parameters are varied to focus the optimizer to the optimum
solution. Before executing the optimizer, it is necessary to provide OPTIMTOOL with values for
these parameters.
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Allele ‘a5’
(70.9555)

Allele ‘c6’
(71.5957)

Allele ‘a5’
(71.1603)

Allele ‘c6’
(71.6213)

Figure 4 – Mutation of Sample 1 from Table 5.3 (The First Three Alleles Only)

Allele ‘a1’
(67.9076)

1010010111 001010010010101101 10111011001110101110110 110110101

The Resulting Mutated Child

0000000000 100000000000000000 10000000000000000000000 100000000

Mutation Code

Allele ‘a1’
(67.9588)

1010010111 101010010010101101 00111011001110101110110 010110101

The Resulting Child

Table 5 – GA Parameters and Strategies for OPTIMTOOL

Option / Parameter
Objective Function
Constraints
Population Type
Population Coding
Population Size
Fitness Scaling
Selection Function
Elite Proportion ( N)
Crossover Fraction
Crossover Strategy
Mutation Strategy
Stopping Criteria
Maximum Number of Generations
Time Limit
Fitness Limit
Maximum Number of Stall Generations
Maximum Stall Time
Objective Function Tolerance

Strategy / Value
Equation 5.2
(1)
(1)
Upper and lower bounds defined by Table 5.1
Double Precision Decimal
Binary
Group 1: N = 21
Group 2: N = 100
Group 3: N = 1000
Rank
Roulette
Group 1:  N = 4
Group 2:  N = 20
Group 3:  N = 200
0.80
Scattered
Adaptive Feasible
1000
None
None
50
10 Seconds
1E-09 dB

As discussed above, the Objective Function and Constraints are taken from Equation (1) and
Table 1 respectively. The Population Type is set to Double Precision. Fitness Scaling allows the
researcher use completely custom strategies to sort and select parents according to an individual
fitness level. The standard within GA is to simply Rank-order and select individuals by fitness
level. Therefore, the fitness scaling strategy used here is “Rank”. The Crossover fraction of 0.80
results in each subsequent population to be initialized by the elite population (N). 80% of the
remaining (1 – N) individuals are born via Crossover, and the final 20% of the (1 – N)
remaining individuals result from mutation of a random sample from the current population.
Adaptive Feasible mutation causes all mutations to occur in the direction that produced the best
results in previous generations while still remaining feasible. The Objective Function Tolerance
is the minimum change required before declaring the routine “stalled”. In addition to the data in
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Table 5, other data is required to run OPTIMTOOL such as the actual objective function, the
initial sample data and the constraints all coded for Matlab. These data are read into Matlab
using an input data program called GAINPUT.M that is shown in the Appendix.
Numerical Results of the Optimization Problem Using GA
The results of the optimization by GA are shown in Table 6 along with Figures 5, 6 and 7. These
figures suggest that sample size from 21 to 100 did improve the likelihood that the optimum
value would be identified, but that increasing from N = 100 to N = 1,000 did not improve the
convergence significantly.
Summary of the Solution by a Genetic Algorithm
The best results from the optimization are compared to the deterministic solution in Table 7. The
results are in excellent agreement with the deterministic solution. The agreement is precise to
three decimal places. In addition the number of iterations and the required solver time is very
good. It remains, for future work, to confirm that axles built to the optimum conditions indeed
produce improved vibration performance. Other papers by the authors illustrate solving the same
optimization problem using the Cross Entropy Method [5] and Particle Swarm Optimization [6].
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59.6263
58.1432
58.1434
58.1405
58.1411
58.1414
58.1457
58.1417
58.1415
58.1408
58.1403
58.1409
58.1408

69.54243 70.9554803 64.0838908 46.02724 65.10544 71.36238
46.02426 65.10189 71.36195

69.54242 70.9554824 71.5956651 46.02341 65.10162 71.36048
69.54243 70.9554897 71.5944108 46.02061 65.10545 71.36401
65.10543 71.36173
71.3622

70.9554684 71.5947246 46.02091 65.10513 71.36399
65.10544 71.36268

71.595653

69.54242

69.54242 70.9554758 71.5956367 46.02241 65.10307 71.36403

46.02076 65.10545 71.36403

69.54243 70.9554892 71.5940378

69.54051 70.9554711 71.5956465 46.02063 65.10544 71.36403
71.3614

69.54243 70.9554892 71.595665

69.5424

69.54243 70.9554885 71.595584
69.54243 70.9554812 71.5940225

69.54243 70.9554888 71.5956669 46.02216 65.10544 71.36403

43
44
33
55
47
44
45
42
58
41
61
57
70

175
174
125
133
112
106
111
102
87
61
91
86
105

21
21
21

100

100

100

100

100

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

69.54243 70.9554867 71.5929264

70.955488

58.1430

69.54243 70.9554883 71.5928822 46.02653 65.10543 71.36399

37

145

21

2

46.0206

46.0206

65.10544

46.02238 65.10545

46.0206

58.1422

d6

69.54243 70.9554802 71.5956417 46.02381 65.10277 71.36402

d3

40

c7

161

c6

21

a5

1

a1

N

Run

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)

Solver
Time
(sec)

Generations
Required to
Converge

Table 6 – Results of the Optimization of the Optimization Problem by a Genetic Algorithm

Solver
Optimization
Iterations Time
Table
7 – Summary
ofSolve
the Optimization
Method
N
to
(sec)
a1
Deterministic

0

Using
a5a Genetic
c6 Algorithm
c7
d3

d6

0

< 10 69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640
Solver
Optimization
Iterations Time
Cross-Entropy 1000
35
25
69.5424 70.9555 71.5956 46.0206 65.1054 71.3640
Method
N
to Solve
(sec)
a1
a5
c6
c7
d3
d6

Optimum
Solution
Y(X*)
58.1402
Optimum
Solution
58.1402
Y(X*)

PSO Deterministic
0
100
Absorbing Wall

0
820

<60
10

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

58.1402

Genetic
Cross-Entropy
1000
Algorithm

35
91

25
61

46.0206 65.1054 71.3640
69.5424 70.9555 71.5956 46.0208

58.1402
58.1403

PSO 100
Absorbing Wall

820

60

69.5424 70.9555 71.5957 46.0206 65.1055 71.3640

58.1402

91

61

69.5424 70.9555 71.5956 46.0208 65.1054 71.3640

58.1403

Genetic
Algorithm

1000

80

75

Optimum Value, dB

70

65

58.1402

60

55

50

45

40

1

2

3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
21
100
1000
Total 58.14 58.14 59.63 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.15 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14 58.14

Run
N

Figure 5 – Results of the Optimization by a Genetic Algorithm by Run Number and Population
Size
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200

180

Generations to Converge

160
140
120

100
80
60
40
20
0

1

Total 161

2
145

3
21
175

4

5

1

2

174

125

133

112

3
100
106

4

5

1

2

111

102

87

61

3
1000
91

4

5

86

105

Run
N

Figure 6 – Number of Generations Required to Converge by a Genetic Algorithm by Run
Number and Population Size
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80

70

Solver Time, Seconds

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Total

1

2

40

37

3
21
43

4

5

1

2

44

33

55

47

3
100
44

4

5

1

2

45

42

58

41

3
1000
61

4

5

57

70

Run
N

Figure 7 – Solver Time Required to Converge by a Genetic Algorithm by Run Number and
Population Size
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Appendix
A Genetic Algorithm
1. Define the fitness function.
2. Define the boundary conditions for each parameter of the fitness function.
3. Define the initial population.
a. A number of known solutions
b. A number of random feasible solutions
c. A combination of known and random solutions
4. Define the coding scheme for each solution.
a. Binary
b. Hexadecimal
c. Other
5. Define the elite proportion to be retained by subsequent populations (N).
6. Define the rules for selecting parent solutions.
a. Roulette – parents are chosen at random
b. Tournament – the best solution from a subgroup
c. Elitism – parents are chosen from an elite subgroup
d. Other rules
7. Define the rules for crossover (birthing child solutions from parent solutions).
a. The proportion of the population to be defined by crossover
b. The type of crossover (single point, multi-point, scatter, etc.)
8. Define the rules for mutation (random changes to child solutions)
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a. The proportion of the population that will mutate
b. The likelihood that mutation will occur
c. The nature of the mutation
d. Other rules
9. Define the stopping criteria.
a. Minimal change in optimum fitness over a specified number of generations or
b. A maximum number of generations or
c. A maximum amount of CPU time
d. Other criteria
10. Sort the current population from best to worst fitness.
11. Select the most-fit solution as the current optimum solution.
12. Select the elite proportion, , of the current population and copy those to the next
generation.
13. Select groups of parents from the current population.
14. Combine two parents according to the crossover rules to birth one child solution.
15. Apply the mutation rules to the child solution and mutate if required.
16. Calculate the fitness of the child solution.
17. Add the child solution to the next generation.
18. Repeat Steps 12 through 15 until the next population is filled.
19. Sort the next generation from best to worst fitness.
20. Select the most-fit solution as the new current optimum solution.
21. Evaluate the stopping criteria.
22. Repeat Steps 12 through 21 until the stopping criteria are satisfied.
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The Matlab Code for the Input Program
%

Revised 04/12/2013

warning('off','all');
warning;
%

Open the data files

O = load('nvhdata.mat', '-ASCII')
constraint = load('const.mat', '-ASCII')
%

Establish the number of variables (c) and the number of samples (r)

[r,c] = size(O);
[r1,c1] = size(constraint);
%

Create the initial sample values and scores

i = 1;
j = 1;
while i < r + 1;
while j < c;
P(i,j) = O(i,j);
j = j + 1;
end
S(i) = O(i,c);
j = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
P
S
%

Create the boundary values

j = 1;
while j
UB(1,j)
LB(1,j)
j = j +
end

< c1 + 1;
= constraint(1,j);
= constraint(2,j);
1;

UB
LB
% End of test.

Ask to clear the memory.

reply = input ('Do you want to clear everything? (y/n)[n]', 's');
if reply == 'y'
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clear
clc
elseif isempty(reply)
reply = 'n';
end
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Abstract:
Purpose: Directionally Heat Conductive (DHC) objects are also known as thermal
cables. DHC objects used in cooling solid state devices as large heat sinks. This
paper presents Additive manufacturing (AM) as a new method for realization of
DHC objects. AM can produce DHC objects accurately, rapidly and economically.
Design/Methodology/Approach: It is very hard to realize DHC objects through
conventional manufacturing. The authors describe the realization of metallic DHC
objects using their AM process called Hybrid Layered Manufacturing (HLM).
HLM, which uses GMAW deposition, can, in principle, produce DHC out of any
metal for which welding wire is available. . Differential conductivity in HLM is
achieved by appropriately distributing the air gaps among the beads. The air gap
distribution depends on the layer thickness and step over increment.
Findings: The authors have demonstrated the ability of HLM to produce DHC
objects for Al alloy 4043. The thermal conductivity achieved on two orthogonal
directions was 100.496 and 129.740 W m-1 K-1 as against 163 W m-1 K-1 for solid
metal. These are significant variations.
Research Limitations/Implications: HLM realize near net shape of DHC objects,
further post processing namely machining is required.
Originality Value: AM Specifically HLM for realization of DHC objects
Keywords: Directional heat conductive (DHC), Additive Manufacturing (AM),
Hybrid Layered Manufacturing (HLM).
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1. Introduction
Thermal conductivity of a material has great influence on its performance in heat transfer
analysis, a material is normally assumed to be isotropic. Therefore, it is a common practice to
evaluate the thermal conductivity at the average temperature and treat it as a constant in
calculations [1]. This assumption is realistic for most materials, but some materials, such as
laminated composites, are anisotropic. This anisotropy can be engineered to have directional
conductivity. Such objects are known as Directionally Heat Conductive (DHC) objects. There
are several applications of DHC in different fields.

The characteristics of a DHC object depend on the material composition and porosity or void
along different directions. DHC objects find major applications as heat sinks in electronic
packaging, especially for high voltage chips, packaging base plates, carrier plates of electronic
box closures [2, 3]. In these applications, heat dissipation is important because modern integrated
circuits and other powerful electronic parts generate a lot of heat.

H. Amiri et al. have reported the numerical solution for the steady state combined
conductive-radiative heat transfer in an anisotropic participating medium within the irregular
geometries [4]. Some of the engineering applications of such combined properties were
mentioned in areas such as thermal transport in nano-materials, heat transfer through the semitransparent, porous materials, multi-layered insulations, glass fabrication etc. [5]. Similarly DHC
objects can be used as effective heat conductors in large, high speed electrical machines as
housing jackets to extract the heat generated inside the stator. It can be also used for insulation in
industrial furnaces to retain the heat [6].Aerospace engines uses honeycomb structures which
provides directional thermal conductivity as well as weight reduction.

Temperature rise in high speed electrical machine causes mechanical failures and irreversible
demagnetization of permanent magnets. Initially temperature in high speed electrical machines
was maintained by using forced air-cooling with external cooling fins often by a ventilator
mounted on the shaft. At higher speeds, this may be very noisy and take up a fair deal of torque,
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so an independent cooling is required. This independent cooling is done by DHC housings.

Figure 1 shows the current methods of manufacturing DHC objects like bonding, sheet metal
forming (folding and co-corrugation process), open and closed die forging, liquid forging,
skiving, Powder Metallurgy (PM), Metal Matrix Composite (MMC) manufacture [7]. DHC
objects manufactured by various process is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Various Manufacturing Methods of DHC Objects[7]

Honeycomb structure is manufactured by sheet metal forming method named as cocorrugation process. The unidirectional thermally conductive fibres are oriented in a direction
parallel to the width of the formed sheet. There are various configurations of honeycomb
structures, out of which hexagonal cells gives better directional thermal conductivity. Titanium
honeycomb structure used for exhaust nozzles in aircraft is shown in figure 3(a) and this type of
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structure is manufactured by corrugation process shown in figure 3(b). This honeycomb structure
finds major applications in military and commercial aircraft, automotive bodies, engine
components, recreational equipment, and marine craft [8, 9].

Figure 2 DHC objects Manufactured by various Process [7]

(a) Metallic Honeycomb

(b) co-corrugation process

Figure 3 Manufacturing of DHC Objects by Sheet Metal Forming Process[8]

MMC used to manufacture DHC vibration isolator imparting shock and vibration isolation.
MMC can be manufactured by powder metallurgy and foil diffusion, both of them are solid
based methods. Electroforming, stir casting, squeeze casting, spray deposition and reactive
processing are the liquid based MMC manufacturing processes [10].
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Heat sinks are manufactured by forging instead of casting, machining and extrusion. Forging
is the most effective method to form complex shapes and also offers unique thermal advantages.
The part is formed under high pressure which controls the grain structure and results in improved
thermal performance. The cold forging process results in a heat sink that yields a 14%
improvement over the extruded and a 62% improvement over the die cast heat sink [11].

The above methods to produce DHC objects are hard and expensive as they are dominated by
subtractive manufacturing [12]. With the advent of Additive Manufacturing (AM),
manufacturing of DHC objects has become elegant and affordable. AM is inherently anisotropy.
When this inherent anisotropy is engineered to meet the functional needs of a component, it is
known as Functionally Gradient Materials (FGM). DHC is a special case of FGM.

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is the term given to a group of technologies that are capable of
creating physical objects from computer aided design (CAD) files by incrementally adding
material such that the objects “grow” from nothing to completion. Most of today’s AM
technologies start with a CAD solid model which is sliced into thin layers. Each layer comprises
a 2D cross section profile of the part which is then made layer by layer.

AM involves a number of steps that move from the virtual CAD description to the physical
resultant part. Different products will involve AM in different ways and to different degrees.
Small, relatively simple products may only make use of AM for visualization models, while
larger, more complex products with greater engineering content may involve AM during
numerous stages and iterations throughout the development process. Furthermore, early stages of
the product development process may only require rough parts, with AM being used because of
the speed at which they can be fabricated. At later stages of the process, parts may require
careful cleaning and post-processing (including sanding, surface preparation and painting) before
they are used, with AM being useful here because of the complexity of form that can be created
without having to consider tooling [7].
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The automated approach to creating objects from CAD files in the additive manner that AM
allows is beginning to have a profound effect on how objects are made. Almost all manufactured
objects that we see today are made with some form of tooling at some point – parts may be
machined using a cutting tool or parts may be formed from a molding tool. The use of tooling
imposes numerous restrictions such as design limitations, restrictive costs to prepare for
manufacture and the need to create products at a single location prior to being shipped globally.
AM technologies invariably require no tooling to create parts and this profoundly affects how
products can be designed, tailored, made, distributed etc. [12].

Organization of Paper:
In this paper authors give the introduction of HLM process, involvement of HLM technology
in realization of DHC objects, characterization of DHC objects by using the heat conductivity
testing. Finally authors give the conclusion in which they show unidirectional behavior of DHC
objects.

2. Hybrid Layer Manufacturing Process
Hybrid Layered Manufacturing (HLM) is a Rapid Manufacturing process which includes layer
by layer deposition using Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW). This deposition makes near-net
shape of the object to be built which is then finish machined subsequently. Face-milling is done
after depositing each layer to remove oxidized surface and scallops. It also ensures z-accuracy of
each layer.

Arc weld deposition is faster and more economical by an order of magnitude than laser and
electron beam processes (50-130g/min as against 2-10g/min). The surface quality is in the
decreasing order for laser, electron beam and arc. Even the best surface obtained through AM is
not adequate enough for direct use for very serious applications except in some medical
applications where rough surface is favourable for tissue growth. If finish machining is
necessary, then these marginal quality differences do not matter.
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Subtractive processes can produce good quality parts but are slow; although the material
removal by itself is fast, human efforts required for cutter path generation is the bottleneck. On
the other hand, additive processes are fast but produce poor quality parts. The additive process
focuses on speed while ensuring the desired material integrity. The resulting object is only nearnet as no attention to the geometric quality is paid at the time of building it in layers. In HLM,
the near-net shape is obtained with total automation. However, the subsequent two stages of
stress relieving/ heat treatment and finish machining have fair amount of human intervention. In
other words, HLM does not strive to achieve total automation but aims at optimal/ economical
level of automation.

Welding Gun

(a) 5 Axis CNC machine

(b) Close view of 5 Axis CNC HLM unit

Face Milling Cutter

Welding Gun

(d) Close view of 3-Axis HLM unit
(c) 3-Axis CNC machine
Figure 5 Integration of HLM with conventional CNC machines
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2.1 Methodology of HLM
The stages involved in building the metallic object using HLM is shown in figure 6.
a. Geometric processing
b. Building the near-net shape
c. Stress relieving
d. Finish machining

Geometric
Processing
CAD Model
STL Format
Slicing
CNC Toolpath

Building Near Net Shape
MIG Weld
Deposition
Surafce Milling

Stress Relieving

Finish
Machining

Figure 6 Process Flowchart

A case study of impeller which was manufactured using HLM process is shown below in
figure 7.

2.2 Application
The various geometric capabilities of HLM, in its three kinematic modes of 3-axis, positional 5axis and continuous 5-axis, are shown in figure 8. In 3 axis kinematics mode, we can
manufacture parts by means of various approaches such as planar deposition, planar deposition
with small undercuts, planar deposition after building the undercut, non-planar (conformal)
deposition. HLM can be used to manufacture Functionally Gradient Materials (FGM) by using
multiple welding torches at with different filler materials.
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(a) CAD Model

(b) CAD Model after slicing

(d) Finished part
(c) Near net shape
Figure 7 Case Study Shows HLM Process

2.3 Advantages of HLM
i.

Seamless integration of material addition and subtraction on the same platform

ii.

Totally automatic manufacture of the near-net shape

iii.

Use of economical, faster and safer GMAW as against laser and electron beam

iv.

Retrofittable to any existing CNC machine, independent of make and age

v.

Easy toggling between HLM mode and regular CNC machining mode
9
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Figure 8 Capabilities of HLM in Different Kinematic Modes [15]

3. Realization of DHC Using HLM
A Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) 2700 welding machine and a 3-axis CNC machine were used for
deposition and subtraction respectively. Three axis Cartesian coordinate system was adopted to
identify the direction of deposition and directionally heat conductivity analysis. The X-axis
(torch direction) is taken in the long travel of the weld torch, Z-axis is taken perpendicular to the
surface of the substrate (weld direction) and Y-axis is taken in the stepover increments direction.
Figure 9 illustrates the coordinate system used in deposition and characterization. The heat
conduction was measured in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the air gaps in X and Y
directions respectively.

The part was built by adopting zig-zag deposition. The deposition in the longitudinal
direction was built on X-axis and the pitch was provided in a perpendicular direction. The pitch
size was given by considering the air gaps between consecutive beads. Complete fusion between
weld beads was prevented by providing a step over which is equal to half of the bead width plus
the required air gap. The CAD model of the sample, with air gaps between each strip of layers, is
10
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shown below in figure 10.

(a) Front View of Specimen

(b) Top View of specimen

(c) Coordinate system for deposition and characterization
Figure 9 Design of DHC Sample

Air Gaps

Figure 10 CAD model of a DHC sample

As shown in Table 1, during deposition different process parameters were taken into account.
Wire speed which affects the bead width and thickness, and which in turn is affected by the rate
of heat input, was controlled to minimize distortion of beads due to overheating during layer
deposition. The torch speed which is another important welding parameter was controlled
numerically to get a high precision in the weld bead size and to minimize heat distribution over a
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wider area [13]. If the torch speed is high, the bead width is thin and vice-versa. Therefore the
lowest wire speed and the highest torch speed within their stable operating ranges are chosen to
preserve the required air gap. The other and the most important parameter which was critical to
our specific experiment is the stepover increment. The size of the stepover determines the size of
the air gaps. If the stepover is less than half of the width of the weld bead, complete fusion
between adjacent weld beads will occur. The size of stepover was determined based on the
required size of air gaps.

Variation of current with layer thickness is shown in figure 11. It shows that as current
increases layer thickness also increases.

Figure 11 Variation of Layer thickness with current

The process parameters used during weld deposition are shown in table 1. The parameters are
given based on the requirements of the final object.

Table 1 Welding Parameters for Al-Si
Layer thickness (mm)
Torch speed(mm/min)
Wire feed rate(m/min)
Welding wire diameter (mm)
Gas flow rate(l/min)
Shielding gas

1
850
3.4
1.2
10-12
Ar
12
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Pitch
Air gaps

Bead width+ 0.25mm
0.25mm

4. Characterization of DHC
Characterization of DHC includes the thermocouple calibration which is used to plot a graph
between temperature and voltage using which an equation is established. Furthermore a heat
conduction test is performed to show the unidirectional heat flow.
4.1 Thermocouple Calibration
The necessity of the calibration is to establish an equation of curve that fits to the temperature
versus voltage graph. This equation is applied to find out the unidirectional temperature drop or
rise in the sample along the specified directions. Hence a calibration setup was established to
calibrate a thermocouple based on a manual by ASTM [14] using fixed reference temperature
technique. If properly used, it is a convenient and inexpensive way to achieve the ice point, it can
be reproduced with ease and with an exceptional accuracy of 0.0001oC [14]. Ice bath reference
junction setup was established for this purpose as shown in figure 12. The ice bath is made up of
a mixture of melting shaved ice and water. This is one of the most common reference junction
techniques used in calibration. To avoid the errors due to melting of the ice at the bottom of the
bath, consumed excess water was removed periodically and more ice was added, so that the
ice level is maintained safely below the reference junctions.

The water level in the bath was checked and the apparatus was connected to a power supply.
The temperature in the bath was initially set to 30°C to start heating. In normal mode, the
temperature shown on the digital display is the actual temperature of the bath (TB) against which
the thermocouple sensor is to be calibrated. The ends of the thermocouple are connected to the
digital multimeter and which was set to read voltage in mV. The other end of the thermocouple
was dipped in ice bath. A stable temperature source was kept to maintain a constant temperature.
The multimeter reading in millivolts was noted down for each 5°C increment in temperature from
30°C to 80°C. The most commonly used reference temperature is 0oC [13].
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The multimeter reading in millivolt corresponding to the difference in temperature between
the surroundings (ice) and the bath was recorded. The measured bath temperatures values (TB)
were plotted on Y-axis against the corresponding reading of emf (mV) values on X-axis, as
shown in Fig.13. The slope and intercept of the curve-fitted were obtained from the equation
correlated to the graph. The linear correlation coefficient (R), which measures the strength and
the direction of a linear relationship between two variables, was calculated to observe the
strength of association between the millivolt reading and the temperature during calibration.

Figure 12 Thermocouple calibration setup

R=

𝑛(∑𝑇∗𝑉)−(∑ 𝑇)∗(∑𝑉)
√𝑛(∑ 𝑇 2 )−(∑ 𝑇)2 √𝑛(∑ 𝑉 2 )−(∑ 𝑉)2

Where
n is number of pairs of data
T is temperature in 0C
V is voltage in mV

The thermocouple voltage at various known temperatures was measured. This will develop a
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correlation between thermocouple voltage and thermocouple temperature. This correlation is
represented by the graph in figure 13. As it can be seen from the graph that the variation in
temperature corresponds to the variation in voltage reading.

Figure 13 Correlation between temperature and voltage readings

The end result of regression analysis predicts the value of an output variable (temperature)
based upon the values of input variables (mV reading). So based on the result of the regression
which is 99.6% the total variation in temperature can be explained by the linear relationship
between mV readings and temperature readings. It can be clearly observed from the graph in
figure 13 that the regression line passes almost exactly through every point on the scatter plot. So
it can be concluded that this can be able to explain all the variations.

Table 3 shows the final result of correlation coefficient which is 0.998232 and this value
indicates a strong positive linear relationship via a firm linear rule.
Table 3 Correlation coefficient of the curve fit
Voltage (mV)
Temperature(oC)

Voltage (mV)

Temperature(oC)

1
0.998232

1
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4.2 Heat Conduction Test
Aluminum alloy 4043 which has 5% Si is used in this deposition. This alloy is used to weld
many similar and dissimilar cast and wrought Al parts. It is extensively used with the GTAW
and GMAW processes with Argon as shielding gas. The original thermal conductivity of the
welding wire is 163 Wm-1 K-1.

Six thermocouples are used to record the temperature difference on the heat input and output
side of opposite faces of the sample as shown in figure 14. Three small holes, for three
thermocouples on each side, with 3mm depth are drilled into four sides of the sample. The three
fixed thermocouples T1, T2 and T3 are positioned along the heater section with a gap of 16mm in
between them. The other thermocouples T4, T5 and T6 are attached to the output side at similar
intervals. The thermocouples on the input and output sides were connected to the selector switch
for sequential selection and recording of the voltage readings.

Figure 14 Schematic diagram of experimental setup

The apparatus consist of heating elements fitted on one side of the sample whose thermal
conductivity has to be measured. The heater plate assembly is made up of mica sheets on
which the Nichrome sheet is sandwiched in between upper and lower mica sheets for
stabilizing and avoiding damage of the thermocouples. The sample was insulated on all of its
faces for preventing the heat loss to the environment. When power is supplied to the heater,
heat transfer will take place from the heat input side to the output side. The temperature of the
sample is measured at the six positions by using a K type thermocouples and digital voltmeter.
The power supply is adjusted to desired quantity by means of electronic controlled circuit by
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adjusting the voltage and current so as to provide the required watts of input to the heater plate.
Electric power input can be measured by using digital voltmeter and ammeter multiplier [12].
The steady state temperature was ensured by the change in the voltage reading for each
thermocouple which is fitted at the surface of the specimen. Steady state is reached when these
voltmeter readings stop changing with time.

The rectangular sample was surrounded by a glass wool with a very high insulating capability
as shown in figure 15(a). A glass tape was used to tightly hold the sample with the heating
assembly and the insulating material. Temperature differences are measured by the calibrated
thermocouples which are attached at the heat input and output sides of the specimen.

(a) Insulation of sample

(b) Power supply and selector switch

(c) Heating plate assembly

(d) Position of thermocouples

Figure 15 Sample and heat assembly for conductivity testing
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Variation of input and output temperature along air gaps with respect to time is shown in
figure 16, it shows that almost constant temperature difference maintained between heat input
and output side.

Figure 16 Variation of temperature along air gaps with time
Variation of input and output temperature across air gaps with respect to time is shown in
figure 17, it shows that almost constant temperature difference maintained between heat input
and output side.
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Figure 17 Variation of temperature across air gaps with time

As explained in the previous sections the main objective of this experiment is to prove the
capability of HLM in producing directionally conductive material and to measure the directional
conductivity of the sample in two different directions. It was assumed that the small variation in
the air gap width due to spattering of molten metal to adjacent weld beads is negligible. For the
measurement of thermal conductivity (K) one dimensional heat flow through the rectangular
specimen was considered. Fourier’s law of heat conduction was considered throughout the heat
conduction test.

4.2.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results for the DHC specimen showed anisotropic heat conduction measured
through the opposite sides. A heat input of 30.4 watt was provided from one side of the specimen
and the temperature difference across the specimen was measured. The input and output measured
temperatures were averaged after steady state condition was reached. The variation of average
temperature with time along and across air gaps shows a similar trend.. Variation of temperature
along and across air gaps with time is shown in figure 18.It shows output average temperature
along air gap is more than that of temperature across air gap, which implies thermal conductivity
across gap is less than that of across air gap.
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Where:
Q= heat transfer rate = V.I =30.4 Watt,
A= Area normal to heat transfer, m2
Th = temperature of hot plate i.e. (T1 + T2 + T3) /3 in °C
Tc = temperature of cold plate i.e. (T4+T5 + T6) /3 in °C
L = thickness of specimen along heat flow in m.

To check the uni-directional heat flow, the temperature was measured on the adjacent side of
the heat input side and a negligible heat flow was observed.
The measured value of thermal conductivity was 0.1398Wm-1 0C-1, which is negligible when
compared to heat flow on the heat input side. The variation of temperature along adjacent side of
heat input is shown in figure 19, it shows there is negligible temperature difference between heat
input and adjacent side.

Figure 18 Variation of temperature along and across air gaps with time
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Figure 19 Variation of temperature along adjacent side of heat input

5. Conclusion
Unlike other heat sink, which radiates from all surfaces and in all directions, the new object
developed through HLM radiate elaborately in one direction. The Al-Si alloy transfer heat away
from the source along the welding direction but only minimally in a direction transverse to the
welding direction. The object has demonstrated heat transfer of 130 W/m-k measured parallel to
air gaps and 100 W/m-k perpendicular to air gaps. In general, the value of heat conductivity
parallel and perpendicular to air gaps on the specimen was showed anisotropic thermal
conductivity. The thermal conductivity was decreased by 37% in direction perpendicular to the
air gaps and 20% in direction parallel to the air gaps.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Residual stresses exist in metallic objects without the application of any
service or external loads. These stresses can be devastating to stimulate the fatigue
failure due to crack initiation. Hybrid Layered Manufacturing (HLM) is an Additive
Manufacturing (AM) process for metallic objects using MIG welding deposition.
HLM objects are functionally hindered due to preoccupation of residual stresses
and porosity in it. To overcome these limitations, a new in house build in-situ
property improvement technique using hammering is proposed in this paper.
Design/Methodology/Approach: HLM process is capable of manufacturing most
complex parts but some manual operations are needed to make objects competent to
conventionally manufactured objects. The authors describe the method of property
improvement of metallic objects using an in-house hammer. After deposition of
each layer, hammering operation is performed.
Findings: It was observed that the density of the sample after hammering (2.68
g/cm3) was almost equal to the original density of the sample which is 2.69 g/cm3.
The samples produced without hammering showed the maximum percentage of
closed porosity of 20.13% and 17.39%; whereas the closed porosity after
hammering was found 2.78% and 0.08% measured in step over and weld direction
respectively.
Research Limitations/Implications: HLM realize near net shape of complex objects,
further post processing namely machining and hammering is required.
Originality Value: Property improvement of metallic rapid manufactured objects
specially HLM objects.
Keywords: Hammering, Metal RP, Additive Manufacturing (AM), Hybrid Layered
Manufacturing (HLM).
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1. Introduction
Residual stresses are remained stresses inside any part, in the absence of any external loads or
gradients, after all manufacturing processes are over. The nature of these residual stresses can be
either tensile or compressive. For example, a welded joint will contain high magnitude residual
tensile stresses in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) adjacent to the weld. Conversely, the surface of
induction hardened components may contain residual compressive stresses [1]. Residual stresses
influence many engineering properties particularly fatigue life, dimensional stability, corrosion
resistance and brittle fracture. Welding is more prone to residual stresses, the reasons of which
are non-uniform thermal expansions and solidifications.

Weld bead solidifies from liquid phase to solid phase thus volumetric contraction takes place.
As a result of which base metal, on which deposition is being done, get stressed more and more
after each layer is deposited. This results in the warping of the whole component. In the case of
extreme warping it becomes mandatory to chop off the fixture bolts to get the final product out.
Figure 1 shows these factors which imply the need of property improvement.

Porosity

Warpage
Fig. 1 (a) Impeller with warping

Fig. 1 (b) Impeller with porosity defects

Fatigue is basically a surface related phenomenon as the fatigue cracks usually initiate at the
surface and grow from there into the material. Surface hardening is therefore often used to
improve fatigue properties and an important example of this is hammering. The in-situ pressing
of layers work hardens the surface layer and induces compressive residual stresses. Roughly
speaking, the residual stress acts as an applied mean stress and a compressive residual stress will
therefore retard fatigue crack initiation and growth [2-4]. The work hardening results in an
2
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increased dislocation density which hinders dislocation movements due to the fatigue load and
suppresses localized plastic deformation which is a starting feature for crack initiation. The
objective of this work is to:
i.

Map the residual stress behavior

ii.

Evaluate it determining parameters

iii.

Develop in house build in-situ residual stress pneumatic hammer

It is a reliability check for any mechanical object during its functional operation. The
various methods of stress measurement can be categorized as: destructive, semi-destructive and
non-destructive. The destructive and semi destructive techniques are measured from the
deformations produced. These methods are also known as mechanical methods. Sectioning and
contour methods are destructive methods as these involve complete destruction of the specimen.

Organization of Paper

In this paper authors define the residual stress and its disadvantages. The principle of HLM
process and need of property improvement in HLM parts is discussed. Then various property
improvement technologies including hammering process are discussed. Finally the effects of
hammering on HLM parts are discussed.

2. Hybrid Layer Manufacturing Process
HLM realizes shapes using GMAW deposition. Such additively manufactured matrix inherently
has porosity and residual stresses [5]. Majority of the applications require homogeneous and
dense structures. It is possible to achieve the desired density and dimensional stability by the
appropriate selection of the property improvement parameters. In order to understand the
influence of these process parameters, it is required to assess the nature and extent of porosity
and residual stresses in object.
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HLM is a RM process that combines the best features of CNC machining (subtractive
method) and Rapid Prototyping (additive method) approaches [6]. HLM uses GMAW for
layered deposition. This deposition makes near-net shape of the object to be built; the near-net
shape is then finish machined subsequently. Near-net shape building and finish machining
happening at the same station is the unique feature of this process. This two-level approach
focuses on material integrity during material addition and geometric quality during material
subtraction. One may subject the near-net shape to stress relieving or heat treatment as required
before finishing. Time and cost saving of this process can be attributed to reduction in NC
programming effort and elimination of rough machining. It is envisioned as a low cost
retrofitment to any existing CNC machine for making metallic objects without disturbing its
original functionalities. Customized software generates the NC program for near-net shape
building.
Figure 2 shows the HLM unit which comprises of GMAW gun for deposition and milling
cutter for subtraction.

(a) Front view
Fig. 2 HLM Process Setup [7]

(b) Side view

Today’s technology in additive manufacturing (AM) and processing has enabled fabrication of
fully functional nonmetallic objects. But the AM of metallic parts is still in developing phase and
4
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fully functional metallic parts are yet to come. This paper discuss the property improvement of
metallic AM parts so that they can endure the challenges same as conventionally manufactured
parts. A case study of impeller which was manufactured using HLM process is shown below in
figure 3.

Therefore, current work focus has been on property improvement by eliminating porosity and
residual stresses with the help of a CNC integrated hammer. The results obtained from this study
are very satisfying as the properties became comparable to that of conventionally manufactured
objects.

(a) CAD Model

(b) CAD Model after slicing

(d) Finished part
(c) Near net shape
Fig. 3 Case Study Shows HLM Process
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The deposition rate and layer thickness of HLM are an order of magnitude of the competing
laser/electron beam based processes (100 g/min against 2-8 g/min; 2mm against 0.04-0.1mm).
These parameters require a firm clamping mechanism during deposition and machining. Since
the substrate is mechanically constrained, extensive residual stresses are built up under such
severe cyclic thermal conditions. When the mechanical constraints are removed, these stresses
release themselves in the form of distortions. While the residual stresses shorten the fatigue life,
the distortions lead to dimensional inaccuracies. In other words, residual stresses and distortions
are the two interchangeable undesirable evils, the former more harmful as the latter can be
absorbed into higher machining allowance. Therefore HLM is modified to minimize residual
stresses by permitting them to be relieved or distributed on a wide area. This modification was
done by integrating a pneumatic hammer to 3-axis CNC machine.

3. Property Improvement using Pneumatic Hammer
Shot Peening

Hammer Peening
Peening Methods
Needle Peening
Residual Stress
Relieving
Methods

Ultrasonic
Peening
Thermal Stress
Relief
Stress Relief
Methods
Vibratory Stress
Relief

Fig. 4 Various Residual Stress Relieving Methods

The peening of layers by the CNC integrated pneumatic hammer is a hot working process
used to produce a compressive residual stress layer and modify mechanical properties of HLM
produced metals. It entails impacting a surface with a round tip hammer with force sufficient to
create plastic deformation. Hammering on a surface spreads it plastically, causing changes in the
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mechanical properties of the surface. Depending on the part geometry, part material, hammering
intensity, hammering coverage, hammering can increase fatigue life.
Plastic deformation induces a residual compressive stress in a hammered surface, along with
tensile stress in the interior. Surface compressive stresses confer resistance to metal fatigue and
to some forms of stress corrosion. The tensile stresses deep in the part are not as problematic as
tensile stresses on the surface because cracks are less likely to start in the interior.

3.1 Process Description
Different design options were taken into consideration during designing the holding fixture to the
CNC machine. Figure 5 shows different options for holding the pneumatic hammer in position
and options to mount the assembly on the machine. The hammer was disassembled from the
pneumatic hammer during milling and welding to avoid collision between the hammer and the
work piece.

The compressive residual stress in a metal alloy is produced by the transfer of force from a
vibrating hammer into the surface of a material with the capacity to plastically deform. The
mechanics of the hammering involve properties like shape, and structure; as well as the
properties of the work piece. Factors for process development and the control for force transfer
for pneumatic hammer are: air pressure, the vibrating frequency, impact force and work piece
properties.
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(a)

First design option

(b)

Housing and clamping for hammer

(c)Drilled holes to attach with machine
(d)
Circular track to provide circular motion
Fig.5 Design alternatives for attaching the pneumatic hammer with the CNC machine

The coverage, the percentage of the surface indented, is subject to variation due to the step
over increment to cover the work piece surface. Processing the surface with a series of
overlapping passes improves coverage. Maintaining the distance between the hammer tip and the
top surface of the object is an important parameter. This distance influences the force applied
during hammering, if the distance between the tip of the hammer and the sample is too short the
hammer will vibrate at high frequency and the applied force on the sample will be very high. The
high hammering frequency will lead to excessive applied force and this may result in cracks on
the sample and will be noisy for the operator. Optimizing coverage level for the process being
performed is important for producing the desired surface effect.
8
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The residual stresses and distortions are the two interchangeable manifestations of the nonuniform heat input. If the distortion is prevented by rigid clamping, it may lead to internal
stresses. Hence it is preferable to deposit and peening each layer so as to allow the accumulated
residual stress to be removed. The distortion is that is occurred during deposition and peening is
absorbed into the machining allowance.

Stresses in HLM can be relieved by [i] pressing in-situ at the end of each layer, [ii] releasing
the mechanical constraints during deposition and [iii] a post-build furnace treatment. Experiment
was carried out for the first strategy.

(a) Pneumatic hammer, milling cutter and welding
torch assembly on 3-axis CNC machine

(b) Step 1: Weld deposition of each layer

(c) Step 2: Milling of each layer to required layer

(d) Step3: Hammering every layer after milling

9
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thickness

operation
Fig.6 Experimental setup and sequence of operations

Two samples were produced one without pressing the layers and one sample with
pressing of each layer in-situ after deposition. When the deposition was done with online
pressing of each layer, residual stresses were found to be significantly less. Each layer was
subjected to a compressive load of 3kN using a numerically controlled hydraulic press.
Measurements of residual stresses were carried out by X-Ray Diffraction. The in-situ peening of
layers results a change from a complete tensile stress to a compressive stress.

The force applied during hammering was calculated using the basic formula of single acting
pneumatic cylinder.
F = PA = P×π×D²/4
Where,
F = force applied in kg-F
P = Gauge pressure in kg/mm²
D = inner diameter of the cylinder
Now, F= P×π×D²/4

P = .07kg/mm², and D = 24mm,

=.07×π×24²/4
=316.67 kg-F =3.1 kN
3.2 Experiments before and after pneumatic peening
The following experiments were performed to observe the changes on the material after and
before pneumatic peening.
1.

Variations in residual stress

2.

Variations in density

3.

Changes in porosity

3.3 Variations in Residual Stress before and after peening
Any mechanical and thermal activities that lead to residual stress have been studied. It was
observed that high residual stresses remain on the block and leading to surface cracks. To solve
this problem the in-situ peening has been applied. The maximum residual stress profile can be
10
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affected by the factors of hammering parameters and part geometry, part material, hammering
quality, hammering intensity, and coverage.

Two samples of Al-Si are fabricated, out of which one specimen made through
conventional HLM process, and second one by peening of each layer of specimen. A total of 4
specimens were sectioned at different sections from the samples. Two samples were prepared for
surface residual stress testing and other two samples were prepared to examine the sub-surface
residual stress after and before peening. As shown in table 1 a surface and sub-surface
compressive residual stress was measured using x-ray diffraction.
Table 1 variations in surface and sub-surface residual stress after and before peening
Residual Stress
Sample
name

Testing position

S1

Surface residual stress before peening

S2

Surface residual stress after peening

S3
S4

Sub-surface Residual stress before
peening
Sub-surface residual stress after peening

Normal
stress
(MPa)
+123.3
-20.9

Remark
Highly tensile, surface
cracks
Compressive
residual
stress, arrests surface cracks

+59.9

Accumulated residual stress

-19.6

Almost equal to sample 2

It can be easily observed from table 1 that surface residual stress before peening is
completely tensile (123.3 MPa) and this will lead to surface cracks. However the residual stress
after peening reduced dramatically to a completely compressive residual stress of-20.9MPa
which helps in arresting the initiating of surface cracks. Similarly the sub-surface residual
stresses before and after peening showed a tensile and compressive residual stress respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig.7 Measured surface and sub-surface residual stress, (a)Residual stress on the surface without
hammering, (b) Residual stress on surface after hammering, (c) Residual stress across the middle section
of the sample without hammering, (d) Residual stress across the middle section of the sample after
hammering

It is important to note that the measured sub-surface residual stress and surface residual stress
after peening of each layer for sample 2 and 4 is almost equal. It can be concluded that both
surface and sub-surface residual stresses are relaxed due to the peening load.

3.4 Variations in Density before and after peening of each layer
Density of a material is a very important physical property. Essentially it is a measure of the
atoms that make up the material, and crystallographic packing configuration, which establishes
the density of the compound or element. The density of a material can be changed by changing
the crystallographic packing even when the atom makeup of a material remains constant. Density
measurement is a key tool in understanding the densification behavior of materials via different
processing routes. The measurement of density is a simple process that yields a very important
first step in quality control measures. With an understanding of the theoretical density of a
material, the utilization of advanced density techniques can yield quantitative open and closed
12
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porosity data and an understanding of the pore structure.

HLM inherently has processing defects such as porosities and non-uniform microstructure.
So it is logical to investigate the improvements of objects made by the conventional HLM and
the modified HLM technique. Density is linked with many factors, including method of
densification, shape and size of the part, particle size, its compressibility, and rate of pressing.
Density can influence mechanical strength, hardness, electrical conductivity, and magnetic
and gas permeability.
The Archimedes principle was applied to compare the density of the object before and after
peening of each layer. Archimedes principle states that when an object is fully submerged, the
buoyant force, or apparent loss in weight, is equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.

Once the dry weight (mass) is obtained, the submerged weight is measured. The weight loss
of the material is then determined and subsequently combined with the density of the fluid to
determine the volume shown in Eqn. 3.

Volume (cm3 ) =

𝑊𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝑊𝑤𝑒𝑡 (𝑔)
Fluid Density (𝑔⁄𝑐𝑚3 )

During the use of a surfactants or hot boiling water allows penetration of surface porosity for
more accurate measurements, however, it must be noted that the temperature can affect the
density of both the material and the fluid thus altering the final measured values. Furthermore,
the wire supported the material to be measured must be very fine, otherwise error can be
introduced into the wet weight of the piece in question.

The experimental procedure during density measurement was explained as follows. Measure
the dry weight of material first to obtain to the mass of the part. After the dry weight has been
accurately obtained, the part was then be placed in the holder and submerged in the water bath.
The submerged or wet weight of the part was measured to determine the volume. The submerged
part should be subsequently re-weighed 5 times to verify the validity of the results and generate
13
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an average wet weight value. The wet weight can then be used in the Archimedes equations to
generate the density in grams per cubic centimeter.

Fig.8 Actual Experimental Set-up for density variation calculation

During experiment in measuring the density of the sample, open and closed pores were taken
into consideration. The following equations are driven and used in measuring the density of the
sample by considering the volume fraction of open and closed pores.

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

=

𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑆𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
ρw

(1)

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

=

𝑆𝑜𝑎𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
ρw

(2)

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

=

𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑆𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

(3)

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

=

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

(4)

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

=

𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

(5)
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Based on the above formulas the open and close porosities are calculated and tabulated as shown
in table 2.

Soak weight of
sample

Volume of
sample

Volume of open
pores

Open porosity
(%)

Closed porosity
(%)

Stepover

2.4700

1.5226

2.4728

0.9474

0.0028

0.026384

2.61

0.30

2.78

Yes

Along

3.3527

2.1013

3.3568

1.2514

0.0041

0.000943

2.68

0.33

0.08

No

Stepover

1.5358

0.8014

1.5514

0.7344

0.0156

0.147871

2.09

2.12

20.13

No

Along

1.2015

0.6434

1.2159

0.5581

0.0144

0.097046

2.15

2.58

17.39

1

Yes

2
3
4

Test
direction

Density

Suspended
weight of sample

Volume of closed
pores

Dry weight of
sample

Manufacturing
Method

Hammering

Sample Name

Table 2 Measured densities and percentage of porosity with and without peening the layers

It was observed that the density of the sample after hammering was almost equal to the
original density of the sample which is 2.69 g/cm3. However the density of the sample produced
without peening was found to be less than the original one. The other important observation is
the percentage of open and closed porosities. For the sample produced without hammering and
tested in stepover direction and along the weld directions showed the maximum percentage of
closed porosity of 20.13% and 17.39% respectively. The percentage of closed porosities (2.78%)
is high relative to the open porosities (0.3%) in the sample built with peening of each layer and
tested in stepover direction in contrast, for the sample tested along the weld direction the
percentage of open porosities is higher than that of closed porosity, which was 0.3% and 0.08%
respectively. It is clear from the experimental results that the total percentage of porosities was
found in the stopover directions for both samples produce with and without hammering of the
layers.

4. Advantages and limitations of the process
The hammer integrated with CNC machine is in working after deposition. The features of the
hammering process can be listed as:
Advantages
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i.

Improves the feasibility of HLM for producing objects for real world application,
Composite Dies.

ii.

Provides firm bond between layers and better material integrity.

iii.

Enhances part performance and improves fatigue strength.

Limitations
i.

The peening load may transfer to the machine bearings and may cause some problem.

ii.

May not be applied to complex shapes with internal cavities.

iii.

Might be a challenge to integrate with 5-axis CNC machine, a complex and rigid support
mechanism may be required.

5. Conclusions
Peening, vibration and heat treatment were identified as the three broad methods suitable for
inter-layer stress relieving. Vibration is actually stress redistribution rather than relieving.
Peening too does not relieve the stresses, but only adds a compressive layer on the surface that
arrests the crack propagation. Thus, complete stress relieving takes place only in heat treatment
due to recrystallization. Hence, it was concluded that inter-layer stress relieving is redundant in
HLM and only post-weld heat treatment is preferred. In addition, attention should be paid to
reduction of heat input and management of its manifestations as follows:
Based on the experimental results the following claims can be drawn from the newly developed
in-situ residual stress relieving technique.
i.

Method to increase the density of metal by hammering the weld deposited layers,
typically results in compacting the grains of the metal.

ii.

Method to relieve residual stress by hammering each layer to distribute the accumulated
residual stress.

iii.

Method to eliminate internal porosity and voids in each layer, improved mechanical
properties.
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ABSTRACT
Shifting paradigms gave rise agile manufacturing the concept of which was later applied at a
broader level of organizations, workforce, enterprise as well as supply chains. As trend of
agility is being recognized as a necessary step to compete in the highly turbulent environment
it becomes necessary to evaluate the agility of systems. As agility means different to different
people the evaluation of a system’s agility has been attempted with diverse approaches. This
paper reviews various agility evaluation methods proposed and attempts to provide a holistic
view of every method and draws out their advantages and limitations, in order to help in
further research in this field.
Keywords: Agile Manufacturing; Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy Association Rule Mining (FARM),
Manufacturing System; Manufacturing Supply Chain (MSC),

1. Introduction
21st century has witnessed humongous technological advances which has laid foundations for
highly dynamic structure of today’s business environment. This tendency is increasing day by
day due to rising competitions. Globalization has resulted in blurring the demographic
differences increasing accessibility for both customers and suppliers. This has empowered the
customers to demand best products at better prices, lesser time, more customization, and
arbitrary quantity. This has increased problems for enterprises who want to maintain their
market share as they have to deal with highly unpredictable, dynamic and turbulent
environment. Many different solutions have been put forward such as networking,
reengineering, modular organizations, virtual corporations, high performing organizations,
employee empowerment, flexible manufacturing, just-in-time (JIT), etc. (Sherehiy et al.,
2007). However the most prominent approach the use of agility.
The term ‘agility’ was first introduced in the Iacocca Institute (Report 1991), describing it as
one key to future competition. They defined agility as manufacturing system with capabilities
to meet the rapidly changing needs of the marketplace. Kidd (1994) defined agility as a rapid
and proactive adaptation of enterprise elements to unexpected and unpredicted changes.
Goldmann et al., (1995) state agility as being a comprehensive response to challenges posed
by a business environment dominated by change and uncertainty. According to Gunasekaran
(1999), agile manufacturing (AM) is the ability of surviving and prospering in a competitive
environment of continuous and unpredictable change by reacting quickly and effectively to
changing markets, driven by customer-defined products and services. Yusuf et al., (1999)
proposed that agility is the successful application of competitive bases such as speed,
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flexibility, innovation, and quality by the means of the integration of reconfigurable resources
and best practices of knowledge-rich environment to provide customer-driven products and
services in a fast changing environment. Although the definitions differ from each other most
of them discuss common characteristics of agility namely-time, flexibility of the system, and
the ability to response (responsiveness).From these definitions we can infer that organizations
which are able to react and respond to an environment that frequently or continually pressure
the firm to change while continuing to satisfy customers and achieve business objectives can
be considered agile.
Framework for agility has been extensively discussed and developed. Goldman et al. (1995)
developed four main strategic dimensions that underline the achievement of agile competitive
capabilities. These authors suggest that each company can create a program of agility
achievement based on the audit that relates the agility dimensions with current and future
company operations. The proposed strategic dimensions of agility are: enriching the
customer, cooperating to enhance competitiveness, organizing to master changes and
leveraging the impact of people and information.
Agility is based on several capabilities found in three main enterprise dimensions:
manufacturing, product and market dimensions. Jackson and Johansson (2003) divided agility
capabilities into four main dimensions: product-related change capabilities, change
competency within operations, internal and external co-operation and people, knowledge, and
creativity.
Yusuf et al. (1999) identified competitive foundations of agility as follows: speed, flexibility,
innovation, proactivity, quality, and profitability. They illustrated three aspects of agility
related to different levels of enterprise. Elemental agility refers to individual resources
(people, machinery and management); micro-agility refers to the enterprise, and macro-agility
to the inter-enterprise level. They proposed a comprehensive list of 32 agile attributes
characterizing an agile enterprise.
Gunasekaran (1998) identified seven key enablers of agile manufacturing and discussed a
framework taking into account customization and system integration. The key enablers of
agile manufacturing include: virtual enterprise formation tools/ metrics, physically distributed
manufacturing architecture and teams, rapid partnership formation tools / metrics, concurrent
engineering, integrated product/production / business information system, rapid prototyping
tools and electronic commerce. They illustrated a framework integrating the major
capabilities of agile manufacturing, such as co-operation, value-based pricing strategies,
investments in people and information, and organizational changes with appropriate enablers.
A rounded and concise conceptual framework was proposed by Sharifi et al. (2001). They
proposed four main aspects of AM: agility drivers, strategic abilities, agility providers, and
agility capabilities. The agility drivers represent factors of the external business environment
creating turbulence and unpredictability of the changes which drive an organization to adapt
agility. Strategic abilities determined through factors such as responsiveness, competency,
quickness, and flexibility are considered as main attributes of the agile organization that allow
adaptation to changes. The agility capabilities could be achieved by the means of agility
providers. Agility providers can be derived from four manufacturing areas: organization,
technology, people, and innovation .They argued that only by integrating these criteria’s
agility could be achieved.
Tsourveloudis and Valavanis [2002] propose a knowledge-based framework for the
measurement and assessment of manufacturing agility. In order to calculate overall agility of
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an enterprise, a set of quantitatively defined agility parameters is proposed and grouped into
production, market, people and information infrastructures.
Ismail et al., [2006] propose an agility strategic framework combining external
parameters and indicators for the enterprise's agile capability. The model consists of a
business environmental audit with a number of environmental turbulence indicators and
agility capability indicators covering product, process, operation, people, and
organization. The product dimension is categorized into the areas of customization, re-use, replace ability, similarity and mix. Within these dimension, concepts like product family
efficiency, component commonality and process similarity are introduced to provide a
rapid means to analyze vulnerabilities and plan for corrective action. The framework
supports the mass customization paradigm of manufacturing.
As there is no definite method of achieving agility, defining a holistic model for it is difficult.
The literature on the subject suggests various framework, models and correlations for agility
measurement that can be implemented by organization to adapt to current business
conditions. However assessment of organization’s agility creates a problem due to inexact
boundary in which the agility is defined. This is the reason various different methodology
have been used to assess agility. Some measure the agility of the structure of organization,
some focus on agility as purely a competitive outcome, indirect methods such as measuring
complexity have also been used to measure agility of the organization. In this paper we
discuss these methods of assessment and analyze them for their advantages and their
shortcomings.

2. Work Done on Measurement of Agility:
A lot of research in the field of developing an agile model has been carried out but assessment
of agility of such organization isn’t extensively researched. This can be attributed to the fact
that the metrics of agility is difficult to design due to the vagueness with which agility is
defined. The term agility is understood in a broader perspective and is influenced by many
characteristics which may or may not be same for all types of organizations. Accounting for
the broadness the models developed are diverse and focus on certain areas. Many of the initial
models develop were empirical but later more extensive and flexible models developed using
more broad techniques integrating organization and work place.
Dove, [1996] identifies four change-proficiency metrics for agility: cost, time, robustness, and
scope. With higher agility, the effort to change decreases, approaching an ideal where it
takes no time, incurs no cost, has immediate and robust results and is not an inhibiting
factor on the latitude of opportunity and innovation . Dove, (2001) concludes that an
organization with change proficiency addresses all four metrics.
Sharifi et al., (2000) laid out a framework which consisted of various steps for implementing
agility in various organizations. The first step in consists of determining the nature of
environment the organization functioned in this was done by calculating the agility need
index through a set of questionnaires. The next step was the assessment of the company itself
in terms of agility, whether the company is agile or not based on certain factors such as
responsiveness, customer satisfaction etc. Then a gap analysis presents the plan of action .The
last step uses a set of viable tools, agility providers to attain agility, by which capabilities of
the organization can be achieved. A case study was conducted by them to verify the model.
The framework developed was one of the initial efforts to model agility assessment and to
identify the need for agility. A similar framework for agility assessment was developed by
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Jackson and Johansson, (2001) in which they mentioned a three step approach for evaluation.
First being evaluating the market trends, second being analysis of the strategic objectives in
order to find out whether flexibility competency is a long term objective and the areas of
potential development, the final part of the analysis is to find out the capabilities that needs to
be focused on. The paper mentioned the need of supplier and consumer participation to
improve the results. Van Hoek et al., (2001) also proposed an empirical model based on five
characteristics of agility – customer sensitivity, virtual integration, process integration,
network integration and measurement. The managers need to mark their organization based
on these characteristics based on 5 point Likert’s scale and the overall agility is measured
average of individual characteristics.
Ren et al., (2000) proposed agility assessment based on Analytical Hierarchical Process
(AHP). Decision makers first apply pair wise comparisons to evaluate the agility capabilities
of a company. Combining the judgements against capabilities fetched the overall agility of the
organisation. Pairwise comparisons are particularly useful when direct comparison of
capabilities is difficult. It is an intuitive method of comparing and gives better estimates
compared to direct rating methods.
Yang and Li, (2002) proposed a multi graded fuzzy approach which was used to evaluate the
agility of mass customisable (MC) organisation. This model uses weights and ratings matrices
from experts who evaluate the organisation based on crisp numbers. It evaluates agility using
weighted rating matrices of various agility attributes. The case study performed on MC
manufacturers included a three grade structure specific to mentioned organisation.
An agility index model was developed by HP Services in conjunction with INSEAD focuses
on process agility [2004]. At least twenty processes were analyzed in four vertical markets
(Telecom, Financial Services, Manufacturing, and IT service providers) along three
dimensions. The dimensions included in the index are time, range, and ease. Time is the
amount of time required to effect change. Range is the extent of change activities across an
organization. Ease measures the effort involved in effecting change.
Agrawal et al., [2007] identified fifteen variables defining the agility of a supply chain. That
focuses on process operation and organization. The proposed factors that describe the agility
are: Market sensitiveness, Delivery speed, Data accuracy, new product introduction,
Centralized and collaborative planning, Process integration, Use of IT tools, Lead time
reduction, Service level improvement, Cost minimization, Customer satisfaction, Quality
improvement, Minimizing uncertainty, Trust development, Minimizing resistance to change.
The model helps to understand the variables of an agile supply chain and their
interrelationship.
Some process-based approaches to assessing agility concentrate on a single type of process,
such as software development or product development. Sieger et al., (2000) for example,
measure responsiveness of companies relative to the product development cycle time. A
quantitative agility metric is developed that “provides the desired time-based performance
rating which reflects the agility of a manufacturer during product development”.
Arteta and Giachetti, (2004) adopted an indirect approach to measure agility. They proposed
to use complexity as a surrogate measure for agility. The hypothesis supporting this
proposition mentioned was that a less complex enterprise in terms of systems and processes is
easier to change and consequently more agile. The model uses Petri Nets, which represent
two elements needed to measure process complexity - resources in the process and the
interconnection between those resources, to find the state space probabilities needed for the
complexity measure. Once the complexity is measured ease of change is determined by
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introducing new projects, which have certain time and cost associated with them, lesser the
total time and cost more is the organization susceptible to change hence is more agile.
Although the model can be used to determine agility no conclusions can be derived on how
agility can be achieved.
Nicola et al., (2011) presented a technique for the strategic management of the chain
addressing supply planning and allowing the improvement of the Manufacturing Supply
Chain (MSC) agility in terms of ability in reconfiguration to meet performance.
Another different approach was proposed by Yauch, (2005) which was later refined (Yauch et
al.,(2006) Yauch, (2011)). They proposed a quantitative index of agility, based on a
conceptualization of agility as a performance outcome, which captures both the success of an
organization and the turbulence of its business environment. Based on the 13 factors that
cause turbulence in the business environment a turbulence score is calculated. Organizational
success using an empirical relation is also calculated which is then used to calculate agility
index. This model integrates operational measures and external parameters to determine the
agility of the any type of manufacturing organization.
These methods are relatively easy to understand and implement. However, the vagueness with
which the agility enabling capabilities are defined leads to inconsistency of the models. Such
conditions where the assessments are difficult to make use of linguistic variables helps the
evaluators handle ambiguity. These scoring methods are frequently criticized, the main
reasons for it are the evaluator’s subjective judgment as well as the multi-possibility and the
ambiguity associated with assigning a number to the attributes. To overcome this problem
several fuzzy based models were proposed. Research in the field of fuzzy logic has been
extensive and it proves to be a capable tool in handling the vagueness and imprecision of the
situation (Klir 1995, Zadeh 1965). Fuzzy logic, by making no global assumptions regarding
independence, exhaustiveness, and exclusiveness, can tolerate a blurred boundary in
definitions (Lin and Chen, 2004). Use of fuzzy concept enables the evaluators/experts to use
linguistic terms to assess indicators related to natural language expressions, and each
linguistic term is respectively associated with appropriate membership function. Even at
management level fuzzy logic has found significant importance (Lin and Chen, 2004).
Several methods have been proposed which utilize fuzzy logic in measuring organizational
agility. One of the first such models was the IF-THEN approach proposed by Tsourveloudis
et al., (2002) which was an outgrowth based on their previous work. The key idea of this
approach is to combine all infrastructures namely-production infrastructure, market
infrastructure, people infrastructure, and information infrastructure as agile characteristics and
their corresponding operational parameters, to determine the overall agility. The agility is
then evaluated numerically by an approximate reasoning method using the knowledge that is
included in simple IF–THEN rules, which are conditional statements that relate the
observations concerning the allocated divisions (IF-part) with the value of agility (THENpart). These rules need to be redefined for different set of characteristics consequently for new
situations. Another model based on fuzzy logic approach was proposed by Lin et al. (2006). It
uses a supply chain agility evaluation model based on fuzzy logic and the multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) to provide a means for both measuring supply chain agility and
also identifying the major obstacles to improving agility levels. The model introduces a fuzzy
agility index (FAI) which tells about the agility of an organization. It is computed as the
weighted average of performance against agile attributes of the supply chain and the relative
importance of those attributes. Once the index is calculated it can be compared to give
numerical or linguistic values of agility of the supply chain using various methods. Another
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index, the fuzzy performance index (FPII), is calculated which identifies the agility
capabilities which are the major obstacle to improving agility index. Ganguly et al., (2007)
defined three metrics to measure responsiveness, market share and cost effectiveness which
would help in measuring a company’s agility. They proposed the use of their method along
with fuzzy logic approach proposed by Lin et al. (2006) in order to arrive at a conclusion
regarding the level of agility of any corporate enterprise.
Jain et al.(2008), proposed a model which along with fuzzy logic uses algorithms of
association rule mining to derive associations to support decision makers by enhancing the
flexibility in making decisions for evaluating agility with both quantitative (tangible) and
qualitative (intangible) attributes and criteria. Recently, in data processing, relational
databases and association rules have been widely used in support of business operations, and
there the size of database has grown rapidly, for the agility of decision-making and market
prediction for varying degree of importance for agility evaluation. Therefore, knowledge
discovery from a database is very important for sustaining essential information to a business
(Berry and Linoff, 1997). FARM methodology has been used for evaluation of agility in
supply chains in a real time practical environment (Vinodh et al., 2011). In the model large
fuzzy frameworks and effective association rules for agility evaluation are determined by
fuzzy support and fuzzy confidence minimum value of which is which is given by the
decision makers. In the algorithm adopted, fuzzy association rules scans a database containing
both quantitative and qualitative attributes for agility and applies Boolean operators (AND,
OR, XOR) to produce large fuzzy support frameworks which are then used to generate fuzzy
association rules for evaluating agility. The methodology is a useful and practical method to
make the fuzzy association rules from the available database for agility, which enhances the
flexibility of making decisions.

3. Highlight of Evaluation Methods
As discussed the methods vary in their approaches of evaluating agility. Hence a direct
comparison of each methods based on a common metric would be incorrect. Hence each of
the method has been separately analysed. An attempt has been made to come up with the
advantages and limitations of each method.
Authors

Description


The model consists of a
frame work which consists 
of various steps that aredetermining their agility 
need,
assessing
their
Zhang and
current
position, 
Sharifi, (2000)
determining the capabilities
required in order to become
agile, and adopting relevant
practices which could bring
about
the
recognised
capabilities.

Advantages
Disadvantages
Familiarizes with  Evaluation based on
concept of agility
crisp values
Provides a holistic  A quantifiable index
view of agility
is not proposed
Ease of
computation
Provides tools for
achieving agility
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Jackson and
Johansson,
(2001)

Van Hoek et
al., (2001)

Ren et al.,
(2000)

Yang and Li,
(2002)

 Ease of
The model presents a three
computation
step
approach
for  Identifies
evaluation.
First
is
capabilities
evaluating the market
needing focus to
trends, second is analysis
increase agility
of the strategic objectives
in order to find out whether
flexibility competency is a
long term objective, the
final part of the analysis is
finding out the capabilities
that needs to be focused
 Ease of
The model is based on five
computation
characteristics of agility –
customer
sensitivity,
virtual integration, process
integration,
network
integration
and
measurement.
The
managers need to mark
their organization based on
these characteristics based
on 5 point Likert’s scale
and the overall agility is
measured
average
of
individual characteristics.
 Increases the ease
The model uses Analytical
and intuitiveness in
hierarchy process (AHP) to
calculating
determine
agility
capabilities
capabilities which is used
with the judgments of
organization performance
the agility index is
calculated.
 Ease of
The model developed is for
computation and
a mass customized (MC)
implementation
manufacturing
organization. The model  Reduces fuzziness
utilizes multi grade fuzzy
of evaluation
approach
to
calculate
agility. A three grade
evaluation index (specific
to MC) is used to measure

 Evaluation based on
crisp values
 A quantifiable index
is not proposed

 Evaluation based on
crisp values
 Comprehensiveness
of the model needs
to be improved

 Assessment based on
crisp numbers
 Numerous pairwise
comparison will be
requires depending
on
number
of
capabilities
considered
 Frame work specific
for
a
MC
organization
 Evaluation based on
crisp values
 Doesn’t take into
account any external
factors
 Less
number
of
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agility. Index is orderly
calculated as a weighted
sum of companies rating
against agility capabilities
mentioned
in
the
framework.

Arteta and
Giachetti,
(2004)

Yauch, (2010)

Tsourveloudis
et al.(2001)

The model determines
complexity
and
consequently
agility
owning to the inverse
relationship between them.
The model uses Petri Nets,
which
represents
two
elements
needed
to
measure
process
complexity - resources in
the process and the
interconnection
between
those resources, to find the
state space probabilities
needed for the complexity
measure.

This model conceptualizes
agility as performance
outcome of an organization
in turbulent environment.
Turbulence
score
and
organization success is
calculated using empirical
correlation which in turn is
used to calculate agility.

This model combines all
infrastructures
namelyproduction, market, people,
and information using the
knowledge that is included
in simple IF–THEN rules,
as agile characteristics and
their
corresponding
operational
parameters.
Based
on
company’s

capabilities
considered

 Determines
complexity of the
organization

are

 The model doesn’t
propose
methods
improve agility
 Measurement of ease
of change is difficult
 The
model
in
complex

 Applicable to any  The model doesn’t
type of industry
propose
methods
improve agility
 Includes external
factors in
calculation
 Assessment is
dynamic
 A holistic approach
is used
 Uses fuzzy logic to  The method suffers
determine agility
with
inflexibility
since IF-THEN rules
must be redesigned
to fit the new
situation
 Model is complex
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performance overall agility
is determined.

Lin et al.,
(2003)

Jain et al.,
(2008)

 Uses fuzzy logic to  Comprehensiveness
The model introduces a
deal with
of the model need to
fuzzy agility index (FAI)
ambiguity
improve
which is calculated as a  Identifies attributes  Does
not
take
weighted
average
of
that
need
external factors into
performance rating of
improvement
account
various agility attributes
and
their
relative
importance.
Fuzzy
performance
importance
index (FPII) is used to
identify attributes that need
to ameliorate.
 Provides flexibility
The model proposed uses
in agility
Fuzzy Association Rule
assessments
Mining (FARM) .The  Evaluation in real
model with the help of
time practical
quantitative and qualitative
environment
relational databases derives
association
rules
for
evaluating agility.

 Model is complex
 Equal weight age is
provided
to
all
attributes

Table1: Advantage and Disadvantage of different Agility Measurement Methods

4. Discussion and Conclusion
As discussed the method of agility evaluation has taken different approaches. Their focus has
been diverse and directed to different aspects. Some models Jackson and Johansson, (2001),
Zhang and Sharifi, (2000), Van Hoek et al., (2001) have proposed a framework within which
agility is calculated. While these models are simple in their approaches more extensive and
accurate models were developed. Models using AHP, Ren et al., (2000), multi grade fuzzy
approach, Yang and Li, (2002), Jain et al., (2008) employ more extensive approaches.
Tsourveloudis et al., (2001), Lin et al., (2006) used fuzzy logic along with previously
developed methods to reduce vagueness in rating hence providing a more accurate result. One
of the most thorough evaluation methods developed was by Yauch, (2010) which measured
the performance outcome as a measure of agility. Certain indirect methods such as
measurement of complexity, Arteta and Giachetti, (2004), were also proposed. A problem
related with all these model is lack of sufficient data from different organization to set a
reference. Although models have covered various aspects varying from organization structure
to performance outcome to measure agility need for a universal index is needed in order to set
a reference point and to check the validity of models in varied field of applications. Thus due
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to this shortcoming it is very difficult to choose the most appropriate model for agility
evaluation.
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Abstract:
An environmentally friendly joining process called friction stir welding (FSW) is attracting
academia since last decade. Currently, FSW is gradually finding its applicability in automotive
and aerospace industry, as it is a solid state joining process that addresses the limitations of
traditional joining of aluminum composites in particular. Many researchers have experimented
on FSW and reported its process conditions and the relation between different weld properties.
However, there is a need to comprehensively review the FSW process in terms of different
independent and dependent process variables considered so far for the purpose of modeling and
optimization of FSW process. This paper presents a comprehensive review of the experimental
studies on FSW process. The review suggests that, there was greater emphasis on the study of
the FSW process per se and various FSW models were developed. However, as the aforesaid
joining process is complex and highly nonlinear in nature, and essentially demands a robust
modeling and optimization framework. This review underlines the need of development of
appropriate nature inspired algorithms for the optimization of such advanced manufacturing
process.
Keywords
Solid state joining process; Friction stir welding, Joining of aluminum, Advanced manufacturing
process

Introduction
Joining metals is one of the most important manufacturing processes other three being forming,
machining, and casting. But, joining light weight materials such as aluminum alloys has always
been a tremendous challenge. But the applications of such alloys are enormous. To reduce the
weight of an aircraft, automobile or a high speed ship, it is an imperative to increase the use of
lightweight materials, such as aluminum alloys. It is indeed a great challenge to join such light
weight materials using conventional joining processes such as Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) and
Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding processes, as such conventional joining processes melting can
destroy the carefully engineered microstructure of composites thereby eliminating their unique
properties. For aluminum plates in particular, welding issues such as oxidation, undesirable
chemical reactions can cause weak welds that may contain porosity. Therefore, such welds may
become more susceptible to failures associated with the metallurgical changes that occur during
localized melting. In case of traditional joining processes, welding results in the presence of a
tenacious oxide layer, high thermal conductivity, high thermal expansion coefficient,
solidification shrinkage and, above all, high solubility of hydrogen, and other gases, in the
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molten state [29]. And also, the loss in mechanical properties as compared to the base material is very
significant, in case of TIG and MIG. Although the resistance welding technique may be used to join
some aluminum alloys, but the difficulty is that, the surface preparation is costly and more over
the surface oxide is a key concern. To address such limitations the idea first conceived was
friction welding (FW). But, FW severely suffers from a limitation i.e. only small axis-symmetric
parts that can be rotated and pushed against each other to form a joint. Therefore the inherent
limitation in making joints of aluminum alloys with maximum strength, minimum fatigue and no
fracture are identified as non-joinable using traditional welding processes lead to the
development of Friction Stir Welding (FSW) at Welding Institute TWI Cambridge in 1991[56,
7]. The basic idea of joining two metals by FSW is remarkably simple as depicted in figure 1. In
this process of joining, a special tool mounted on a rotating probe travels down through the
length of the base metal plates in face-to-face contact. The tool serves three primary functions,
(i) heating of the work piece, (ii) movement of material to produce the joint, and (iii)
containment of the hot metal beneath the tool shoulder. Heating is created within the work piece
both by friction between the rotating tool pin and shoulder and by severe plastic deformation of
the work piece. Consequentially a good joint is produced in ‘solid state’. Depending upon the
geometrical features of the rotating probe, the material movement around the pin may be vary
and exhibit different complex phenomenon. [34]. FSW process causes the material to undergo
severe plastic deformation at elevated temperature, to generate ultra fine grain structures [23],
which in turn produce good mechanical properties. And therefore, currently FSW is being
considered as a most promising, efficient and environment friendly or green joining process. It
consumes minimum energy, requires no additional cover gas or flux, does not involve add-on
filler materials, can be applied to almost all types of joints such as butt joints, lap joints, T butt
joints, and fillet joints and even dissimilar materials can also be joined.

Figure 1: Principle of FSW operation
FSW has some important metallurgical advantages such as (i) solid state process (ii) minimum
distortion of workpiece (iii) improved dimensional stability (iv) good repeatability (v) almost no
loss of alloying elements (vi) very good metallurgical properties in the weld area (vii) very fine
microstructures (viii) does not suffer from fracture (ix) may replace multiple parts joined by
fasteners. Besides metallurgical benefits, FSW also has some notable environmental and energy
related advantages like (i) shielding gas is not required (ii) surface preparation/cleaning not
required (iii) removes grinding wastes (iv) eliminate solvents required for degreasing (v)
consumable materials like rugs, wire or any other gases may be saved (vi) uses only 2.5% energy
required for a laser weld (vii) low fuel consumption in light weight automotives, ships and
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aircraft applications [37]. Therefore, by looking at the many advantages and wide applicability
of the idea of FSW researchers and engineers across the globe attracted to the study and model
this green welding process to achieve better weld and metallurgical properties of different
materials. This paper is further organized as follows. In section two, the review of literature of
FSW on similar and dissimilar materials is presented followed by a comparison of different
machine(s), tools, materials used for FSW process modeling and optimization is presented in
section three. In section four modeling and optimization techniques adopted for FSW process
with different process parameters on different materials of different specimen specifications have
been presented. In section five conclusions are drawn accordingly.

Review of studies on joining different materials using FSW
Some important recent findings of FSW experimentation on, joining similar and dissimilar
materials, that are reported in literature available through Google scholar has presented in this
section. According to a report [26], friction stir welding of aluminum alloy 2219 using a milling
machine is carried out successfully. It is reported that tensile strength of welds was significantly
affected by welding speed and shoulder diameter whereas welding speed strongly affected
percentage elongation and a maximum joining efficiency of 75% was obtained for welds with
reasonably good percentage elongation. R. Karthikeyan and V. Balasubramanian [27], studied
FSW parameters such as tool rotational speed, plunge rate, plunge depth, and dwell time play a
major role in determining the strength of the joints. An empirical relationship was established to
predict the tensile shear fracture load of Friction Stir Spot-Welded (FSSW) AA2024 aluminum
alloy by incorporating independently controllable FSSW process parameters. Response surface
methodology (RSM) was applied to optimize the FSSW parameters to attain maximum lap shear
strength of the spot weld. Researchers [21] developed a simple three-dimensional thermomechanical model for friction stir welding (FSW) that allowed partial sliding between the
shoulder and the workpiece. The thermal calculation accounts for conduction and convection
effects. The complete thermo-mechanical history of the material during the process can then be
accessed by temperature and strain rate contours. The numerical results are compared with a set
of experimental test cases carried out on an instrumented laboratory device. Mohamadreza
Nourani et al., [38], optimized the process parameters of friction stir welding (FSW) of 6061
aluminum alloy, using, ANOVA analysis on the L9 orthogonal array with three factors. Results
indicate that among the parameters considered (i.e., the tool rotational speed, transverse speed,
and the axial force), the most significant parameter on the weld quality is the rotational speed,
followed by the axial force and transverse speed. According to an experimental work [5], rolled
plates of AA 2198 T3 aluminum alloy were used for friction-stir welding varying two
fundamental process parameters: rotational and welding speeds. They developed two sets of
empirical models based on regression analysis, one for welding force and the other for
mechanical strength of the welded joints. Model accuracy is reported to be 95% confidence level.
C. N. Suresha et al., [55], attempted to identify the most influencing significant parameter and
percentage contribution of each parameter on tensile strength of friction stir welded AA 7075–T6
aluminium joints by conducting minimum number of experiments using Taguchi orthogonal
array and developed a model for optimization. C. Blignault, et al., [3] developed FSW model
using different tool pin geometries, and these data were statistically analyzed to determine the
relative influence of a number of combinations of important processes and tool geometry
parameters on tensile strength. The model reported in their study allowed the weld tensile
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strength to be predicted for other combinations of tool geometry and process parameters within
an average error of 13%. I. Dinaharan and N. Murugan, in their study [8] used a variety of
ceramic particles that are added to aluminum alloys to produce aluminum matrix composites.
They attempted friction stir welding of AA6061/ ZrB2. A mathematical model was developed
incorporating the FSW process parameters to predict the Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS). It is
reported that the process parameters independently influence the UTS over the entire range
studied in this work. K. Hans Raj et al. used a low cost improvised vertical milling machine to
study FSP on Al6061 and observed that very fine grains are formed in these sheets. It is found
that the hardness has increased by 50% on the processed AL6061 sheets on account of FSP. The
study clearly brings out the advantage of severe plastic deformation caused on account of FSP
and HPT and is a step forward in developing Bulk Nano-structured Materials (BNM) materials in
future [16]. Atul Suri, Prasanth, R.S.S. and K. Hans Raj studied the friction stir welding process
using a modified vertical milling machine and compared its performance to TIG to find the
improved mechanical properties of FS weld specimen when compared to TIG specimen [58].
FSW has also been applied for dissimilar materials. I. Shigematsu et al. [54] used FSW
process to join 5083 and 6061 aluminum alloys successfully. Thus FSW has the potential for
joining dissimilar materials such as different types of aluminum alloys. Welding properties, such
as the hardness distribution and the tensile strength, were strongly influenced by the material
combination. W H Jiang and R Kovacevic [66] demonstrated that friction stir welding (FSW) is a
feasible route for joining 6061 aluminum (Al) alloy to AISI 1018 steel. The weld has a good
weld quality and is free of cracks and porosity. Thaiping Chen and, Wei-Bang Lin [59]
conducted a study on FSW for joining dissimilar materials. They attempted to join AA6061
aluminum alloy and SS400 low carbon steel, by friction stir welding (FSW). The qualities of
dissimilar metals butt joints are reportedly evaluated by their ultimately tensile strength and
impact value. Muhamad Tehyo et al. [40] investigated the effect of welding parameters on the
microstructure and mechanical properties of friction stir welded butt joints of dissimilar
aluminum alloy sheets between Semi-Solid Metal (SSM) 356 and AA 6061-T651 by a
Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) machine. They used base materials of SSM 356 and
AA 6061-T651. Authors reported that at higher rpm higher tensile strength may be achieved.
Yuhua Chen et al. [67] applied FSW process on Titanium alloy TC1 and Aluminum alloy LF6 to
butt joint and lap joint by friction stir welding (FSW), and the influence of process parameters on
formation of weld surface, cross-section morphology and strength were studied. The results show
that, Titanium and Aluminum dissimilar alloy is difficult to be butt joined by FSW, and some
defects such as cracks and grooves are easy to occur. When the tool rotation rate is 950 rpm/min
and the welding speed is 118 mm/min, the tensile strength of the butt joint is 131MPa which is
the highest. R. Rai et al. [48], in a technical report reviewed and critically examine several
important aspects of FSW tools such as tool material selection, geometry and load bearing
ability, mechanisms of tool degradation and process economics. There is a need for concerted
research efforts towards development of cost effective durable tools for commercial application
of FSW to engineering alloys. Ratnesh Kumar Raj Singh et al. [51] analyzed the influence of the
microstructures and mechanical properties of friction stir welded butt joint of 6101 aluminum
alloy and pure copper plates in 3 mm thickness. With this aim, welds were produced using
Tungsten Carbide tools, with a cylindrical pin tool having 5 mm and 20 mm diameter of pin and
shoulder respectively. Authors further reported that Micro hardness in weld nugget is higher than
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base metal and no significant difference found in other regions. Tensile strength of weld is very
poor as compare to both of the base metals and all welds were failing from nugget zone. The
ductility of is also very poor and comparable to the base metals. S. Ciliberto et al. [4] studied the
effect of welding parameters on the mechanical properties of friction stir-welded dissimilar
aluminum alloys in overlap joint configuration. Mechanical properties were evaluated by means
of both hoop stress and T-pull test. Results show that there is a great dependence of the hoop
stress resistance from welding parameters; conversely, T-pull tests do not show the same
dependence. Authors reported the suitability of the x in lap configuration for joining dissimilar
aluminum alloys. Hamid Mohammadzadeh et al. [15] in their experimental study, a butt joint of
FSW were modified by optimizing rotational speed to improve the joint strength. The formation
of inter metallic compounds in 2017 Al and AZ31 Mg was investigated and discussed using the
binary Al-Mg phase diagram. By changing the rotational speed from 500 to 1600 rpm metallic
continuity was obtained but minimum inter metallic compound and maximum tensile strength
were achieved at 500rpm.

Machines – tools – materials used for FSW process modeling and optimization
In these section different machines, tools, tool profiles, tool materials and the metals that were
successfully joined together using FSW are presented. The various efforts and investigations of different
researchers on different materials similar or dissimilar with respect to the machine tool and FSW tool and
its profile are compared for their respective findings so as to ascertain the popular FSW machine tool,
FSW tool profile employed for different similar and dissimilar materials to achieve desired mechanical
properties of joined metals. The table 1 also presents a broader idea of material and profile of the FSW
tool required for joining different metals for varied applications.

Ref
No.
[64]

[36]

[35]

[16]

[56]

Table 1: Different machine(s), tools [tool profiles / tool materials], specimen materials used for
FSW process modeling and optimization
Machine
Tool/profile
Specimen
Remarks
Material
Custom made MTS
M2 -Tool of Steel
AA 2195-T8
It is observed that only
friction stir
5% of the heat generated by the
welding machine
friction process flows to the tool
and the rest flows to the
workpiece. The ‘‘heat
efficiency’’ in FSW is thus
95%.
SMARC vertical milling X155CrMoV12– 1
Cu
Different axial forces were
machine having 7.5 kW
cold work tool steel
Brass
experimented
D = 12 L=2.9
Modified Milling
H-13 steel tool heat
Al2024-T3
Used DAQ system to collect
Machine
treated to a hardness
data
of RC 46–48.
Tool Profile : FC
L=6.35; D=8; as=7o
Improvised vertical
Mild steel tool
Al6061
After FSP Hardness about 50 %
milling machine 1HP
D=15; D=5; L=4.5
increased. Grain size is reduced
to 10 to 1 µm
Improvised vertical
Mild steel tool
Al6061
Compared with TIG and found
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[20]

[21]

[60]

[49]

[50]

[45]

milling machine 1HP

D=15; D=5; L=4.5

Makino Milling Machine
with mandrel power of
3.75 KW.
3-axis CNC milling
machine

Tool Profile : FC
D= 16/20/24/28
L= 3/4/6/8/10
Tool Profile : CCT

Al 6061-T6

Launch Box manufactured

AA6061

Indigenously developed
FSW Machine
Tool speed up to 3000
rpm Axial load up to 30
KN Traverse speed up to
500 mm/min
An indigenously
developed CNC FSW
22, 6 T
kW, 4 000 r/min,

M2 steel of 50 - 55
VHN
D=15; D=5; L=4.5
Tool Profile : CT
without threads

AA 5083

Instead of tilting the FSW tool,
the plates are tilted using a
supporting wedge
underneath the plates.
Confirmation test were also
conducted

Tool material:
High carbon steel
D=7.86/12/15/18/22
d= 2.62/4/5/6/7.37
Tool hardness
243 /450 / 600 / 750 /
956HRc
High carbon steel

AA 6061-T6

Relationship between grain size
and TS - Confirmation test

AA7075-T6

Effect of independent
parameters presented very well

H-13 tool steel
Hardness RC 48-50.
D= 0.625 in
0.250 in side-length
Tool Profile: Tr
L= 0.237 in
a =1o dp= 0.0074
D=5, Pin L= 2.5 Tool
Profile : Threaded pin
with three flats that
tapers from 3-2 mm.
Tool Profile : FC
D=16.2 a pitch
metric of 0.8 mm, and
LH threaded; d= 5.4
Tool Profile : CT
Threaded M5/ Flat
pin end
Tool Profile : SS
a = 0◦; d= 5;
L= 2.9; D= 15
Tool material
Z40CDV 5.150 HRC

AA 6061-T6

It has been shown that
preheating the workpiece results
in a significant (43%) reduction
in the axial force experienced
by the tool for a wide range of
welding parameter.

Al 7075

Dynamic force model

AA 7075

Sensitivity analysis carried out

AA2024

Conducted 3 test cases

An indigenously
developed CNC FSW
22, 6 –T, kW, 4000 rpm
Milwaukee #2K
Universal
Milling Machine

[57]

Mazak VQC15/40 vertical machining
center

[28]

An indigenously
designed CNC FSSW
machine (4000 rpm, 22
kW, 60 kN)
HERMLE
3-axis CNC milling
machine

[22]

improved mechanical
properties of FS weld
specimen
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[41]

Friction stir welding
machine made by R.V.S
machine tool

Tool material
HCHCr
Tool Profile : SSq
without draft, D= 18,
d= 6 L=5.6
Tool material
HCHCr steel
Tool Profiles: SSq /
TSq / SH / SO/TO

AA5083H111

Achieved maximum tensile
strength at 1000 r/min

[41]

CNC Turning center and
WEDM.

AA6351-T6
AA5086H111

The working ranges of
optimized welding parameters
are reported.

[39]

Vertical milling machine

Tool material:
SS310 alloy
Tool Profiles: FC/CT/
Tp; d=5
Pin less tool used to
cover top grooves
after filling SiC
particles during FSP.
Square pin tool size
of 3.54×3.54 mm,
L=2.5; D= 15.
Tool Profile: SS
d= 12.7; D=30.5; L=
6.2

AA1100

Tensile strength, percentage of
elongation and nugget hardness
increase with increasing
welding speed.
A model is developed that can
predict hardness and grain size
as functions of rotational and
traverse speeds and region
types.
.

[2]

FSP machine

[53]

RM-1 model FSW
machine

[10]

Friction stir welding
machine

FSW tool

AA6061-T6.

[45]

Vertical machining
centre.

Tool Profile: SH Tool
material:
Cold work die steel
L= 4.7 D=17

AA6082-T6
AA6061-T6,

[60]

Vertical milling machine
with an in- house
developed FSW setup

AA7039

[12]

ESAB LEGIOTM 3UL
FSW machine

Stainless steel grade
310 tool
D= 22/19/16
d= 8/7/6
FSP consumable rod
for coating as a tool

[33]

FSW machine (FSWRL31-010, Beijing FSW
Tech. Co., China).

Al 7075-T651

[14]

Indigenously designed
FSW equip- ment.

Tool Profile: TT
D= 18
d1 7 mm d2 =5 (Tip)
L= 5
Tool Material:
High-speed steel
Tool Profile: CT
D= 15 d= 5 L= 2.6.

AZ91

AA 2219-T87

AA 2024-T3
AA 6082-T6

Al-Si
Al-Mg

This investigation attempts to
understand the true temperature
at the workpiece/weld tool
interface
A model is developed that can
be effectively used to predict
the UTS,YS and TE
AA6082 on advancing side;
corrosion rate is higher with
respect to increasing welding
speed of the tool while
corrosion rate decreased in case
of AA6061 on advancing side.
Pin diameter of tool played
important role in Tensile
strength
AA 6082 was successfully
deposited on AA 2024 by
friction surfacing.
Joining of dissimilar metal,
done effectively.

Rotational speed of 1600 rpm
was preferable during FSW of
dissimilar Al alloys.
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[51]

ATABRIZ/4301 (15 hp,
3,000 RPM) milling
machine modified

Tool Profile: FC CT/
SSq and Straight
Triangular

Al 7075

[11]

Vertical milling
machine,

Cu

[32]

FSW-3LM-003 NRSAFSW

[6]

Commercial three-axis
CNC mill (HAAS TM-1)
welding fixture that are
attached to a three-axis
force dynamometer
(Kistler model 9265A)

[61]

ESAB LEGIO 3UL
NC machine

Tool material: H13
hot work steel
d=4 D=12
Tool Profile: CT
d= 4.52; L=4.80; D=
5.94/9.8
Tool material: H13
tool steel
as =4.4°
Tool Profile: Tc with
three flats. D= 15; d=
tapers from7.0 -5.2
L= 4.7
The probe is a 90
conical with 4 mm
bottom diameter and
left-handed threads
along its length. The
shoulder is a plane
with two spiral
striations scrolling an
angle of 1800 with
inner and outer
diameters of 5 and 16
mm.

Square pin profile, rotary speed
of 1,400 RPM, welding speed
1.75 mm/s, and axial force of
7.5 KN results in the highest
mechanical properties. ANFIS
model and SA algorithm were
used.
Defect free friction stir welds of
pure copper are observed.

AA 2219-T6

Some defects observed during
FSW.

AA 6061-T6
AA7075-T6

Good weld are produced
UTS of a negative offset,
dissimilar AA6061 weld
observed less weakening
adjacent to the joint than the
similar weld.

AA2024T351

Optimum condition within the
selected parameters, values,
according to the algebraic
model developed.
Taguchi method is suitable to
optimize the mechanical
behavior of the AA2024-T351
aeronautic aluminum alloy
joints.

Note: D is Shoulder diameter in mm; d is Pin diameter in mm; L is Pin length in mm; a is tilt angle in o;
as is shoulder angle in o; FC is Flat Cylindrical; SS is Scrolled Shouldered; SSq is Straight Square; TSq is
Tapered Square; SH is Straight Hexagon; SO is Straight Octagon; TO is Tapered Octagon; T is
threaded; Tr is Trivex; CCT is Concave Cylindrical Threaded; CT is Cylindrical Taper; Tp is

Trapezoidal; TT is Taper Threaded; Tc is Threaded Conical

Modeling and optimization techniques used for FSW process optimization
In this section different modeling techniques employed to model FW processes experimented on
different similar and dissimilar materials is presented along with the optimization methodologies
that were adopted to predict optimal or suboptimal process parameters of FSW process. This
section also presents the efforts of different researchers who studied the interaction between
various independent parameters like Tool rotational speed in rpm, Feed rate in mm/min, Axial
load /force in KN, Tool shoulder diameter in mm, Pin diameter in mm, Tool tilt angle, different
tool materials with varied HRC etc and dependent process parameters such as Ultimate Tensile
Strength (UTS), Yield Strength (YS), Hardness, Fatigue, Fracture, Grain size in µm, %
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elongation etc, of FSW. The following tabulation of efforts of researchers to model and optimize
similar and dissimilar metals is drawn with respect to the specimen specifications such as length,
width, thickness of different specimens employed. Many researchers used Response Surface
Methodology (RSM), Design of Experiments (DOE), Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG),
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Finite Element Method (FEM) etc for modeling and Taguchi,
Genetic Algorithm (GA), Pattern Search Algorithm (PSA) for optimization of FSW processes.
Table 2: Modeling and optimization techniques adopted for FSW process with different process
parameters on different materials of different specimen specifications
Ref
No.
[65]

Material

Specimen
specs.
Aluminum
plates

Independent
Parameters
N= 710/900/1400
f= 40/70/140

[34]

Al2024-T3

100mm×100m
m×20mm

[30]

Al RDE-40 ≈
AA7039

300 x 150 x 6
mm

[44]

Acrylic
sheets ASTM
D 638

25×100×6 mm

[19]

AA6061

6.3-mm thick

[24]

A319

175 x 75 x 6
mm

[31]

AA7039

[62]

AA 5083

[48]

AA 6061-T6

300 x 100 x 6
mm
100 x 10 x 5
mm
300 x 150 x 5
mm

[20]

Al 1080

150 x 50 x 5
mm

[25]

AA 2219T87
AA2024-T3

250×50×5 mm

f =0.45 mm/sec
F= 0 -25
N=300
N=1200 – 1600
f= 22 – 75
F= 4 – 8
Vibrating Tool
frequency 8-20 Hz
f=12-24
CF= 4 – 20
a= 2.25o; dp= 0.25 f=
30 -210
N= 31.4 – 125.6
rad/sec
N= 1000 - 1400
f= 22 – 75
F= 2 -4
N= 1200 - 1600
f= 22 – 75;F= 4 - 8
N= 500 - 800 f=115 –
155 ; F= 9 -17
N= 924 - 1875
f= 12.43 – 107.56 F=
5.62 – 10.37
N= 500–1500
f= 6.25–20
F= 20
N= 250-400
f= 60-180
N=
600/800/1000/1200/
1400

[26]

Al

75 x 25 x
2.7mm

Dependent
Parameters
% EL
Tensile
Stress
Bending
stress
Tool wear

Modeling

Optimization

ANN

-

FEM /
ABAQUS

-

TS

-

Taguchi

TS

Orthogonal
Array
ANN

Taguchi
GA

YS

ANSYS
FEA/ 3-D

TS

Regression

Taguchi

TS; UTS; %
EL; H
YS; UTS;
% EL
GS; TS

RSM
ANN

-

TS 75–115
YS 45–90
%EL 3–12
Axial force
UTS
St
FL
TS

ANN

GA

RSM

-

RSM

-

Taguchi
-

RSM
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[18]

Al 2024

250 x 150 x 4
mm

[46]

AA 6061-T6

9 x 3 x 0.25
mm

[57]

Al 7075

76 x 101x
6.35 mm

[1]

AA6061

[5]

AA 2198 T3

[37]

Al 6061

[27]

AA 7075
rolled sheet

2.7-mm

[21]

AA2024 T351 temper
state

70x 600x3.2
mm

[40]

AA6351

[63]
[8]

AA 5083
AA6061
ZrB2

100 x 50 x 6
mm
100 x 50 x 6
mm

[8]

AA6061-T6
AA7075-T6

-

200×100x3.2
mm
-

Square Butt
welds; 6-mm
thickness to L

f= 4/8/12/16/20
dp= 4.4/4.6/4.8/5.0/5.2
dt=3/4/5/6/7
N= 800 -1100 rpm
f= 21
Thermocouples at
different distances
f= 5/5.5/7/8 in/min
Initial welding temp
22 o /50 o /75 o /100 o
/150 o /200 o /250 o
/300 o
F= 1000-6000
N= 2000
N= 2000/2250/2500 f=
120/180/240
dp= 0.02/0.11/0.2
N= 900/1200/ 1500
f= 1.25; F= 30
Density (kg m_3)
2700
N=500/700 /900
f=150/ 225/300
N= 315 - 385
f= 1.55 – 1.9
F= 9.9 – 12.1
N =500 /600 700/ 800
/900
f= 8 /10/12/14/ 16
dp=4.4/4.6/4.8/5.0/5.2
td = 3/ 4 /5 /6/ 7
N=400-800
f=100- 400
3D sensor
(Kistler 912 4A)
Thermocouples
N= 600-1500 f= 0.45 2.4 F=1- 2
N=650; f=115; F=9
N=1000/1075/1150/12
25/1300
f = 30/40/50/60/70
F=4/5/6/7/8
ZrB2.=
0.2/2.5/5/7.5/10
F=6/8/10
f=30/60/90.
N=800/1000/1200

3D Thermal
Model

FEA
COSMOL

-

YS

ANSYSFLUENT
FEM

-

Force

RSM

YS
UTS

3D heat
transfer and
viscoplastic flow
model
RSM

DOE

COMSOL

Taguchi

TS;FL

RSM

Hooke–
Jeeves pattern
search
method

HAZ
Thermomechanical
model

Simulation
Exp.

UTS; YS;
% EL
UTS
UTS/ductilit
y/wear
resistance

RSM

DOE

GRA
RSM

Taguchi
GRG

UTS
YS

RSM
CCD

DOE

YS
UTS
HAZ
distance

-

-

-
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[42]

[38]

AA6351-T6
and AA5086H111
AA1100

L=100
100 mm X 50
mm X 6 mm
The
6 mm
thickness plate
100 mm x 50
mm x 6 mm

[25]

AA (6061)B4C

[2]

AZ91

[10]

AA6061-T6

[47]

[51]

EN-GJS-40015
Al-Si
Al-Mg
AA 7075

[17]

Cu

[32]

AA 2219-T6

5.0- mm thick

[43]

AA6351 T6−
AA5083 H11
1

100 x50
x6 mm

[59]

AA2024T351

200 x 145 x 4
mm

[13]

N=950; f= 63; F=1.5

Wear
resistance

RSM

DOE

N=710/1000/1400 f=
80/160/212 F=3.5
N=800/900//1000/110
0/1200;
f= 3/.8/1.3/1.8/2.3 F=
6-14
N= 710-1400 f= 12.563; a=3°.

UTS; %EL;
H
UTS

RSM

DOE

GRG

DOE

H; GS

ANN

DOE

UTS,
Y,S
%EL
UTS

CCD
RSM

DOE

RSM

GA

TS

Experimenta DOE
l
CCD
Optimization
ANFIS

Square pin
with
dimensions of
3.54×3.54 mm
L= 2.5
(100 x 50 mm) F= 6/8/10
Butt joint
N= 800/1000/1200
f= 30/60/90
ductile iron
N= 1125
100 x 930 x
93 x mm
200 x100 x 6
mm

4 -mm
thickness

a=30 ; N=1000;
f=70/80/130/190/ 240
N= 1400; f= 1.75
F=7.5;N=800/1000/12
00/ 1400/1600
f= 0.25/0.75/1.25/
1.75/2.25 ; F=5-9
N= 563/700/900/
1100/1236
f=33/50/75/100/117
F=1.16/1.5/2/2.5/2.8
f= 100 mm/min,
N=600/700/800/900/1
000
N = 600/775/950/
1125/1300
f= 36/49.5/63/76.5/
90
F=9.8/12.25/14.7/
17.15/19.6
Variable parameters
F=850/900/950
f= 120 250 500;
td =8; a= 00 ; N= 1000
Plunge speed 0.1
mm/s;

TS
YS
H

TS/UTS/H

CCRD
RSM

Optimization

TS; H

Experimenta
l study

UTS

RSM

Optimization

UTS; %EL

CCD

Taguchi
method

-

Note: N is Tool rotational speed in rpm; f is feed rate or welding rate in mm/min; F is axial force in KN;
a is Tilt Angle in o; td is Dwell Time in seconds; CF is Clamping Force in Mpa; dp is Plunge depth in mm;
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TS is Tensile strength; UTS is Ultimate Tensile Strength; %EL is % of Elongation; H is Hardness; S t is
Shear Tensile; FL is Fracture Load; GS is Grain Size

Conclusions on literature review of FSW
This review of FSW literature reveals that there are number of studies conducted on FSW
process on different similar and dissimilar Al alloys, Cu, Mg, steel, titanium. The review also
suggest that they employed different FSW tools (such as Scrolled Shouldered, Straight Square,
Tapered Square, Straight Hexagon, Straight Octagon, Tapered Octagon, threaded, without threaded,
Trivex, Concave Cylindrical Threaded, Cylindrical Taper, Trapezoidal, Taper Threaded, Threaded
Conical etc.) with variety of independent parameters (such as Tool rotational speed in rpm, feed rate
or welding rate in mm/min, axial force in KN, Tilt Angle in o, Dwell Time in seconds, Clamping Force in
Mpa, Plunge depth in mm etc.) for the want of different dependent parameters (such as Tensile
strength, Ultimate Tensile Strength, % of Elongation, Hardness, Shear Tensile, Fracture Load, Grain Size
etc.).
It is also a key point to note that, during FSW process the material flow is very complex but quite

crucial that needs to be further understood. From this review it is clear that complete
understanding of material movement in the region of rotating tool is vital to the optimization of
FSW process parameters and design of tool geometry. Therefore, it is required to develop
suitable tool geometries and come up with more robust FSW models of material flow for its
eventual optimization. And thus, it may be necessary to optimize FSW process parameters and
geometry simultaneously, will be an imperative to improve in welding properties and
productivity. Shape and material of FSW tool are also important factors that govern the welding
and metallurgical properties of joining metals. Tool wear is generally not considered as a severe
issue in FSW of Al alloys. But for welding of high melting point materials such as steel and
titanium and wearable materials like metal matrix composites using FSW tool wear becomes a
critical issue that needs to be addressed. But, a few studies on the FSW tool wear have been
reported.
This review suggest that besides some rudimentary or intuitive tool designs for FSW there are a
necessity of computational models and algorithms that may provide suboptimal or near optimal
design parameters of FSW tools. The appropriate selection of FSW tool material is also a key
concern that may be required to address, more particular there is a need of comparative studies
on steel, titanium, and their composites for joining different metals using FSW. From the review
of the literature of FSW process it appears that, although few studies report the effect of
preheating and post weld heat treatment on the development of microstructure, grain size,
mechanical properties of the joint, it required to conduct further experimental studies
independently for more number of similar and dissimilar metals to form a generalized opinion on
the pre and post heat treatment of joinable metals. Form the above presented review of process
modeling and optimization of FSW, it is evident that many researchers applied response surface
methodology, to study the complex interaction of different independent process parameters of
FSW to join similar and dissimilar metals, but there are no studies that report the application
systems engineering concepts such as meta-modeling techniques for FSW process.
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As regard to the optimization FSW process largely researchers applied only Taguchi technique.
Only a few studies are reported that present the effectiveness of the Nature Inspired Algorithms
(NIAs). Therefore, the need of the integration meta-modeling techniques and meta-heuristics
such as NIAs is an area for research so as to develop robust and integrated models which may be
appropriately optimized using NIAs for different highly complex, nonlinear and dynamic FSW
process environments. More particularly, as the complex phenomenon of interplay among
various parameters that govern and effect the material flow during the FSW and the impact of the
dynamic variation soft e independent process parameters on various dependent parameters such
as UTS, YS, microstructure, grain size etc. This literature review outlines that the seamless
integration of NIAs would be a great benefit to predict optimal ranges of various dynamic
parameters to achieve excellent mechanical properties of the friction stir welding.
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Abstract
Today’s manufacturing scenario has shifted focus from complete in house manufacturing to
collaborative production where major share of manufacturing is outsourced and only core
activities are handled exclusively by a Locomotive Manufacturer henceforth referred to as the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The OEM is a typical organization where it has to
deal with growing demands of outsourcing but has to follow strict rules of public procurement.
Issues of material/item categorization, types of contracts and structural changes in system are
critical. Presently all items are dealt with same kind of tender and procedure but it has been
found by research that such a strategy is unscientific and unproductive. Even determination of
optimal number of suppliers considering the probability of supply disruptions, affects the cost of
operating a supplier and loss. In supply chain, evaluation of supplier’s performance has a major
role. The four salient criteria which are important in supplier evaluation and selection are quality,
on-time delivery, price and service. The expected benefits are reduction in the cost of items by 25% by optimizing the number of suppliers and long term relationships. This will also ensure
reduction in the potential loss due to supply disruptions, which will mean reduction in financial
loss.
Keywords: Procurement, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), Supply Disruptions

1.1 Introduction
The supply chain for a manufacturer is of paramount importance as the industry all over the
world is turning to strategic outsourcing, and concentrating only on core activities. Such
outsourcing of normal raw material, semi finished products make the process even more
complex, since the manufacturer now depends totally on efficacy and efficiency of the supply
chain. The Locomotive Manufacturer, henceforth referred to as the Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) is the only one of its kind in India. It manufactures locomotives primarily
for the Government owned Railways. Three issues, the paper focused are first classification of
items, second determining optimal number of suppliers and last one evaluation of new and
existing suppliers. The most famous procurement strategy was formulated by Kraljic (1983), is
used. In 1983, Kraljic introduced the seminal paper, “Purchasing must become supply
management”, the first comprehensive portfolio approach for the determination of a set of
differentiated purchasing strategies. Kraljic's approach includes the construction of a portfolio
matrix that classifies products on the basis of two dimensions: profit impact and supply risk (low
and high). As optimal number of suppliers was never attempted at the OEM and this was an
unexplored area for the OEM. Thus relevant research in this area was reviewed. Supplier
Evaluation is a very contentious issue, mainly because the OEM is a government organization

and has to follow all rules of public procurement of equal opportunity, fairness, objectivity and is
subject to statutory audit as well as scrutiny from departmental vigilance wings.

1.2 Classification of Items
In this section there is classification of contract types and classifying material as per
contract/sourcing strategy type. For each class of material a different procurement strategy has
been proposed with qualification criteria for suppliers being suitably modified. The items have
been classified in the Vendor/Supplier Directory on the basis of location and use. As far as the
design of loco and production is concerned it is a scientific system, but from procurement point
of view no distinction is made between items. ABC analysis for items classification has been
used in the study to qualify certain items as strategic, critical which require special attention.
Within each sub group there are several items which are critical and strategic or have been
historically troublesome with respect to Quality and Supply.
Kraljic has defined four types of material, Strategic items (high profit impact, high supply risk),
Leverage items (high profit impact, low supply risk), Bottleneck items (low profit impact, high
supply risk), Non-critical items (low profit impact, low supply risk). In Kraljic’s model, Firstly
analysis of products and their classification in a matrix is done. Secondly, the supplier
relationships are analyzed and thirdly, strategies are discussed to bridge the gap between current
and desired supplier relationships. There are a few decision variables in categorization of items
for defining their purchase strategy. The four variables that directly impact the classification of
item are:
1. Disruptions in supply of the item
2. Failure Rate of the item
3. Price of the item
4. Complexity/Technological intensiveness of the item
The supplier base is not considered as a decision variable since in the case of OEM, this is still in
a nascent stage and there are not enough suppliers for all items. In fact this categorization will be
one of the tools used for determination of the optimal number of suppliers. All the mentioned
four variables are to be compared in a matrix so that the item can be categorized for defining the
purchase strategy. The aim of the exercise is to provide decision maker with least amount of
discretion. As Kraljic’s model has classified four items, in the typical case of the Locomotive
manufacturer, Leverage is considered as development item. For OEM there is recommended
categories of items, shown in table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Recommended categories of items for OEM

I
II
III
IV

Strategic: Complex, Cost
Development: Complex, Subject to supply disruptions
Bottleneck : Failure Rate, Subject to supply disruptions
Normal: Cost, Failure Rate

The four VARIABLES have been quantified as defined in Table 1.2. Here all
variables/dimensions have been compared on a scale of 100. The disruptions in supply for a
particular item are compared to total loss in days by all items in the decision period. The highest

priced item in the organization is taken as the base for comparing all other items. The average
price of the item is expressed as % of the highest priced item, thus placing it on a scale of 100.
Table 1.2 Definition and quantification of Variables for classifying items
Disruptions in supply

S

Failure Rate
Price

F
P

Complexity/Technological
intensiveness

C

Number of loco days lost compared to total
days lost in the Decision Period by all
suppliers for the subject item,
expressed as %
% of total supply of items by all suppliers
Average price of item expressed as % of
highest priced item
Scale 0 – 100, in steps of 10, where 10 is
simplest to 100 which is most complex

Since there are four variables the centroid can be plotted on the chart. The area in which the
centroid falls, will determine the category of the item. The plotting is done as shown in Fig 1.1.

C Value

I
Strategic
Centroid

S Value

P Value

III
Bottleneck

Price

Supply Disruption

II
Development

IV
Normal
F Value

Failure Rate

Figure 1.1 Classification Model

For the polygon that is formed by the four variables, the points are,(𝑥0 , 0), (0, 𝑦1 ), (𝑥2 , 0), (0, 𝑦3 )
Using these values in the equation for calculation of centroid of polygon, we get
1
(1.1)
𝐴 = [𝑥0 𝑦1 + 𝑥2 𝑦1 + 𝑥2 𝑦3 + 𝑥0 𝑦3 ]
2

1
(𝑦 + 𝑦3 )(𝑥02 − 𝑥22 )
6𝐴 1
1
(𝑥 + 𝑥2 )(𝑦12 − 𝑦32 )
𝐶𝑦 =
6𝐴 0
Here, Cx and Cy are coordinates of the centroid of the polygon and A is the
area of the polygon
𝐶𝑥 =

(1.2)
(1.3)

Figure 1.2 Graphical Representation of Classification of Items

Here the values of all variables are absolute and x0 : P value, y1: C value, x2: S value, and y3: F
value. The centroid can be calculated and region in which it falls will define the item’s category.
Table 1.3 Classification of Items according to model

ITEM

RATE in
Rs

Total loss in
Loco days(3
years)

Supply
Disruption

Failure
Rate

S

F

y1

x2

y3

Price

Complexity

P

C

xo

Category

AC-AC Traction
System

25836115

2211

100

90

7.49

3

I

TCC

19061099

1035

74

90

3.51

6

I

Traction Motor

2671481

4390

10

90

14.87
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II

The model has been applied to Locomotive Manufacturer, specifically to the items which caused
disruptions in last three years 2009 to 2011 and items which figure in the traditional “A”

category of the ABC analysis. . As examples few of the cases are discussed below, and Table1.3
depicts these sample items and their classification according to this model. Also the main
problem is all items are procured with the same set of rules, and the procedure for negotiation of
rates is subject to public scrutiny. Thus the main issue is devising an extremely transparent
system of negotiation of rates.
Table 1.3 Proposed contract type for class of items
Class of items

Procurement scheme

Strategic Items

Incentive to supplier by having 3 year
contracts and long term i.e. 10 year
commitment.

Development Items

Request for Proposal must be floated,
globally and locally.
After RFP is floated and list of potential
suppliers is received, a development
tender will be floated to get the exact
price and delivery schedule.

Bottleneck Items

Limited
Tendering
to
approved
suppliers, and the goal should be
developing them to enter into long term
agreements. For such items, supplier
training and motivation is must.

Normal Items

Limited tenders to approved suppliers.
This class of suppliers should be
graduated to long term relationships.

1.3 Estimation of Optimal Number of Suppliers
There are a number of original equipment manufacturers (OEM) who have been traditionally
manufacturing all the required components in house. This serious problem has, therefore, given
way to outsourcing of major production activities instead of manufacturing all the items in
house. This has led to the problem of having a number of suppliers for an efficient functioning of
the organization. The improvement in supplier performance and supplier-manufacturer
relationships has provided several opportunities for cost reduction and the performance of supply
chain. It is therefore focusing on the determination of optimal number of suppliers by taking into
consideration various factors including the probability of supply disruptions, both at the global as
well as local level. The issues being faced by OEM are: few suppliers for the costly and complex
items, no objectivity in supplier evaluation and the supply disruptions in case of low value items.
In the present work we have attempted to develop a model by taking into consideration various

factors outlined earlier. This model has then been applied to the Locomotive manufacturer to
help it in the decision making process. It can be seen from Table 1.4 that there are products for
which there are no vendors, which means in-house manufacture.
Table 1.4 Vendor Status at OEM
Type of Product

Vendors (V)

Number of Vendors

Total
Items

V=0

V=1

V=2

V>2

HHP

191

1102

780

185

2258

OLDER

335

610

375

139

1459

HARDWARE

33

422

234

153

842

RAW MATERIAL

59

52

20

0

131

TOTAL

618

2186

1409

477

4690

% of TOTAL ITEMS

13%

47%

30%

10%

100%

The present model takes into consideration the events discussed by Berger et al. (2004).
However, for the sake of simplicity, we take into account only two events which can disrupt the
supply chain (i) Global event (ii) Local event. The Global events affect all suppliers whereas
local events affect only some suppliers. A very important factor which must be taken into
consideration is the quantity discount offered by suppliers for bulk orders. It is possible to
express the quantity discount (D) as an exponential function:
D=𝐴{𝜃𝑒 −𝜆(𝑛−1) }

Where, A is the cost of item, θ is a parameter for highest discount (estimated as 0.05 for present
study), λ is a parameter for rate of decrease of discount. One very important aspect is to model
the probability of the occurrence. For this we define the parameters, Pg the probability of Global
event and Si the probability of Local event (for supplier i). Further it is assumed that the
probabilities of local events for the different suppliers are independent. The probabilities of
global event and local event are also not dependent on each other. Analysis is first done by
taking a case where the quantity of discounts offered by suppliers is not accounted for as adopted
by Berger et al. (2004). The analysis has to be performed under the following conditions:
1. The number of suppliers is chosen from i= 1 to n.
2. There are two conditions, all suppliers fail, or some fail.
3. If all the suppliers fail, there is a loss to the company denoted by Lt
4. The cost of operating a supplier, i, is denoted by C(i), i=1,2…n.
𝐸(𝑛 + 1) − 𝐸(𝑛) = 𝑣 + 𝐿𝑡 (1 − 𝑃𝑔 )(𝑆 𝑛+1 − 𝑆 𝑛 )

(1.1)

This is called the Model-B as developed by Berger et al.(2004). . The exponential function
defined earlier for D will be introduced in Eq.1.1 to take care of quantity discount. The final
equation (mathematical representation of the present model) is obtained as following:
𝐸(𝑛 + 1) − 𝐸(𝑛) = −𝐴𝜃[𝑒 −𝜆𝑛 − 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑛−1) ] + 𝑣 + 𝐿𝑡 (1 − 𝑃𝑔 )(𝑆 𝑛+1 − 𝑆 𝑛 )
(1.2)
The procedure is to increase n, till E(n+1) - E(n) > 0, which would mean that it is costlier to
operate (n+1) suppliers than n. The number n thus obtained will be the optimal number of
suppliers, n*. The calculations may be carried out either by assuming the values or by using
empirical values.
We now apply the present model to OEM’s case to arrive at the optimal number of suppliers.
The parameters for the calculations to be used for Eq.1.2 have either been assumed or estimated
on the basis of experience. Therefore the optimal number of suppliers, n* will be calculated for a
range of values of A. The discount offered by suppliers for 100 % order is of the order of 5% so
the discount parameter θ, is estimated at 0.05. With each increase in supplier the discount
reduces by ~ 1% to 1.5%. However, we have to determine a suitable value of parameter λ.
Using
D=𝐴{𝜃𝑒 −𝜆(𝑛−1) }
Keeping θ= 0.05, and by varying λ, the % discount will be estimated. The value of λ
is
assumed to be the one which best compares with practice.
Table 1.5 The value of percent discount for two values of λ
Θ
Λ
N
1
2
3
4
5

θ
λ
n
1
2
3
4
5

0.05
0.6
% discount
5.000
2.744
1.506
0.826
0.454

0.05
0.4
% discount
5.000
3.352
2.247
1.506
1.009

It is seen that λ=0.4 gives % discount value very near to actual one. Hence λ=0.4 is the estimated
value to be used in further calculations. The calculations for the optimal number of supplier will
be done for both, the present model as well as for Model-B.
1.3.1 Calculation of optimal number of suppliers by Model-B
The optimal values, n* are calculated by taking into consideration the following values for
different parameters, Pg, the probability of Global event is assumed to be 5%, Si, the probability
of Local event for supplier i is 10% ,Lt, the loss to company due to supplier’s failure is being
estimated as Rs 300,000 per day, v , the variable, is the cost of operating supplier and is
estimated as Rs 2000. Therefore we have only v, Pg, S and Lt
V
2000

Pg
0.05

S
0.1

Lt
300000

Substituting the values of parameters in equation (1.1), we get optimal number of suppliers, n* =
3. This value of n* is the value of optimal number of suppliers corresponding to Model-B.

1.3.2 Calculation of optimal number of suppliers by present Model
The present model which has been developed here accounts for supplier’s discount and will have
a direct bearing on the optimal number. Eq (1.2) will be used to estimate the optimal number of
suppliers, n*. The optimal number n* will depend upon the value of A which will have a direct
role to play in the present model. The value of λ, as estimated earlier, has been taken as 0.4. All
other parameters are the same as used in Model-B.
Table 1.6 Optimal number of suppliers for various values of A

v
2000
Result

Θ
0.05

Λ
0.4

A, cost of item in Rs
5000
10000
50000
100000
200000
500000
1000000
5000000
10000000
25000000

Pg
0.05

S
0.1

Lt
300000

n*, optimal number of
suppliers
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

In case of items having price less than Rs 100,000, the optimal number of suppliers, n*=3. It is
suggested that for these items three suppliers may be considered as the optimal number for the
OEM in order to maintain proper supply of items and production. Although n* =1 for higher
values of A, it may not be feasible, therefore, it is suggested, to have two suppliers.
4
3
2
n*

1
0
0

10000000
20000000
Price of item

30000000

Figure 1.3 Dependence of optimal number of suppliers on price of item

In the case where, quantity discount by suppliers is offered by suppliers, the cost or price of item

has an indirect relationship on the optimal number of suppliers as depicted in figure1.3. Other
dependencies like optimal number of suppliers on loss due to supply disruption, optimal number
of suppliers on probability of supplier's failure etc can also be depicts like figure 1.3. The results
show that the optimal number of suppliers varies mainly on the cost of operating the supplier,
cost of item and the probability of supplier’s failure. In the present case, it is recommended that
the OEM should have different number of suppliers depending upon the cost of item under
consideration.

1.4 Evaluation of Suppliers
There are various integrated approaches for supplier selection. It was noticed that the integrated
AHP approaches are more prevalent. The wide applicability is due to its simplicity, ease of use,
and great flexibility {(Ho (2008)}. In supplier selection problem, besides the weightings of
alternative suppliers, the decision makers also need to consider the resource limitations (e.g.,
budget of buyer and capacities of suppliers). For this reason, the GP can compensate for AHP.
There are various techniques used for Supplier selection in which the most widely accepted are
the MCDM (multi Criteria Decision Method) techniques.The supplier selection is a formalized
system, governed by strict rules and policies, basically on the concept of selection of ‘lowest
priced technically suitable offer’. But for certifying an offer technically suitable, the
methodology is quite subjective. However, the modern concepts of supplier selection, supplier
development, long term contract, buyer-supplier relationship maintenance system, total cost of
ownership are not visible in the organization.
The standard stipulates Quality, Price, Delivery, Service and System as five key factors to work
out rating system in supplier selection criteria.The important point in the selection of criteria is
that they it must be possible to quantify them and the data also be available. In the typical
scenario of the Locomotive Manufacturer which is required to abide by rules of public
procurement and also exhibit fairness at all stages, any criteria which cannot be quantified will
be subject to the scrutiny. It is also important that the most prevalent criteria used by the
researchers and practitioners be identified. Based on past research, and evaluation of criteria
applicable and manageable in present context of the locomotive manufacturer, the four salient
criteria Quality, Delivery, Price and Service are identified as important in supplier evaluation and
selection.
1.4.1 Taguchi Loss Function
In traditional systems, the product is accepted if a product measurement falls within the
specification limit; otherwise, the product is rejected. Taguchi suggests a more narrow view of
quality by indicating that any deviation from the target value results in a loss. If a
measurement is the same as the target value, the loss is zero. Otherwise, the loss can be
measured by using a quadratic function, after which actions are initiated to bring back the system
close to the target value.
Three types of loss functions are used in the Taguchi loss function. The first, the nominal
value, is the best value. Second is smaller is better and third one is larger the better. The loss
functions are given by eq. 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, respectively:
L(y) = k (y – m)2
L (y) = k(y)2
L (y) = k/y2

(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)

Where, L(y) is the loss associated with a particular value of quality character y, m is the nominal
value of the specification, k is the loss coefficient, whose values are constant. The four criteria as
stated earlier have been tabulated in Table 1.7 with their recommended target value, range,
specification limit and Taguchi loss coefficient.
Table 1.7 Target Value of Losses and Specification Limits
Criteria

Target
Value

Range

Specification
limit

Taguchi

Loss

Value of
k

Quality

0%

0-5%

5% rejection

Lower the better

ky2

100=k x (0.05)2

40000

Delivery

0

0-15

15 days

Lower the better

ky2

100=k x (15)2

0.4444

Price

Lowest

0-10%

10% higher

Lower the better

ky2

100=k x (0.10)2

10000

Service

100%

100%-50%

50% lower

Higher the better

k/y2

100=k / (0.50)2

25

Function

1.4.2 Weighting the Criteria
After the quality losses of all the criteria for all the suppliers are calculated by Taguchi loss
functions and the weights of all the decision criteria are obtained by the AHP process, the total
loss of all the criteria to each supplier can be calculated:
𝑛

Loss = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝐿𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1

Where, Loss is the total loss of supplier for all evaluation criteria, wi
is the weight of
criterion i calculated from the AHP and Lij is the Taguchi loss of criterion i of supplier j .
An integrated method employing Taguchi loss method, AHP for pair wise comparison and
TOPSIS for final ranking would suffice the requirement of the study for finding an objective,
acceptable and simple procedure for supplier evaluation. After the quality losses of all the criteria
for all the suppliers are calculated by Taguchi loss functions, the weights of all the decision
criteria are obtained by the AHP process. The matrix with relative importance of criteria is
formed (
Table 1.8 Relative importance matrix).
Table 1.8 Relative importance matrix

Quality

Delivery

Price

Service

Quality

1

3

7

9

Delivery

1/3

1

3

5

Price

1/7

1/3

1

1/3

Service

1/9

1/5

3

1

SUM (col)

1.59

4.53

14.00

15.33

From calculation for the AHP, the relative weights of each criterion have been defined. Quality:
62%, Delivery : 22%, Price : 8% and Service: 8%. From a holistic view, if the quality, delivery
and service of a supplier are not as per specifications or within range, it can cause loss and
irreparable damage to the organization. The Taguchi Loss is calculated as (Value of Taguchi
constant, k) * (Loss, taking the value of each supplier) 2. The data on each attribute/criterion for
every supplier and Taguchi loss is shown by the formula k*(Value) 2 in table 1.9 with bold font:
Table 1.1 Data for Suppliers of particular item and calculation of loss

Supplier

Quality %
rejection

Delivery delay
in days

Price compared
to lowest

Service level
opinion

A

3% = 36

5 = 11.11

0% = 0

85% = 34.60

B

3% = 36

6 = 16.00

6.50% = 42.25

75% = 44.44

C

2% =16

7 = 21.78

8.40% = 70.56

80% = 39.06

D

4% = 64

2 = 1.78

4.20% = 17.64

65% = 59.17

The normalized decision matrix is produced by dividing each element with the square root of the
sum of squares of all values in each column.
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗 =
, where, i =1, 2, ..., m and j = 1, 2, ..., n
2
√∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖𝑗

The weights as determined from the AHP method can be deployed with the help of formula
vij  rij w j .
In the next step the Positive and Negative Ideal solutions are determined:

Q

D

P

S

v-

0.4762

0.1637

0.0671

0.0523

Negative Ideal

v*

0.1190

0.0134

0.0000

0.0306

Positive Ideal, lesser
loss

The separation measures are now calculated with the help of formula:Error! Reference source not
found.
2

−
𝑆𝑖− = √∑𝑚
𝑗=1(𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑗 ) ... (Negative ideal solution)

2

∗
𝑆𝑖∗ = √∑𝑚
𝑗=1(𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑗 ) … (Positive ideal solution)

The final step is estimation of Relative Closeness to Ideal for each supplier, ranking depends on
closeness of this value to 1. Table 1.10 depicts the value and ranking of suppliers.

Table 1.10 Relative closeness to ideal and final ranking

𝐶𝑖∗

𝑆𝑖−
= ∗
𝑆𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖−
A

0.587315

B

0.5337

C

0.68471

D

0.306774

Ranking

2
3
1
4

Based on data, it is recommended that the Manufacturer should have the classes of suppliers like
a. Approved – The first 3 of the ranked suppliers from past performance record, b. Enlisted –
Under active consideration, c. Potential suppliers – Those who have supplied in past but not
ranked.
The advantages of being approved for more than 3 years are, a. Self certification for quality,
b. Purchase preference at least 10% assured business, c. Preference for entering into long term
contracts.

1.5 Conclusion
The procurement system at the Locomotive Manufacturer was analyzed with the aim to suggest
quantitative methods to improve the process. Optimizing the supplier base will reduce the cost of
items by 2-5% as due to increased volumes, the suppliers will reduce the price. By focusing on
supplier issues and solving the issues the potential loss due to supply disruptions can be reduced,
which will mean reduction in financial loss.
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Abstract
Lean attributes and lean enablers, i.e. the capabilities which allow promptly responding to reduce the waste in the
business environment and the available leverages to achieve the leanness. Few studies, however, provide empirical
evidence about the main characteristics of lean enterprises and tools practically exploited by companies to achieve
leanness. This study attempts to improve the existing knowledge on leanness. On the other hand, many researchers
have focused on the supply chain in recent years because of the high importance of this issue in the supply chain
management context. By linking Lean Attributes (LAs) and Lean Enablers (LEs), this study used Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) to identify viable LEs to be practically implemented in order to increase the leanness of the
supply chain. FQFD (First QFD)) are used to rank lean attributes Furthermore, fuzzy logic is used to deal with
linguistic judgments expressing relationships and correlations required in QFD. To illustrate the practical
implications of the methodology, the approach is exemplified with the help of a case study in the some processing
industry.
Keyword:-supply chain, Lean supply chain, Quality Function Deployment (QFD), House Of Quality (HOQ), Fuzzy logic.

Introduction
The need for holistic modeling efforts that capture the extended supply chain at a strategic level has been clearly
recognized first by industry and recently by academia. In addition, in today’s world of global markets and stiff
competition for every product along with increasing consumer demand, it becomes imperative for companies to
explore ways to improve their productivity in terms of implementing flexible and standardized technology and
adopting proven management principles. Lean production is one of the initiatives that many major businesses all
around the world have been trying to adopt in order to remain competitive in the increasingly global market. Lean
production promises significant benefits in terms of increased organizational and supply chain communication and
integration. The core thrust of lean production is the capability of working synergistically to create a high-quality
system that produces finished products at the pace of customer demand with little or no waste.
A supply chain consists of all parties involved, directly or indirectly, in fulfilling a customer request. The supply
chain includes not only the manufacturer and suppliers, but also transporter, ware house, retailer, and even
customers themselves. Leanness as a concept has been firstly stated by John Krafcif as a term for the new
production system applied by Toyota. Herron and Hicks argue that the reason behind Toyota implementation for
such concept has been the fact that it couldn’t afford the huge capital- based mass production systems applied by
the US companies. As a result, it has searched for means to reduce waste in all its operational activities, and hence,
Lean “production” has been born.
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is an effective tool for planning attributes of new products based on customer
demands and involves all members of the producer or supplier organization. QFD can be used to integrate an
organization’s diverse sources of information during product and process development, so that the goal of Total
Quality Management (TQM) and Concurrent Engineering (CE) inside the organization can be facilitated.
The aim of this study is to develop an integrated approach to increase the leanness of the supply chain. Furthermore,
a practical tool is introduced that can be easily adopted to implement lean strategies. By linking Lean Attributes
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(LAs) and Lean Enablers (LEs), this study, which is based on the House of Quality (HOQ) of Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) methodology, aims to identify the most appropriate LEs for implementation by supply chain
management. LAs represent company requirements and appear as ‘‘what’s” in the HOQ, while LEs are listed as
‘‘how’s”, since they are considered as practical tools that the company can use to achieve leanness. Moreover, in
the proposed approach, fuzzy logic is used to deal with linguistic judgments expressing the relative importance of
LAs as well as the relationships and correlations required in the HOQ.

Contribution In Study
A first outcome of the literature analysis is that none of the approach proposed in the literature ground on the QFD
methodology. This study, and specially the HOQ represents a particular tool, which allows directly assessing the
impact of lean attributes on competitive bases and of lean enablers on lean attributes, through the relationship
matrixes. Clearly in practical cases, it would also be possible that a company directly identifies a set of suitable
lean enablers to be implemented, without linking them with lean attributes and competitive priorities. However, in
the case, the risk is that the selected strategic leverages do not marketing objectives. Moreover, QFD allows
identifying correlations between attributes or enablers, which are not examined in the methodologies available in
the literature.
As a further contributions, existing methodologies ground on crisp assessments, and in this regards, we believe that
fuzzy approach could provide useful advantages. A main reason why our approach is based on fuzzy set theory is
that, as a result of the literature analysis, it emerged that leanness assessment is often dealt with through fuzzy
logic, due to the imprecise and vague definition of leanness indicators consequently, linguistic expressions are
often used to estimate both companies performance against lean attributes and enablers, and the relative importance
of such parameters. When vague or ill-defined issues should be examined, the adoption of fuzzy logic is
recognized to substantially improve the capabilities of traditional crisp approaches. As a matter of fact, the main
strengths of fuzzy logic have to be found in the opportunity to take into account the different meanings that
decision makers (DMs) may give to the same linguistic expression, as well as to translate linguistics judgments into
numerical values. Methodology
The framework for achieving a lean supply chain by Fuzzy- QFD comprises four main parts. It has a stepwise
description as shown in Fig.1 and below. The fuzzy HOQ whose specific structure is detailed in Fig. 2 is adopted
here.
Start
Identify LAs and LEs of the supply chain
Prioritize LAs by FQFD to obtain LAs
priority weights (Wi)
Determine the relationships between LAs
and LEs and the correlation between LEs
Calculate the relative importance (RIj) and
priority weights of LEs (RIj)

Conclusions

Fig.1.Schematic representation of the methodology.
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Correlation matrix

Lean
attributes
priority weight by
FQFD

Lean attributes

Lean enablers (LEs)

Relationship
matrix(Rij)

Relative importance
of LE (RIj)

Priority weights of
LEs(RIj*)
Normalized Rij (NRIj)
Crisp Value (ranking
of LEs)
Fig.2. The proposed integrated Fuzzy-QFD approach
A. Identify LAS and LES of the supply chain
To be truly lean, a supply chain must possess a number of distinguishing attributes and enablers. LAs here after are
defined as elements which constitute the underlying structure of a lean organization. They were originally
conceived as core concepts of lean manufacturing. Accordingly, LEs are enabling tools, technologies, and methods
critical to successfully accomplish lean supply chain management.
LAs enhancing supply chain leanness and LEs to be exploited in order to achieve the required LAs, as accepted by
several authors [6], were identified. On the basis of a review of the normative literature some LAs and LEs were
defined for the lean supply chain, as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, suggestions to identify viable sets of lean
attributes and enablers can be found in literature, and different or additional LAs/LEs may be listed.
Table 1
Lean attributes and enablers defined for lean supply chain from related to food industry.
Service level improvement
Pull production
Eliminate obvious wastes
Cost efficiency
variability in delivery time
Continuous improvement
Human resource training
Quality improvement
Vendor management inventory

Conformance quality
Delivery reliability
Low buffering cost
Low variability in process time

JIT manufacturing

Low

Low variability in demand rates
Delivery speed
Low variability in process time
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Total quality management
Supplier management

B. Prioritize LAs by FQFD to Obtain LAs Priority Weights (Wi)
Due to its wide applicability and ease of use, the FQFD, has been studied extensively for the last twenty years. It
has been widely used to address multi-criterion decision- making problems. The FQFD consists of three main
operations: Identifiy criteria(competetive base CBi) and Subcriteria Lean Attributes LAs), Find Out relationship
and correlationship between CBi and LAs, and Find Out relative importance and crisp value by applying triangular
fuzzy logic. Moreover, QFD is one of the five tools that are commonly combined with the Fuzzy Logic. In this
study, the FQFD was deployed to prioritize LAs. After defining LAs, their priority weights were computed by
using FQFD for this purpose, first, the pair-wise assessment matrices were prepared to evaluate the eight
alternatives, i.e. LAs with respect to criteria; the criteria were then evaluated with respect to the goal. Effective
management of the supply chain is viewed as the driver of decreasing the cost of material, services, and
manufacturing, reducing lead times and improving product quality and responsiveness. Therefore, after evaluating
the related project, five criteria
Were identified: speed, cost, responsiveness, competency, and quality. To identify the appropriate criteria to rank
LAs of supply, those attributes that help meet the rapidly changing needs of the business environment of supply
were considered. Thus, LAs were evaluated on the basis of quality as well as the speed of providing products,
services, and information to customers, suppliers, and employees, as quality and speed are significant criteria in the
leanness assessment of a supply chain. Cost was another criterion identified for the evaluation of LAs because the
focus of the lean approach is on cost reduction. The responsiveness ability of a lean supply was also considered.
Another notable criterion in pair-wise assessment of LAs was the competency ability obtained in a lean supply by
achieving the mentioned LAs. These five criteria are important in evaluating the degree of leanness achieved in a
supply chain; therefore, the mentioned alternatives were evaluated with respect to each criterion to determine how
much achievement of the LAs may lead to a leaner supply. Output of FQFD represented as Wi, is the input of the
Second Fuzzy-QFD (SQFD) component of the proposed model.
C. Determine The Relation Between LAS And LES And Correlation Between LES
Because of the qualitative and ambiguous attributes linked to lean implementation, most measures are described
subjectively using linguistic terms that cannot be handled effectively using conventional approaches. However,
fuzzy logic provides an effective means of dealing with problems involving imprecise and vague phenomena . It
was exploited to translate linguistic judgments required for relative importance of LAs, relationships, and
correlations matrices into numerical values. In this step, the degree of relationship between LAs and LEs was
stated by the corresponding TFNs and placed in the HOQ matrix. Moreover, the degree of correlation between LEs
was then expressed by TFNs in the fuzzy HOQ. Both of these correspondences are shown in Tables 2 , 3 and 4.
TABLE 2
Degree of relationships, and corresponding fuzzy numbers[1]
Degree of relationship
Strong
Medium
Weak

Fuzzy no.
(0.7; 1; 1)
(0.3; 0.5; 0.7)
(0; 0; 0.3)

TABLE 3
Degree of correlations, and corresponding fuzzy numbers[1]
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Degree of correlation
Strong positive (SP)
Positive
(P)
Negative
(N)
Strong Negative (SN)

Fuzzy no.
(0.3; 0.5; 0.7)
(0; 0.3; 0.5)
(-0.5; -0.3; 0)
(-0.7;-0.5;-0.3)

TABLE 4
The 4 point linguistic scale for importance judgment
Importance judgment
Fuzzy No.
Very High (VH)
(0.7; 1; 1)
High
(H)
(.5; 0.7; 1)
Low
(L)
(0; 0.3; 0.5)
Very Low (VL)
(0; 0; 0.3)
1) TFN (TRIANGULAR FUZZY NUMBER)
The TFN can be denoted as a triplet (a, b, c), as shown in Fig. 3., where, a ≤ b ≤ c. When a = b = c, it is a nonfuzzy number by convention. The membership function can be defined as[2] :
(x-a)/(b-a),
x is a function of [a,b]
µn(x):(c-x)/(c-b) x is a function of [b c]
0
otherwise
1

Fig 3 Triangular fuzzy number (TFN).
If M = (a1, b1, c1) and N = (a2, b2, c2) represent two TFNs, then the required fuzzy calculations are performed as
given below.
Fuzzy addition
: M + N = (a1 + a2; b1 + b2; c1 + c2 ) …………2
Fuzzy multiplication : M × N = (a1× a2; b1×b2; c1 ×c2 ) …………..3
M ×1/N = (a1/c2; b1/b2; c1/a2)
………….4
Fuzzy and natural number multiplication: r × M = (r.a; r.b; r.c)……... 5
D. CALCULATE RELATIVE THE IMPORTANCE (RIJ) AND PRIORITY WEIGHTS OF LEs (RIJ*)
The aim of computing these two parameters was to determine which LE has the most effect on the lean supply
chain. RIj was computed by fuzzy multiplication of Wi to Rij.
RIj = ∑Wi × Rij
j=1,2,3……m
6
*
RIj = RIj+ ∑ Tkj×RIk j=1,2,3……m
7
Tkj was shown in the roof part of HOQ. The mentioned parameters are shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, normalization
was performed by dividing each RIJ* by the highest one according to the fuzzy set algebra . Then, in order to rank
the LEs, the normalized scores of RIJ* were de-fuzzified. Suppose M (a, b, c) is a TFN; then, the de-fuzzified value
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is computed as (a+4b+c)/6.
8LEs with high crisp values indicate that they can be usefully exploited to enhance relevant LAs. Thus, such
enablers must be selected for implementation.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section presents an example of the proposed approach through a case study in the liquor industry to illustrate
the usefulness and ease of application of the method as well as considering the practical implications of the
approach. Focusing on the methodological point of view, the definition of a specific set of and LEs for applying the
approach was not dealt with in this project; they should be identified according to the special characteristics of the
company under consideration.. Then, 8 LAs and 11 LEs were identified these are shown below in Fig.4
Step 1: identifying the competitive bases a company is willing to achieve competitive advantage;
Step 2: identifying lean attributes enhancing the selected competitive bases and filling the first HOQ;
Step 3: identifying lean enablers to be exploited in order to achieve the required lean attributes, and filling the
second HOQ.
APPLICATION STEP 1
As the starting point of the approach proposed, a company should identify the relevant competitive bases. For
illustration purpose, the set of competitive bases used in the numerical example has been ground on existing studies
and information available in literature. Specifically, a viable list of five competitive bases (CBi, i = 1,.....,5),
namely “speed”, “cost”, “responsiveness”, “competency” and “quality”, was derived . They are listed as “whats” in
fig. 4.
In real case applications identifying the relevant competitive bases of a company would require direct contacts with
company’s members (in particular, marketing manager), either in the form of interviews or roundtable discussion.
To support the application of the methodology in practice, and to quickly collect the required information, it is
suggested to setup an appropriate workgroup, headed by academics and including firm’s executives, reporting to
the main business functions involved in the development of lean strategies.
APPLICATION STEP 2
Step 2 requires filling the first HOQ, which, in turn, involve the following sub-steps:
Defining the fuzzy linguistics scales;
Assessing the relative importance of competitive bases;
Listing the lean attributes
Assessing the relationship between lean attributes and competitive bases;
Identifying possible correlations between lean attributes.
Sub-step i. Fuzzy linguistics scales to be used to assess weights of CBs, relationships between CBs and LAs and
correlations between LAs could be either defined by the workgroup or derived from the literature. In this example,
they were taken from Bottani and Rizzi (2006).
Sub-steps ii. In this example, the relative importance wi of CBs was defined based on the work by Ren et al.
Starting from findings by the authors, wi (i = 1,....5) were pondered based on a normalised 4-point fuzzy linguistic
scale, ranging from “very low’’ (VL) to “very high’’ (VH), as shown in table4. Relative importance of CBs is
listed in the second column of Fig.4.
Whenever the procedure is applied to a real case, the same information can be derived asking company’s members
to express their judgment against the relative importance of competitive
bases with regard to the over all strategy of the company. Judgment will be thus translated into fuzzy numbers
according to the scale defined in the previous sub-step.
Sub-step iii. A viable list of LAs should be defined depending on the specific case in example. For the purpose of
this example 8 lean attributes suggested by Zarei et al. Where listed as LA1,...., LA8 in columns in the HOQ, and
their acronyms are detailed more in fig 4.
Sub-step iv. Selecting the set of LAs proposer by Yusuf et at. Greatly simply the assessment of the relationships.
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Since the impact of those lean attributes on the above mentioned set of competitive bases was investigated by Ren
et al. Accordingly, as well grounding on the fuzzy scale proposed in table 2 to4, the relationships matrix of this
example was built as shown in the centre of fig.4.
The same assessment, in real case, requires inner viewing the workgroup, to drive information concerning the
impact of each LAs on the CBs identified in sub-step ii. Specifically, company’s member should be asked to assess
how, and to what extent, an LA has potential to enhance a given CBs; judgments could be expressed on a
linguistics scale and translated into fuzzy numbers according to previous sub-step i.
Sub-step v. Outcomes proposed in table 5 were used as a guideline to derive correlations required in the roof of the
HOQs, as all the studies cited in the table suggest possible links between LAs. According to such findings, the roof
of correlations of the first HOQ was built as shown in fig.4. Then, the relative importance RIj (j = 1,.....,8) and the
final scores of lean attributes were computed applying Eqs. (6) and (7). Outcome of the computation are presented
in the last row of fig.4.
The application of the methodology to a real case would require interviewing company’s members, to get, based on
their in-field experience, information concerning the possible impact of lean attribute on another. Such information
should be expressed following the linguistics scale defined in sub-step i, and translated in fuzzy numbers for
computational purpose. None the less, findings from the literature could be useful to suggest possible interactions
between lean attributes to interviewees, thus helping in the evaluation
Sub-step vi. To find the normalized value of LAs so this can be use in second fuzzy QFD as the relative weight
(wi) as shown in fig 4 the normalized value shown in table 5
APPLICATION STEP 3
Requires building the second HOQ, which involves the following sub-steps:
defining the fuzzy linguistics scale;
assessing the relative importance of lean attributes;
listing the relevant lean enables;
assessing the relationship between lean attributes and lean enablers; and
identifying possible correlations between lean enablers.
Sub-step i. To be consistent with results of the previous application step, in this example we adopt the same fuzzy
linguistics scales to assess weights of LAs, relationships between LAs lean LEs in the second HOQ.
Sub-step ii. Depending on the specific case study, the second HOQ can be built starting from all LAs examined in
the previous step, or the analysis can be limited to those attributes which got the highest score in the first HOQ. In
order to thoroughly illustrate the application of the methodology, in this example all LAs previously examined will
be considered as “whats’’ in the second HOQ. Importance weights of LAs can be derived from the final score
obtained in the first HOQ. However , since a normalized fuzzy scale has been adopted to express importance
judgment of competitive bases in the previous step, a preliminary normalization of fuzzy scores of lean attributes is
suggested before they are used as importance weights in this step. Normalization is performed by dividing each
score by the highest one, i.e. score of LA4, according to the fuzzy sets algebra. Lean attributes and related
normalized
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Fig 4 First Fuzzy QFD approach For finding Wi of LAs
TABLE 5
Normalized value of lean attributes
Lean Attributes
Relative weight (Wi) or
normalized score
LA1
0.058
LA2

0.150

LA3

0.138

LA4

0.123

LA5

0.140

LA6

0.143

LA7

0.098

LA8

0.151

importance weights are thus listed in the first columns of the second HOQ, shown in fig.5.
Sub-step iii. As per the previous steps, LEs to be implemented by companies in order to acieve leanness should be
defined according to the case study company considered. Interviews with company’s members could be useful to
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derive a possible list of enablers. In this example, starting from the works of Gunasekaran, and gunasetaran and
yusuf, 11 viable lean enablers were identified and listed as LE1,.....,LE11 in columns in fig.5. Acronyms are
explained in note to the figure.
Sub-step iv. To our knowledge, no specific studies are currently which thoroughly describe the impact of lean
enablers on lean attributes, thus directly providing the relationships matrix of the second HOQ. Such relationship,
however, are partially dealt with by scientific literature. The resulting values are proposed in the centre of fig.5
.Findings from the literature could be useful even in a real case application, to suggest possible interviewees to help
in the evaluation.
Sub-step v. As per the previous sub-step, in this example possible correlations between LEs were derived from the
literature. On the basis of the literature examined, as well as on the degree of correlations proposed by company,
the roof of correlations of the second HOQ is built as shown in fig. 5 Findings from the literature could also be
useful in the case the second HOQ is built based on experts’ opinion, to suggest possible interactions between
enablers, as well as correlations between enablers, thus helping in the assessment.
The relative importance RIk (k = 1,.....,7) and the find scorek of LEs were computed according to Eqs. (6) and (7).
Eq. (8) was finally adopted to derive crisp scores. Outcomes of the computation are presented in the last rows of
fig. 5. AS a result of the computation, supply chain management practices Quality improvement (LE8) got the
highest crisp score, due to both the wide number of positive correlations with others LEs and strong relationships
with several LAs. Thus, such an enabler has the highest implementation priority in order to achieve leanness,
followed by Service level improvement (LE1) and Human resource training (LE7) shown in table 6.

FIG 5 Second Fuzzy QFD For ranking of Lean enablers
TABLE 6
RANKING OF LEAN ENABLERS
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Rank

LEs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

LE1
LE9
LE6
LE11
LE4
LE3
LE8
LE7
LE2
LE10
LE5

Crisp
Value
1.377
1.190
1.079
1.056
0.799
0.730
0.613
0.513
0.504
0.487
0.252

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
In this study, an integrated Fuzzy-QFD approach was proposed to enhance the leanness of the supply chain. The
approach showed the applicability of the QFD methodology, especially of the HOQ, to identify viable lean
enablers for achieving a defined set of LAs. The FQFD was used to prioritize lean attributes. In order to cope well
with the vagueness of linguistic judgments required in building the HOQs, relationships, and correlations, Wi,
relative importance (RIJ), and priority weights (RIJ*) of LEs were all defined with TFNs. A case study was
presented to illustrate the ease of application of the proposed approach.
The focus of attention of future researches can be on the integration of useful methods with QFD to prioritize LEs
in order to enhance supply chain leanness. Future researches can also consider utilizing other ranking methods
instead of the FQFD, such as TOPSIS, AHP, to prioritize the LAs and compute their priority weights. Moreover,
Wi, i.e. LA priority weights, obtained from different ranking methods, can be compared. In this project, a case
study of a company in the liquor industry was presented. More case studies for other supply chains should be
presented.
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Abstract
This paper presents comprehensive inspection of factors related to supply chain strategy (SCS)
literature. From a narrowed sample of 143 SCS related articles, 54 were qualified as the juncture
of SC strategy factor and inventory management relevance. Themes found within this literature
include the developing nature of strategy, channel functioning, inter-firm relationships and
strategic organizational processes involving the SCS function, its evolving nature and adoption
of SCM technology. The study is seeking to ramp up on the current body of theory and practices
with direct relevance to supply chain using several agenda setting articles as a footing.
Additional SCS research, both conceptual and empirical would be regarded in contemporary
economic climate.
Keywords : Supply chain, SC strategy, SCS, SCM technology, SCM.
Introduction
Supply chains are critical to all business customer propositions. The supply range is often
overlooked in the council chamber; however, businesses with excellent supply chains that
support and enforce customer offers are considerably more profitable, through driving additional
sales. SC strategies are a blend of ingredients that assure that the supply chain is in tune with the
business requirements. Its sensitivities have been measured and investigated context of changing
nature of the job, i.e., future is becoming more uncertain and there is the need for flexibility [10].
However, Chase is of view that in the new global paradigm firms are driven to locate alternative
and flexible ways to meet customers need [4]. It is obvious that effective supply chains improve
business performance. Nevertheless, areas of focus are cost, inventory, and carbon reduction and
delivery methods. A more important angle is that excellent supply chain increase sales through
better shelf availability and improve products speed into the market.
For maintenance of competitive advantage exhaustive exploration of Supply Chain Strategy
(SCS) factors is possibly a pivotal necessity [10]. Although, supply chain strategy is emerging
research area of SCM and needs further consolidation in the context of construct, characteristics
and application methods. The SCS research focuses on different streams such as
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marketing/downstream [11], e-supply chains [4], demand based [11] and SC integration [8].
Topics often focused on a priority basis within SCSF, includes, knowledge management, selfservice technologies [29], supply-chain management, e-commerce, relationship technology, and
enterprise resource planning (ERP). Although an improper supply chain, is a consequence of
inadequate supply chain innovation, therefore holds the organization in the back seat, eventually
fell behind. [39, 27]. Therefore, review of SCS factor research is substantive and critical for both
academic and practitioner’s perspectives. In particular for practitioners, to ascertain current
knowledge and practices on SC and to identify gaps in theory and practices. This study attempts
to conceptualize systematic synthesis of current literature.
Literature attributes that alignment of supply chain strategies with business strategies is essential
that perhaps lead to the achievement of overall business goals. The SCS factors for maintaining a
high degree of delivery reliability and high delivery flexibility has been the hallmark of business
strategy [20, 22, and 25]. Firms often witnessed major gaps between business strategy and
supply chain strategy. Therefore, incorporating powerful supply chain models, results in the
achievement of the goal. Nevertheless, SCS factors and competitive strategy must go together
[9]. SCS is defined as a process of material procurement, materials transportation, product
fabrication and distribution. In this context, Mitra indicated that a highly responsive SCS is
required to address uncertain demand and supply scenario, whereas efficient strategy is needed to
address certain demand and supply issues [39, 26]. As such axiomatic design methodology often
used where supply chain decomposition is done and each unit is designed that eventually
contributes to the accomplishment of the overall business objectives. Subsequently, the articles
for this research were selected by searching online database ‘EBASCO’ with keywords ‘supply
chain’ and ‘strategy’ ‘factor’ in title.
Factors positioned to Supply Chain Strategies
This report synthesizes the literature on SCS factors to find out the current practice for academic
inquiry. SCS factors discussed in this paper identify strengths and weaknesses, and also identify
research gaps. In this context, taxonomy of SCS factors is suggested to enable academicians and
practitioners to evaluate possible optimal alternatives for SCM. On the basis of lack of theory to
explain SCS factors in a holistic setting, including its connection to overall business strategy,
suggestions for future research directions is offered.
In recent time, supply chains have experienced a figure of major changes in customer sourcing
behaviors due to:
 Increased growth in sourcing which lead to increased lead-times and stock levels,
 Variability in demand has increased the total range of merchandise and increased
associated promotional activities,
 Growth of E-commerce and multi-channel retailing strategies,
 Exponential increasing cost of fuel and the demand for environmental sustainability.
Today, more than ever, there is a need to focus attention on the supply chain to secure and
defend the future demands of customers. Understanding the benefits, a scheme is to secure its
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implementation and this must be judged whether it delivers the scheme on time, with expected
benefits. In this context, effective preparation and budgeting needs to be extended to ascertain
that the benefits are tracked, realized and then incorporated in the business plan.
We realize the demand for flexibility
Successful strategies are a blend of factors that ensures that the supply chain is in tune with the
job prerequisites. They are as individual as your customer offer, website or retail release and
their alignment with business objective is critical. While sensitivities have been measured and
investigated the changing nature of the business means as the future is getting more uncertain
and therefore flexibility needs to be built in [19, 21]. Despite the existence of supply chains for
thousands of years, there is not sufficient and serious academic inquiry until the 1980s, after that
the field developed rapidly [6]. The comparative growth of in this field of study can also be
differentiated from the numerous competing definitions for supply chain management and
related constructs proposed in the literature [33, 38]. Some researchers focused on the supply
chain, instead of the individual company, as the unit responsible for the development and
sustainment of competitive advantage [28, 30]. This phenomenon, if straight, has profound
implications, and needs in-depth survey of SCS factors. It is emerging research area of supply
chain management, nevertheless to build consensus in terms of definitions, constructs,
characteristics and methods of application in complex issue. The SCS factors research focuses on
different streams: manufacturing/upstream [2], marketing/downstream [11, 30], product based
[14], demand based [18, 31], SC integration focused [15], and the strategy for electronic-supply
(E-supply) chains [8]. A review of SCS factors research is important at this juncture both from
academic and practitioner’s perspectives. This is supported by Hauguel and Jackson, who in a
survey of 300 large European and U.S. companies found that 68% companies indicated that
making improvements to their supply chains was one of their three main priorities. [22,29]. It is
observed that around 20% of the firms stated supply chain improvements as a concern, while
more than half of the respondents rated its supply chain efficiency as 3 or lower on a 5-point
scale. From this viewpoint, it is worthwhile to learn the current state of research on SCS factors
and to identify gaps in literature, if any, and this paper undertakes to accomplish this through a
synthesis of current literature.
Definitions
Supply Chain
A “Supply Chain (SC) is defined as a set of three or more entities (organizations or individuals)
directly involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, and/or
information from a source to a customer ” [38, 33]. For the purposes of this paper, supply chain
will be defined broadly so as to include Mentzer’s definition as well as, third-party logistics
providers, consulting companies, marketing companies and other types of firms that may be
involved in the value chain but not necessarily directly involved in the manufacturing process.
Although the term supply chain appears throughout the paper, the concept should be conceived
as a network, web or system that functions as a whole to provide value from the highest upstream
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source, through various value-adding or modifying nodes, to the end customer [19].
Supply Chain Management
“Supply Chain Management (SCM) integrates the full exchange of information and movement of
goods between suppliers and end customers, including producers, distributors, retailers, and any
other enterprises within the extended supply chain” [20, 32].While this definition mentions
information as components of most supply chains, it states nothing about management. In this
paper, supply chain management is defined as planning, implementing, monitoring, controlling,
where possible, and commuting, where necessary, all the processes, resources and flows within
an expanded concept of the supply chain which includes all workforce in a network, web or
system that functions as a whole to provide value from the highest upstream source through
various value-adding nodes, to the end customer.
A strategic factor perspective
Strategy
Through an extended critique of the strategy literature, Chaharbraghi and Willis observed that
strategy is driven by the need to be competitive, to adapt change, and to survive [7, 36]. They
posit that the increasingly dynamic nature of environmental context has led to an increasing
range of responses by organizations. As such, there is a plethora of strategy models and
accompanying language which are still developing [12]. At this stage, there is no consensus in
the literature as a definition of strategy or its accurate nature. Through a search of the strategy
literature, we have amassed a lengthy list of notions relative to the nature of strategy and states
that strategy is presented in the literature as everything from a pattern or plan, in a state of mind,
and a learning procedure. There are 37 descriptors related to strategy in the literature, including
differentiation and price leadership, adhering fit and scope, intent, and core competencies.
Further, the literature states that strategy can be generic, deliberate or emergent, rational,
incremental, implicit, explicit, prescriptive, descriptive or configurationally. Although scholars
stated that this series of unconnected and often contradictory models do little, in fact, confuse
practicing managers who are often fighting for the survival of their organizations and the
livelihoods of their employees. Nevertheless, the authors have presented their own model which
view strategy as a natural process involving constant evolution and continuous rotation [5, 36
and 40]. The factor ‘Development’ refers to strategies which allow the system to evolve as
markets and ‘revolution’ refers to strategies aimed at actually making new market that can be
exploited. It is remarkable that there is no consensus in the literature as to whether overt strategy
making has any impact on organizational performance [47] and [13]. In recognition of the many
views of strategy that exist in the literature, the broad definition that will be used in this paper is
“judgmental designing, intuitive visioning, and emergent learning. It is about transformation as
well as perpetuation; that involve individual cognition and social interaction, cooperative as well
as conflictive. Therefore, it has to include analysis before and after sourcing as well as during
negotiation and all of these activities must respond to what may be a demanding
environment”[38].
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Supply Chain Strategy
The term supply chain strategy is used in the literature to cover a broad range of concepts
ranging from tactical to strategic. Sometimes the term is used simply to achieving minimum cost
and predictable flow [22]. As a more strategic concept, it can refer to “strategic decisions made
by companies including whether to outsource or perform a supply chain function in-house, the
location and capacities of production and warehousing facilities, the products to be manufactured
or stored at various locations, the modes of transportation to be made available along different
shipping legs, and the type of information system to be utilized [44, 46]. A firm must ensure that
the supply chain configuration supports its strategic objectives” and “Supply chain strategy”
defines not only processes that firm should use but also what role is played by each supply chain
entity [9]. Although, Katz is of view that the goals of appropriate SCS factors includes open and
effective sharing of information, order coordination, predictable price changes, and effective
long-term material planning [28, 43]. Schnetzler define SCS factors as a series of prioritized
objectives focused on enhancing logistics success, thus enhance business performance [48]. They
have listed general targets of SCS factors as improved quality and a means for increasing
customer demands, enhancing delivery reliability, punctuality, improving delivery fill-rates and
lead times. Due to increasing flexibility in the face of uncertainty and rapid change, reduce
capital investments, as well as transportation, inventory, infrastructure and other supply chain
costs [4]. They observed that the availability and exchange of information, and ongoing
collaboration are also strategic targets. These authors seem to view SCS factors as the targets and
the planning involved meeting goals defined by each sourcing vendors [48]. However, many of
these targets might be viewed as tactical objectives. For example, if a particular company was
trying to set and achieve many of these targets internally, they would generally fall into a lower
level of planning or perhaps viewed as part of a continuous improvement approach.
Supply Chain Strategies
While supply chains may be formed and managed in an ad hoc manner, there are a number of
strategies that may be formulated and implemented in an effort to make the chains more efficient
and effective. It does not mean that these strategies will certainly bring desired results, but
without a coherent strategy among the supply chain partners, it may be difficult to coordinate
activities or focus on common goals. For instance, if a particular company’s focus is ‘cost
leadership’, it may have quite different demands of its supply chain if its goal is ‘innovation’.
Supply chains need to be customized and dependent upon the unique circumstances involved [1]
and [9]. This may be dependent upon variables such as product characteristics [14, 46], context
and integrative practices [23], product life-cycle stage [10], and contractual issues such as cost
distribution and terms [41]. In a literature review of 37 studies published from 1996 to 2003 on
international supply chain management, underline the necessity to implement clear and effective
SCS factors that encompasses both the supply and customer sides of the chain [3]. This approach
emphasizes that all links in the supply chain are a part of the value chain that leads to customer
satisfaction.SCS factors can be studied from a number of perspectives, including the portion of
the supply chain involved (e.g., upstream or downstream), and design philosophies including
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focus on the product or the customer, lean and agile in an attempt to integrate all portion of the
chain. In this section, the paper classifies and discusses different perspectives found in the
literature relative to SCS factors. This classification is made under major research fields of
business management, i.e., supply chain management (plan, source, make, deliver, return),
organization theory (levels of integration), marketing (strategies based on product, demand,
market segmentation, differentiation, cost leadership and market focus), operations perspective
(lean, agile, and flexible), financial legal fields (contracts), and strategic perspective. The
discussion is followed by taxonomy of SCS factors based on extant literature.
Supply Chain Management Perspective
Supply chain management broadly concerns itself with “plan, source, make, deliver, return”
processes (Supply Chain Council, 2012), which provide us with a valid perspective to discuss
about SCS factors.
‘Plan’ – Creating Strategies
Strategic planning in supply chain management is a nascent academic area, and forms the
primary subject matter of this paper. Research on strategic planning process in supply chain
management is relatively sparse. Schnetzler in a supply chain research, as part of a large twoyear international research project called ‘ProdChain’, found that the methodology provided a
structure to the development of SCS factors that was previously lacking in the five case studied
companies [47, 49]. Further, they found that a detailed planning process approach was useful in
identifying the root causes of problems such as excess inventories, and in tying SCS factors to
corporate strategy and objectives. However, there has been little discussion about the relative
advantages of a formal strategic planning process and emergent strategies, and whether adoption
of different planning methods has any relationship with evolution or the formation process of
specific supply chain itself.
‘Source’ – Upstream or Supplier Side Strategies
Although sourcing or upstream (supplier side) SCS factors are focused on the sourcing functions
in the firm and the various tiers of suppliers. There is an overlap with production and
downstream SCSFs. For instance, a marketing-related SCS factors (i.e., downstream) allows
customers to order customized products may lead to an upstream SCS factors that focuses on
suppliers capable of supporting such activity.
‘Return’ – Reverse Logistics Strategies
When visualized as a ‘forward flow’, value addition is the main concern of a supply chain. On
the other hand, for Reverse Supply Chain Management (RSCM), the objective reversed and
recovery of value. Reverse flows of products may not only cover return of damaged products,
but also undamaged unsold product and out-of-season or obsolete products. Such a reverse flow
scenario may be further confounded by short product life-cycles, upgrade offers, ever-new
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product ranges, seasonal launches, and leasing of products. Focus on recovery of value has
shifted RSCM from the ‘cost of doing business’ sphere into being generator of competitive
advantage [37] and [42]. This underlines the importance of strategic planning for RSCM,
covering a range of processes, ranging from recovery of ‘end-of-life’ products to
remanufacturing.
Product-Based Strategies
The complexity of the operating environment for many firms has increased dramatically due to
the interactive nature of the network formed by a wide array of customers and suppliers. This has
necessitated the customization of SCSFs. Aitken suggest that this customization must be aligned
with product characteristics and at stage of a particular product in its life cycle [1]. Crossovers
with resultant efficiencies can be achieved, but each opportunity must be decided upon on a caseby-case basis to ensure that gains on some products are not offset by problems on others [1, 51].
Katz proposes that modularizing, appending and innovating SCSFs be based upon the
characteristics of the products involved [28]. Although, modularizing, or providing assemblies to
a customer, should increase the insulation of a firm’s competitive position because it will be
more closely tied to its customer as a member of a smaller supplier community. In addition, the
information sharing required allowing a supplier to provide modularized assemblies more tightly
integrates with a supplier and its customer. Modularizing should result in fewer suppliers and
therefore fewer transactions, communication nodes and relationships, thereby reducing the
complexity of the network and the effort required towards its coordination. In that matter,
‘appending’ refers to a supplier’s intent to add higher margin products or services to their
offering for existing customers [28]. Examples include delivery companies who have added
logistics consulting to their service offering. Katz suggest that the appending strategy leads to
tighter integration among supply chain partners, which in turn, leads to more accurate material
planning and fewer unexpected issues such as material shortages or sporadic ordering [28].
However, there are risks to the supply chain when this strategy is employed as it involves firms
moving away from their core competencies [50] and diverting resources away from existing
products and services. An innovating SCS factors refers to offering new products or services in
an attempt to access first-to-market advantages [28].
Demand-Based Strategies
Customers are becoming increasingly demanding in terms of value and this has, at times, been
viewed as an issue to be addressed solely by marketing. The changes in demand patterns must be
creatively addressed through the whole supply chain [18, 52]. They further suggest that the
strategies employed must be specific to the particular environmental and competitive context,
and aligned with the end-customers perceptions of required value. They state that demand
fulfillment must be aligned with demand creation. This has also been referred as demand chain
management [24]. Specifically, Godsell suggest that it is end-customer buying behavior that
should be the focus of SCS factors formulation [18]. Further, they posit that end-customers
should be segmented based on their buying behavior, and appropriate SCS factors should be
developed to target the segments. This clearly means a segmented marketing strategy aligned
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with a corresponding differentiated set of SCS factors.
Strategic Perspective Analysis


Though a large number of researchers have focused on different perspectives of SCS
factors, these perspectives broadly deal with operational or tactical domains. There is an
urgent demand for embracing a strategic perspective for SCS factors, that is, a long-term
perspective that helps alignment of long-term costs, risks and incentives for supply chain
partners [37]. For long it has been presumed that the interests of supply chain partners are
somehow one and the same, or at least aligned, and they generally run without conflict of
interests. In the real world, it is not so simple. This strategic aspect calls for immediate
attention both from academia and the supply chain management practitioners.



The proper synchronization of the business strategy aligned with SCSF renders a firm to
reach targets. Further, to achieve the SCSF and business strategy, location plays an
important role. As an instance, TISCO supply chain strategy in the year 2000 take
intervention steps and changed to a robust supply chain. The design resulted in decrease
of product delivery time from 3-4 weeks to 2 weeks [39].



Further, the SCS factors literature contains approaches that set out from strategic to
tactical. The predominant focus of the research on the medium to short-term ‘tactical end’
of the continuum can be traced to origin of supply chain management research as a part
of production and operations management arena, where the primary focus is on
operational or tactical levels of preparation and decision making.



The capacities of SCS factors are enhanced by adding reference to the internal capability
analysis that is common with the deliberate strategy formulation approach. In the case of
supply chain, this internal capability analysis would include the capabilities of the various
members of the chain and the hoped-for synergistic nature of their interrelationships.



Continuous improvement is certainly viewed as a component of the firms overall
strategy, but the tactical targets and plans perhaps simply be a part of the implementation.
In the context of this paper, SCS factors will be defined as the deliberate and/or emergent
conceptual framework by which a firm involves its supply chain and supply chain
members in efforts to reach its own corporate strategic objectives. This broad definition
allows the incorporation of policies that are related to tactical efforts, such as reducing
the inventory levels of firm, and strategic actions such as deciding to partner with, and
making investments in other firm at distant country to enable access to a new market or
resources.



As the fact presented is based on the current state of research in the area, it covers a
continuum of perspectives, ranging from strategic to tactical and up to operational.
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If the strategy is successful, the entire supply chain gets benefitted as a new market niche.
There is also the risk of fragmenting SCS factors to an ineffective level as strategies are
changed when products change or when product moves along in life cycles.

Conclusion
While strategies are focused on sections of the string that result in improvements to a specific
issue, they are restricted in their ability to enhance overall performance. This is because
strategies can contribute toward imbalance in supply chain characteristics and consequences.
While these SCS factors have the advantage of focusing on the needs of the product or customer,
they also have weaknesses. The key is to align the philosophy with the corporate strategy,
merchandising strategy and product strategy of a particular product, and be prepared to change
the SCS factors if other strategies change. A focus on supply chain integration can create close
links between all supply chain partners and the functional departments within the partner
organizations toward achieving the supply chain and corporate objectives of the firm. While
there is little focus on the literature relative to how SCS factors are formulated. This paper
discusses processes that resemble those used to create corporate strategy [48]. From a high-level
strategic perspective, most parts of a corporate strategy should be impressed by its relationships
with suppliers, distributors and service providers, or in other words by its SCS factors. Thus, it
would appear prudent for a firm to ensure that its SCS factors are well aligned with its corporate
strategies to enable the diverse portions of corporate strategies to mutually align with one
another. However, this paper is valuable to academics in ascertaining the current stage of
research in SCS factors and identification of promising future research areas. Although, it is also
valuable for practitioners, as it offers a systematic taxonomy of the latest SCS factors that can be
immediately applied in SC area. The paper also brings out the need for a strategic view of SCS
factors, in contrast to the current focus on tactical and operational aspects of supply chain
management.
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Abstract
Researchers have been using different methodologies for modeling, analyzing and designing
different aspects of manufacturing system. During past two decades various modeling
methodologies have evolved.
We know that most of the manufacturing systems are complex. Most of the modeling
methodologies are not well defined and therefore, open to misinterpretations and inconsistencies.
Modeling needs a method which is simple and able to support different levels of abstraction.
This paper summarizes modeling methodologies which have been used for modeling Agile
Manufacturing System. This paper also introduces a new modeling methodology, Graph Theory
for modeling of Agile Manufacturing System.
Keywords: Agile Manufacturing, Agility, Modeling, Analysis

Introduction
Over the past two decades a powerful drive by enterprises and academic institutions has boosted the
development and adoption of new manufacturing initiatives to enhance business in an increasingly
competitive market. The need for a method of rapidly and cost-effectively developing products,
production facilities and supporting software, including design, process planning and shop poor control
system has led to the concept of Agile Manufacturing. Modeling and analysis of AGMS is difficult task
as system is complex. Actually all the manufacturing systems are complex. The dynamic nature of the
manufacturing environment greatly increases the number of decisions that need to be made and system
integration makes it difficult to predict the effect of a decision on future system performance.
Quantitative analysis of system is under development. It may be limited to productivity behavior of
individual component which can be equipment, process etc. Metrics for measuring and analyzing the
productivity of manufacturing operation from equipment level or from individual level to system level
are of increasing importance to the companies seeking to continuously optimize the existing component.
There is need of systematic, coherent technology for productivity measurement and analysis at system
level. As already stated today’s manufacturing systems have become more and more complex and
advanced. It involves higher levels of automation and integration, greater demands on performance, and
various forms of human supervisory controls. Understanding a manufacturing system, now vows for
understanding of the complex layout and interactions between the components of system. Word
modeling means different to different people, even within the context of advanced manufacturing
technologies. System analysis can be defined as a stage in the development cycle in which real system
problems are studied and examined to gain an understanding of system requirement. During the last two
decades several modeling methods and methodology have been used for modeling, analyzing and
designing different aspects of manufacturing system.
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This paper summarizes different aspects of Agile Manufacturing System and techniques of modeling
and analysis of the system.

Agile Manufacturing
The term ‘Agile Manufacturing’ appeared at the beginning of the 90s.In 1991, a group of more than 150
industry executives participated in study. Their effort culminated in a two volume report titled “21 st
Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy”. As a result, the Agile Manufacturing Enterprise Forum
(AMEF), affiliated with Iacocca Institute at Lehigh University was formed and the concept of agile
manufacturing was introduced.
Since the evolution of buzz word “Agile Manufacturing”, academicians and industry executives have
viewed it in different ways. It can be defined as, a manufacturing system with capabilities (soft
technologies, human resource, educated management, information) to meet rapidly changing needs of
the market place (speed, flexibility, customers, competitors, suppliers, infrastructure and responsiveness)
[1]. One given by Goldman defines agility as an overall strategy focused on thriving in an unpredictable
environment. Focusing on the individual customer, agile competition has evolved from unilateral
producer centered customer responsive companies inspired by lean manufacturing refinement of mass
production to interactive producer customer relationships [2]. Other definition may be , Agile
manufacturing system is a system that is capable of operating profitably in a competitive environment of
continually and unpredictably changing customer opportunities [3].To understand Agile manufacturing,
we should consider the Iacocca Institute report, which makes three key points:
1. A new competitive environment is emerging, which is acting as a driving force for change in
manufacturing.
2. Competitive advantage will accrue to those enterprises that develop the capability to rapidly
respond to the demand for high quality, highly customized product.
To achieve the agility that is required to respond to these driving forces and to develop required
capability, it is necessary to integrate flexible technologies with highly skilled, knowledgeable,
motivated and empowered workforce.
It is evident that reconfigurability is an important aspect of AGMS. Therefore rapid modeling
capabilities are required.
Agile Manufacturing Structure
Agile Manufacturing can be considered as a structure with in which every company can develop its own
business strategies and products. The structure is supported by three primary resources: innovative
management structure and organization, a skill base of knowledgeable and empowered people and
flexible and intelligent technologies. Agility is achieved through the integration of these resources into a
coordinated and interdependent system. The four key dimensions of AM system can be listed into
enabling subsystems.
The four key dimensions of AM system can be listed into enabling subsystems. These key dimensions
are [4]:
1.

People
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2.

Strategy

3.

Technology

4.

Strategy

Figure 1: Agile Manufacturing Structure
A more detailed structural diagram for these components may be:

Figure 2: Component diagram
Agile manufacturing can be seen as integration of Lean Manufacturing and Flexible Manufacturing
systems. At this point it important to understand that tools of Lean Manufacturing and Flexible
Manufacturing systems can be used for successful implementation of Agile Manufacturing. Also
Agility covers different areas of manufacturing, from management to shop floor. It is a top down
enterprise wide effort. The agile manufacturing company needs to integrate design, engineering, and
manufacturing with marketing and sales, which can only be achieved with information and
communication technology (ICT).
From the above literature it is quite obvious that if we are able to identify key components and
subcomponents of a manufacturing system, we can do modeling and subsequently its analysis.
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Current Modeling Methodology
There are some important modeling methodologies used in manufacturing system such as queuing
network, activity cycle diagram, IDEF0, IDEF3, Petri Net, object-oriented. Analysis and design of
complex systems often involve two kinds of uncertainty: randomness and fuzziness [5].Randomness
refers to describing the behavior of the parameters by using probability distribution functions. In other
words, the randomness models stochastic variability. Fuzziness models measurement imprecision due to
linguistic structure or incomplete information.
Here in this paper more stress is given on modeling technique by Queuing, PetriNets and Graph
theoretic Method.
Activity Cycle Diagram
Activity cycle diagram represents the changes of system status in graphical manner, to taking
advantages of understanding and analyzing manufacturing system. Activity cycle diagrams (ACD) are
the natural way to represent the activity paradigm of discrete event simulation. They are particularly
appropriate for problems with a strong queuing structure. Their utility however is not limited to queuing
systems and the logical internal structure of the method, makes ACD's a natural choice for model design
specification. Activity Cycle Diagram is representation of the states that an entity goes through. ACD
are one way to modeling interactions of the entities and are useful particularly with a strong queue
structure [6].The relationship of conditions and events in the discrete events dynamic system is not
represented by the activity cycle diagram.

Dead State

Active State

Figure 3: Symbols of Activity Cycle Diagram [7]
IDEF0
IDEF0 was first developed by the US Air Force on its integrated computer aided manufacturing (ICAM)
programme [8]. IDEF0 is modeling methodology for designing and documenting hierarchic, layered,
modular system. The IDEF0 methodology has been widely used. The building block of this modeling
approach is the activity box. The activity box defines a specific activity in the organization that is being
modeled. The activity may be a decision-making or information converting activity or a materialconverting activity. Four types of arrows are associated with an activity box. They are input, output,
control, and mechanism, respectively. Inputs are items (material, information) that are transformed by
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the activity. Outputs are the results of the activity acting on the inputs. A control is a condition that
governs the performance of the activity.
Controls
Input

Output
ACTIVITY
Mechanism

Figure 4: IDEFO Diagram
A mechanism is the means by which an activity is realized. The activity box and the four entities
provide a concise expression: an input is transformed into an output by an activity performed by a
mechanism and governed by a control.
The specific activity, its inputs, outputs, mechanisms, and controls must be defined for the situation
being modeled. An activity box can be further broken down into several sub-activities. Nevertheless, the
disadvantage of IDEF0 methodology is its static nature, that is, it can only represent the static behavior
of a system. It does not explicitly represent the real-time status and sequences of activities.
IDEF3
IDEF3 diagram is a process-flow modeling method describing how activities work together to form a
process [9] [10]. IDEF3 diagram identifies the behavior of the system. It builds structured descriptions
about “what” a system actually does and “how” activities work together to form a process. There are two
description modes: “Process Flow Diagram and Object State Transition Network”.
An IDEF3 process flow describes a process and the relations that exist between processes. The activities
of the process appear as labeled boxes. The term for elements represented by boxes (activities,
processes, events, operations, and procedure) is a Unit Of Behavior (UOB). The boxes are connected by
arrows that define the logical flows. The arrows are the same as in IDEF0 diagrams, but there are no
bottom arrows (mechanisms). There are also the smaller boxes that define logic junctions: AND (&),
OR (O), and exclusive OR (X). Logic junctions could present asynchronous or synchronous behavior
among UOBs (they present inputs that proceed and outputs that follow the UOB). Each UOB can be
decomposed and can be associated with a description of the objects and their relations, called
elaboration.
The Object State Transition Network summarizes all the transitions an object may undergo throughout a
particular process that is very useful for simulation modeling.
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Figure 5: IDEF3 [11]
Petri Net
Petri nets (PN) introduced by Carl Adam Petri in his PhD thesis in 1962, are a formal graphical and
mathematical tool which can be used for analyzing complex systems which are characterized by
synchronous, parallel, simultaneous, distributed, resource sharing, non deterministic/ stochastic system.
A Petri net is a directed bipartite graph, in which the nodes represent a transition (signified by bars) and
places (signified by circles) [12]. The directed arcs describe which places are pre and/or post conditions
for which transitions (signified by the arrows) occur.
A Petri net consists of a number of places and transitions with tokens distributed over places [13]. When
every input place of a transition contains a token, the transition is enabled and may fire. The result of
firing a transition is that a token from every input place is consumed and a token is placed into every
output place. Petri nets have been generalized by allowing multiple tokens arcs, inhibitor arcs, place
capacity, colored token etc [14]. Formally, a five tupled PN is defined as given below.
PN = (P, T, I, O, Mo); where:
P = {p1, p2, ………,pm} is a finite set of places, m ≥ 0.
T = {t1, t2, ……….. ,tn} is a finite set of transitions, n ≥ 0, P ∪ T ≠ φ and P ∩ T = φ.
I : (P × T) → N is an input function that defines directed arcs from places to
transitions, where N is a set of non-negative integer i.e. N = {0, 1, 2, ...}.
O : (T × P) → N is an output function which defines directed arcs from transitions to places.
Mo: P → N is the initial marking. It is a | P | dimensional vector with M0(p) being the initial
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token count of a place p.

Place

Transition

Arc

Token

Petri nets and their variations, such as colored Petri nets and timed Petri nets, have been widely applied
to model, control and analyze the system's dynamic behaviors due to the characteristics of the graphical
representation and mathematical analysis of control logic.
Petri nets are powerful tool in describing event driven systems these systems may be synchronous,
contains sequential and concurrent operations, and involve conflicts, mutual exclusion and nondeterminism, merging and priorities. These characteristics are represented using a set of simple
constructs:
1. Sequential Execution: In Figure 6, transition t2 can fire only after the firing of t1. This impose
the precedence of constraints "t2 after t1." Such precedence constraints are typical of execution
parts in an AMS. Also, this construct models the casual relationship among activities.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

2. Conflict: Transitions t1, t2 and t3 are in conflict in Figure 7. All are enabled but the firing of any
leads to the disabling of the other transitions. Such a situation will arise, for example, when a
machine has to choose among part types or a part has to choose among several machines. The
resulting conflict may be resolved in a purely non-deterministic way or in a probabilistic way, by
assigning appropriate probabilities to the conflicting transitions.
3. Concurrency: In Figure 8, the transition t1, t2, and t3 are concurrent. Concurrency is an
important attribute of AMS interactions. A necessary condition for transitions to be concurrent is
the existence of a forking transition that deposits a token in two or more output places.
4. Synchronization: Often, parts in a AMS wait for resources and resources will wait for
appropriate parts to arrive. The resulting synchronization of activities can be captured by
transitions of the type shown in Figure 9. Here, t1 will be enabled only when a token arrives into
the place currently without token. The arrival of a token into this place could be the result of
possibly complex sequence of operations elsewhere in the rest of the Petri net model. Essentially
transition t1 models the joining operation.
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Figure 9

Figure 10

5. Merging: When parts from several streams arrive for service at the same machine the resulting
situation can be depicted as in Figure 10. Another example is the arrival of several parts of
several sources to a centralized warehouse.
6. Confusion: A situation where concurrency and conflicts co-exist as in Figure 11. Both t1 and t3
are concurrent while t1 and t2 are in conflict, and t2 and t3 are also in conflict.

Figure 11
Petri net based models (ref) for design and performance evaluation of manufacturing system are useful
for addressing integration issues. Under this model, different model parts are merged to create a
complete model of manufacturing system. A typical petri net diagram have been shown in figure 6

Figure 12: Petri net
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P1, P2, P3, P4 =Place, T1, T2= Transition
Petri nets and its type have been used to model life cycle of production system [15], production process
[16], manufacturing system [17], and flexible manufacturing system [18], supply chain inventory [19],
modeling and analysis of tool sharing system [20], scheduling of process industry using hybrid petrinets
[21], shop floor scheduling and control in FMS [22][23], modeling logistics network using coloured
petrinets [24], deadlock preventions from FMS [25] [26] and automated system [27], simulation analysis
[28]and cyclic scheduling [29] of FMS.

Queuing Network
Queuing network models have emerged as the most widely studied analytical models of manufacturing
systems. Most network models used are of the Jackson-Gordon-Newell type that possesses a product
form equilibrium (steady-state) distribution. In many instances, the assumption of exponential service
times is invalid and can lead to misleading results.
Queuing Theory in manufacturing process involves the study and simulation of models to predict the
behavior of a manufacturing process which attempt to provide services for randomly arising demands in
manufacturing work station. Engineers have applied results of queuing theory to show how cycle time is
related to utilization of machine and statistic of inter-arrival time and service. These analyses provide
means and predicting the average cycle time in steady state condition. By knowing the cycle time, work
in progress can be determined.
Queuing Theory was developed to provide models to predict behavior of systems that attempt to
provide service for randomly arising and not unnaturally demand. The earliest problems studied were
those of telephone traffic congestion (Syski 1986)[30]. Mital (2010)[31] carried out queuing analysis in
his case study which provides a basis for estimating medical staff size and number of beds, which are
two very important resources for outpatient and inpatient services in a large hospital, and all other
hospital resources in one way or another depend on them.
As discussed by Hideaki Takagi (1993)[32], presented a new approach in designing of semiconductor
equipment based Queuing Theory to reduce cycle time. They applied Queuing Theory in calculating
optimum batch size for their processing equipment. They have showed the batch size required to achieve
short time under different production situations. As presented by Cooper (2000)[33], Hoover and
Bartlett have also applied the results of Queuing Theory to show how the cycle time is related to large
and small production. In large production, cycle time is important to determine the amount of work in
progress, and it can be determined by using Queuing models. However, their study had limitation which
it can be applied only in large production. Their simulation has showed greater fluctuations in cycle time
compared to the value predicated by Queuing Theory.
Ullah (2011)[34] presented a comparison between Petri net (PN) and queuing network tools to
determine the optimum values for flexible manufacturing system (FMS) measures of performance. A
queuing theory was presented by Tsarouhas (2011)[35] to calculate the total processing time for the
processing time per pizza line at workstation in food production lines. McGuire (2010)[36] proposed
and tested a model which defines the psychological processes that mediate the relationship between
perceived wait duration (PWD) and satisfaction.. Mehmood and Lu (2011)[37] reported that Markov
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chains and queuing theory are widely used analysis, optimization and decision-making tools in many
areas of science and engineering. Real life systems could be modeled and analyzed for their steady-state
and time-dependent behavior. Gudmundsson and Goldberg (2007)[38] developed a model to study a
commercially available industrial part feeder that uses an industrial robot arm and computer vision
system. The problem of optimizing belt speeds and hence throughput of this feeder are addressed that
avoid starvation, where no parts are visible to the camera and saturation, where too many parts prevent
part pose detection or grasping. There have been a number of books focusing on the application of
queuing theory on manufacturing systems, such as those by Papadopoulos et al. (2013)[39], Guy et al.
(1997)[40], Gershwin (1994)[41], Yao et al. (1994)[42], Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1993)[43] and
Narahari (1992)[43].
Koo et al. (1995)[45] proposed a manufacturing system modeling approach using computer spreadsheet
software, in which a static capacity planning model and stochastic queuing model are integrated. Most
stochastic performance measures such as throughput time or work in process as well as deterministic
measures can be captured directly from the proposed model. Several special manufacturing features such
as machine breakdown and batch production can be included in the model. The performance of the
proposed model was evaluated by comparing its results with those obtained from other existing
approaches. Their finding for this comparison stated that the maximum allowed a relative error was
10%. Sukhotua and Peters (2005)[46] discussed a number of approaches in the facility design for
modelling material flow using queuing networks. In these approaches, Poisson arrival or Markovian job
routing assumptions were used. However, for many manufacturing environments, these assumptions
lead to an inaccurate estimation of the material handling system's performance and thus lead to poor
facility designs. The proposed modeling approach has showed to provide more accurate results than
previous methods used in facility design based on numerical comparisons with results from discreteevent simulation. Marcheta et al. (2012)[47] presented an analytical model to estimate the performances
(the transaction cycle time and waiting times) for product tote movement. The model is based on an
open queuing network approach. The model effectiveness in performance estimation was validated
through simulation.
The use of simulation in improving cycle time had been discussed by many researchers like Sivakumar
and Chong 2001[48], Domaschke and Brown 1998[49], Wang et al. 1993, Toh et al. (1995)[50]. Based
on their study on many manufacturing systems, they concluded that simulation can improve cycle time
varies from 15% to 45%. The use of simulation is a powerful technique that helps decision maker to
solve difficult problems in the design, control, or improvement of complex systems to reduce cost,
improve quality or productivity, and shorten time-to-market. However, the technology is still
underutilized due to several reasons: (1) simulation modeling is a time-consuming and knowledgeintense process that requires knowledge not only about simulation but also application and
implementation tools; (2) most simulation models developed with current technology are customized
“rigid” ones that cannot be reused or easily adapted to other similar problems; and (3) transforming
related knowledge and information from application domain to simulation is a unstructured or illdefined process dependent on the skill and experience of individual modelers (Zhou et al. 2010)[51].
Graph Theory and Matrix Approach
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a set of objects V = {v1, v2, ….} called vertices or nodes, and another set
E = {e1, e2, ….}, of which the elements are called edges, such that each edge ek is identified with a pair
of vertices. The vertices vi and vj associated with edge ek are called the end vertices of ek.
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The most common representation of a graph is by means of a diagram, in which the vertices are
represented by small points or circles, and each edge as a line segment joining its end vertices. The
application of graph theory was known centuries ago, when the longstanding problem of the Konigsberg
bridge was solved by Leonhard Euler in 1736 by means of a graph.

Figure 13: Graph (5V, 6E)
Here V is vertices and E is edges.
Since then, graph theory has proved its mettle in various fields of science and technology such as
physics, chemistry, mathematics, communication science, computer technology, electrical engineering,
sociology, economics, operations research, linguistics, internet, etc. Graph theory has served an
important purpose in the modeling of systems, network analysis, functional representation, conceptual
modeling, diagnosis, etc. Graph theory is not only effective in dealing with the structure (physical or
abstract) of the system, explicitly or implicitly, but also useful in handling problems of structural
relationship. The theory is intimately related to many branches of mathematics including group theory,
matrix theory, numerical analysis, probability, topology, and combinatorics. The advanced theory of
graphs and their applications are well documented in several studies by researchers [52] [53].
The matrix which is invariantly used for the modeling a system by a graph theoretic method is incidence
and adjacency matrix of a digraph. A digraph is nothing but a directed graph.
The incidence matrix of a digraph with n vertices, e edges, and no self loop is a n by n matrix A= [a ij],
whose rows corresponds to vertices and columns corresponds to edges such that
aij = 1, if the jth edge is incident out of ith vertex,
= -1, if the jth edge is incident into of ith vertex,
= 0, if the jth edge is not incident on of ith vertex,
Another important matrix used in the representation of digraph is the adjacency matrix. The adjacency
matrix X = [xij] of the digraph G is a n by n (0,1) matrix whose element
xij = 1, if there is an edge directed from ith vertex to jth vertex,
= 0, otherwise.
A digraph is a visual representation so it helps in analysis to a limited extent only. For the establishment
of the expression for factors affecting the performance of the system under study, the digraph is
represented in matrix form, which is a convenient in computer processing also. Matrix representation of
the digraph for evaluation gives one to one representation. This matrix is called performance evaluation
matrix or variable permanent matrix.
Both digraph and matrix representations are not unique as they are changed by changing the numbering
of nodes. To develop a unique representation, a permanent function of the matrix VPMDP is used.
Permanent is a standard matrix function and is used in combinatorial mathematics [54]. The permanent
function is obtained in a similar manner as its determinant but with all signs positive.
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Some of areas and the potentials of the graph theory and matrix approach in Manufacturing Systems and
Process is in Failure Analysis, Selection of Manufacturing System or Process, Modeling, Analysis and
evaluation of Manufacturing Systems and Processes.
Graph theoretic Method has been successfully used to model systems and the interaction of the sub
components of the systems. GTM has been used for wear evaluation analysis [55], reliability analysis
and evaluation of system [56], TQM analysis and evaluation [57].
Some of the areas where GTM techniques has been successfully used:
Table 1
SNo
1

Author

Problem

Attribute

V.P.Agrawal and J.S.Rao [58],
1989
O.P.Gandhi and V.P.Agrawal
[56], 1991

Identification and isomorphism of
kinematic chains.
Reliability analysis of mechanical and
hydraulic system.

Links and joints.

3

O.P.Gandhi and V.P.Agrawal
[55], 1994

Wear function characterizes and
compares the subsystems’ wear of
different types.

4

M.F.Wani and O.P.Gandhi [59],
1999

Evaluation of maintainability of
mechanical systems through
maintainability index

5

Sandeep Grover et al [57],
2004

TQM evaluation of industries.

6

Sushma Kulkarni [60], 2005

Performance evaluation of
TQM in Indian industries.

7

Sandeep Grover et al [61],
2005

8

R.K.Garg et al [62], 2006

9

R.T Duari Prabhakaran et al
[63], 2006

Performance measurement of
human resource in TQM
environment
Evaluation, Comparison and
Selection of power plants.
Structural Modeling and Analysis of
Composite product system.

10

R.T Duari Prabhakaran et al
[64], 2006

11

R.T.Durai Prabhakaran et al
[65], 2006

12

R.Venkata Rao [66], 2006

Evaluation of flexible
Manufacturing system

12

Mohd Nishat Faisal et al [67]
2007

Mitigation of risk in supply
chain environment.

2

Design of composite products
through concurrent design
approach..
Modeling and analysis of
Polymer composite products.

Reservoir, pump, pressure relief
valve, metering out unit, control
valve, and actuator.
Macro and micro geometry, loads,
motions, environmental aspects,
interface media, stress state ,
lubrication condition, formation of
oxide, surface temperature, and
friction
Accessibility, simplicity,
disassembly, standardization,
identification, test equipment, and
documentation. diagnosability,
system environment, triboconcepts, ergonomics, tools and
Behavioral factors, Non-behavioral
factors, use of tools and
technique/methodologies, human
factors, and functional areas.
Infrastructure, top management
support, strategic planning,
employee empowerment, and
customer satisfaction
Employee, employer, customer,
and Supplier.
Capital cost, electricity generation
cost, and plan load factor
Resin system, reinforcement
system, processing equipment,
tooling system, and product design.
Design for minimal weight, DFE,
DFM, DFR, design for material
inserts, and design for quality.
Resin system, reinforcement
system, processing equipment,
tooling system, and product design.
Total cost involved, floor space
required, number of employees,
throughput time, product mix
flexibility, and routing flexibility.
Information sharing, supply chain
agility, aligning incentives,
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14

Variinder Singh [68], 2007

Structural Modeling and
Integrative Analysis of
Manufacturing Systems using Graph
Theoretic Approach

strategic risk planning, risk sharing
supply chain, etc
Elements constituting the
manufacturing plant and the
interactions between them
have been identiﬁed through a
literature survey and have
been represented by graphbased model. The matrix
models and the variable
permanent function models
are developed for carrying out
decomposition,
characterization and the total
analysis

Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated various techniques for modeling of a manufacturing system. We can see
that authors have applied modeling techniques into various application, may be scheduling and control
of FMS or Automated system by identifying components of system, or modeling of system (may be
manufacturing or facility design or material flow system) by markow chains again by defining system,
sub-system and sub-sub-system.
As already pointed out in paper that Agile Manufacturing is integration of Lean Manufacturing and
Flexible manufacturing, therefore by assuming this paradigm as system and identifying its sub-system ,
modeling of Agile Manufacturing as a system can be done by any one of the techniques.
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Abstract
Cloud Manufacturing is the newly service oriented networked manufacturing system.
The existing manufacturing models are improved using the cloud computing, Internet
of things (IoT), virtualization, service oriented technologies and advanced high speed
computing. Cloud manufacturing (CM) aims at a flexible, self adaptive manufacturing
foundation which is capable of dynamically exploiting manufacturing resources and
services distributed across the network. As cloud computing is the major enabler for the
manufacturing industry, it can transform traditional manufacturing business model to
product innovation business model with the help of intelligent factory networks. The
service provided by cloud computing for cloud manufacturing, layers, flow of
production service, layout of production service and key features are discussed and
investigated. A flow criteria in a production service for a typical small, medium
enterprise (SME) is introduced. A solution for the security barrier of the CM network is
introduced with the help of a recent computing technology in this paper.
Keywords— cloud manufacturing; cloud computing; service oriented architecture; networked
manufacturing; internet of things; small, medium enterprises.

Introduction
Cloud manufacturing is the newly service-oriented, network based manufacturing mode. The
resource sharing technology of cloud computing is the central core of Cloud manufacturing.
Cloud manufacturing vision is mainly designed targeting the small, medium enterprises
(SME). Networked manufacturing is the present used way of connecting methodology in
industry. When the ASP (Application Service Provider) and Manufacturing grid
technologies[1] combines a new revolutionary vision Cloud manufacturing is acquired.
The services provided in cloud manufacturing system are production service, Design service,
Testing and Simulation service and Operational management service. In this paper the
production service is taken into study. The flow and layout of production service is explained
in this paper. The paper gives a glimpse about the advanced security technologies that will
make the system more secure.

History
The history of Cloud manufacturing begins when the Hitachi Seiki, USA, Inc [2] brought forth
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the idea that the CNC machine could be attached to the network (and therefore available to
the Internet as well) by use of an on-board Ethernet port. This Ethernet port would allow the
owner to simply plug the CNC machine into a network jack and then send or receive part
programs at network speeds. The Hitachi Seiki UUP machine interface was designed to plug
into any network connection anywhere in the plant. If machines require relocation, the user
could simply relocate a network cable and plug it into the nearest available network jack
quickly putting the machine back online. This technology innovation can be stated as the first
internet enabled manufacturing step. The UUP approach was discontinued due to financial
crisis in the company. As the concepts were strong it was estimated that this concept may reemerge in the industry in any non-proprietary format.

Fig1.1 A history of manufacturing systems development

The concept of Cloud manufacturing was initially explained by the scholar Bohuli [3] in 2010
in one of his paper. It gave an initial outlook to the Cloud manufacturing (CM) concept and
many supporting papers were published.
In 2010 European Commission initiated the FP7 program named Manucloud[13][14] . Its
objective was to investigate, develop and evaluate a suitable IT infrastructure to provide
better support for on-demand manufacturing scenarios. In this path, ManuCloud seeks to
implement the vision of a cloud-like architecture concept. It provides the users necessary
capability to utilize the manufacturing capabilities of configurable, virtualized production
networks, based on cloud-enabled, federated factories, supported by a set of software-as-aservice applications. ManuCloud is part of EU FP7 program[4].

Cloud Computing
Dynamic resource sharing, on-demand resource provisioning, virtualization are the key
building entities of cloud computing. “Everything is a service” when it comes into cloud. The
concept of cloud computing was initially introduced by John McCarthy. However the term
“cloud” came into prominence when large enterprises began to use the Virtual Private
network (VPN). The concept of VPN uprooted the point-to-point data circuit technology. We
can say VPN as the beginning factor of cloud computing[5][6].
Customers do not have to pay for infrastructure, installation, manpower etc. to handle these
activities including maintenance. The recent trend in IT envisage, moving the computing and
data from desktop to large data centres.
In 2006 Amazon web services (Amazon EC2) was launched giving world a new revolution of
resource sharing concept. The open source platform Eucalyptus which is used to create
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Amazon configured cloud technology paved a new way for the development of cloud
networks in large scale.

Services provided by Cloud Computing for CM
“Everything is a Service” (XaaS) is the key motto of cloud computing. It is the core enabling
technology of CM. The cloud computing technology is provided as services for the user in
the following three models:1. Software as a Service (SaaS). The application software is offered as a service. Here the
application runs on a cloud platform. It doesn’t require installing on clients computer;
examples are Gmail, Facebook etc.
2. Platform as a Service (PaaS). The platform is provided as a service here. This enables
development and deployment of software without buying hardware and software layers for it;
examples are Google App Engine
3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The storage and computing capabilities are made as a
service; examples are Gogrid, Rackspace servers
Rather than IT services, CM is mostly concentrated in the areas of manufacturing resources
and its allied services. So we can derive a new set of cloud computing models for CM
utilising SaaS, IaaS, PaaS including the following models [7]:1. Production as a Service (PROaaS) – The production activities of a product and its
abilities are provided as a service.
2. Design as a Service (DaaS) – The design resource and ability are provided as a service.
3. Testing as a Service (TaaS) – The testing resource and ability are provided as a
resource.
4. Simulation as a service (SIMaaS) – The simulation resource and ability are provided as
a service.
5. Management as a Service (MANaaS) – Managerial resource and ability are provided as
a service

Fig1.2 Relationship between cloud computing and CM
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Cloud Manufacturing
Cloud manufacturing is the newly service oriented networked manufacturing system[8]. This
manufacturing vision is introduced to provide the on-demand architecture with flexibility and
reliability based on cloud computing.
Cloud manufacturing provides a flexible and adaptive infrastructure for industries to share
and use various manufacturing resources or services on-demand under the dynamic,
complicated and large-scale business environment.
The concept of cloud manufacturing was initially introduced by academician Bo-hu Li in
2010.
Cloud manufacturing mixes network-based manufacturing, service technology with cloud
computing, IOT[9] and other advanced technology to achieve all kinds of manufacturing
resources, centralized management and intelligent business.
CM centralizes an intelligent management to supply low cost, global service to cloud
customers, and its main clients are small or medium enterprises.
A.

Layers of Cloud Manufacturing

Fig1.3 Layers of Cloud Manufacturing

Layers [10] of a CM consist of cloud consumer, Cloud provider, Cloud broker and the Cloud
carrier. Cloud provider is the core player in the CM. Cloud broker acts as a middle person
between the consumer and the service provider.

Flow of Production Service in Cloud Manufacturing System
The flow of production service in a cloud manufacturing system is carried out in basically
seven steps:a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Client defining the needs
Registering with Cloud Agent
Raw material (RM) searching & Remote procurement
Plant identification
Transfer of RM
Manufacturing of Product
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g) Transportation of product to client

Fig1.4 Production Service model of Cloud Manufacturing

a)

Client initiates the production process by defining his needs
Client plans his product or production process which needs to be outsourced into the
central network. Pricing, product specification and designs are documented into a
standard format (Standard cloud format).

Fig1.5 Flow of production service in CM

b)

Registering with Cloud Agent
The agents in the cloud are the major controllers in the cloud manufacturing system.
Agents are equipped with intelligent data warehousing systems for the storage of
information regarding plants and supporting services.
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c)

Raw material searching and Remote procurement
The RM suitable for the production process (as specified in documentation) is searched
by the agent. The suitable RM providers are shortlisted. The suitable providers are
screened with strict specification checking. The selected RM is temporarily procured to
the deploying unit.

d)

Plant identification by agent in association with client
The plant which is suitable for the manufacturing of the clients design is identified.
Database with the agent is utilized for this purpose. The intelligent computer systems
will compare the plants available and the documentation provided by the client to
identify suitable, cost effective, time bound and completing plants.

e)

Transfer of RM to Plant
The procured RM at the RM provider is temporarily stocked at their warehouse. The
agent will transfer these RM to the plant warehouse unit using their logistics
techniques.

f)

Manufacturing of Product
When the RM arrives at the plant, quality testing is carried out. This helps the plant to
deliver quality outputs. The qualified and accepted RM is utilized for production.

g)

Transportation of product to client specified destination by agent.
The finished products are kept at the temporary inventory of the plant. It is transported
to the specified location as per the delivery schedule.

Layout of a Production Service in Cloud Manufacturing System
In a production service Cloud Manufacturing system, the SME users are the service
requestors. The requested service is available to the agent cloud through common public
platform. The agent cloud analyses the request, decomposes, schedule and do some fault
tolerance in the data.
The agent cloud is frequently linked with the RM provider cloud and the plant cloud. Agent
cloud acts as a moderator between the requestor and utility provider. The plant cloud is
connected to each and every production plant in the CM system. This is achieved using an
interface. Plant private network is the controller grid of the machining center and equipment’s
connected to it. The commands for these machines are generated in the plant server. The
command for the machines is extracted /created from the documentation provided by the
agent cloud.
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Fig1.6 Layout of Production Service CM system

Security Enhancement in Cloud Network for Enterprises
The major barrier in cloud technology implementation is lack of sufficient security in cloud
network[11]. Lack of appropriate security technologies resisted the growth of cloud systems.
As cloud computing is the enabling technology of CM, the security barrier retarded its
growth. By 2011 various technologies with wide acceptance began to catch the IT market.
The past barriers are given below: Lack of traceability
 Lack of intelligent monitoring
 Lack of standard encryption techniques
The emergence and usage of security technologies like AES 256 bit encryption, FIPS 140-2
make the cloud functionality of enterprises to real. Examples are PerspecSys, CipherCloud.
The solutions for the past barriers can be categorized as:

Traceability
The traceability of cloud applications can help enterprises in tracing their data and
how they are used in the enterprise. By this technology we can discover who is
accessing and updating records from various locations. Example- AppProtex
Discover



Activity monitoring
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Monitoring of cloud systems represents operational, legal or compliance related risk
to the enterprise. This helps in auditing and external compliance related tasks.
Example- AppProtex Analyze


Cloud encryption gateways
The Encryption methods use a cipher algorithm for mathematical transformation of
data. These encrypted data can be reverted to original value using a key.
Tokenization replaces a sensitive data field and replaces it with a surrogate value
for security purpose. These two technologies (encryption and tokenization) can be
effectively used and enabled as cloud encryption gateways [12]. This makes the IN
and OUT data secured. Examples are AppProtex Protect, CipherCloud.

Fig1.7 Encryption/decryption of enterprise data

Conclusion
Cloud Manufacturing offers a processing infrastructure for colossally collaborative
manufacturing with agility, adaptability and cost effectiveness.Currently, the enterprise
informational integration is not perfect, as it hinders the application of cloud-manufacturing
process to some extent.The emergence of cloud computing provides a new way to complete
the mission of networked manufacturing. In contrast to the conventional networked
manufacturing approach, the cloud manufacturing vision introduced in this paper promises
flexibility, elasticity and adaptability through the on-demand provisioning of manufacturing
resources as a utility by blending the principles of cloud computing.
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Abstract
Modern industrial production and transportation systems require agile material handling
systems. Changing requirements demand flexibility in transportation layout and control systems
that are adaptable to the actual needs. Decentralized control systems promise complexity reduction
and dependability while centralized approaches improve planning and allow general optimization.
By using the use case of a cross docking logistic system the paper describes how this approach can
be combined and implemented by using an agent-based control system on a decentralized
lightweight microcontroller infrastructure. The scenario is applicable to manufacturing
environments with modularized assembly lines. These modules are connected by different transport
units which merge into an intelligent infrastructure including AGVs, conveyors and storages.

1. Introduction
Highly dynamic markets in a globalized world and the increased demand for individualized
products make flexible concepts for in-house logistics indispensable in modern manufacturing
environments. Companies need to optimize their processes in order to sustain their position on
very competitive markets with high volatilities in supply and demand. Optimization in this context
not only relates to costs but also and more importantly to “soft factors” such as reliability, agility
and transparency.
Traditional manufacturing systems with a strict sequential order of assembly lines and machines
tend to impose a very inflexible structure onto the underlying logistical processes. Often
manufacturing systems are designed and the planning of the corresponding material flow
infrastructure including conveyors, cranes, belts etc. is tailored to the needs of the manufacturing
system. The big downside of this approach is that neither the manufacturing system itself nor the
logistical system can be modified without modifying the other. This is not dramatic for minor
changes, but as soon as essential parts of the manufacturing system are subject to updates or
modifications the logistical system has to be adapted appropriately. Scalability is another crucial
criterion which can not be satisfied with the traditional approach, e.g. suppose that the throughput
of a production site has to be increased by a certain factor then the entire logistical chain must be
re-engineered as well. Also traditional systems suffer from a lack of reactivity and efficiency.
Sudden deviations in demand and supply can not be accounted for on a short term basis (time
horizon of minutes or hours) by accelerating or reducing performance of transport as it is hardly
possible to turn of some of the conveyor belts or transport hubs without affecting the entire system
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due to connections and dependencies between the components. In the worst case each unit of
transport can be a single point of failure disrupting the whole network when it breaks down.
Hence, the aim here is to rethink the idea of in-house logistics as an adequate service for the
underlying manufacturing environment instead of being an inseparable part of the system. This
approach shall support three high level quality goals of agile manufacturing:
1. Flexibility with respect to external influence factors on a short term basis, such as demand
and supply, energy prices, security threads, quality issues etc.
2. Robustness and high availability by proactive behavior of decentralized organizational
structures in very dynamic environments
3. Enabling high performance in mass-customization through a highly adaptable logistical
setup
The approach described in this paper is based on decentralized control of all mobile and stationary
transport entities in an agile manufacturing system (compare [1]). All these entities work
autonomously to accomplish their primary goal, i.e. the completion of transportation jobs of the
right good at the right time to the right place. They interact in order to organize the material flow
between each other and communicate via a wireless network to this end. Properties of all entities
can quite accurately be captured by the Agent metaphor [2]. Therefore all entities in the system
are modeled as modularized agents that manage the material flow. The change of paradigm is thus
to go from centralized planning of production processes and transport between production steps to
decentralized behavior driven system control. Typical optimization goals in this context concern
energy saving or a high overall throughput. To preserve goal-driven optimization a hybrid system
which allows reactive balancing between the new decentralized kind of control and the traditional
central algorithms is deployed. This is done by introducing dynamic hierarchies in agent societies.
This approach has been realized in a small use case consisting of four AGVs, four intermediate
storage buffers and three stationary conveyors as well as a coupled Multi-Agent Simulation
Framework that enables scaling up the size of the system in a virtual environment. The system
basically is a simple cross-docking storage scenario, but when thinking of the intermediate storage
buffers as points of production, then the whole scenario represents a complete manufacturing
environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 will now first give a short
overview over the state of the art and similar in-house logistic systems employed in industry and
research. Chapter 3 explains the techniques applied to realize dynamic balancing between central
and decentralized control. Technical aspects regarding the realization of agent software on
microcontroller hardware used to control the conveyors and the AGVs with an autonomous drive
unit are treated in chapter 4. The design and the architecture of the use case are described in detail
in chapter 5. Chapter 6 gives an outlook on future research questions and possible further
enhancements of our system.
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2. State of the art
The basic principles that the approach proposed here is inspired from are not new. However
the combination of them and especially their application in an autonomous in-house logistics
system that fits into arbitrary manufacturing chains with possible tight integration in a smart grid
is innovative.
The idea of substituting fixed conveyor lines, manually driven vehicles or forklifts with a fleet of
mobile autonomous transport robots emerged in recent decades as a result of the ongoing
automation of industrial systems. The company Kiva Systems develops and deploys such systems
for warehouse logistics in eCommerce companies [4]. Their approach focuses on order fulfilment
solutions with self-organization of products and high flexibility of the material handling
equipment used. Fraunhofer IML built up an experimental hall in the last years where 80 AGVs
manage the transportation of goods from commissioning stations into a storage rack where they
can move vertically as well [5]. Their research focus has been on intelligent swarm behavior of
the vehicle fleet. Karis is a system developed by Karlsruhe Institute of technology where AGVs
can team up autonomously in order to reach a higher transport capacity [6].
Lewandowski et al. (see [22]) developed a cyber physical system equipped with RFID to realize a
material handling infrastructure where items track and trace themselves through the environment
based on modular software agents. However they use a centralized repository to link the tracking
data with the agent layer. Their approach tackles the issues posed by “Industrie 4.0” a German
Universities Excellence Initiative which aims to improve automation technologies by integrating
physical and IT components in complex manufacturing environments through deep pervasion of
resources with software and their interconnection through the internet. The main methods used to
create this kind of a digital factory are self-optimization, interoperability, cognition and intelligent
support of workers in their increasingly complex work (see for example [7]).
A multi-agent system (MAS) is an appropriate approach for distributed control. Agents can work
independently in decentralized systems. The loss or gain of agents does not affect the other
agents’ functionality. MAS make decentralized systems flexible and reliable. Requirements, like
real-time operations, industrial standards and small footprints sort out most of the existing MAS
frameworks for real-time microcontroller-based applications. JADE [8] is a very common MAS
framework but microcontrollers with little processing power do not run Java. Mobile C uses
C/C++ as programming language and C meets industrial standards [9]. However Mobile C needs a
General Purpose Operating System (GPOS) and even the low memory embedded GPOS, e.g.
Embedded Linux, need a larger footprint than 259 KB Flash Memory [10] and this does not
account RAM usage. This is not applicable for low power/processing power microcontrollers
which can be used in any environment. One part of this research is to create an Agent Framework
which can run on such electronic control units (ECU) and is even applicable on any control unit.
Having multiple agents collaborate in teams is a concept as old as the agent metaphor itself.
Different variants exist that implement such a collaborative behavior. Anderson et al investigate
the question whether central or decentralized control is preferable in production systems and
inspire their argumentation from nature. Ogston et al. describe a method to cluster agents in teams
based on properties and goals [11]. Marcolino et al. discuss the trade-off between diversity and
uniformity in designing MAS [12]. One way to mediate between central and decentralized control
are holonic manufacturing systems (HMS). HMS were first mentioned by Koestler [13]. Fletcher
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et al. describe a holonic model for manufacturing environments aimed towards robustness [14].
Gerber et al. use HMS in a logistic scenario [15].

3. Realization of the fully automated logistic system
A decentralized in-house transportation system is a proper use case to evaluate the
approaches of distributed problem solving. The aim is to create a modularized material flow
system (MFS, [16]) that uses a MAS as control method. Dividable parts of the MFS are modules
which have their own actuators and sensors to interact with the environment (See Figure 1). Each
module has its own ECU and can act on its own behalf. They communicate and create a cyberphysical system (CPS) in bulk which acts as an extensive MFS [17]. In order to preserve the
option of applying global optimization methods the MAS is enhanced with the ability to
dynamically reconfigure between central and decentralized control. The resulting system thus has
a hybrid control structure which is described in detail in the following section.
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Figure 1: Change from centralized to distributed structure

3.1. Collaboration Strategies
In addition to the modelling of the agent architecture as described in the previous chapter a
collaboration layer is provided which enables all agents from different conveyors to form larger
teams orientated from the principle of HMS (see [15]). Typically the agents being part of teams
are only platform agents representing the entire conveyor that they belong to including the
corresponding routing, order and package agents (the precise agent architecture will be discussed
in chapter 4). So for example a team could consist of two platform agents from AGVs and two
platform agents from ramps which team up because they are located close to each other and
complement one another with respect to their skills. So they should work on the incoming jobs
collaboratively and not each one on its own. Such a team acts in the agent society as aggregated
agent. Aggregated agents also have a proactive and behavior-driven control just like single agents.
They also provide the same communication interface towards their environment as single agents.
The crucial difference between a team of agents and a single agent lies in the internal control.
Whilst a single agent only has to manage itself and consequently there is no such issue of control,
teams of agents must somehow organize their collaborative behavior.

3.1.1. Central vs decentralized control driven by team structure
Internal control in these teams is intentionally designed to be easily adjustable. Unlike in a
true MAS there always exists some kind of hierarchy in a team. Thus the single agents within a
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team are not as free as they would be without the team. To some degree they obey to the superior
control of their team.
The exact degree of freedom they have is defined on a dynamic basis. One extreme is a strict
hierarchy where one designated managing agent assigns orders to all other agents that only perform
actions to complete these assigned orders (“authority”). There is no interaction or proactive
behavior at all among the other agents. The managing agent takes the role of a central instance
leading the team, so that distributed control no longer exists in that team. The other extreme would
be to have a team of entirely autonomous agents which only talk to one very weak central instance
when interacting with the environment (“autonomy”). The central instance in that case only
represents a communication interface towards the surrounding world.
Many intermediate steps between these two extremes “authority” and “autonomy” are possible. See
the 3 graphics in the figure below for an illustration. The first setup (Figure 2

Figure 2) represents the per default purely decentralized control
structure where all agents can communicate in a mesh but all have a locally restricted view of the
system (a true MAS). In the second graphic (Figure 3) 3 teams have been formed consisting of 3-4
single agents. In these teams one agent always takes the lead and organizes the internal behavior of
its team. This configuration therefore is a mixed setup with central control on a local level (intrateam) and distributed control on a global level (inter-team). In the last graphic (Figure 4) the system
is reconfigured now depicting the case of a traditional centrally controlled system with one
authority managing all other agents.

Figure 2: Full Autonomy

Figure 3: Aut-Balanced System

Figure 4: Full Authority

Depending on the number and size of the teams and the configuration of their internal control the
described approach enables a flexible switching between central and decentralized control in
operating mode (in the remainder called “aut-balancing”). This ability is a true asset since it allows
for flexibility regarding different external influence factors. A purely decentralized control is
preferable when efficient and robust transport processes are required and the demand remains far
under the maximum bound of the systems transport capacity. However when the throughput and
speed have to be increased due to peaks in demand or failure of machines it becomes necessary to
employ optimization methods which can only be executed with a central instance having a global
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view over parts of the system. Also exceptional circumstances such as security threads, error
recovery or obliged audits require a central control in order to make the system behavior more
transparent and be able to detect problems and risks.

3.1.2. Aut-Balancing in the simulation and issues
We realize this approach only in the virtual simulation environment since there is no
additional value in doing this in the physical world where the number of entities is too small to
investigate effects of large swarm dynamic behavior. This is still work in progress so evaluation
results can not yet be presented.
There are several issues regarding the realization of aut-balancing but which will not be discussed
here but are topics for future work:
1.
Selecting the managing agents
2.
Choosing the internal hierarchy in a team
3.
Deciding when to reconfigure the system
4.
Supplying enough computing power for managing agents

4. Microcontroller infrastructure for MAS
In this chapter the modularization of MFS is addressed. The networked ECUs control their
modules and a MAS should be implemented as decentralized control concept for the collaboration
strategies. In previous work [19] the design for an Agent Framework for microcontrollers with low
processing power was presented. The concept is refined and the adaptability of the concept will be
proven through use of different platforms. Inspired from the model of a modular SW-architecture
for ECUs from AUTOSAR [20] the SW should be adaptable to different microcontrollers. The
focus of this part of the research is to design an Agent RTE which delivers in- and output abilities
and flawless communication between agents. The layer architecture shown in Figure 5 is an
example for a MICAz node (see [18]) on a ramp module which is described in chapter 5.4. Through
unitary interfaces the Agent RTE can use different HW for the same functions. Even the RTOS in
this example Contiki OS should be replaceable through another. The Agents are embedded with the
same environment on every platform.
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I/O Driver

Memory
Driver
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Figure 5: Modular architecture of a ramp

The difficult part is to construct a lightweight RTE. The possibility for an agent to communicate
with every other Agent with a reduced set from FIPA messages [21] is an RAM consuming task.
Allowing all agents to use the same external communication channel per platform and the ability to
communicate on the same platform, the use of message queues or token methods are inevitable.
Although the Agent RTE sets many boundaries to capabilities and the design of the agents, it
makes it easier to add new agents or reconfigure, add or remove modules in appreciation of the
MFS view. This enables “traveling” agents like the Package Agents who can “travel” with the
items from module to module. This use case of a MFS affiliates to real-time safety critical systems
which are sensitive against transferred executable code and this is not object of this research. The
Package Agents will be only transferred via parameters and the Agent RTE activates and
deactivates the existing code of the agent.

5. Construction of the overall system
The aim was to create a highly scalable fully autonomous MFS that can benefit from the
technologies introduced in the previous chapters 3 and 4. This approach to a MFS (see Figure 6)
includes the transport units: AGVs, conveyors and storages. The AGVs transport items individually
from point to point. The conveyors take over fixed high traffic routes. The storage is represented by
autonomous ramps with FIFO logic. Due to scalability, costs and workload a realistically scaled
plant has not been realized. On an area of 50 m2 four AGVs, three short conveyors and four ramps
are representing a realistic extract of the plant. The virtual simulation of the whole plant works in
hybrid mode to interact with the physical parts. It allows in single mode tests of new algorithms
before they are used in the real environment, this will be described in more detail in chapter 5.5.
The systems design allows creating any layout combination with the modules to adapt to necessary
structures. A modularized infrastructure consisting of different resources assures the cooperation of
the modules and is described in the next section.
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Figure 6: Draft of an entire MFS site

5.1. Infrastructure
The infrastructure of the realized parts of the system is designed in a modular setup (see
[3]). The described module types (see Figure 7) are physically very different but they all have the
same vertical system layout [16]. Every module has its actuators, sensors and an ECU that carries a
multi-agent platform described in chapter 4.
3 Module Types
Module Ramp

Module Conveyor

Agent Platform

Agent Platform

Agent Platform

Sensors

Sensors

Sensors

Actuator

Actuator

Actuator

Mechanical Parts

Mechanical Parts

Mechanical Parts

Module AGV

Communication

Figure 7: Module Types

The ECU controls the module and communicates with other modules (See Figure 8). The AGVs
and ramps are equipped with MICAz nodes (see [18]) which are based on the ATMEL ATmega128
chip and use wireless IEEE 802.15.4 radio standard. They are often used as sensor nodes in
distributed measurement applications. The “STASH” (Shortened and Transformed Agent System
Handler) controllers are custom ECUs with Texas Instruments MSP430 low power
microcontrollers. They communicate over the fieldbus standard Profibus. A Gateway between
those two communication standards is necessary. The gateway is realized through a MICAz node
with a Profibus adapter. In the remainder of this chapter the three module types will be explained in
more detail.
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Figure 8: Infrastructure with ECUs and communication types

5.2. AGVs
The AGVs are VolksBots from the Fraunhofer IAIS (see www.volksbots.de) with a custom
lifting platform (See Figure 9). The bot has three wheels on each side which are coupled with a belt.
They allow a driving speed of about 2 m/s and turning on the spot by rotating the right and left
sides into opposite directions. The lifting platform can take in and take out one item with a
motorized belt. They can also lift the item to the height of the interacting module with a motor
driven arbor. Two light barriers are monitoring the items positions.

Figure 9: Volksbot with Lifting Platform

Laser scanners in front and back ensure positioning and coordination with other AGVs. Analyzing
laser scanner data and path planning needs more processing power then a small low power
controller could provide. Subnotebooks provide the power and are connected to MICAz nodes. The
MICAz node assigns higher commands and the subnotebook acts in lower levels of execution.
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Algorithms used for path finding are the A* search algorithm from Hart et al. (see [23]) and Lee’s
algorithm (see [24]) depending on the traffic situation and current goals of the AGVs (high speed,
energy saving etc.). The software architecture of the AGVs is layered in the following Order: On
the lowest layer the hardware (sensors and actuators) are controlled. The operational layer above
contains all important algorithms for analyzing data and driving as well as decision making
(routing, collision detection, positioning etc). The layer on top ensures the connection to the MFS
infrastructure via a MICAz gateway. The infrastructure indicates the destinations and handles the
MAS communication and representation in the module network.

5.3. Conveyors
The conveyors are short roll and belt conveyors. Through historical use of these conveyors
and “STASH” controller everything works on Profibus (see Figure 10). The ECUs are Profibus
Slaves and cannot communicate with other electronics in the Profibus network then a
programmable logic controller (PLC) as Profibus master. The PLC remains in the system as a
Profibus network switch to transfer messages (ECU to ECU), actuator commands (ECU to
frequency converter) and light barrier state (light barrier to ECU). The higher logic and decision
making is realized in the ECU or the ECUs can be substituted by the PLC to evaluate decentralized
system control versus central control.
Conveyor Module
Lightbarrier 1

Profibus
box /
Slave

PLC

Profibus
Adapter /
Slave

IEEE
802.15.4

Micaz

SPI

Lightbarrier 2

Profibus
Master

Profibus
Adapter /
Slave

Gateway

LED
STASH Row

Frequency
Converter /
Profibus Slave

M
Belt Drive

Conveyor Module

CM1

Figure 10: A conveyor module structure with necessary

5.4. Ramps
Storing items in a self-controlled shelf with only a minimum of electronics that allow easy
docking to AGVs were the requirements for the storage. The ramps were custom made to correlate
with these requirements. The items which are loaded on the higher side of the ramp roll down till
magnetic bolts stop them (see Figure 11). One ramp can store four items at the same time and
checks the slots with light barriers. They can come and go only in FIFO order. The magnetic bolts
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allow isolating the item on the low outgoing side. So the receiving AGV can take the item easily.
The reason for this storage design is to be able to store items with a minimum of required energy
consuming actuators. In this case we only need a lifting platform on the AGV and bolts on the
ramps. Most common storage systems employed in warehouses or production environments are
less space consuming but need a lot more mechanical parts and consume more energy to actually
move items, e.g. fork lifts, automated racks, cranes etc.

In
Out
Controller

Light barrier
Magnetic bolt

Figure 11 draft of ramp setup (left) picture of a ramp (right)

5.5 Coupled Simulation
The eleven modules of this MFS setup are only a small part of realistic plant environment. A
simulation of an entire plant is developed in order to scale up the MFS to a size of a realistic
scenario. In this scenario the simulations works as a test bench for different strategies and
algorithms for the swarm of entities, module positioning and layout planning. The simulation
enables tackling research questions, e.g. concerning the optimal amount of vehicles in a certain
layout to achieve a predefined throughput or the best strategies regarding team formation. Besides
the technical aspects and the roll out of the architecture on a real physical infrastructure the virtual
simulation can go beyond and allows examining agent behavior in larger swarms. In a hybrid mode
the simulation works in real-time and synchronizes with the physical entities by sending and
receiving messages from the physical infrastructure. This allows to test the simulated results and to
get a realistic evaluation of tested designs etc. The coupled simulation is implemented with the
JADE agent framework.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The work described in this paper shows how a flexible in-house logistic system for agile
manufacturing environments can be created using a lightweight multiagent framework for
microcontrollers running on heterogeneous material flow components. A system designed in this
way can easily be fitted to arbitrary manufacturing environments. The modularity of the agents
enables fast transfer to different platforms and simplifies information exchange between the various
components via a wireless network. Items define their own route through the MFS and are thus able
to react quickly to sudden changes. Failures of single entities can be compensated easily by
substituting the affected hardware and creating a new agent. The same holds for adaptivity with
respect to the number of entities active in the system which can be increased or decreased with no
additional overhead other then registration.
This approach has been implemented in a physical system consisting of 11 entities and will be
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connected to a virtual simulation allowing macroscopic investigations on team behavior and
different strategies in the future. The goal is to find solutions for an agile balancing between
decentralized control driven by distributed single agent behavior and central control performed by
clustered agents running optimization methods and exact algorithms for decision making on a
global level. The system is designed to reconfigure itself in this respect depending on external
influence factors like availability of goods, demand situation, energy price volatility, security risks
and management decisions. The next steps in further developing the system will be to model these
external factors in the coupled simulation and to finally realize the coupling of the agents running
on the physical entities and the JADE agents from the simulation. Then it will be possible to
evaluate the efficiency of the whole concept and compare it with the performance of traditional
material handling systems using centralized control and fixed conveyor lines or even manually
operated vehicles.
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Abstract
Continuously increasing rapid casting demands in the production of functional or test prototypes
have stirred the recent developments reported in this work. These technological advancements help to
reduce the time till casting by introducting new techniques to produce pattern-less molds. Threedimensional (3D) printing[1] offers the flexibility and ease of production of sand molds directly from
CAD models. The new technology offers the advantages of minimal processing steps and higher
precision; it also provides the capabilities to readily produce complex shaped sand molds. However,
wide industrial use of thia technology has been suppressed by some limitations and concerns associated
with this technology such as low process throughput, environmental impact concerns, and increased
logistic costs. An alternate methodology of developing 3D cured sand molds has been proposed in this
study through the introduction of a hybrid rapid prototyping[2,3] approach to overcome these
limitations. The resin coated sand particles are bonded layer-by-layer after being exposed to a high
intensity pulsed light source, to enable complex shapes to be obtained by precision machining[4,5]
which follows the curing cycle. Although hybrid rapid prototyping techniques have been employed in
the past, the methodology of developing sand molds through the integration of light curing and
granular media is new. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the cured molding media for
castability.
Keywords: 3D Printing, Additive Manufacturing, Prototyping, Rapid Casting.

Introduction
Manufacturing technology[6] refers to the processes involved in the production of structures with
definite shapes identified by material and geometric characteristics. Various processes are involved in
achieving the desired parameters, which can be classified into different groups, forming, cutting,
joining, etc.
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Casting can be considered the backbone of most shaping processes for various applications where
metalcasting is a key component. Metal casting[7] can be explained as the process of pouring molten
metal into a shaped cavity in order to transform it into a desired shape upon solidification. The primary
step of this process involves the creation of a shaped cavity, also known as a mold. A mold can be
prepared using various heat resistant materials such as sand, which provides the primary advantage of
cost effectiveness. The molding processes can be classified into permanent and non-permanent where
the mold is destroyed to remove the casted metal structure (e.g. sand molds). This step is referred to as
the shakeout process. The casting process offers many advantages over other primary shaping
processes, such as freedom of castability over a wide range of metals of desired shapes and versatile
mechanical properties.
Achieving net near shape and integral castings leads to the reduction in the time and costs
associated with any additional machining and assembly requirements. Altogether, the advantages of the
process include savings in material and energy use along-with recycling and ecological benefits.
The selection of the mold material and mold making process plays a vital role in governing the
casting characteristics. Sand being a refractory material can withstand very high metal pouring
temperatures, which imparts the required dimensional stability at elevated temperatures. Sand also
provides an economical advantage over other comparable refractory materials. Dry sand molding
requires the introduction of a binder system to hold the loose sand particles during the mold shaping
process. The finished mold’s physical, chemical and thermo-chemical properties depend on the sandbinder system[8] interactions and the process of creating the mold as well.
Additive manufacturing[9,10], also known as layered manufacturing, has attained acceptance in
rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing with the integration of computer aided manufacturing[11]
by imparting additional opportunities for attaining complex shapes with higher precision and tolerance
levels as compared to conventional molding techniques. Rapid prototyping[12] refers to the production
of prototypes of actual design. It is used for the product development phase of a production process
because it is able to impart the characteristics in close proximity to the finished product, which enables
the further investigation and analysis of the product before finalizing the end product features. The
rapid casting[13] process defines the integration of traditional metal casting techniques with additive
manufacturing approaches to achieve either functional prototypes or end products.
Various rapid casting solutions have been developed during the last few decades to implement
concurrent engineering approaches for the development of functional prototypes and customized
production of metal castings for applications in various sectors of manufacturing industries. These
rapid casting solutions include unique production approaches, such as selective laser sintering, fused
deposition modeling, sterolithography, 3-D printing and rapid tooling[14-18].

Experimental Methodology
The procedure consisted of 4 major steps:
1) Characterization of granular media.
2) Preparation of 50.0 mm diameter x 8.0 mm thick disc-shaped specimens.
3) Testing of the various properties of the specimen.
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Characterization of Granular media:
Resin coated[19] shell sand with 3% binder loading will be evaluated and characterized for density,
Grain Fineness Number, pH, shape and sphericity or roundness (Refer Table 1).
The bulk density of sand plays a vital role in the estimation of the finished sand mold properties
from a handling and logistical prospective. Bulk density is also significant in tracking any lot-to-lot
variations in the sand systems employed. The density of a system is representative of mass/volume
ratio and was measured by weighing a known volume of material and thereafter calculating the ratio.
The Grain Fineness Number[7] is an indicative of how small or large is the average grain size of a
sample of sand. Though smaller grains of sand are capable of imparting better surface finish, due to
their closely packed structure, they hinder the venting characteristics of the mold, which can result in
various casting defects. The higher the GFN, the smaller the sand grain size. Very low GFN refers to
larger sand grain sizes compromising the packing efficiency consisting of larger interstices between the
grains and hence resulting in rough casting surfaces. To calculate the GFN, a known sample weight
was placed into an arrangement of sieves, which was then placed in a sieve-testing device with
continuous sieve shaking for 15 minutes. Thereafter, the weight of sand retained in each sieve and pan
was recorded followed by calculating GFN as shown in Table 2:
Table 1. Properties of Sand
Shape

Roundness/ Sphericity (Krumbein)

Sub-angular

0.5 / 0.7

pH
7.4

Table 2. AFS GFN calculations for the resin coated sand
Sieve
6
12
20
30
40
50
70
100
140
200
270
PAN
Total=

Amount Retained
0
0
0.01
1.94
3.99
15.64
26.14
33.08
16.01
2.57
0.17
0
99.54

%
0
0
0.01
1.95
4.01
15.71
26.26
33.23
16.08
2.58
0.17
0.00

Multiplier
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
1
1.4
2
3
AFS GFN

Product
0
0
0.00
0.39
1.20
6.28
13.13
23.26
16.08
3.62
0.33
0.00
64.30
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Preparation of 3D CURED Disc-Shaped Specimen:
A laboratory scale assembly designed at Western Michigan University and integrated with the light
source was used for preparing specimens. A 50 mm diameter mold cavity was adjusted and filled with
resin coated sand particles to achieve 8 mm-thick disc specimens. The excess sand was screened off to
achieve uniform layer and exposed under the light source (Xenon Sinteron 2000 photonic light curing)
for 90 sec. duration. For 2-pass 8mm thick specimens the mold cavity was adjusted to 4mm thickness,
filled and exposed for 45 sec, thereafter the first layer was dropped down to 4mm from the mold
reference point so as to again obtain the 4mm thick cavity and was filled and exposed with the same
procedure as followed for the first layer.

Figure 1: Steps to produce specimens
Physical Properties:
The thicknesses of the specimens were measured and recorded. Disc-shaped specimens were weighed
prior to conducting any tests using a digital balance and the thicknesses were measured using a digital
caliper.
The porosity of a material can be defined, as the measure of total void volume present, as such is
dimensionless. Darcy’s Equation[30] defines the relationship between permeability and flow rate as
shown in Equation 1:
Q = (k A ΔP) / L

Eq. 1

Where, k = Permeability Coefficient (Area)
A = Area of cross-section
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L = Thickness of Material
ΔP = Pressure drop
Q = Flow rate (Volume/s)
 = Viscosity
AFS Permeability is a measure of gas flow through a porous medium, such as a sand mold or core.
Permeability and MQI tests were performed to study the venting characteristics of specimens as good
venting parameters play a major role in elimination of casting defects originating due to gas evolution at
mold-metal interface.
A Gerosa Simpson permeability tester was used to measure AFS permeability. MQI was measured using
Disa George Fisher Mold Quality Indicator.
Mechanical Properties:
Disc transverse strength is a measure of transverse tensile strength of bonded sand particles. The disc
transverse strength is used in the foundry industry to study the parameters required for mold or core
against transverse tensile stresses acting on mold-metal interface being resultant of the hydrostatic
pressure. Therefore, a disc transverse strength test (DTS) was used to measure the strength of the disc
shaped sand specimens using a disc transverse testing machine (Dietert Model 490-A) and was supported
on its ends. During the test run, the specimen is subjected to a linearly increasing load and the maximum
load to failure is then determined.

Figure 2: DTS Tester
Thermo-mechanical Properties:
Thermal Distortion Testing (TDT)[31-33] was used in this experiment to expose 50 mm diameter, 8 mmthick disc specimens to 1000ºC for up to 90 seconds. The purpose of this investigation was to test the 3D
cured sand system used for rapid prototyping manufacturing The TDT method was used for application
on foundry mold and core media, and to further compare the data.
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The longitudinal distortion of specimens can be differentiated vide expansion (DE) and plastic distortion
(DP) considering the observations from the thermal distortion curve. The total longitudinal distortion
(TD) can be represented as the sum of expansion and plastic distortion components (TD = DE + DP). The
radial distortion (DR) indicating expansion in the radial direction will be studied in further studies using
next generation thermal distortion tester (TDTng) developed at WMU.
Each disc shaped specimen was weighed prior to the thermal distortion testing and was blown with 20 psi
(0.14 MPa) air pressure to remove any loose sand grains at the completion of the distortion testing. The
change in mass of the specimens before and after thermal distortion testing was recorded.
Casting Trial:
For conducting casting trial so as to evaluate the castability of molding media, a 56 mm thick and 50
mm diameter disc shaped specimen was prepared using layer-by-layer approach with each layer thickness
being 8mm. The procedure for preparing the specimen was similar as stated in Fig. 1. Two holes with
approx. 13 mm diameter were drilled into the specimen and refractory coating[34] was thereafter applied
on one using the dip coating method to analyze the effect of refractory coating application on castability.
Aluminum was thereafter melted in a small crucible and poured at a pouring temperature of 760C. A
manual shakeout procedure was followed after the solidification of the casting to separate the
metalcasting from the mold media.

Results & Discussion
The weight for each disc shaped specimen was recorded prior to conducting further testing to keep
track of any variability in each sample set.
Table 3. Average weight of disc-shaped specimens
Specimen
Weight(g) Density(g/cm3)
3D Cured 1-Layer 16.73
1.07
3D Cured 2-Layer 15.95
1.02
A light cured single pass 8mm thick disc specimens tested using the custom made specimen holder
and plug, had a permeability number of 170 ±3 and MQI of 157 ±3; while 2-pass 8mm thickness
specimens had a permeability number of 173 ±3 and 149 ±5 respectively (Fig. 3). An inverse relationship
between permeability and MQI has already been established in the foundries for other sand systems such
as green sand. The results from permeability and MQI tests suggest that the proposed sand binder system
also follows an inverse relationship trend (Refer Fig. 3).
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Fig 3. Permeability and MQI data for disc shaped sand specimens
The 3D cured disc-shaped specimens prepared with 1-Layer and 2-Layers were tested at elevated
temperature over a 90 second interval for thermal distortion testing. The TDT curves for both specimens
(Fig. 4) showed thermo-mechanical and thermo-chemical changes in these systems at the elevated
temperature. The longitudinal distortion curves showed expansion (DE) followed by plastic deformation
(DP). The TDT curves for longitudinal distortion depict an average for 3 specimens.
The 3D light cured 1-layer specimens expanded for approx. 46 seconds followed by plastic
deformation for approx. 44 seconds whereas 3D light cured 2-layer specimens expanded for ~48 seconds
followed by plastic deformation for the remaining ~42 seconds of the test.
Heat induced thermo-chemical reactions occurring in both sets of specimens were evident from the
surface cracks found on tested specimens and percent change in mass values (Table 4).
Table 4. Physical, Mechanical, and Thermo-Mechanical Properties of the Discs Specimens

Sample

Blow
Pressure
(psi)

(DE)
Longitudinal
(mm)

(DP)
Longitudinal
(mm)

(TD)
% Change
Total Dist.
in Mass
(mm)

Cracks &
Fractures

1-Layer

20

0.049

0.041

0.090

0.64

present

2-Layer

20

0.028

0.020

0.048

0.64

present
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Figure 4: TDT Curves for 3D Light Cured Sand Specimens
The observations from the casting trial (Fig. 5) show the evidence of presence of surface casting
defects such as penetration with the absence of the refractory coating applications. The casted metal
surface obtained with the application of refractory coating imparted better surface finish and did not
incorporated any surface defects subjected to penetration and veining.

Figure 5: Coated and uncoated mold cross-sections shown on the left and metal casting obtained
from corresponding surfaces is shown on the right.

Conclusions
The observations from the experimental analysis suggest that the proposed media for the light
cured system possess the desired physical, mechanical and thermo-mechanical properties for
castability. These light cured sand specimens are quite stable at elevated temperatures as revealed from
the thermal distorting testing. Since, the proposed sand binder system may not be compatible with
certain casting alloy chemistries; a refractory coating interface may be required.
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Abstract
In recent years agile software development methods have gained considerable popularity among
managers and computer science specialists. Versatility of this methods compared to traditional
models has caused wide range of companies to switch to Agile processes. Since the
establishment of agile manifesto in 2001, numerous models have been offered in order to pave
the way for companies to find the best fit Agile process to adopt with. This paper briefly sheds
light on Crystal Clear software process model and compares it with Scrum, the most approached
Agile method. The purpose of this is to draw the attention of software engineers and project
managers to the noteworthy advantages of Crystal Clear methodology and qualities it offers in
terms of adaptability and stability especially for small development teams.

1-Introduction
There have always been endemic problems in the software development process since the term
of software engineering was first popularized by Friedrich L.Bauerin in Nato conference in 1968.
Namely, that systems cost too much, take too long to deliver, projects go over budget and when
they eventually get delivered they do not serve their intended purposes(1). In order to solve these
issues a considerable number of software development models have been introduced over last 40
years, but none have proven to be absolutely reliable(2).
Recently agile methods have emerged as a popular approach towards software development.
They claim to solve the chronic problems which exist in the field more effectively compare to
previous models. However, switching to this model requires notable flexibility and risk taking.
Each of the agile methods is designed to fit development teams based on their situation and
needs. The aim of this article is to draw the attention of software engineers and managers to
different tailoring ability of two of the agile methods prior to switching to this process model.
We focus on Crystal Clear method and explicate its characteristics and its highly flexible features
in terms of tailoring and fitting in different software teams especially small ones. Also we
compare this method to Scrum, the most approached agile process, and point out the subtle
advantages of Crystal Clear method over this model.
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2- Crystal Clear Method’s Advantages
Crystal methodologies were created by Alistair Cockborn, one of the founders of Agile
manifesto. These methods are set of processes that can be applied to different projects depending
on the size and the complexity of it(2). One of the most flexible methods of Crystal family is the
Crystal Clear which is mainly focuses on projects consisting of 6 to 8 developers. However this
method takes advantage of its small team size and proximity to strengthen Close Communication into a
more powerful Osmotic Communication which leaves it with enough tailoring ability to fit on

almost any kind of project, not just small teams(3). Crystal Clear basically relies on three main
properties:
1- Frequent Delivery
2- Reflective Improvement
3- Close Communication

Figure1. Crystal Methods(Taken from(2))

2-1 Frequent Delivery
Frequent delivery is the main common feature in all the agile methods. In Crystal Clear the
maximum length of each time box is 4 month. During each iteration, having easy access to
expert users and plans for frequent meet ups is crucial in order to provide both the customers and
developers enough assurance to follow with the rest of the iteration. According to this method
development teams gather after the working software is delivered to measure the team’s velocity
and success ratio. In Scrum method, iteration length is fixed to 30 days(4). There is no doubt that
having a fixed end date is helpful for the team because with this strategy they get an idea of how
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much they can achieve in a certain period of which is a useful feedback and also motivates the
team with and early victory. However it can gradually impose a considerable amount of stress
and pressure on development teams. As well probable failure of having delivery and meeting
checkpoints on time while having a fixed deadline of 30 days can lead to failure in the iterations.
This can damage the team’s spirit and productivity and will consequently increase the amount of
undone work which is precisely against the properties of the Agile manifesto(5, 6).

2-2 Reflective Improvement
The nature of software development process is tied to rapid changes in technology and
requirements during the project. The people on the team are the best equipped to say what is best
suited to their situation, which is why Crystal Clear leaves so many details unstated, but for the
team to finalize(3). The Reflective Improvement mechanism allows them to make those
adjustments. The main point of difference between Crystal Clear and Scrum in this case is that in
the latter, all the members have to meet after every iteration in the Reflection Workshops to
discuss the existing problems whereas Crystal Clear leaves it all to the team members to reflect
their situation by not requiring them to spend great deal of time on long hour meetings(4).

2-3 Close Communication
One of the unique properties of Crystal Clear method is its focus on the way the team members
communicate with each other. It strongly recommends developers to have Osmotic
Communication with each other, in other words the information flows into the background
hearing of members of the team, so that they pick up relevant information as though by osmosis.
This is normally accomplished by seating them in the same room. Then, when one person asks a
question, others in the room can either tune in or tune out, contributing to the discussion or
continuing with their work(3).
On the scrum method, the main communication between the team members occurs during daily
stand up meetings for 15 minutes(4). Since in small teams each of the members may have
various roles and dedication to different parts of the project having the constant presence of all
the members is not always feasible and limiting their communication to just a few minutes can
negatively affect the code integrity of the development team. Moreover, osmotic communication
reduces the cost of communications and increases the feedback rate in a way that bugs get
detected and removed quickly and more effectively.
Customer
Collaboration
Direct user
involvement

Time to market
1-4 months

Crystal Clear

Scrum

Create and priorities
product backlog

30 Days

Responding to
Change
Multiple tuning
technique
Short release
Direct user
involvement

Documentation

Daily Scrum
Meeting
Short Release

Product backlog list
Sprint backlog list

Object Models
User Manuals
Test Cases

Figure 2. An overview of Crystal Clear and Scrum methodologies’ main properties(Taken from(2))
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4- Conclusion
In this paper we tried to briefly explicate Crystal Clear methodology and introduce it as a
possible solution for companies struggling with their adaptation on heavy weight methodologies.
There has been very little research to date on method tailoring. What we believe is one of the
main reasons many companies mistakenly sought after popular methodologies and fail to adapt
with them.
As a future work, a rigorous methodological testing approach in comparing different Agile
methods with respects to system critical variables may need to be included.
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Abstract
Magnesium alloys offer many advantages. They offer very low density and good strength.
They also offer good damping properties. One of the industries where reducing component
weight is the automotive industry. That makes the magnesium alloys good candidates for these
applications. Reduced weight of an automobile means also lower fuel consumption. The
hexagonal closed packed structure of magnesium, lends itself to strong mechanical anisotropy.
In the current work, neutron diffraction was used to study the crystallographic texture developed
in novel magnesium alloys during cold rolling operations. The texture was compared with that
developed in the commercial AZ-31 magnesium alloy. Tests were run at the High-PressurePreferred-Orientation (HIPPO) beam line at Los Alamos National Lab. The texture was then
analyzed using pole figures, created using the Material Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD)
software.

Introduction
Magnesium alloys have high strength-to-weight ratio and that makes them an attractive
substitution to heavier alloys, including the light-weight aluminum. In addition, magnesium
alloys offer good damping properties [1, 2]. Plastic deformation in Mg alloys is strongly affected
by the initial texture, and by process conditions, since the operation of non-basal slip systems
require thermal activation [3]. The insufficient number of slip and twinning systems, results in
the magnesium alloy demonstrating poor formability at room temperature. This low ductility
has prevented their wide-spread application as cold-formed components [4]. The hexagonal
closed packed (HCP) structure of magnesium, lends itself to strong mechanical anisotropy,
especially when a significant crystallographic texture is present. Other properties, such as
damping strongly depend on the texture [1, 2]. HCP metals can be classified into two groups
according to their principal slip systems: basal slip metals (e.g. Mg and Zn), and prismatic slip
metals (e.g. Ti and Zr). When the c/a ratio of the HCP lattice differs from the ideal value (1.633),
the relative close packing of the crystal planes will vary. These changes influence the slip
behavior during plastic deformation [5]. In some HCP metals like Mg, with limited ductility,
twinning only works by the most common types of twins [6]. Operating a particular twinning
system depends not only on the magnitude of the shear stress, but also on the c/a ratio. For pure
Mg the ratio is 1.624 (close to the ideal 1.633). The c/a ratio may be altered by alloying elements;
and this may change the active slip systems at RT. Work by Gao and Liu [7] on AZ-31 alloyed
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with small addition of Sn and Pb showed improved ductility. The present work was aimed at
analyzing the crystallographic texture developed in these novel magnesium alloys during cold
rolling operations. The baseline for comparison was commercial AZ-31.
Experimental description
The alloys were prepared at the Light Metal Centre, University of Auckland, New Zealand.
[Gao et al. Private communications]. They were made by melting commercially pure metals in
a low carbon steel crucible under RJ-2 fusing agent. The melt was stirred to ensure homogeneity
and cast into pre-heated (523 K) iron molds. The casting temperature was 983 K.
Three Mg alloys were studied; their compositions are described in Table 1.
Table 1: Alloys composition
Alloy
AZ31 (reference)
AZ31-2Sn
AZ31-2Sn-1Pb

Composition
96%Mg-3%Al-1%Zn
94%Mg-3%Al-1%Zn-2%Sn
93%Mg-3%Al-1%Zn-2%Sn-1%Pb

The geometry and procedure for cold rolling of the samples is described in Fig. 1

Figure 1. Sample
geometry prior to
the cold-rolling
process

Table 2: Samples nomenclature
Alloy
AZ31
AZ31
AZ31-2Sn
AZ31-2Sn
AZ31-2Sn-1Pb
AZ31-2Sn-1Pb

Section No.
1
10
1
10
1
10

Sample ID
R-1
R-10
Sn-1
Sn-10
Pb-1
Pb-10

% RA
8.80
23.19
7.85
21.10
7.20
21.11
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X-ray diffraction was conducted on the surface perpendicular to the RD-TD plane (i.e. on
the RD-ND plane). Panalytical X-ray diffractometer with CuKα radiation was used. The system
is equipped with a monochromator, a stepping motor and an MDI control and digital output.
Neutron diffraction tests were conducted at the High-Pressure-Preferred-Orientation
(HIPPO) beam line at Los Alamos National Laboratory. It is designed to collect data for texture
analysis. The crystallographic preferred orientation was analyzed using pole figures, created
from the data using the Material Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD) software [8].
Results and discussion
X-ray diffractograms of the samples are shown in Fig. 2 (a-c). Comparison was made
between the diffractogram of the slightly deformed alloys and the highly deformed ones, as well
as between the different alloys. Most notable in all is the absence of the basal plane reflection
in the highly deformed sample. This is a result of the strong texture developed that causes the
basal plane to rotate to the rolling plane. Some small differences between the three alloys can
be seen too. Most notable is the strengthening of the pyramidal plane in the RD-ND plane in
the reference alloy (AZ-31). Because the information obtained from the X-ray diffraction is
limited to some 50 µm under the surface, and it provides data only about crystallographic planes
parallel to the surface, neutron diffraction was performed that provides information over the
whole volume as well as complete pole figures.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure2. X-ray diffraction of the three alloys before rolling and after heavy deformation
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Pole figures of the three alloys are shown in Fig. 3 (basal plane {0001}) and in Fig. 4
(prismatic plane{101̅0}).

Figure 3. Basal plane pole figures
(For sample nomenclature refer to
Table 1)

Figure 4. Prismatic plane pole figures
(For sample nomenclature refer to
Table 1)

From the pole figures, it is evident that the initial texture is far from being random.
Comparing with Fig.1 at Wang and Huang [9], it is seen that after more than 20% engineering
strain (‘highly deformed’), the texture of the three alloys is mostly a {0001} fiber texture. The
strength of the texture somewhat differs between the three alloys, but its nature remains the
same. The slight deviation from a perfect fiber texture, results from the initial texture at the
“slightly deformed” state. At that state, it can be characterized as a weak {101̅0}<0001> texture.
During rolling, this texture is first “destroyed” and then the fiber texture gradually develops.
Conclusions
Rolling ductile Mg alloys (AZ31 plus Sn and Pb), develops {0001} fiber texture similar in
nature to the one found in unalloyed Mg [2]. It is concluded that the same slip systems and
twinning mechanism operate, and the source of the observed difference in mechanical behavior
[10] has other sources, such as microstructure and precipitates formed with the addition of the
new elements.
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Abstract
The goal of this research is to design and build a hybrid 3D metal printer/machining system
capable to produce functional high quality parts. It is well know that 3D printing became
affordable but still could not provide high precision and finish quality, on the other hand
machining process can produce high quality parts, but at higher cost, waste of material, and time.
This 3D metal printing/machining system takes advantages of the both methods providing fast,
efficient, and low cost production. As an additional benefit the proposed system is user friendly,
so person without experience and knowledge how machine works can produce functional, high
quality products. The 3D metal printer/machining system is easy to build, maintain, and
affordable so average user could even make it themselves. The machine works by depositing
metal (3D printing), one layer at a time, then precisely machining the material on that layer.
Next, a new layer is added on the top of the previous one and machined again; these operations
are repeated multiple times to produce a part. Both 3D metal printing and machining are
digitally controlled from computer program using common Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
programming and digital interface for 3D printing. User uploads the 3D design, the same way as
common 3D printers are operated.

Introduction
1.1 Background
At present the majority of 3D printing technology has been developed around termoplastics and
even this is still a very new technology. While there are many options in plastics, metal 3D
printing, with a few exceptions, has been largely confined to costly pieces of equipment like one
used in the jet propulsion industries [1]. There are some major developments in the industrial
grade 3D metal printers using laser sintering and post machining technology, to increasing the
strength of the material created [2]. Most of them are applied for highly specialized products,
have very limited application, and use very expensive machines (from $800k to several millions
dollars) and processes (exotic materials, power consumption, maintenance). This would not
permit this technology to be brought to the common user to produce functional, ready to use
products. There are several attempts to produce affordable 3D metal printers [3], but the quality
and finish of the products make them unsuitable for application without additional machining.
Some of the special concerns for 3D metal printing over plastics printing is the need to refine the
surface finish in order to maintain the level of detail desired and capability to produce complete
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parts, without open surfaces on the top. The application of metal 3D printing offers more
challenges, because of the need for high temperature, so the melted metal bonds together.
1.2 Additive and subtractive manufacturing
At present additive manufacturing [AM] is one of the fastest growing manufacturing systems.
The widespread is became the usage is simple and it is often called 3D printing, implying that it
is an extension of the 2D printing in one more dimension, but allowing 3D object to be produces.
The explosive increase of the 3D printer usage is based on the fact that everybody, without any
engineering knowledge can produce their object anytime at any place, and mostly at home.
Another factor for widely usage is that the cost of the AM type 3D printer and materials became
very affordable. Additive manufacturing is type of so called 3D printing process, when a material
is added layer by layer to build 3D structure. We will explain this general process to reveal the
difference with the proposed system explained later.
At first the 3D model is created using CAD, 3D modeling software or ready design is acquired
[4]. Then the 3D model is converted to STL (Stereolithography) file or other format, commonly
used by AM/3D printers. The STL format is converted to slices that have two dimensions outline
path for controlling the tool and material delivery motion, based on the AM/3D printer
parameters, high of the layer, size of the material, precision required. The tool path is created
from each slice, material is deposit on the layer and the tool or table moves vertical one step
equal to the distance between slices, depending on the height of the material place on each layer.
Special coded program (most common it is type of CNC program, so called G code) drives
automatically the table/tool on horizontal plane each layer, then moves one step on vertical
direction and drive the tool to deposit material on the previous layer. This process is repeater
multiple times till the 3D object is created.
1.3 Proposed 3D Metal Printing/Machining
Traditional AM have many limitations, like materials, mostly plastics, small working volume,
and low quality could not even get closer to the industrial created products. One if the biggest
problem is the functionally of the object produces. In most of the cases object is produced just to
prove the design concept with limited application. There is no question that high volume and
quality products still will be made by industrial manufacturing from plastics or metal. So the
subtractive process of metal cutting will continue to be one of the most common processes in the
future. Looking at the advantages and limitations of AM/3D printing and subtractive
manufacturing process we can derive a new method the take the best of both processes without
drawback of them. To distinguish our process from traditional AM, and subtractive
manufacturing (mostly metal cutting) we call our system 3D metal printing/machining, since is
combines both process but is applied exclusive for metals.
To achieve the quality of subtractive manufacturing (machining) and the flexibly and easy usage
of AM/3D printing we propose 3D metal printing/machining system that combines the
advantages of both systems. While there are industrial grade machines and examples of laser
sintering and subsequence machining process available for high end manufacturing, the cost of
such machine is so high so make it practically inapplicable for common company and user.
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Proposed system is using the flexibility of 3D printing by applying two well-established
technology, welding and Computer Numerical Controlled machining to create a fully functional
finished metal products. This research is based on our previous successful experience to create
3D printing of special sand molds, by creating layer and machining them [5, 6, 7]. While this is
quite successful in creating very complex, near net shape molds, we still need to do secondary
machine operations on some surfaces after casting the functional part. This experience led us to
this new idea to produce directly functional metal parts that can be used right after the process is
finished.
1.4 3D Metal Printing/Machining operations
The proposed system machine operates similar to a 3D printer and 3 axis CNC machine, see
Figure 1. There are several main components. The Gas metal arc welding (GMAW), also called
metal inert gas (MIG), has retractable welding head attached to the CNC machining head. During
the 3D printing part of the process the welding head is moved close to the tabletop fixture.
Welding machine delivers the build welding wire and weld a layer on the build platform fixture.
To format the shape of a layer CNC machine controls the movement of the table in X, Y
direction, while the welder deliver and welds the material on each layer, next welding head
retracts, the cutting tool is placed in position and follow the path for cutting one of the sides of
the. After layer is machined, the welding head is put down back in welding position, while the
high of the is adjust by moving in up one step and the next layer is deliver. Again this
welding/machining sequence process is repeated over and over again until the part is completed.
A standard CNC program provides the control of the machine for both, welding and machining.
Automation of the vertical position of the welding head and the cutting tools are also defined by
in the program.
CNC
machining
head

Welding Head
moves in Z
direction

Z dir.

(retract after
each layer)
Part

Build
welding
wire

Build platform

moves in X, Y
directions

Figure1. 3D Metal printing/machining
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2. Methodology
2.1 Feasibility study and testing of the 3D metal printing/machining system concept
This project defines parameters for a 3D metal printer with machining capability as an alternative
to the more expensive options on the market currently. This machine would have the capability
to deposit and remove metal material from the work piece. The machine would follow the 3D
design, created using a 3D solid modeling program and uploaded to it. The machine would need
to be able to withstand higher temperatures needed to work with metals, while still maintaining
the accuracy desired. A set of specifications would need to be created in order to keep the
project on track and set a set of benchmarks that should be accomplished.
We are investigating suitable metal 3D printing technology for metal deposition. We have
examined several methods for 3D metal printing to deliver material layer by layer. One of the
common way to build material is gas metal arc welding (GMAW), also called metal inert gas
(MIG) welding, provides a sufficient method to build material structure but lacks a building
precision. At present we have complete prototyping using MIG welding and machining
controlled by CNC machine. Although the testing process so far is semi-automated and the
prototype machine is not fully completed, we have been investigating the process of weld metal
deposition and CNC machining to optimize the input parameter for the final 3D printer/machine
system that will function completely automatically.
2.2 Operation process of the 3D metal printing/ machining system
The operation process of the 3D metal printing/machining system is show in the following
figures bellow. At the initial stage of the process a CAD model is created and then converted to
STL data, see Figure 2 (left) and (middle). Most of the CAD or 3D modeling software have
capabilities to convert 3D parametric model to a mesh STL format. The STL model data format
is then imported to 3D slicing software to create individual slices, based on desired parameters
such as layer height, solid layer, infill, fill pattern, pattern spacing, diameter of the wire, size of
the objects, starting point, etc., as show in Figure 2 (right). Some of the slicing software can
produce directly CNC G-code, so additionally speeds, feed rates, cooling needs to be defined for
a specific machine.

Figure 2. CAD models (left) STL model (middle), Sliced and CCN code generation (right)
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The actual 3D printing/machining proces start after the program is loaded in the CNC system. At
first the welding head, in down position, deposit a thin layer of material on the fixture plate
attached to the machine table, see Figure 3 (left). The movement of the table is controlled by the
CNC program while the welder power and wire feed is controlled by the MIG welder. Starting
and stopping of the welding process is also controlled by the CNC program. After the layer is
finished the welding head retracts and the cutting tool cut the path on the chosen side of the wall
guided by the CNC program, see Figure 3 middle and right. The process is repeated multiple
times till the product is completed. Depends on the requirements, the system program may also
need to control machining the wall on the top of some layer and on the other side. After testing
that prove of the concept gives good result, the new 3D printer/machining system has been
designed and build.

Figure 3. 3D metal printing (left) and machining processes

2.3 Design and build 3D metal printing/ machining system
The goals of this project are to design and build a personal hybrid 3D printer/machining system
capable of producing functional high quality parts. The proposed 3D metal printing/machining
machine should be something that the average user could afford to build and keep in their house.
This machine would have the capability to deposit metal, one layer at the time, then precisely
machine metal material on same layer. These operations are repeated many times till the
complete part is produced. Both 3D printing and machining are automatically controlled from
computer program using common Computer Numerical Control (CNC) programming and digital
interface for 3D printing. From user perspective, the machine will create a part from the 3D
design uploaded to the computer, the same way as common 3D printers are operated. The
machine would need to be able to withstand higher temperatures needed to work with metals,
while still maintaining the desired accuracy during the machining part of the process. At present
the design and bill of materials is completed, building of the prototype machine has started, and
the goal in the following months is to finish and test the actual machine.
Another method that we are been investigated is using 3D printing process with low temperature
melting alloys (bellow 450 C0 degree). Again, the same problem with low precious and quality
as welding will persist. In order to make quality surface, we will machine each layer, as soon as
it is deposit on its place, using CNC machine head, and repeat the process till the work piece is
complete. Since we already have a CNC machine from our previous project [8], this will be
relatively easy task.
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3 Results and Discussion
To investigate the feasibility of proposed 3D printing/machining system we completed several
sample feature build processes with different complexity to test different parameters settings and
to optimize speed and quality of 3D printed and machined parts. The mockup setup for the 3D
printer /machining system is using an industrial grade GMAW welder (Mid States -Tri Arc 160)
with welding head attached to the spindle of the 3 axis CNC milling machine (Milltronics
Partner MB 18).
This system operates in similar matter as the proposed system. The welder arm is attached to the
CNC spindle with retractable arm, after the welder prints one or more layer it is retracted and the
milling tool remove the excess material on one or both side of the build wall. On some of the
layers the milling tools also machine the top of the layer to clear it for next deposition or to finish
the surface. Since both the welder arm and tool are controlled from the CNC computer, high
quality can be achieved matching on of part produced with industrial CNC machine. Next we
will explain in detail procedure how this process was realized.
At first we build several simple straight walls to investigate the feasibility of building thin layers
on the top of each other and machine them with the setup and procedure described above. As it is
shown in the Figure 4 (left), the wall was built with predefined feed speed rate and welding
parameters. Although the wall was build successfully, it is clear the higher quality of the surface
of the wall was achieved only after the machining, see Figure 4 (right). The second group of
experiments with 3D welding was building of several overlapping strips of the base layer, it was
done mostly to test the parameters, width and height of each strip, before we make to more
complex shape such as box or cylinder.

Figure 4. 3D printed wall before (left) and after (right) machining

Later, walls of a box were successfully 3D printed and machined with high quality, without
cracks and gaps in the wall material, as shown in Figure 5, (left). Our goal was to build a hollow
object, instead of complete solid that can be easily achieved but will mean a lot of wasted
material. Next challenge was covering the pocket gap inside the box. Since the gap between
walls was quite wide (1.5”x1.5”) the welding layer cannot overlap enough when placing next to
each other. To fill the gap, we placed a tiny piece of sheet metal to provide connectivity for the
arc, and welded on the top of the surfaces with two layers to provide structural rigidity. This
process allow us to build a hollow box rather than one filled with the metal. We also found out
that if the welder head is incline under certain angle, this pocket gab can be covered by adjusting
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the welding and feed rate parameters, as normally welders in industry are doing. Since we need
full control of all parameters, including welding head position and rotation control, this will be
tested after completing our own prototype machine.
Finally we tested a process of creating of the small cylinder, see Figure 4 (right), but the
temperature increased considerable, since we started building the layers on top of each other
without stopping, and we decided that some cooling feature to the welding layer, to avoid
overheating, need to be added. We are continuing to test and optimize the process with goal to
have completed and actual part to make final adjustments of the building procedure. Successfully
completed these tests allow us to finalize the design of the prototype machine and working
parameters that can perform 3D metal printing/machining of complex shapes.

Figure 5. 3D metal printing and machining of hollow box

The material was tested for hardness and to see if it was cracked. From the Rockwell hardness
test the hardness of the material was found to be Rockwell A scale 48.1. Another test was done
to see if there is any crack between the layers, which is a common problem with welding parts. A
magnetic particle inspection was done and no cracks were found.
We believe this project will be successful, as it is build based on previous experience gain by our
research group, who have successfully build three 3D printer and maintain them, as well as
several commercial one working at Computer Integrated Design lab. One of the 3D printer FDM
(fused deposition modeling) we built has large work envelope about 3 x 3 x 3 feet, while the
latest one can do 3D plastic printing and machining [8]. We also have successfully produced 3D
casting parts using light-cured sand for rapid casting technology. The process involves layer
curing with high intensity pulsed light source and CNC precious machining to produce high
quality functional casting mods and parts. As a prove of the concept we were able not only to
produce functional, high quality parts but also to make parts that are typically impossible or very
difficult to produce using existing casting technology [5,6,7].
This 3D metal printing/machining method, utilizing precision machining, has two major
advantages. First, it allow precise machining at each layer to follow dimensional and tolerance
requirements. Second, it proved building of very complex structure with undercuts, overlaps,
etc., with a simple 3 axis CNC machining. Third, as an additional benefits, the requirements to
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machining for power, size, and speed are minimal as we are machining only a thin layer, one
layer at the time.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed and successfully complete 3D metal printing/machining for function parts and
designed a prototype system. One of the best advantages of the proposed technology its
capability to produce high quality finished functional part in one setup. By using 3D printing
process and machining, each layer quality is controlled precisely, thus make it possible creating
of complex sculpture surfaces with intricate internal and external shapes that cannot be achieved
with traditional CNC machines or 3D printers. In addition, it make possible to make multicompound products and in some case eliminate assembly and finishing operations. Further, the
amount of the material used can be reduced significantly as it makes possible creating of hollow
part since only the functional loading walls need to me made. Finally, 3D printing and machining
process, as derivative of existing 3D printing, will allow users without special knowledge to
produce functional parts in his own. As the technology evolves, it can be also used to create
features on the top of existing parts, or in some case to rebuild existing part to original
functionality. At last but not least, the proposed system is designed and build from affordable
materials and devises allowing everyone with interest to build one for himself.
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Abstract
This paper aims to test the mechanical properties of thermoplastic materials that can be
used for 3D printing of human bone structure substitute. In many cases bone replacement
is required. That’s why bone substitute is a significant issue in such situations. As a
result, the artificial bone substitute materials are widely used in medical applications. The
most common method to produce 3D printed items out of thermoplastic materials is
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). The most used thermoplastic materials are ABS,
PLA, PCL, PVA and Nylon.

1. Introduction
1.1. Building bone structure
3D geometry of bones can be acquired using MRI or CT scan of the actual body organs
[1]. After that, the 3D modeling software is used to produce the new part or the model of
the missing bone structure. The 3D model then is imported to the 3D printing software
for building the substitute bone structure [1]. There are many successful tries recently to
print 3D items for human bone substitutes using 3D printing technology [2-3]. Therefore,
many biocompatible materials have been studied and researched to investigate their
strength and the possibility of their use in bone structures by 3D printing.
1.2. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
FDM is a modern method widely used to produce 3D printed items from thermoplastics.
It takes the plastic filament and drives it through the extruder heats it up and deposit the
molten plastic on the build platform to start building a 3D item layer by layer. The first
step is to make 3D model and then convert it to STL format to produce the 3D object.
STL format has advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of this format is that it
facilitates the geometry of the object by reducing to it is initial components. The
disadvantage of this format is that the object loses some of its resolution because it uses
just triangles to represent the geometry [4].
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Once the STL file format is imported to Makerware software to be prepared for 3D
printing, it is sliced into many similar thin slices that become layers. These layers
describe the two dimensional lanes that the 3D printing process will build, which when
stacked upon one another, will create directly a 3D item matching the original design. It
is obvious that, the thinner is the layer, and higher is the precision of the lane movement,
the higher is the precision that can be carried out for the item [5].
The working mechanism of the FDM technique is shown in figure 1. It takes plastic
filament from a coil and drives it through the extruder. Then the plastic is heated and
melted by the heat extrusion nozzle and the molten filament flows through the nozzles
and is deposited on the building plate to form layers. The heads move on the X-Y axes to
form the specific shape of the layer and the platform moves vertically on the Z axes [5].
Head moves x
and y

Heat
Extrusion
nozzles

Build
material
spool

Support
material
spool

Part with
supporting
material

Build platform
moves in z
direction

Figure1. Fused Deposition Modeling

3D printing is used to produce fulfilled products because the thermoplastic has become a
common material widely used and in some applications, it is the only choice to create
parts with specific properties [6].
1.3. Thermoplastics
Thermoplastics have been used successfully as a replacement for certain metals for many
years and recently the biomaterials used widely in medical application. 3D printing has a
very significant role in improving these materials with high performance, minimum cost
and enhancing resistance to environment conditions. The low melting temperature used in
3D printing is considered as the advantage of the technology to create high quality parts
for manufacturing and in medical applications also allowing precise replacement of
tissue, specifically bone structures [7 -10].
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2. Methodology
2.1. 3D printing of test samples
Using 3D printing technology four different samples of thermoplastic materials were
printed. ABS (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene), PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol), PLA
(Polylactic Acid) and Nylon 618 were selected. The mechanical properties and structure
of these thermoplastic materials are different as shown in table 1 below [11-14].
Material

Tensile
Elongation Melting
strength
Point
ABS
70 MPa
25%
220°C
PVA
65MPa
3%
185°C
PLA
70 MPa
3.8%
178 °C
Nylo 618
66.0 MPa
300%
218 °C
Table 1. Mechanical properties of thermoplastic Materials

We use 3D slicer or OsiriX software to design 3D models and then we convert it to STL
format for 3D printing. Figure 2 below shows the test sample imported by the software in
STL format. We can control the sample size and dimensions as we need as well as we can
control the other parameters such as temperature, extruder speed, travel federate, plate
temperature, infill percentage and resolution. In addition, figure 3 shows the 3D printer
running during printing the test sample.

Figure 2. Test sample imported using Maker ware software
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Figure 3. MakerBot during the printing of the tensile test sample

2.2. Creating of 3D bone structure model using OsiriX
OsiriX is free open software used to create 3D models of human organs from CT and
MRI scans. Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and
ultrasound scans are high quality images used for medical applications including
surgeries. To create 3D models for 3D printing bone structure in addition to CT and MRI
we can use DICOM images and slice information from actual patients [15].
For creating 3D model there are several steps required to be achieved. The initial step
when we get started is the region of interest (ROI) must be selected on the image. After
that the segmentation should be performed to separate the borders of the organ. An
example of using OsiriX to make 3D model is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. ROI and segmentation in OsiriX
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OsiriX aims to view, approximate, read and post processing the images. OsiriX software
presents very developed post processing techniques for 2D imaging, database, and 3D
models. Figure 4 illustrates collection of images used to describe the ROI (region of
interest) and segmentation as illustrated in the upper right corner to create the 3D model.
Once the segmentation is finished through all the slides, the volumization is carried out to
make the 3D shape. As shown in figure 5, the 3D model is visualized by OsiriX. Then the
model is exported to 3D format, which is STL in our case to be printed by 3D printer.

Figure 5. 3D model created after segmentation in Osirix

The mechanical properties of the thermoplastic material can be investigated after printing
the test sample. Then we will be able to make a decision if the thermoplastic biomaterials
can be used for bone structure. The mechanical properties of the samples are ready to be
tested once the samples are printed by using tensile test machine (MTS) at ambient
temperature.
2.3. Cleaning 3D model using MeshLab
We use MeshLab software for cleaning a mesh, which means trying to remove all the tiny
geometrical irregularities that may be found in shelf meshes. Common problems we
usually check, such as duplicated vertices, unreferenced vertices, null faces, self
intersecting faces, non manifold faces and small holes. For filling holes, we use the holes
filler tool that allows us to select holes and edit them in different ways. The basic filling
algorithm uses a technique inserts a face between two adjacent border edges. This
algorithm selects every time the best pair of adjacent borders edge into the hole. Then we
smooth the model and the smoothing process can be performed by several different
criteria as shown in figure 6 below [16].
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Figure 6. 3D model of femur bone cleaned and smoothed using Meshlab

We printed bone structure sample to test the accuracy of 3D printer as shown in figure 7
below. OsiriX was used to design 3D models from CT and MRI scans using
segmentation techniques to create specific bone structures. 3D models were exported to
STL format to be printed by the 3D printer. Designing and building specific fixtures for
bone structures mechanical properties being tested and investigated is our goal.

Figure 7. 3D printed bone femur structure

3. Results and Discussion
We use FDM techniques to print four different thermoplastic materials. Two samples
were printed from each category and tested. We use an MTS machine to test the tensile
strength of the thermoplastics. The software of MTS in figure 8 shows the breaking
point of ABS is 727.8 N after 17.58 sec at 0.2 mm/sec and 15% infill.
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Figure 8. ABS tensile strength test

Consequently, the breaking point of PVA was 563 N after 65.92 sec, PLA was 394 N at
14 sec, Nylon 618 was 239 N after 80.8 sec all the samples were tested with 15% infill at
the same speed 0.2 mm/sec and the same room temperature 20 C°.

Figure 9. PVA tensile strength
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Figure 10. PLA tensile strength

Figure 11. Nylon 618 tensile strength

Table 2 shows the results of the tensile strength after testing with the MTS machine.

ABS
14.6

Tensile strength (N/mm²)
PLA
PVA
48.1
9.27

Nylon 618
4.8

By making a comparison between the results of the tensile strength of 3D printed samples
that we get and the values of the material safety data sheet (MSDS) of the manufacturer,
we found that our results are less than the ones we get from the manufacturer. This
difference was obviously marked due to the structure filling of the tested thermoplastic
samples, which was 15% rather than a 100% solid filling structure. Further study of the
actual bone structure substitutes will be tested and investigated including bone strength,
porosity and biodegradability.
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4. Conclusion
In brief, four different tested samples of thermoplastic materials were printed by using
fused deposition modeling (FDM) and investigated by using an MTS machine. The
thermoplastic materials were tested ABS, PVA, PLA and Nylon 618. The results show
that the tensile strength of these thermoplastics shrink and were less than the tensile
strength that we get from manufacturers data sheets, but is still durable enough to be used
as a bone replacement.
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Abstract
Robots are used more and more in industries; it inevitable that that they are going to share the
same environment in which humans work. The aim of this research is to sense and recognize the
human or any other moving object that appears in it the working envelope of the robot and to
calculate the precise location and direction of motion of the human or object. An approach has
been proposed, to collect the precise information about the position and movement of the human
or object, with the help of multiple sensors data fusion. This information about the location of
human or object is then used by the Intelligent Robot Controlling System (IRCS), which controls
the movement of robot, to recognize new obstacles in path of movement of robot and modify
trajectory accordingly. This would make human and robot interaction safe in shared workplace
and can be used for cooperate with each other on some manufacturing of assemble process to
work in an efficient manner.
Keywords: robot, human-robot interaction, coordination, path adjustment, space motion, virtual reality

1. Introduction
People are working in shared human-robot spaces. According to the World Robotics
Organization [1], approximately industrial 174,600 robots were in operation throughout North
America in 2010, after significant increase of 33 percent, with annual rate of 9 percent increase
for the following three years and beyond. There is exponentially increase of the number of robots
in industry, households, children’s toys, and space and sea exploration is increasing. Worldwide
industrial robots in operation are 1,027,000. In addition, one of the fastest growing groups of
robots are service robots: domestic use - 5.6 millions and entertainment and leisure use - 3.1
millions for 2009.
At present the existing industrial practice is to keep humans and robots completely separate.
Each robot is placed inside a metal cage to keeps people away and safe. Safety can also be
provided by a so-called three-level safety system that includes a light curtain, pressure mats, and
ultrasonic sensors. The existing systems provide safe workplace by eliminating any close
contacts between humans and robots is based on technological assumptions from the last century.
Most robots used in daily life already use the newest technologies (sensors, computers and
software) to provide safe work-at-home and services sector. Therefore the application of robots
in industry needs to be modernized to be able to perform in human presence and to collaborate
with them.
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Most of robots used today in industry do not have much intelligence in sensing and computing
capabilities, but new robots shall be able to react and adjust to any changes in their environment
in real-time; thus working together with humans is shared space should be safe and possible.
At present robots are not only replacing human in attaining difficult tasks, but also they can pose
new risks to workers. For example, while a robot may appear to be idle a remote signal may
cause sudden motion, which may lead it to change its path and respond to a change in conditions
[2]. Existing robot with their control systems can harm the human or objects which are in the
working space of the robot. So for the robots to be able to work effectively in a human
environment they should have clear perception of the environment in which it operates. They
should extract enough information about the environment, so that it can interact with human that
are present in the surroundings of the robot. We have proposed an approach, with the help of
sensors data fusion in collecting the information of the human present in an environment. The
main aim is to detect, recognize the human present in the sensing range of the robot.
1.1 Application of Sensors in Robots
To make robots to work effectively and to perform assigned tasks in human environment, there is
a need for comprehensive information about surroundings that can be supplied by multiple
sensors. The environments in which sensors operate can produce broad range information such
as temperature, humidity, light levels, and change in position. Therefore sensing any changes in
the environment the robot controller shall be able to modify the motion path.
For the robot completing an assigned task is important, while at the same time it should ensure
the human safety. Sensors are being developed to meet this need by making robot systems
adaptive and intelligent. This can be attained by obtaining information about the robot’s
workplace and the object present in the environment.
1.2 Using Virtual Reality for robot simulation and control
The rationale for choosing virtual reality (VR) is its unique features and flexibility. A 3-D virtual
environment [3] includes a map of the environment such as the walls etc., the location and
orientation of the robots, which are marked with panoramic images, and the virtual location of
the other users present in the system. The user is not only able to explore the environment, but
also to control the robots to ensure that a collision does not occur and to avoid obstacles. It gives
us real life experience to interact with the life like model or environment in safety and
convenient times. We can build any environment virtually and control the objects as we like. It
provides us control over the simulation that is usually not possible in real-life situation [4].
Virtual Environment (VE) is the VR space where the simulation is done. Within VE, we can
visualize, simulate, and analyze the human-robot interaction from each side respectively. On the
other hand, if we perform the same interaction in real situation we can face limitations. For
example, the robot cannot resume work after an improper operation that can also harm the
human or robot itself. If the operation is not conforming to the accepted standards we have to test
it again. As a result, the real simulation would be very expensive and sensors could not use be

tested in advance. However in VR we can easily change the location, orientation, and program
path of the virtual robot and the placement of virtual work tools and manufactured products. The
added advantage is that we can make desired modifications immediately and easily and test the
simulation number of times.
In general, experimenting with a working robot and human is too dangerous. In addition testing
the simulation practically with real sensors is very expensive. On the other hand, industrial
standards do not allow for human-robot interaction because it can be risky for the human.
Safeguarding devices and practices are used to minimize any hazards associated with robot
experimentation but cannot be completely eliminated. In this research we have used VR for the
detection and recognition of the human or object and its position from the robot with the help of
sensors. We believe that VR simulation is the best choice for testing human-robot interaction
using sensors and in the future could be used for some functions in real environment. Once the
simulation is tested within VR simulation with affirmative results the actual implementation
system using real robot and sensors can be build.

2. Methodology
This study proposes an approach to detect and recognize any human or object present in the
vicinity of the robot. It gives a concept of how to explore the unknown environment in the
surroundings of the robot. For this approach, we have used VR as a tool, using group of sensors
to do the simulation. It allows any robot to work in the human environment without any risk
involved to human or robot. The required data is collected in Virtual environment using selected
group of sensors. These sensors are mounted on robot to collect the required data set . Each data
set is a collection of different types of information such as position, orientation, shape, size etc.
In this research, sensors are mounted on the top of the robot. The set of sensors used are
proximity sensors, video camera, and laser sensor (or ladder sensor). The data collected is
updated continuously by providing the latest information about the surroundings of the robot.
The robot currently used in this research is Motorman UPJ. It has six axes: sweep, lower arm,
upper arm, rotate, bend, and twist. Each joint has its respective axis namely S-axis, L-axis, Uaxis, R-axis, B-axis, T-axis. The robots’ parts were measured, then modeled in Pro/Engineer and
Catia, and finally imported to Virtual Reality software Eon Reality. The individual robot parts
are assembled with respect to their axis in Eon Reality and appropriate degree of freedom as
placed on each axis. Behavior model, control algorithm, including input/output from sensors
signals, and intelligent logics for interaction with human were developed and run within the VR
software.
2.1 Virtual Reality simulation, algorithm, and function control system
Virtual Reality simulation and control system developed is shown in Figure 1. Sensors are
activated whenever the human or moving object is detected within the range of the proximity
sensor of the robot. It main objective is to locate and measure the distance to the human or
object.
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When the proximity sensor detected new object it sends the measured data to the Intelligent
Optimized Control System (IOCS) that activates a video camera.
The video camera records the human or objects approaching and captures motion frames. The
data captured is processed by MATLAB algorithm that calculates the two dimensional (2D)
silhouette (outline and shape) of the captured human or object. The silhouette points of the
human or objects are converted to three dimensional (3-D) space points and send the IOCS. As a
result a laser sensor is activated that scans only the area defined by the silhouette algorithm of
the human or object, present in the sensing area, and determines the exact position and the three
dimensional coordinates (x, y, z). This collected data points from the laser sensor is send to the
IOCS.
Alternatively to the laser sensor, a lader sensor can be activated (it is designed as a group of laser
beams). It scans the area of the human or objects that is in sensing range of the robot and gives
the volume of the data points of the human or object. The main advantage of the ladder sensor
over laser sensor is it scans larger area with high speed and accuracy. It also gives more data
points of the human or object than can be directly converted to volumetric information.
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Figure 1. Human robot interaction and control system

The IOCS analyzes the collected data from proximity sensor, camera and laser sensor (or ladder
sensor) and determines exact position and orientation of the human or object and its 3-D

measurements. It also can define if the approaching human or object is near to the robot working
envelope then it can modify the robot arm motion and avoids any further collision from the
human or object. Intersection of calculated 3-D space motion envelopes of robot and
approaching human/object is used to calculate new the modified path that is sent to robot
controller. Further precise calculation of those 3-D envelopes would allow safe collaboration
between humans and robots, when a human can give/ take a part to/from robot.
2.2 Distance measurement with proximity sensor
The proximity sensors are mounted on the robot with a sensing area that is in the form of semisphere. We will explain the concept of the sensors operations with an example, shown in Figure
2. The sensing range can be divided into three (or more) areas namely proximity area 1,
proximity area 2, and proximity area 3. The main objective of the proximity sensor is to locate an
approaching human/object and detect the distance to it. To cover completely the surrounding
area several proximity sensors are used. The sensing range detects any obstacles within the
predefined range from the center of the robot.
Proximity Sensor
Area 3
Proximity Sensor
Area 2
Proximity Sensor
Area 1

Human movement

Robot

Figure 2. Proximity Sensor measurement of the human approaching the robot

Figure 2 shows the function of the proximity sensor, where the human approaching the robot. It
gives the distance of the object from the robot, whenever any obstacle is detected in the
proximity range. Proximity sensor gives the signal of presence of a human or object is in the
sensing range and the distance to it. This signal is sent to the IOCS, indicating that the human is
in the sensing range; the distance is measured and is collected in the data collection file.
Whenever a human or object enters the vicinity of the proximity sensor, it gives the updated
distance of the object with respect to the time. The updated distances detected are saved in data
collection file through IOCS to be used for calculation and control of other sensors.
2.3 Video camera silhouette algorithm
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The video camera used in this research work is a CCD camera. These types of cameras are
inexpensive and widely available. The camera is mounted at the base of the robot. Whenever any
human or object enters in the proximity area of the robot, measured by the proximity sensors, a
signal is sent to activate the video camera and records the information of any objects in the
vicinity of the robot. We used a background segmentation algorithm [5], with MATLAB to
obtain the silhouette. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it captures only the moving
objects. It does not capture any static objects like walls, doors etc. This algorithm captures the
approaching human or objects frame by frame and processes the movie in number of frames. The
result is a capture of human or object image and that is represented in 2D data points. The
algorithm essentially calculates the silhouette of the human or objects and detects the corner
points of the image and gives it in pixel values. This algorithm builds the silhouettes by taking
the pixel color from every fourth frame and clears the data above and below a pair of thresholds.
From the remaining frames it estimates the mean and variance of each pixels color assuming to
be a normal distribution.
Proximity
Area 3
Proximity Sensor
Area 2
Proximity
Area 1

Camera

Figure 3. Video camera captures the motion of human approaching the robot

In this research, we have used a video of human approaching the robot. An example of how the
algorithm processes the video of approaching human is shown in Figure 3. Here we have taken
three different positions where the human is at three different distances. These three different
distances coinciding with a distance measured by the proximity sensor areas explained above. By
synchronizing the time, we know the distance (from proximity sensor) of the human from the
robot and obtain the silhouette data with respect to that frame. The information then is processed
by IOCS and used to control the laser sensor movement.
2.4 Measurements with laser sensor
Laser sensor is a device which emits the light beam. The laser beam to be used in real
environment is of type not harmful to the human. An example of the simulated laser that scans
the surface of the object and collects the data points is shown in Figure 4. The laser scanning
points controlled IOCS are calculate directly from video camera silhouette algorithm.

Proximity
Area 3
Proximity
Area 2
Proximity
Area 1

Laser sensor

Figure 4. Laser sensor measurement of human approaching the robot

When the laser sensor is activated, it scans only the human or object silhouette (calculated from
video foreground algorithm) that is in the vicinity of the proximity range. It measures precisely
the distance to the human or object, from it x, y, z coordinates data points are calculated. The
laser sensor collected data points set with respect to the time. Further 3-D surface models of the
human or object is calculated as show later in this paper.
2.5 Measurements with Primesence sensors
Instead of exiting sensors that are very expensive and computer intensive we are investigating
new technologies that became available recently. This technologies can be applied for
measurements of the movement of robot and human in real time.
One of the promising technology we are testing now is using Kinetic for Windows that employ
Primesense sensors [6, 7].
Real time motion depth data measurement is accomplished by as system with IR emitter and
camera. The IR emitter radiates infrared light beams then the depth sensor reads the IR beams
reflected back to the sensor. The reflected beams are measuring the distance between an object
and the sensor and convert it a depth image (3D) In addition this system has RGB camera with
high resolution 1280x960 resolution that maps the real image on the 3D measured data sensors
[8]
The fast measurements and processing algorithms working with several moving humans/objects
make it possible to be applied to propped human/robot interaction system. Since the processing
of the 3D and picture image is in real time this make it possible to be implemented in control
system. This technology was successfully tested to measure and calculate the movement of
human that control robot in real time [9]. We are investigating the capabilities to be applied for
high precision detail measurements to replace the array of sensors proposed, proximity, laser,
radar, with one single combined sensor system.
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3. Results and discussions
Sensors in this application are mounted on the arms of the robot or inside its working space. The
robot control and sensor data will be collected for human/objects approaching the robot. The
data from each type of sensors is used as input to the next sensor while at the same time accuracy
increases while at the same time the built-in redundancy in measurement with each sensor allows
safe operation.
The proposed OIRCS software/hardware system is built based on the following concept. A
robot in the environment has the data for positions, sensory direction data, collision detection, or
the point of collision information within the environment. Input data for the system of initial and
target points for the robot are used by the OIRCS for its feedback system to control the robot and
avoid collision (by calculating the intersection motion space envelopes) with the external source.
A new position is self-determined by the intelligent system to make sure of any new encounters
with an external object. When the system detects the approach or collision (close proximity) of
humans or objects, it modifies the motion of the robot for a collision-free path until the robot
reaches its goal point. From human movements, measured by sensor, 3-D space motion
envelopes can be constructed, and from their intersections with the robot motion envelope a safe
solution can be easily found.
3.1 Distance measurement with proximity sensors
The first group of sensors, several short range proximity sensors, is attached to the robot arms to
provide safety measures with high fidelity and accuracy. Those sensors similar to the existing
industrial applications allow safety work. Sensors measure the range to the human body/hand or
object at any stage of the motion. If no external objects are sensed within a predefined minimum
(safe) distance, the robot works normally. If a human body/hand or object is sensed, then the
intelligent control system modifies the trajectory, leading to a collision-free path for the robot.
The second group of long range proximity sensors is used to measure distance to the
human/object to be used by the next group of sensors. It is calibrated to detect motion toward the
robot. When a human or object is on the path approaching the working robot, the video camera
starts automatically at predefined distance measured by the long range sensor.

Figure 5. Obtaining the Silhouette from video camera of human approaching the robot

The camera captures the human in the first frame, where the human is at specified distance (e.g.
5m), and it gives the silhouette of the human and the pixel values of the human silhouette. The

pixel values will be in the form of P (y, x). Figure 5 shows the silhouette of the human at several
different frames at different distances with respect to the time.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. (a) Silhouette from video camera (b) 3-D cloud points cloud (c) 3-D model

3.2 Human silhouette reconstructed from video capture
All the information of the human silhouette along with the pixel values P(y,x) and the distance
with respect to the time is continuously updated sent to the IOCS. By analyzing the different
frames of the human silhouette and the distances the IOCS have the updated information of the
human or object approaching the robot. It was tested and verified that the algorithm is
independent on color changes of moving human objects or static background and obtains the
silhouette only of the moving human or objects.
IOCS system analyzes and controls the robot-sensor interaction; it takes the information of set of
human silhouettes and their respective distances from the camera and changes the 2D image
plane coordinates (y, x) into world coordinates of the object plane. Subsequently, conversion of
the image coordinates to object coordinates x, y, z points in real world are done. Then the laser
sensor is activated and scans the human or object which is approaching the robot.
3.3. 3-D data points obtained from laser/lader/ Primesence sensors
Depending on the size of the object derived from the silhouette (Figure 6 (a)) and distance, laser
sensor scans and collects the data points. IOCS systems control the laser sensor scans to move on
defined pattern, with distinct single step in one direction, motion speed and number of turns steps
in other direction required to measure the approaching human or object. The laser beam scans
and send measured distance and data points back to OICS. From collected data points, Figure 6
(b), the surface, Figure 6 (c), of the human or object is calculated. By plotting the data points, a
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point cloud is formed in the surface shape of the measured human. Point cloud is the collection
of the three dimensional (3-D) coordinates of the data points. With this point cloud a 3-D model
of the measured surface is constructed. Figure 6 shows the intermediate stages of obtaining of
completed 3-D models of the human. With this comprehensive information of the sensors, and 3D models robot can react to the human or object motion and can modify its path to avoid
collision and behavior accordingly.

4. Conclusion
This study proposes an approach for a robot to detect and recognize the human or object in the
unknown environment with the help of fusion of different sensors data. With the comprehensive
information obtained from the sensors, robot can react to the human or object motion and can
modify its path to avoid collision and behavior accordingly. The propose method is designed to
work with industrial or other robots that work in unknown and dynamic changing environment.
The modifications can be made using already available off-the-shelf, cost effective, components
and Artificial Intelligent systems coupled with advanced Virtual Reality, which can be adapted to
safely increase the workspace human/robot automation environment.
The system provides the robot/automated system a way to predefine a possible unsafe
human/machine interaction by predicting in real time such things as human/object motion
direction and position, the probability of dangerous conditions, and the execution of a safe
alternative path. Early detection gives the OIRCS system timely modification of a collision-free
path adjustment. This will allow development of a system that is safe, dependable, and easy to
use. Robots could perform autonomous tasks and be cable of collaboration with humans. At
present applications of actual sensors and their integration with robot control has been studied.
New sensors, such as Kinect from Microsoft X-box can be used for real time calculation of
motion envelops of both, the robot and the human [6, 9]. Future work will continue on
implementation of the actual sensors with existing robots and building of OIRCS capable to
work in real time.
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Abstract
The primary research objective of this paper is to analyze and determine the forces associated
with the nanoparticle movement for use in in-vivo drug delivery by considering the fundamental
physical and bio-mechanical principles. It requires a thorough study and understanding of the
complex inter-relationships of the forces created from interactions among different nanoparticles,
cells, and the biological environment. Lab-on-chip for nanoparticle drug delivery are the two
innovative concepts that have evolved from recent investigations in the area of
micro/nanosciences and technology. Lab-on-chip allow in-vitro research to be tested before, invivo techniques are applied. These studies will lay the foundation for future use in drug targeting
to the diseased site or organ using externally applied forces.

1. Background
Lab-on-chip and nanoparticle drug delivery are the two innovative concepts that have evolved
from recent investigations in the area of micro/nano sciences and technology. While lab-on-chip
is mainly utilized for in-vitro research, the nanoparticle applications of biotechnology more
relate to in-vivo techniques. These include the area of experimental anti-cancer therapeutics
wherein nanotechnology has the potential to rein in systemic toxicity of chemotherapeutic drugs
by encapsulating the cytotoxic agents [1]. Further, nanoparticle based therapeutics, in case of
brain diseases, is reported to cross the blood brain barrier and carries out multiple tasks in a
predefined sequence [2]. This is one of the most promising applications of nanotechnology in
clinical neuroscience. Therefore, ‘nano materials’ have created a whole new area now being
termed “nano-biotechnology” and this has brought a major paradigm shift in applied biology.
Targeting of drugs encapsulated in nanoparticles to a diseased organ or site will lead to a
decrease in cytotoxicity and an increase in efficacy by delivering the drug payload directly to the
area where it is needed the most. Although, nanoparticles are widely investigated as the drug
carriers, there are only limited means to deliver them to a specific site within a body. Therefore,
novel alternative modes of targeting nano-drug-vehicles is needed. One such approach, which we
are investigate is the guiding of magnetic nanoparticles to a specific region with an external
magnetic field. Without the knowledge of the forces experienced by nanoparticles, it will be
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difficult to predict the field requirements to navigate the particles. Further, magnetic field
gradients at a branching point can create difficulties in determining the path of the particles along
a particular branch [4, 5]. Hence, a thorough understanding of the forces experienced by these
nanoparticles at various stages is critical to develop the ability to steer them in a chosen path. Invivo experimental studies on these aspects are complex and quite expensive. Simulation methods
can provide basic understanding of various forces involved in the interaction of nanoparticles
with regions of body during their transport. This research aims to provide control and visual
representation for nanoparticles steering using virtual reality (VR) tool with dynamically
changing input parameters. Concerted collaborative efforts by the experts having research
experience encompassing disciplines like physical sciences, engineering and biology is needed
for such analysis.

2. Methodology
The main research objectives of are (i) Determine the forces associated with in-vivo nanoparticle
transport, by considering the nanoscale physical and biomechanical parameters (ii) Formulate
analytical and numerical models using the identified forces to predict the nanoparticle motion
within the body (iii)Steer the nanoparticles and provide a real time view of the nanoparticle
tracks using Virtual Reality (VR) simulation methods and (iv) Validate the steering and retention
of nanoparticles at a target site using an in-vitro microfluidic system.

2.1 Analyses of forces that influence nanoparticle transport in vivo
The proposed research will provide a better understanding of the nanoparticle transport
mechanism, their possible interaction with the bio-environment and physiological to
biophysical/mechanical forces experienced by nanoparticles. A validated model that can
prognosticate the forces experienced by nano drug delivery platforms in vivo along with virtual
reality (VR) simulation has the potential to reduce the number of experiments involving either
human subjects and/or experimental animals. Currently, active drug delivery is mainly achieved
using systemic injection of nanoparticle vehicles through the complex biological system and
specific retention at the site of action [3, 5]. Mechanically, these nanoparticles diffusing towards
the target site experience a number of intrinsic and extrinsic forces, depending on the
environment and application.
Modeling of the blood circulation in arteries, veins, and in other parts of the body is attempted by
a number of laboratories [6-8]. The transport of blood in the arterial media is described by the
convection-diffusion equation
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Where, C denotes local tissue drug concentration. Both Diffusion (Dr, D, Dz) and convection
(Vr, V, Vz) are directionally dependent.
This is one of the simplistic models of the blood circulation based on physiological forces.
However, there are many other factors that affect nanoparticle transport in drug delivery such as
the particle size relative to the blood vessel, pressure drop due to the collisions of these particles
to the walls, variation in buoyancy forces based on the density, frictional, adhesive and different
contact and non-contact forces. Therefore, it is critically important to assess these factors for
calculating the net driving force of the particles that defines its direction and velocity. In addition
to these intrinsic parameters for magnetic nanoparticle, the influence of externally applied
magnetic forces needs to be evaluated.
Drug targeting using magnetic field, has been previously attempted to increase the concentration
of the drug at a defined target site and away from the reticular endothelial system [9]. Normally,
nanoparticles are injected through an artery in the presence of an external magnetic field of
sufficient strength and gradient to retain the carrier at the targeted site [10]. Generally, magnetic
field gradient is used to steer the particles towards an identified target [11]. In a preliminary
experiment, it was shown that the nanoparticle can be driven few centimeters in the presence of
sufficiently strong enough fields, even against the diffusion and blood stream velocities [12].
Thus there exist enough preliminary evidence that magnetic field can be used steer and retain
iron oxide harboring multifunctional nanoparticles. However, a thorough and systematic study to
evaluate forces needed and their implications in cancer therapy outcome is lacking. This may be
due to the lack of understanding of the methods and their theoretical underpinnings with respect
to engineering the nanoparticles with specific characteristics and steering/retaining these at the
required site using localized field configurations and applied fields.
Magnetic nanoparticles are preferred in drug delivery systems because of their biocompatibility
and non-contact drivability characteristics. Magnetite (Fe3O4), magnemite (Fe2O3), and other
ferrite particles are commonly synthesized in different sizes ranging from few nanometers to
several tens of nanometers [13]. Material, particle size and surfactant play an important role in
determining their magnetic properties [14]. They behave as free paramagnetic particles in a
solution without attracting each other, but, when an external field is applied, their very large
intrinsic ferromagnetic moments allow them to polarize easily to form collectively small
magnets, approaching bulk ferromagnetic strength. These characteristics can be effectively
exploited for in-vivo imaging or drug delivery of nanoparticles moving towards the tumors or
other specific physiological targets. When the field is turned off, the nanoparticles exhibit a
decaying magnetic field, the remanence field. The remanence field magnitude is strongly
dependent upon the magnetic characteristics and the distribution of diameters of the
nanoparticles; typically the characteristic time for decay depends on the duration of the
polarizing field for a polydisperse size distribution [15-17].
The injection of these particles at a specific area of the body can be accomplished either through
intravenous methods or into a specific location where the interaction is required. Typically the
blood cells are of few microns size (white blood cell are nearly 10 -14 m, red blood cells are
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nearly 8 m), through which nanoparticles can easily be maneuvered by diffusion. For example,
Brightman demonstrated that 9 nm ferritin particles could diffuse rapidly through intercellular
spaces, aided by blood pressure gradients, to achieve near uniform distribution in a few minutes
[15, 18]. However, it was also shown that larger particles greater than 100 nm in size did not
seem to diffuse in this way and tended to remain in the circulation or attached to the walls of the
vascular system [19]. The delivery of nanoparticles to a targeted location through blood pressure
based diffusion may not provide enough control to facilitate a precise delivery, which
necessitates the investigation of alternative means of achieving this. As it is possible to move the
magnetic particles in static magnetic field gradients, one can employ static fields in most of the
situations. However, inside the human body, within the constraints provided by the presence of
complex fluids, the use of oscillatory magnetic fields may be necessary to overcome the particle
mechanical arrest/containment. This can ensure the alignment of the particle magnetic moments
with the rotating field vector, which provides the alternate pathways to maneuver away from any
obstacles, especially in the presence of a complex assembly of fluids and semisolids, as is seen in
the human body. It was shown by Dinh and his co-workers that this could be achieved with a
reasonable success [20].
2.2 Virtual reality simulation to visualize and track nanoparticle movement
The movement of nanoparticles can be easily visualized and tracked using VR simulation.
Though the forces are computed using numerical modeling, none of the existing software
packages are capable of providing a real time visualization of the particle movement and their
tracks. Further, one of the main objectives of this research is to be able to control the particle
movement using a feedback mechanism. The proposed VR techniques fit very well into these
requirements especially in allowing real time view of the particle movement, at the same time
providing the controlling capability. So far, the VR models were applied to situations, where
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) tips were used as the tools for moving the nanoparticles. The
forces between the particle and the tip were represented using different mathematical models
[21-26].Some of the simulation data obtained in the modeling of these forces were verified
experimentally [23, 24, 26]. This experience helped us in formulating a new model for better
simulation of nanoparticle transport.
2.3 Numerical Modeling of nanoparticle transport in magnetic fields and VR application
We have been working on the analysis and modeling of forces on nanoparticles for
nanoassembly for the last ten years. The forces derived from these analysis were in agreement
with experimental data, confirming the validity of the modeling approach [25, 26]. In addition to
all possible conventional forces experienced by the nanoparticles in their manipulation in a given
direction using tools like Atomic Force Microscopy and optical tweezers, this study also
considered externally applied magnetic forces. For this work, a number of different nanoparticles
such as Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA), gold, Fe3O4 and SiO2 were considered. This
constitutes the first part of the investigations in calculating forces experienced by nanoparticles
in different environments. The next stage of this work would be the determination of forces
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experienced by the nanoparticles in more complex solutions (e.g. blood) and cellular milieu (e.g.
tumor).
I = 0.2 Amp

Figure 1. Preliminary results of COMSOL simulation on the ferrofluid velocity profile in a microchannel.

In one of our preliminary numerical analysis studies, we coupled the multiphysics module
(incompressible Navier-Strokes equations) with magnetostatics module using COMSOL
software. An electromagnetic coil current is assumed to drive the ferrofluid within the
microfluidic channel. Dimensions of the channel are selected closer to that of blood vessel. The
results of the simulation is shown in Figure 1, which clearly indicates the velocity profile of the
fluid at an electromagnetic coil current of 0.2 A, which corresponds to an approximate field
strength of 250 G. These simulations were carried out at different coil currents (up to 2 Amps)
and for channels with different dimensions, which helped us in understanding the effect of
increasing field (up to 3000 G) on the velocity profiles. The velocity is of the same order as was
observed in other studies [27] confirming the qualitative agreement in values. However, the
model requires refinement, in terms of achieving relatively accurate predictions. One of the main
concerns with this kind of treatment is that the single phase flow assumed in this simulation may
not be accurate in the case of nanoparticles transporting through the blood. A more in-depth
study into the quantitative analysis may require the consideration of two phase flow.
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Figure 2 Representation of forces of the nanoparticles within the blood vessel for particle moving midstream
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Figure 2 shows typical situations where the nanoparticle is moving within the blood vessel. The
outer wall of the particle shown in the figure is mainly representing a surface functionalized
layer thickness, while the particle itself is simply paramagnetic. The drug to be delivered or a
typical antibody and antigen pair attached to the surface functionalized layer are seen in this
figure. The particles in the midstream can potentially result in different friction (Ffs) and adhesive
forces (Fas) compared to those moving closer to the vessel wall, which can affect the particle
velocity and the overall resultant force. In addition to these forces, the projected model should
also include the capillary forces (Fcb), gravitational forces (Fgp), and diffusion force (Fdp) and
Van der Waal’s forces (Fvs). Among these forces, convective/advective and diffusive forces
appear to affect the nanoparticle movement more than the other forces, which will determine the
magnetic force required in in-vivo particle transportation [6-8, 19].

Figure 3. VR simulation of forces and magnetic field tracking of the nanoparticles in an artery during the
delivery at a given point (red particles represent the red cells while the green particles shown in
enlarged window represent the drug being delivered at an identified location).

As mentioned above, one of the major goals of the project is to study and understand the role
of different forces involved in the nanoparticle drug delivery. A reasonable understanding of
these forces and their inter-relationships will help in deriving an analytical model, which can be
used to estimate the forces required for determining the resultant direction and movement of the
magnetic nanoparticles in-vivo. The analytical force model will be evaluated using numerical
simulations to ensure the correctness of the model. Inputting these forces into a VR
simulation, we propose to track the direction and movement of the particles. Different
forces acting on and in between the magnetic nanoparticles determined using the analytical and
numerical models are input to the VR simulation for visualization. Inside the VR simulation one
can see the nanoparticles represented along with force vectors. A control strategy will be
developed in a following step, which helps in steering the particle in a given direction using
computer interface and special devices (e.g. haptic force feedback device or data glove) to a
desired level, as shown in Figure 3. The output of VR simulation provides force feedback to
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control and steer the particle. Actual position of the nanoparticles is thus continuously monitored
and updated on the VR simulation set-up. This algorithm will repeat to update the new position,
forces and direction, so most recent values will be used for next iteration of the calculation.
Although the use of magnetic nanoparticles as carriers for in vivo targeted therapeutic drug
delivery was first proposed over 15 years ago, there were only few applications that proceeded to
Phase I/II clinical trials in spite of successful of preclinical animal studies. The slow progress in
this research and application may be attributed to the lack of understanding of the methods and
their theoretical underpinnings with respect to engineering the nanoparticles with specific
characteristics and steering/retaining these at the required site using localized field
configurations and applied fields. The proposed research would be attempting to resolve the two
major issues through applying innovative modeling methodologies (combining analytical,
numerical and virtual reality simulation) by considering all possible particle forces and
developing magnetic nanoparticles with suitable functionalized (biological) and surfactant (to
prevent agglomeration) layers. Development and application of these simulation methods will
provide the path of engineering and biological innovation for any targeted drug delivery
techniques in future.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Force Evaluation, Modeling and VR simulation of nanoparticle transport
To utilize engineering modalities to increase therapeutic efficacies of anticancer agents harbored
in multifunctional nanoplatforms. We propose to use magnetic field to steer and retain drug
carrying nanoparticle to a tumor site. In order to design an effective magnetic transport and
retention system one need to have a thorough knowledge of forces experienced by the particles
which then provides a way to determine the magnetic field configuration. In addition, the virtual
reality simulation of the particle transport will provide a real time tracking and steering
capabilities.
3.2 Analytical Modeling of Forces
The proposed work involves the computation of both long- and short-range forces among
nanoparticles and those between particle and the surface of the body through which it comes into
contact during its motion. In particular, the forces that are important for the simulation include
Van der Waal’s, Lennard-Jones forces (non-contact), adhesive and capillary forces, repulsive
contact forces, and frictional forces [21, 23, 26]. Capillary and adhesive forces are one of the
important contributors to the overall force experienced by the particles during their motion.
Capillary force can be determined using a simple formula:
Fc = 4R cos

(2)
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where  is the surface tension, R is the particle radius (assuming the spherical nanoparticles) and
 is the contact angle. This will be modified to include the particles of different radii as well as
surface (arterial wall) characteristics. As surface tension is a function of particle size up to
certain value, this will be taken into account for the particle sizes in the range of few nms to 10’s
nm. For larger particles (1 µm and above), surface tension becomes almost negligible. Adhesive
forces will also be determined following a similar treatment.
As magnetic particles will also be involved, we need to consider the magnetic forces into the
simulation and take the related effects into account, while determining the overall effective force
experienced by these particles. These forces will be calculated using appropriate equations and
relationships. The magnetic force on given nanoparticles may be expressed mathematically
using fundamental electromagnetic equation. Considering the standard Maxwell’s
electromagnetic equations and following simple analytical derivations, the force experienced by
the magnetic nanoparticles can be expressed as:

  3 B   
F  m xˆi z  (m  B )
xi
i 1

(3)

where m is the magnetic moment and B is the induced field. In this, the induced field tends to
align the net magnetic moment of the particle in a fixed direction, while the gradient leads to a
force that may move the particle. As the magnetic moment of the material, m is proportional to
the applied field, H and the intrinsic magnetic susceptibility of the material m, (m = m H), it is
possible to increase the field by using appropriately sized magnetic particles with large m. The
magnetic force (using a number of assumptions for magnetite particles) is found to be in the
order of 10-9 to 10-12 Newtons.
One of the important forces that the magnetic field will be acting against, during such a
nanoparticles movement in the blood stream, is the hemodynamic force, represented by the
equation:


F 6  vr

(4)



where F is the drag force,  is the viscosity of the blood (viscosity of the blood is known to be
~ four times that of water), v is the velocity of the nanoparticles and r is the radius. The velocity
of the particle relative to the blood flow can be determined by equating the hemodynamic force
and the magnetic forces. Different mathematical models can be used to determine particle
trajectories depending on the field, particle size and blood vessel sizes [28]. As the particle
approach the vessel wall, Stoke’s law may not be applicable for determining the drag force. This
will have to be treated separately.
This clearly shows that it is important to understand the blood flow characteristics and its
variation in different locations of the human body and under different conditions (e.g. blockage
in the intravenous system or heart valve malfunction etc.). Blood consists of plasma that almost
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accounts for 55% of the volume, which constitutes the red cells, white cells and platelets. The
plasma consists of a solution of larger molecules. Blood is also known to be a shear thinning
fluid with its viscosity varying as a function of shear rate. Flow in larger blood vessels is thus
more uniform and termed as plug flow, while it is more parabolic in the smaller blood vessels.
All these factors will have to be taken in to consideration while computing the magnetic forces
required to steer the magnetic particles. Though the fluid flow in this context is more complex,
simple approximation of the force represented by Equation 3 can be considered as a good
starting point.
A detailed analysis of the flow and the calculation of different forces have been carried out in
this work. This study involves the consideration of the diffusion forces, Lennard-Jones forces
(non-contact), capillary forces, Van der Waal’s forces (between the particle and the blood vessel
surface and between the particles and cells), friction forces, adhesive forces and magnetic forces.
Some of these forces may have a relatively marginal effect compared to others. These will be
calculated in the first stage using simple known mathematical relationships. We have extensive
experience in calculating these forces for nanoparticles being maneuvered to achieve
nanoassembly based manufacturing technologies [21, 22].
In order to determine the forces experienced by the particles due to the internal diffusion within
the blood, the diffusion coefficient of these particles will have to be calculated [13].

D

Kb T
3  d

(5)

Where D, Kb, T and d are diffusion coefficient, Boltzmann’s constant, temperature, and particle
diameter respectively.
Knowing D, one can calculate the time taken to diffuse to a given distance, thereby able
to estimate the velocity and forces experienced by the particle.
3.3 Numerical Modeling of Forces and Nanoparticle velocity profiles
The second stage in the calculations will involve a more detailed and thorough numerical
analysis using COMSOL software, which facilitates the modeling of physical, chemical as well
as mechanical forces involved in the given situation.
In numerical simulation, we could use the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow [29]:



u
  (u  uT )  (u  )u  p  F
t

(6)

where F involves gravity and magnetic forces Fm+Fg; p is the pressure term;
(u+(u)T) is the viscous contribution
At this stage we can consider two-phase flow approach instead of a single phase flow that was
used in our initial work depending on the results. In such a two phase flow model, in addition to
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the liquid phase, the particle nature of the nanoparticle will be recognized and resolved in the
simulations. For a liquid phase, the blood carrier flow will be assumed laminar with small
Reynolds numbers. For a rectangular microchannel, Cartesian type of rectangular meshes will be
used with mesh refinement near the channel wall. The immerse boundary method (IBM) [30]
will be applied in cases where the deformation of the channel wall can become important. The
IBM method can account for both small and large dynamic deformations of the physical
boundaries of the fluid motion. The boundary motion will be prescribed, as a fully coupled
computational fluid-structure interaction approach is beyond the scope of the work proposed
here. It can be considered in future research. For the solid phase, the above mentioned driving
force mechanisms, such as Van der Waal’s, adhesive, capillary, and frictional forces, for
nanoparticle transport have been examined and evaluated using the fluid phase solutions. The
interactions between the nanoparticles and the constituents of the blood, such as the plasma and
the particulate matter, will be accounted for by adopting an effective blood viscosity for the
nanoparticle hemodynamic force [31]. It is possible, via order-of-magnitude analyses, to identify
the dominant physical forces that will affect the transport process and those forces will be used in
COMSOL to study the nanoparticle movement and trajectories.
3.4 Virtual Reality simulation
The VR representation defines nanoparticles visualization as 3D models and shows forces
applied to the model represented with their vectors that have direction and magnitude. A special
behavior model is created to control the process of inputting the data from the
analytical/numerical models and steer the particle movement using peripherals such as Super
glove, Polhemus Fastrak and Phantom force feedback device [32]. These devices allow a person
without any experience in VR simulation or magnetic device control to steer the particle in a
natural way and at the same time, provides force feedback to feel the forces inside the VR
simulation thus enabling him precise steering.
The VR system consists of Windows-7 workstation, using specialized VR (EON 6.0) software.
The 3D stereo capabilities and immersions sense will be achieved with stereoscopic Head
Mounted Display or 3D stereo wall projection system. For better interaction and precision
control, 3D position sensors and power VR gloves can be used that facilitate control and easy
movement of the nanoparticles in natural way [33, 34]. In addition, for superior control of the
moving nanoparticles a force feedback device, which allows haptic experience, like Phantom
(Sensable technologies, MA) have been studied. Acting/reacting forces, collision, and particle
motion can easily be controlled using this system. In addition, real time feedback to the user
allows natural interaction and control to move the nanoparticles. Precomputed and precompiled
constants for specific initial condition, for force equation will be fed to VR simulation to speed
up the computation for the math-intensive part of the simulation. All real time calculation for
forces, reactions, particle and object moving trajectories will be implemented within the VR
simulation using specialized modules. Our previous experience with nanoparticle assembly
simulation showed that fast computing and visualization can be achieved with existing
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technology [35-37]. One of our recent efforts in creating the VR simulation of nanoparticle
transport, in the form of video clippings is uploaded into this research group website [38].
In the past, the time delay, or the lag between the user action in the real world and the
corresponding update of the state of the object in the virtual world, was a major concern because
it leads to unrealistic visualization. With the advances in computation power and using special
graphical processors this problem is solved in general case [36]. When nanoparticles with
complex computation of dynamic forces are considered, this requires magnitude of
computational power many times higher than just for visualization. Our goal is to develop realtime VR simulations that include detailed scale models for Van der Waal’s, capillary, contact
deformation, electrostatic and magnetic forces, see Figure 4. The magnetic force drives the
particle in desired direction in opposition to the forces acting in contact and non-contact regimes.
The magnitude and direction of the magnetic force can be easily controlled by the user thus
enabling dynamic changes of the position of the particle through control of the velocity.
Although some of the forces are relatively small, their direction and magnitude can have
influence in determining the reaction force and direction of the movement and hence they are
considered within the mathematical model. The magnetic forces are visualized as the driving
vectors on the particles together with the rest of the other force vectors.
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Figure 4. VR simulation of forces and magnetic field tracking of the nanoparticles moving
(a) along the sidewall and (b) midstream within the blood vessel

The output of VR simulation provides force feedback to control and steer the particle. Actual
position of the nanoparticles is thus continuously monitored and updated on the VR simulation
set-up. This algorithm will repeat to update the new position, forces and direction, so most recent
values will be used for next iteration of the calculation.
An advantage of the VR steering system is its capability to automate the steering process,
without human intervention. Once the desired position is reached the final tracking path can be
input as a control algorithm for automated delivery. As a result the particle delivery to a preset
position can be achieved automatically with increased or decreased speed if necessary. We will
use VR simulation not only to control the system but also as a tool to test and optimize each
component of nanoparticles delivery system.
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The outcome of this research is the determination of the forces experienced by the
multifunctional nanoparticles in different in vivo situations and estimation of the required
magnetic force for their steering and retention. Our earlier experience in estimating the forces for
nanoassembly were found to be close to the experimental values obtained using an atomic force
microscope (AFM) [21, 36]. We has extensive experience in handling virtual reality simulation
in a number of different project and we do not anticipate major blockade in overcoming these
complication [21, 22, 30, 36]. For example, in 3D space there is no sense of the forces and
weight so to represent these force vectors a VR hands simulating assembly and lifting of parts
was created. The force vectors are represented by changing the distance between VR hands and
its 3D ghost image of the hands. Thus user was able to judge the force required for proper
assembly [30].
3.5 In-vitro biochip validation of modeled parameters and VR simulation
Next step is establishing the validity of the developed model and calculated forces experienced
by nanoparticle. This will set a platform for in-vitro testing of nanoparticle motion, visualization
and control.
Biochips with different microfluidic channel network system (shown in Figure 7a, b & c), with
dimensions similar to that of arteries, will be fabricated in the laboratory for in-vitro testing. A
simple microfluidic chip (Figure.5a) with a single channel will be tested applying a known
magnetic field. Microfluidic chip with channel network shown in Figure 7b, will provide an idea

a
b
c
Figure 7 (a, b & c). In-vitro biochip designs to be considered for the validation of simulation results.

of particle steering in a more systematic network. To understand the methodology of navigating
or steering the particles through the in-vivo arteries, a more complex network microfluidic
channel system (Figure7c) will be fabricated and tested. This testing will be carried out using
axial flow micropumps [39] that are employed to drive biofluids (such as blood) and defined
cellular media (with cells), under physiological pressure within the channel network. It may be
noted that the movement of a single magnet and its position along the channels is depicted by the
arrows. The last configuration helps in understanding the difficulties in transporting the
nanoparticles through a complex network of channels having different routing possibilities.
These experiments will be performed using a commercially available electromagnetic system
and will be interfaced with the VR system, which provides the control strategies for steering the
nanoparticle in a given direction. The simulated velocity profile obtained from numerical
simulation will be compared with that observed in the actual system. Geometry and dimensions
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of the microfluidic channels for different materials (mainly biocompatible materials e.g.,
polyurethane, polycarbonate-urethane, polyimide, and polyethylene) will be investigated. From
initial in-vitro experiments using microfluidic channels, we found that it requires flux densities
of around 4000 gauss. These are in agreement with the values reported in the literature with
some clinical trials [19, 32, 40]. Microfluidic channels have been fabricated using excimer laser
micromachining and lithography techniques. We has previous experience in making bio-chips
for different applications. Nanoparticles with and without surfactant coating and surface
functionalization (and with attachment of ‘a’ drug structure to mimic the actual application) will
be tested in these in-vitro tests. These investigations are focused to find the effect of
‘hydrophobicity’ and ‘hydrophilicity’ characters of the particles (using different surface
functionalization layers) on the forces and the velocity of nanoparticles
While testing the biochip, we will be comparing the particle velocity profile and instantaneous
positions with simulated values through VR simulation. This helps in evaluating the accuracy of
our models and any corrections required for the magnetic force. This kind of comparison will
also help in calibrating the VR simulation with real time values.
3.5 Discussions
The difficulty in visualizing and tracking the nanoparticles in vivo is one of the major
impediments in clinical applications of the nano-platform based drug delivery system. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) has so far been used as the primary tool for this purpose, which is
expensive and not easily accessible. Hence, we will formulate an ‘open architecture’ framework
and create a VR tool that is capable of driving the nanoparticles in a continuously changing
process by analyzing and inputting the forces dynamically. The proposed research facilitates the
application of different control algorithms, ultimately providing a novel and real time
visualization and tracking of these particles. The availability of such tracking and steering tools
will enable the realization of relatively simpler drug delivery techniques. In summary, this
proposal seeks to engineer a new generation simulation tool using the known biological and
physical inputs for targeted drug delivery systems

4. Conclusions
This project will help in establishing the scientific foundations required for developing reliable
and precise drug delivery systems with real time monitoring capabilities. The proposed study
and prediction of the nanoparticle movement can facilitate the realization of localized drug
delivery mechanisms, capable of reducing systemic toxicity and increasing efficacy of a
therapeutic regimen by elevating the local concentration of the drug at the target site.
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Abstract: Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) refers to photovoltaic cells and modules
which can be integrated into the building envelope as part of the building structure, and therefore
can replace conventional building materials, rather than being installed afterwards. Together with
the evolvement of the integration of modules in the architecture, the new BIPV products are able
to fully replace some building components - the construction parts of the building envelope.
BIPV is a multifunctional technology. Besides being a source of electricity, several other
purposes can be achieved, such as weather protection, thermal insulation, noise protection or
modulation of daylight. BIPV systems represent a powerful and versatile tool for achieving the
ever increasing demand for zero energy and zero emission buildings of the near future. In this
respect BIPVs offer an aesthetical, economical and technical solution to integrate solar cells
harvesting solar radiation to produce electricity within the climate envelopes of buildings with
agility.

Introduction
Currently, the world is using fossil fuel at an alarming rate that not only will strain the sources in
the near future, but will result in a great amount of pollution as well. The power industry
emissions were 10.9 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents (GtCO2e) per year in 2005, i.e.
24% of global Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, and this is expected to increase to 18.7
GtCO2e per year in 2030[1]. ‘‘Carbon dioxide equivalent is the unit for emissions that, for a
given mixture and amount of greenhouse gas, represents the amount of CO2 that would have the
same global warming potential (GWP) when measured over a specified timescale (generally 100
years)’’ [1].
Of all the renewable energy resources currently available, solar energy is the most abundant,
inexhaustible and clean one [2]. In one day, the radiation from the sun on the earth gives about
10,000 times more energy than the daily use for mankind [3]. The challenge is to collect this
available energy at a reasonable cost.
As the world’s demand and focus on renewable and non-polluting energy, together with energy
efficiency, are ever increasing, zero energy and zero emission buildings are rapidly drawing
attention. Zero energy building, need to harvest energy from its surroundings, where energy from
the sun is one of the obvious choices. Building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) systems, where
solar cells are integrated within the climate envelopes of buildings and utilizing solar radiation to
produce electricity may represent a powerful and versatile tool for reaching these goals with
respect to aesthetical, economical and technical solutions [3].
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Definition of BIPV
Building integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs) are photovoltaic materials that replace conventional
building materials in parts of the building envelopes, such as the roofs or facades. Furthermore,
‘‘BIPV are considered as a functional part of the building structure, and they are architecturally
integrated into the building’s design’’. BIPVs have a great advantage when compared to nonintegrated systems because there is neither need for allocation of land nor facilitation of the PV
system. BIPVs are considered as one of four key factors essential for future success of PV. The
on-site electricity producing PV modules can reduce the total building material costs and achieve
significant savings in terms of the mounting costs, especially since BIPVs do not require
additional assembly components such as brackets and rails etc. The BIPV system generates
electricity out of sunlight, with no pollution. All these advantages have caused a worldwide
growing interest in BIPV products.

BIPV as a multifunctional building element
BIPV is a multifunctional technology. Besides of being a source of electricity, several other
purposes can be achieved, such as weather protection, thermal insulation, noise protection or
modulation of daylight (Figure 1). For example, roof integrated systems integrate PV modules
into roof tiles; facade integrated systems act as a rain screen; and semitransparent installations
can allow for some of the light to enter for day lighting or viewing.
All this has been made possible by the rapid progress of the PV technology which evolved from
rigid, standardized and thick solar panels into a variety of solar modules available in rigid and
flexible format, opaque or semitransparent, mate or in different colors, providing today’s
designers with a rich toolbox with which to expand traditional architecture and transform
buildings into energy producing constructions
The following is a non-exhaustive list shown in Fig. 1 of the functions that PV modules can
perform beside the fundamental production of electricity:
 Noise protection (up to 25 db sound dumping is possible)
 Thermal insulation (heating as well as cooling), improving the efficiency of cells by
cooling through rear ventilation, isolation function is possible as well.
 Visual cover/ refraction (one-way mirroring visual cover)
 Electromagnetic shielding (can be used as Faraday cage but also as repeating antennas)
 Aesthetic quality (integration in buildings as a design element)
 Safety (safety glass function is possible)
 Weatherproof (waterproof and windproof façade or roof of a building)
 Sun protection/ shadowing (degree of shadowing is eligible through positioning and
degree of transparency)
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Weather Protection

Noise Protection

Sun Protection

Safety

Thermal Insulation
Aesthetic Quality
Figure 1: Multiple functions of PV modules[4]

Different levels of PV building integration
PV modules can be applied into the building envelope in several forms depending on their level
of integration and on the functionalities they can perform. The large variety and different
characteristics of the available BIPV products makes it possible for them to fully replace many
of the building components, mainly in façades and roofs. The Building envelope guarantees a
border between the controlled inner building environment and the outer climate. Moreover it is
bound to be waterproof and fulfill the priority of ensuring the comfortable inner-climate with the
possibly least energy expense. Thus, facades and roofs takes over a regulation and control
functions in relation to the daylight, ventilation, energy, safety, demarcation and privacy
protection, etc. When the Photovoltaic Modules are to be integrated in the building envelope, all
these elements need to be considered during the design phase in order to obtain the most suitable
product. Additionally, other requirements (from the aesthetics as well as from the pure
construction point of view) are to be met. Those are for instance:








Color, appearance, size
Weather-tightness
Wind, rain and snow load
Resistance and maintenance
Safety in the construction and utilization phases (fire, electricity and mechanical safety)
Costs
Weight and materials used
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Test and standards of BIPV
The evaluation of the different BIPV products may involve the following property parameters:
 Solar cell efficiency η = Pmax/(E)(A), where Pmax is the maximum power point in W or
Watt-peak (Wp), E is the input light irradiance in W/m2 and A is the surface area of the
solar cell in m2
 Open circuit potential or voltage, UOC
 Short circuit electrical current, ISC
 Maximum power point, Pmax=(UI)max
 Fill factor FF is given by FF= Pmax /(UOCISC)=(UI)max/(UOCISC)
 Band gap, Eg
 Quantum yield, Φ=no. of photo-electrons/no. of photons

Classification of BIPV products and their applications
The range of BIPV products is very wide, and they may be categorized in several different ways.
Within this work the categorization is mainly performed based on the product descriptions from
the manufacturers. BIPV products can be classified in five main categories:
 Standard in-roof systems
 Semitransparent systems (glass/glass modules)
 Cladding systems
 Solar tiles and shingles
 Flexible laminates
Each of the above mentioned categories has a specific market to be addressed, although they all
involve the same types of technologies. Within those categories different types of applications
are addressed, the main being:
 Pitched roofs
 Flat roofs
 External Building Walls
 (Semi-) transparent facades
 Skylights
 Shading systems
Table 1: Overview of BIPV product and their fields of application
Type of Application

Pitched
Roofs

Flat roof

Type of product

Standard in-roof systems

External
Building
Walls









Cladding systems

Flexible laminates

Skylights Shading
System



Semitransparent systems
(glass/glass modules)

Tiles & shingles

Semi
transparent
Facades
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1. Standard in-roof Systems
Standard in-roof systems are the simplest and most common approach to BIPV taken by the
crystalline silicon PV industry by just modifying existing panel designs and mounting systems to
make them thinner, more uniform, and flush-mountable on top of existing roofing or siding. This
approach has benefits from the manufacturer's perspective because minimal retooling and
redesign is needed.
Table 2: Literature data for some of in-roof products [5].
Manufacturer

Product

η
(%)

UOC

ISC

PMAX

(V)

(A)

(W)

FF

Area
(mm x mm)

PMAX/are
a
(W/m2)

Uni-Solar

PVL-68
PVL-144

23.1
46.2

5.1
5.3

68/module

Hauptsitz

Sun Power 17.7
220 Solar
Panel
ISF-240
14.5

48.6

5.7

144/module

37.1

8.4

240

Isofoton

0.58

2849 x 394
5486 x394

60.6
66.6

1559 x798
0.77

1667 x 994

144.8

 Pitched Roofs
The main application for this type of solutions is pitched roofs as they can easily be fixed on
top of them. By using standard PV modules combined with a special frame and gutters a
fully integrated system can be made. In the Fig. 2 the system is not placed above the existing
roofing material but forms an integral part of the roof (BIPV). The PV system can be
completely roof filling or it can be installed for instance partly between conventional roof
tiles. These solutions require an impermeable roof covering that has to end in the eave

Figure 2: Example of an in-roof PV system.

Semi-transparent Solutions (glass/glass modules)
Although glass/glass based modules are currently still not enough transparent to let in enough
sunlight where it is the most needed, they are integrated where only some sunlight penetration is
required, being added mainly for aesthetical reasons rather than structural. They are also
commonly used to provide sun/wind protection to building surfaces and interiors. The market
sectors where these types of BIPV are commonly used are skylights, semi-transparent facades,
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curtain walls and shading structures (canopies, atrium roofing). The amount of light desired to go
through the designed structures can be customized by dimensioning and adjusting the number
and spacing of cells in the case of crystalline silicon technology or by modifying the
manufacturing process in the case of thin-film. In both cases the more transparent the module,
the lower the energy efficiency.
Manufacturer

Table 3: Literature data for some semi-transparent products [5].
Product
UOC
ISC
PMAX FF
Area
η
(%)

(V)

(A)

(W)

(mm x mm)

PMAX/are
a
(W/m2)

Abakus Solar
AG
Vidursolar

Peak in P210-60

36.50

7.70

2000 x 1066

FV VS16 C36
P120
Voltarlux-ASI-TMono 4-fach

21.6

7.63

1600 x 720

93

1.97

Glaswerke
Arnold
GmbH
&
Co KG
Schott Solar
ASI THRU-1-L
ASI THRU-4-IO
Sapa
Building
System

Amorphous
Silicon thin film
Poly crystalline

100/

0.55

2358 x 1027 41.3

0.79
0.77

1122 x 690
62.0
1122 x 2619 64.7

module

6
6

111
111

0.55
2.22

42
190

5/cell

32/cell

576 x976/cell

50

16

1.463.85
/cell

156 x156/cell

120
155

/cell

Mono crystalline 22
/cell
high efficient

2.9-3.11
/cell

125 x125/cell

 Skylights
These structures are usually one of the most interesting places to apply PV. They combine the
advantage of light diffusion in the building while providing an unobstructed surface for the
installation of PV modules. In this type of application, PV elements provide both electricity and
light to the building.

Figure 3: Greenhouse in Munich[6].
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 (Semi-) transparent façades
Glass PV laminates can be applied to windows providing a semi-transparent façade. This can be
done with opaque crystalline silicon cells with an adjustable spacing or thin film photovoltaic
material that is partially transparent. As the transparency can be varied it can be adjusted to the
specific visual and sun shade needs. Integrated into a glass facade it offers limited shading and
production of electricity. Applications are typically large atria and façades. As it is a glass
product it may give all such functions that glass have, such as insulation (double glazing
insulated windows) and fire protection. The cells in glass modules give a playful effect of
shading patterns in the space lying behind or underneath.

Figure 4: BIPV transparent facade Aalst, Belgium[6]

Figure 5: Semi-transparent facade[7]

 Shading systems
PV modules of different shapes can be used as shading elements or as part of an overhead
glazing structure. Since many buildings already provide some sort of structure to shade windows,
the use of PV shades should not involve any additional load for the building structure. The
exploitation of synergy effects reduces the total costs of such installations and creates added
value to the PV as well as to the building and its shading system. PV shading systems may also
use one-way trackers to tilt the PV array for maximum power while providing a variable degree
of shading.

Figure 6: Council's 'Customer First Centre', Hackney,UK.
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Cladding Systems
These solar modules can be integrated into the building walls like a conventional cladding
element used in facades such as granite or marble. Usually a void is created between the cladding
element and the walls offering temperature insulation for the building and improved efficiency
for the modules because of the ventilation.

Figure 7: Cladding systems[6]

Solar Tiles and Shingles
The currently available products of this category include i) tiles, designed to interlace with
conventional roofing tiles; ii) larger tiles that serve as entire roof wall portions themselves; and
iii) thin, flush-mounted panels that overlay conventional roofing or siding. Some tile products
may resemble curved ceramic tiles and will not be as area effective due to the curved surface
area, but may be more aesthetically pleasing. Some examples of BIPV tile products are given in
Table 2, with two of them depicted in Fig. 4.

Figure 8: BIPV tile products from SRS Energy (left)[14] and Solar Century (right) [15]
Table 4: Literature data for some BIPV tile and shingles products [5].
Manufacturer

Product

ɳ
(%)

Solardachstein STEP
design
SRS Energy
Sole
Powertile
Lumeta
Solar Flat
Tile
Solar Century C21e Tile 20/cell

UOC

ISC

PMAX

(V)

(A)

(W)

23.15 2.4

1.36/cell

6.3

4.6

7.4
12

FF

Area
(mm x mm)

0.76

PMAX/area
(W/m2)

136

15.75/module 0.54

8 units
100 x100
868 x457.2

5.2

28/module

0.73

432 x 905

71.6

5.5

52/module

0.78

1220 x 420

101.5

39.7
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Flexible Laminates
BIPV foil products are lightweight and flexible, which are beneficial with respect to easy
installation and prevailing weight constraints for roofs. The PV cells are often made from thinfilm cells to maintain the flexibility in the foil and the efficiency regarding high temperatures for
use on non-ventilated roof solutions. In most cases the flexible product comes encapsulated and
only has to be attached to the existing flat or curved roof. In few cases it supplies a
nonencapsulated functional PV laminate on a metal or plastic carrier foil.

Figure 9a: Membrane Evalon Solar[8]

Figure 9b :BIOSOL thin film plate[9]

Table 5: Literature data for of the foil products [5].
Manufacturer

Product

ɳ
(%)

Alwitra
GmbH & Co.

Evalon V
Solar 40S
Evalon V
Solar 136

UOC

ISC

PMAX

(V)

(A)

(W)

138.6 5.1
46.2

5.1

FF

Area
(mm x mm)

PMAX/area
(W/m2)

408/module 0.58

1550 x 6000

42.9

0.58

1050 x 3360

38.5

136/module

Comparison
The tile products are more likely to be used on tiled roofs, i.e. residential houses. Due to the easy
retrofitting with these products, this market is large. The other products can be used on most
structures either together with traditional roofing material or covering the entire roof. The PV
foil has a very wide range of usage due to the flexibility, but the efficiency is low, thus the
applied area must be relatively large in order to achieve an output comparable with the other
products. The modules and the solar cell glazing products can be used on both roofs and facades
achieving esthetically pleasing results. This also facilitates using the areas with the highest levels
of solar irradiance on geographically challenging locations. However it is not justified to make a
comparison between these products, due to different areas of application as well as different
demand for effect, costs and available area.
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CONCLUSIONS
A building needs heating in winter, cooling in summer and electricity. Eventually, all these three
energy will be generated by BIPV. Solar heating facades and roofs covered with thermal solar
collectors will provide heating for utilizable water and for support of heating when required;
whereas BIPV systems will produce the electricity output required to the building including fresh
air needed in summer. In general, a PV system can contribute significant added value to the
building in terms of value and image, because all energy-related features of a building, e.g.
energy consumption characteristics, play an increasing role in the value determination of a
building. BIPV products are capable of creating solar facades, skylights, windows, roofs, walls
and multiply the design options of architects and act as multifunctional architectural elements
providing many services beyond electricity generation. These may give a great aesthetical
appearance in addition to provide weather tightness, solar shading and natural lighting.
It is expected that, continued research and development within both PV and BIPV materials and
technologies will yield better and better BIPV solutions in the years to come, e.g. with respect to
increased solar cell efficiency, reduced production costs , long-term durability versus climate
exposure and improved building integration. These are agile are stepping stones for sustainable
future.
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A polyethylene based polymer with metallic nanoparticles was recently developed as a
nanoengineered polymer. The motivation for this project is the proposed use of these novel
nanoengineered polymeric materials in many industrial and commercial applications. This
necessitated the production of sheets using the nanoengineered polymer and electroplating
selected areas using different metallic layers. The nanoengineered polymer resin provided by
SABIC as beads of~1 mm dia. was formed into sheets using compression molding. This
research exploited selective electroplating methods to deposit nickel and copper layers of
different thicknesses using pulsed electroplating techniques. These studies showed that higher
duty cycle helped to improve the plated film properties. The quality of the electroplated nickel
and copper films were examined using Scanning Electron Microscopy and Optical
Microscopy methods, while the mechanical properties (e.g. Young’s Modulus, Hardness) of
these films were analyzed using Nanoindentation. This paper describes the details of the
manufacturing methods used for making the sheets of these novel nanoengineered polymers
and further discusses the results of our studies on the electroplated copper and nickel films.

1. Introduction
The development of a nanoengineered polymer has opened up great potential for many new
commercial and industrial applications. The polyethylene based material with metallic
inclusions benefits from a wide variety of forming and manufacturing possibilities. The
polymer resin ships from the manufacturer as 1 mm diameter polymeric beads. All subsequent
forming operations were completed at Western Michigan University’s Plastics Lab. Several
forming methods and parameters were examined to determine the most robust processing
technique to produce the required substrates, without altering the semi-conductive nature of
the polymer.
Industrial and commercial usage of this polymer benefits from the addition of an electrically
conductive metallic coating. Successful application of a metallic coating lowers the resistance
to negligible levels in select patterns atop the polymer substrate. Previous research into the
electroplating of insulator and semi-conductive polymers has been met with limited success.
One method involves an electrode in contact with the substrate to be plated. This technique
depends on the outward propagation of the deposited material originating at the contact point
of the electrode with the substrate [1]. However, this method yields a slow rate of deposition
and great effort must be used to control deposition to avoid the tendency of the film thickness
to taper off as the distance from the electrode contact point increases.
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Research conducted by Ghantasala and Sood aimed to electroplate on a selectively resistive
(2–20 ohm-cm) silicon wafers without the need for a base film [2]. Their methodology
consisted of ion implantation on the face of the silicon to induce selective seeding. In this case
19 keV Pd+ ions are implanted at various dosage levels. Electroplating was preformed to
deposit permalloy on the substrate. This would demonstrate that continuous film occurred only
in the regions where ion implantation was preformed [2]. The absence of any permalloy
deposits in the regions without ion implantation indicate the importance of ions on the
substrate surface and their purpose of inducing nucleation sites (eventually evolving into
continuous plating). This clearly shows the importance of the nucleation process to occur on a
semi-conductive substrate surface and the metallic ions on the surface.
There are numerous factors that alter the deposition and properties of an electroplated
material. This research aims to focus on three important factors (material, current density, and
duty cycle) with the goal of optimization given a set of parameters. Optimization is defined in
this context as an electroplated coating with superior mechanical and electrical properties.

2. Experimental Procedure
2.1 Manufacturing of Nanoengineered Polymer Test Plaques
Elevated temperature extrusion was chosen as the primary method of forming for the samples,
due to the ease of manufacturing and also the various output geometries that can be achieved.
It was crucial during the forming stage that the parameters were selected such that the
dispersion of the metallic inclusions in the polymer (that contribute to its semi-conductive
nature) were not adversely effected [3][4].
The samples were produced in two stages. In the first stage the polymeric beads were feed into
a 3.175 cm Killion Extruder with a coat-hanger type sheet die shown in Figure 1. The
specimen was extruded as a continuous sheet which is 13 centimeters. Every 15 centimeters a
cut was made to separate the sample into discrete units.

Figure 1: 3.175 cm Klein Extruder with a Coat-Hanger type Sheet Die
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The sample sheet is then transferred to the compression stage, in an effort to provide a
consistent surface finish. The sample plaques were formed in a P-20 Steel and Ampco 940
SiNiCrCu compression mold, which were placed into a 222,000 Newton Drake Compression
Molding Press. During this compression process the sample is subjected to 133,500 Newtons
of force for 60 seconds. The result is a sheet with a thickness of .7 mm. It is observed after the
compression stage the ductility and resistance to fracture (compared to non-compression
molded samples) had increased.
The surface finish of the sheet, post-compression molding was determined sufficient. However
it was desired to explore other manufacturing possibilities in an effort to develop a robust
process. Thus a rolling operation was examined to determine its validity as a forming
operation, as well as its effect on the surface finish. As such the samples were fed from the
extruder directly through a Killion Three-Roll Mill, Figure 2.

Figure 2: Extrudate being fed into the 3-Roll Mill
This process utilizing rolling compression of the sample greatly reduces the sample fabrication
time as a continuous sheet is produced without the need for individual, discrete, compression
stages. The resulting sheet samples are found to have a similar surface finish and thickness as
those samples that were compression molded. To prepare the samples for electroplating 50
mm diameter circles were cut from the polymer sheets to create substrate wafers that could
then fit within the wafer electroplating fixture. The samples were cleaned with acetone to
remove any contamination from the forming process.
2.2 Electroplating of Nanoengineered Polymer
The electroplating was performed in a clean room environment. As it were desired to only
deposit film on one side of the substrate only on a selected area, a special fixture was designed
that allows for complete immersion of the substrate while exposing a selected portion of the
substrate on the front side (where electroplating is required) to the electrolyte solution. The
electrolyte solution was contained in a 1000 mL Pyrex beaker located on a hot plate, as shown
in the set-up in Figure 3. A hot plate was used to maintain proper electrolyte temperature as
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monitored by a thermometer. Also presented in the figure is the anode (nickel or copper
plates), as well as the sample jig that encases the nanoengineered polymer substrate.

Figure 3: Electroplating Setup
The current source used for electroplating was a Dynatronix MicroStar Pulse Precise Series
DuPR10-.5-1.5XR Pulse Power Supply, capable of providing 1.5 A peak current (.5 A
continuous) at a maximum of 10 V output. A number of electroplated nickel and copper
samples were prepared covering the range of parameters presented below;
 Film Material: Nickel, Copper
 Current Density (mA/cm2): 5, 10, 15
 Duty Cycle (%): 25, 50 , 75, 100
Current density is calculated based on the area to be plated. The primary effect of current
density is the rate at which the material is deposited onto the cathode. Thus for a higher
current density, a given amount of deposit is achieved in a shorter period of time. The increase
in current density is brought on by an increase in the average current (given a constant plating
area). However, this can result in adverse effects on the microstructure of the films.
The duty cycle is the ratio of the ON Pulse time to the ON + OFF Pulse time, with 100% duty
cycle corresponding to Direct Current (DC) plating. Pulse plating covers the range of duty
cycles from greater than 0% to less than 100%. The result was a periodic interruption of
current flow. This interruption allowed for a dispersion of a negatively charged layer that
forms around the cathode while current was applied. This layer can inhibit ion mobility, thus
decreasing the process efficiency [5]. Early work by W. Kleinekathofer indicated pulse plating
(as compared to DC) has a finer micro-structure and a reduced porosity [6]. One of the
requirements of pulse plating is the need for higher peak current to maintain a constant
cathode current density. For low duty cycles this can produce a large spike in the current,
which can lead to “burning” of the deposited material [7]. For example if a 100 mA average
current is desired with a 10% duty cycle operating at 1 Hz; the result would be a 1 A current
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flow for .1 sec followed by a .9 sec pause with no current flow.
2.3 Characterization:
The electroplated copper and nickel films were examined in a Scanning Electron Microscope
(Philips XL30-FEG, USA). This system is capable of providing a resolution of 3.5 nm at its
maximum voltage of 30 kV. Further, instrumented indentation was employed to measure the
mechanical properties of the deposited films using a CSM Nano-Indentation Tester having
relevant software.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Manufacturing of Nanoengineered Polymer
One of the most crucial aspects of the polymer sheet forming process is to preserve the nature
and distribution of the metallic nanoparticles within the host polymer matrix. As the relative
distribution of the metallic nanoparticles can greatly affect the electrical conductivity of the
polymer, process optimization was performed during this step. Results from the initial forming
operations determined that the density of the inclusions within the polymer had decreased after
extrusion. This yielded sheets with higher resistance. To remedy this situation it was
determined the screen pack within the extruder (which aids in the melting process by
increasing the back pressure) had to be removed, as it was interfering with the metallic
inclusions. Removal of the pack filter was successful in restoring the extrudates resistance to
pre-forming levels.
The manufacturing of the polymer samples into substrates can be achieved through a variety
of methods, each with their own set of optimization parameters and results. The elevated
temperature extrusion chosen in this analysis is no different. One of the key parameters
concerning this forming method is the temperature at which the polymeric beads were melted.
Initial tests were conducted at a melt temperature of 200oC. At this temperature the extrudate
featured “tearing” at the surface of the polymer, indicating of a melting temperature that is too
low. As such the melt temperature was increased to 215 and eventually to 225oC to eliminate
the “tearing” effect of the polymer.
Following the extrusion, the compression molding process utilized to form the plaques was
optimized to produce an acceptable surface finish. This included a minimum compression time
of 60 sec to allow for the polymer to cool. Additionally the compressive pressure was adjusted
between 30,000 and 44,000 psi in which it was determined the optimal value is 30,000 psi.
This process proved sufficient; however the requirement of the sheets to be cut into discrete
units for the press increases the manufacturing time and limits large scale viability.
The rolling operation chosen to replace the press allows for a greater rate of production, as a
continuous sheet could be generated with no interruptions to the process flow. Optimization of
this operation has been carefully controlled to ensure the material output rate from the extruder
matched the speed at which the rollers accept the material. Otherwise stretching and ripping
can occur resulting in failure of the material. The rate of the rollers is adjusted to match the
extrudate velocity. The extrudate velocity is a function, among other parameters, of the die
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pressure as well as temperature. It was determined at a die pressure of 22 MPa and
temperature of 245oC the rollers operated at their maximum rotational velocity of 75.1 RPM.
To decrease the rotation velocity of the rollers the die pressure is decreased to 11-12.5 MPa at
a temperature of 240oC which resulted in a roller speed of 65 RPM, a stable value.
3.2 Electroplating of Nanoengineered Polymer
SEM images of the copper and nickel electroplated samples prepared at different duty cycles
25%, 50%, 75% and 100% were compared as in Figure 4. To provide for an accurate
comparison the current density was kept constant at 10 mA/cm2. All these samples were
electroplated for duration of 90 min each.

Figure 4: SEM pictures of copper and nickel films deposited at duty cycles 25%, 50%, 75% and
100% respectively (50x)
From the SEM images presented in Figure 4 it is clearly seen that the nickel films appear
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relatively porous compared to the copper films at all duty cycles. Throughout every duty cycle
the copper film presents a greater level of homogeneity with fewer discrepancies. It can also
be observed in both cases, the porosity of the deposited films decreased with increasing duty
cycle.
In addition to the film topography, the microstructure and size of the individual grains in the
deposited Nickel and Copper films were also determined from the SEM analysis, in order to
understand the nucleation process. Figure 5 presents the SEM images of these samples at a
higher magnification level of 5000X.

Figure 5: SEM pictures of copper and nickel films deposited at duty cycles 25%, 50%, 75% and
100% respectively (5000x)
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These SEM pictures in Figure 5 clearly showing a large amount of variation in the
microstructure and associated grain size between the copper and nickel films. While the
copper films showed a distinct granularity, the nickel films appear smooth and quite reflective
topography. At a 25% duty cycle the copper film displays an average grain size of the order 3
to 5 µm. The copper films deposited at a duty cycle of 50% exhibited an average grain size of
1 to 3 µm. As the duty cycle further increased to 75%, this trend continues with the grain size
decreased to .5 to 2 µm range. Interestingly, relatively smooth sub-µm grains were observed in
copper films electroplated using DC constant current (100% duty cycle). In contrast, Nickel
films deposited using pulse plating at different duty cycles appears smooth without any
granular features. However, the DC plated (100% duty cycle) nickel films seem relatively
rough compared to others.
As microstructural variation with grains of different sizes known to influence the physical and
mechanical properties of thin films, these changes will be correlated with the film properties.
Smaller grain sizes yield significant advantages in terms of wear resistance [8]. Additionally
the decrease in grain size leads to an increase in the density of grain boundaries which in turn
improves the fracture mechanics of the material.
These films were analyzed using nanoindentation technique also for Young’s Modulus and
Hardness properties. Correlating the nanoindentation results to the SEM data shows that the
relatively larger grain structures of the Copper deposits are related to a higher Young’s
Modulus and lower Hardness when compared to the Nickel deposits. The Nickel deposits with
the smaller, featureless, grains correspond to a relatively higher hardness. Consistent with
mechanical theory in which smaller grains (which yields an increase in grain boundary
density) have improved mechanical properties such as wear properties, fracture resistance, as
well as the observed Hardness. This trend continues within the Copper samples wherein it is
found an increase in duty cycle (and thus a decrease in grain size) results in a higher Hardness
value.
Examination of these plots indicates that the data conforms well to a linear trend line. It shows
that Young’s Modulus and hardness are both linear functions of current density as well as duty
cycle. This trend appears as a positive slope for both copper and nickel. An increase in duty
cycle and/or current density correlates to a direct increase in the samples Young’s Modulus
and hardness, an important determination in the characterization of the thin metallic films.
Additionally, copper exhibits a higher Young’s Modulus when compared to nickel for each
duty cycle/current density combinations. This was contrary to the bulk properties relationship
of the two materials (bulk copper Young’s Modulus = 110 GPa, bulk nickel Young’s Modulus
= 200 GPa)[9], indicative of a scaling factor that alters the materials mechanical properties at
the micro-scale. From the SEM results the grain size is roughly 3-5 microns. Thus the grain
size of bulk copper can be assumed to be in this range. The bulk value for the Young’s
Modulus of Nickel was not observed during the course of this research. The nickel films in
general exhibits a higher hardness when compared to the copper films, consistent with the
relationship of the bulk material mechanical properties.
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Conclusions
The manufacturing of the polymer resin from beads into test plaques was demonstrated in this
paper using a combination of forming methods. The chosen process for this research involved
elevated temperature extrusion coupled initially with compression molding, later replaced by a
rolling operation. It was determined both post extrusion operations resulted in a similar surface
finish of the sample; however the increase in throughput of the rolling operation was a clear
advantage. Optimization efforts of the manufacturing process resulted in samples with
unaffected electrical conductance properties in a choice of geometries. Copper and Nickel
electroplated samples were prepared at different duty cycles and current densities. The
analysis of the copper and nickel samples showed that copper films were much more granular
with the grain size varying in the range 0.5 µm to 5 µm, whereas Nickel films were relatively
smooth. It was determined that within a given material, mechanical properties rely on the
plating current density and duty cycle. An increase in either factor results in improvement of
mechanical properties. With respect to the individual material results, copper was found to
have a higher Young’s Modulus (for equivalent deposition parameters) while nickel exhibited
a higher Hardness (for equivalent deposition parameters).
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Abstract
This paper presents a new intuitive method for robot tool path teaching using vision based teaching
wand. Manual teaching of robots for frequently changing applications is an issue when using
traditional robot teach pendants. For someone with minimal robot programming skills, using a
robot teach pendant to teach an application requires a steep learning curve and is usually a slow
process. This is one reason why some industries who could potentially use industrial robots do not
use them because they have applications that change frequently, they lack in-house robot
programming skills, or they cannot afford expensive external resources to assist in programming
robot applications. Our approach is a quick and intuitive way to control the robot tool position in
the 3D space without sacrificing accuracy. Just as a joystick is a very natural way to control motion
in 2D, our method extends this approach to the three dimensions for robot position control. Using
an illuminated teaching wand and a single IR camera, we track the offsets in 3D to generate velocity
commands for the robot. A flexible velocity calibration scheme is implemented that does not
restricts the user to start the teaching wand at any specific location in camera view to generate robot
motion. Transformation of human hand motion into smooth robot motion is achieved by removal
of teaching wand jitter and additional convenience features like axis constrained motion help realize
robot teach pendant like control.
Keywords — Human-robot interaction, Intuitive robot teaching, Vision-based tracking.

1

Introduction

Industrial robot has proven itself to be a key component for advanced manufacturing. Not only it
can dramatically improve the quality of products being manufactured, it also has the potential to
increase the production throughput speeds and improve the overall financial savings over the long
term. Yet many of the small to medium industries, who could potentially use industrial robots to
their advantage, are still hesitant to employ robots in their production lines. The reasons can vary
from the high initial investment for setting up a robot based manufacturing cell to the specialized
skills needed to program and run the robots. Nevertheless, one of the main reasons that robots are
not as extensively used is due to the fact that it is not easy to teach robot applications.
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Programming an industrial robot application can be done manually by directly using the robot or
off-line in a simulation package using CAD models. Off-line programming (OLP) for robots is
similar to how CAD systems are used to generate the programs for CNC machines. Using CAD
models for the robots, fixtures and the different components, a program structure is built up which
is similar to manual teach programming. Intelligent tools use CAD data to generate the sequences
of position and process information. The advantage of this method is the significant saving of time
and money specially when designing complex work cells. Other benefits include the ability to
analyze the behavior of the work cell before actually implementing it.
Even though OLP method is widely used for programming robots for large and complicated work
cells, it has its limitation due to the fact that complete geometrical description of robot working area
and CAD model for the workpiece must be known in advance. Various calibrations also need to
be performed to correlate the off-line programming to the actual implementation in the work cell,
and any deviation of the CAD model from the real world will additionally require the robot path to
be corrected on the plant floor. These limitations pose problems for small to medium sized
industries who have to deal with batches of workpieces that are manufactured in low volumes and
change quite frequently. It usually becomes cost prohibitive to use offline programming to handle
such manufacturing jobs employing OLP.
Manual robot teaching methods traditionally use a teach pendant [1] [2] [3] as human robot
interaction device. However, using a teach pendant can be awkward, inefficient and timeconsuming to generate robot programs on the manufacturing floor. A robot needs to be manually
jogged to all the target positions, and position and orientation of the robot end effector are then
recorded to program the path for robot motion. Controlling an industrial robot with six degrees of
freedom is not an intuitive task when using a teach pendant that typically can jog the robot in only
single direction at a time and the programmer may have to switch between different coordinate
systems to effectively move the robot end effector to the desired target position. The manual
jogging of robot is also unattractive from the ergonomic point of view [4]. It is an acquired skill
that comes with long experience and only then manual teaching can be performed with some
efficiency to program robot tasks.
To overcome the shortcomings of OLP, some methods have been proposed to enhance it by using
Augmented Reality (AR) that overlays computer generated graphics onto the real world images so
that both can be perceived at the same time. The advantage of this approach is that the operator can
visualize the robot trajectories in the real environment and robot teaching methods do not require
workpiece to be modeled in CAD or its localization in the workcell. AR has been used in a variety
of ways for industrial robot teaching also, including using marker-based optical tracking systems
[5] [6] [7]. This approach suffers from having significant error when determining the depth
information of the marker and can also stop working when the marker gets occluded. Other
approaches include the use of laser range finder to get better depth accuracy [8].
Different types of manual teaching devices have also been a topic of research to facilitate ease of
programming robots. Researchers attached accelerometers to human arms to let one arm control
the position and the other control the orientation of the robotic arm [9] and others recorded various
joint movements using motion sensors which were then applied for robot arm control [10]. These
approaches solved the intuitive control of robot arm problem but were limited in positioning and
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orienting the robot end effector accurately. Another teaching system using a teach pen with optical
markers that were tracked by a motion capture system was proposed to improve the positioning
accuracy [11]. However, this accuracy was dependent on the position estimation of the pen tip and
the experiments that were performed required the motion capture platform to be separate from the
robot platform.
Joysticks and haptic devices have also been used to control the robots. A force/torque sensor
attached to the robot end effector was used with a joystick to control the forces in a polishing
application was presented in [12]. A 6 DOF force-feedback joystick was used to accurately control
the robot and conduct delicate tasks such as surgery in [13]. However, this application was limited
to small workspaces and cannot be used in industrial environments. Another technique based on
Wii Remote Controller was used to capture human hand gestures for controlling an industrial robot
in [14]. These methods addressed the ease of manually teaching a robot but were limited in one
way or another for use in an industrial environment.
A mechanical joystick can be a very intuitive way to control a mechanical device in two dimensions.
There are numerous applications that use joysticks in such a way that does not require too much
effort for one to become skilled. However, for controlling or positioning a device in three
dimensions, the intuitive nature of typical mechanical joysticks falls apart, as it becomes very hard
to manually control simultaneous motion in all three dimensions both smoothly and accurately.
The vision based teaching wand approach presented in this paper demonstrates an innovative and
robust way to control the position of the robot tool tip. This method works in the same way as a
2D joystick controller but extends the intuitive control in three dimensions. A single IR camera
tracks the position of a teaching wand and derives its position in three dimensions. However, the
wand does not need to be moved to any specific location in the field of view of the camera to start
robot motion. Instead, an operating workzone is automatically created in 3D around any starting
position of the teaching wand. Moving the teaching wand in any direction then generates the
corresponding motion offsets for the robot that mirrors the wand movement. While moving the
wand, the user is monitoring the tool tip to accurately position it where it is required for teaching
the point. Just like using a mechanical joystick, the velocity of the robot motion is controlled by
how far the teaching wand is moved from its starting position. This results in an intuitive way to to
quickly and precisely control the velocity of the tool tip. The method mimics the robot teach
pendant like control to manually teach positions but gives the added advantage to move along any
3D vector in world coordinates and have full control over the velocity of the motion while moving.

2
2.1

System Overview
System Setup

The teaching system setup consists of a teaching wand and an IR camera connected to a vision PC
as shown in Figure 1. The position of the teaching wand is tracked using the IR camera and the
image data is communicated to the vision PC for processing. The motion enable and mode
information from the teaching wand is also sent to the vision PC which then computes the 3D
motion offsets in Robot World Coordinates. The offset data is provided to the robot controller to
control the corresponding velocity of the tool tip in Robot World Coordinates.
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Figure 1: Teaching system setup
2.2

Teaching Wand Operation

2.2.1 Position tracking
The teaching wand has an IR Illuminated Sphere (IRIS) that can be seen by the IR camera as a
brightly lit circle from any direction. The vision processing algorithm derives the centroid of the
IRIS circle as the position of the teaching wand in Camera Spatial Coordinates. The 𝑥 and 𝑦
position of the IRIS in Camera Spatial Coordinates maps directly to its 2D image and is derived
from the 𝑥 and 𝑦 in Image Pixel Coordinates. The radius of the IRIS circle is known and its relative
size seen in the Image Pixel Coordinates at any distance from the IR camera can be calibrated to
correspond to its 𝑧 position in Camera Spatial Coordinates. Hence, the 3D (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) position of the
teaching wand can be tracked in the Camera Spatial Coordinates with just using a single IR camera.
Aligning the Camera Spatial Coordinates with the Robot World Coordinates makes the robot
motion to directly correspond to the teaching wand movements, hence resulting in a very intuitive
way to control the robot tool tip position.
The precision of position tracking depends on the image resolution and its quality based on the
lighting conditions. If the teaching wand was being used to directly generate position commands
for the robot tool tip, then the entire system needed to be highly accurate, including tracking of the
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𝑧-depth of IRIS and calibration of the IR camera coordinates to the robot coordinate system.
However, using the teaching wand as a 3D visual joystick to generate velocity offsets for the robot
tool tip, the IR camera only needs to be approximately calibrated with the Robot World
Coordinates. The positional accuracy of the teaching wand comes from the operator monitoring
the placement of the robot tool tip just as in the case if a robot teach pendant was being used.
2.2.2 Self-Calibration
In order for the teaching wand operation to be intuitive, it must be able to control robot motion at
any start position within the IR camera field of view and then deriving distance offsets relative to
that start point. This relinquishes the need to locate the teaching wand at one fixed start point in
the 3D space for generating robot motion offsets. This is not only a useful feature but also a quite
necessary one as it will otherwise be extremely difficult for an operator to precisely position the
teaching wand at a fixed start point in 3D space without any guides.
Moving the teaching wand in the view of the IR camera and pressing a button to enable motion
sets the start point at that location in 3D space as shown in Figure 2. The start point locates the
origin of the motion offset frame which is aligned with the Camera Spatial Coordinates. Any
subsequent motion of the teaching wand now generates the motion offset in that direction relative
to the start point.

Motion
Offset
Frame

Z
Start
Point

Y

X

Teaching
Wand

IR Camera
Field of
View

Figure 2: Start point and motion offset frame
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2.2.3 Deadzone
After enabling the robot motion, trying to hold the teaching wand steady at the start position can be
a challenge and it will have an inherent jitter associated with its tracked position. This slight
variations in position should not cause any robot motion and hence need to be suppressed. Figure
3 shows a small deadzone allocated around the start point. Any teaching wand motion within that
region does not result in motion offsets. Only offsetting the teaching wand from the start position
in the direction of intended robot motion will cause it to move outside the deadzone that in turn will
generate a smooth robot motion offset.
Z

Start
Point

Y

X

Deadzone

Figure 3: Start point and deadzone
2.2.4 Pure Axis Motion Zones
One of the convenient features available on a robot teach pendant is the ability to jog the robot
along any one of the (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) axes in the Robot World Coordinates. Attempting such a pure axis
motion using the visual teaching wand will require extraordinary steady hands. To facilitate this
type of motion, pure axis motion zones are created along the Camera Spatial Coordinates as shown
in Figure 4. As long as the teaching wand stays within the pure axis zone, motion offsets are
generated only along that particular axis ignoring any jitter along the other two axes. Since the
Camera Spatial Coordinates are aligned with the Robot World Coordinates, this results in a robot
motion along any one of the (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) axes in the Robot World Coordinates.
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Z

Start
Point

Y

X

Pure Axis
Motion
Zones

Figure 4: Start point and pure axis motion zones
2.2.5 Motion Offset Generation
Combining the effects of the deadzone, pure axis motion zones and the robot motion enable, the
flowchart for a safe way to generate the robot motion offsets is shown in Figure 5.
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Motion Offset Generation

Teaching Wand in
IR camera view?

No

Disable motion offset
generation

Yes

Motion Enable
pressed?

No

Yes

Fix the calibration point for
the Motion Offset Frame and
enable motion offset
generation

Read Teaching Wand
position & compute its offset
from the calibration point

Yes

Teaching Wand
within Deadzone?

No
Teaching Wand
within Pure X-Axis
Motion Zone?

Yes

Compute motion offset in
X-Axis direction only

Yes

Compute motion offset in
Y-Axis direction only

Yes

Compute motion offset in
Z-Axis direction only

No

Teaching Wand
within Pure Y-Axis
Motion Zone?
No
Teaching Wand
within Pure Z-Axis
Motion Zone?
No
Compute motion offset in
X, Y, Z-Axis directions

No

Motion Enable
released?

Yes

Figure 5: Motion offset generation flowchart
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2.3

Hardware

2.3.1 Teaching Wand
The teaching wand is the user interface to control the tool tip position of the robot. Its operation
is similar to a visual joystick that is used to generate velocity offsets in three dimensions. The
main components of the teaching wand are:
a. IR Illuminated Sphere (IRIS)
Infrared (IR) light is the electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths longer than those of visible
light. As a result, infrared light is used in industrial, scientific, and medical applications to
illuminate and track objects without interference from visible light. IR camera can also be used to
capture an image in darkness as long as an IR source is provided. An IR camera which is sensitive
between the spectrum of 3-5µm and 8-14µm wavelengths will works well in most of the lighting
conditions.
On the teaching wand, the IR Illuminated Sphere (IRIS) consists of IR LEDs enclosed in a
translucent sphere that uniformly distributes the illumination of the LEDs. The result is that images
returned from the IR camera shows IRIS as a perfect circle from any view angle. This is important,
since the diameter of the captured circle is used to measure the depth position of the teaching wand.
The size of IRIS also dictates how large of an operating work zone can be realized for the teaching
wand. It is desirable that the IRIS covers a large enough area in the image for the vision algorithms
to accurately derive its centroid location.
b. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
An inertial measurement unit is utilized to measure the orientation of the teaching wand relative to
the Camera Spatial Coordinates. This tilt in the teaching wand orientation will be used to control
the orientation of the robot tool tip. A microcontroller interprets the output of the sensor into yaw,
pitch, and roll Euler angles. The use of Euler angles fits the application nicely, since they can be
used to represent the orientation relative to a reference or frame.
c. Microcontroller
An Arduino Micro is used as a microcontroller to interface the peripherals attached to the teaching
wand and the PC which is running the vision algorithms. The microcontroller reads the inputs,
processes the data and eventually sends messages to the vision PC over the serial ports.
d. Control Buttons
There are several buttons on the teaching wand that control its operation:




Power – to turn on/off the IR LEDs
Motion Enable – for self-calibration and enable generation of motion offsets
Mode – to switch between position and orientation control
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Emergency Stop – safety for the handheld teaching device to disable robot motion

Some of the prototypes for the teaching wand are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Teaching wand prototypes
2.3.2 IR Camera
Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 is a readily available device with multiple vision sensors that has
excellent capabilities for its price. Kinect not only includes an RGB sensor but also a depth sensor
that works in the IR range, which can be used for tracking the IRIS on the teaching wand. The
main specifications for the Kinect IR sensor are given in Table 1.
Property

Specifications

Sensor type
Field of View
Spatial x/y resolution
(@2m distance from sensor)
Operating range

CMOS (1600×1200 resolution)
58° Horizontal, 40° Vertical, 70° Diagonal
3mm
0.8m – 3.5m

Table 1: Specifications for the Kinect depth sensor
Since the Kinect IR sensor is utilized to capture the position of the IRIS instead of using the RGB
sensor, lighting is not a major point of concern. This is very useful in factory environments where
control on ambient lighting is always an issue. On the other hand, such industrial manufacturing
environments typically may not have strong IR sources. Since the IRIS emits its own IR light, it
is presumed that the image seen by the IR sensor does not contain any other sources of strong IR
light or objects that are radiating high levels of heat. This will ensure that the vision algorithm
tracks the IRIS properly and is not confused by other IR sources.

3

System Implementation
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The main goal of the new teaching method presented in this paper is to implement generation of
smooth robot velocity offsets corresponding to IRIS movement in the Camera Spatial
Coordinates. We are not interested in the absolute location of IRIS in Robot World Coordinates
but rather we need to measure the relative movement of IRIS from the start point when motion
was enabled. The implementation of this method is detailed in the following sections.
3.1

Image Processing

Most existing object tracking methods use visible light intensity and/or color to track objects [15].
With these methods there are inherent problems with the interference of ambient light source in
the tracking environment. IR light source and cameras are a good way to eliminate ambient light
interference issues. The IR image captured by the Kinect IR sensor is an RGB image with IR
content. As we are only interested in locating the position of the IRIS, we can ignore other
properties like its color. RGB images are computationally expensive for any real-time computing
or target tracking based applications. Hence, the image should first be converted into grayscale
before any further processing. RGB to grayscale is done using the method mentioned in [16] [17]
as given below:
𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 = (0.2989 ∗ 𝐼𝑟 + 0.5870 ∗ 𝐼𝑔 + 0.1140 ∗ 𝐼𝑏 )

(1)

where 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 is the grayscale image, and (𝐼𝑟 , 𝐼𝑔 , 𝐼𝑏 ) are the RGB components of the image.
3.2

Image Filtering

Even though Kinect IR sensor is suitable for most of the lighting conditions, it suffers from an
inherent noise issue due to low signal-to-noise ratios. It is always desirable to perform noise
reduction before processing the image to derive position information. The ideal filtering technique
for our purpose would reduce noise while preserving the edges so minimum distortion is
introduced in the circular shape of the IRIS image. A standard median filter [18] is chosen as it is
best suited to reduce the noise in the IR image [19] while preserving the edges.
3.3

Image Thresholding

Even though we are using an IR sensor, the presence of ambient light can have negative effects on
detecting and tracking the IRIS. In order to avoid any false positive detection of the IRIS, another
level of thresholding is introduced. The filtered image is converted into a binary image based on a
threshold value 𝑡𝑏𝑤 [17]. Since the IR light source will be much brighter than other light sources,
a 70% fixed threshold was chosen for the grayscale image to reject all non IR light sources present
in the image. The illumination level is calculated as follows:
𝑡𝑏𝑤 = 0.70 ∗ 255
0 for 𝐼𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 ≤ 𝑡𝑏𝑤
𝐼𝑏𝑤 = {
1 otherwise

(2)
(3)

where 𝐼𝑏𝑤 is the resulting binary image.
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Most of the speckle and high frequency noises are filtered out by the above filtering methods.
However, there might still be some leftover high frequency noise content that will need to be
further removed. This can be accomplished by using a morphological filter [20]. The binary
image is first eroded as given by:
𝐴 ⊝ 𝐵 = ⋂𝑏∈𝐵 𝐴−𝑏

(4)

where 𝐴 is binary image and 𝐵 is the erosion mask (disk or square). This is then followed by a
dilation operation on the image as given by:
𝐴 ⊕ 𝐵 = ⋃𝑏∈𝐵 𝐴𝑏
3.4

(5)

Object Detection

A number of techniques have been proposed for object detection from 2D images. With the noise
filtered out from the image, we chose to detect IRIS by using a size invariant circular Hough
transform [21] [22]. Hough transform based methods for object detection work by allowing image
features to vote for the location of the object. Circular Hough transform returns the radius of the
IRIS circle 𝑟 𝑝 and its centroid 𝒄𝒑 = (𝑐𝑥𝑝 , 𝑐𝑦𝑝 ) in pixel coordinates.
3.5

Operating Range

As IRIS tracking is an essential part of our operation, useful information cannot be extracted from
the image if IRIS is too close or too far off from the camera. Hence, the operating range for the
teaching work zone needs to be calculated for optimal use.
If IRIS is too close to the camera, its image will fill most of the view frame. Any movement of
IRIS may then cause the detected image to leave the camera view, which in turn results in a failure
to generate motion offsets. The size of the IRIS relative to the image size in pixels can be used to
determine the closest operating range of the teaching wand. For the closest operating range, a
clearance equal to the diameter of the IRIS in pixels was empirically selected to provide sufficient
clearance around IRIS to detect its movement within the camera view. The resulting maximum
diameter 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 of IRIS in pixels that is allowed for operation can then be calculated as:
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

min(𝐼height ,𝐼𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ )
3

(6)

where 𝐼ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 and 𝐼𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ are the height and width of the image in pixels.
If IRIS is too far away from the camera, its pixel size in the image becomes too small for it to
have enough resolution to accurately determine its diameter for computing the 𝑧-depth. The
minimum diameter of IRIS in view was empirically selected to be equal to 10% of the image size
before it is considered too small for accurate 𝑧-depth offset generation. The minimum diameter
𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 of IRIS in pixels can then be calculated as:
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𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 10%

min(𝐼height ,𝐼𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ )
3

(7)

This above analysis implies that diameter of the detected IRIS in pixels should be between
(𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) for best operation.
3.6

Jitter Filtering

Tracking a hand held teaching wand in 3D will always have some jitter content associated with it,
depending on how steady or unsteady is the operator hand motion. Generating motion offsets with
jitter in it will result in an undesirable jittery motion of the tool tip position. Hence, the jitter
content in the motion offsets needs to be filtered out in order to produce a smooth robot motion.
Since the jitter is mainly high frequency content in the motion data, a weighted moving average
filter [18] is implemented to filter it out:
𝑛

𝐽𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 =

1
∑
𝑛

𝑝

𝑐𝑥
𝑤𝑖 ∗ [𝑐𝑦𝑝 ]
𝑟𝑝
𝑘=0

(8)

where 𝑤𝑖 is the weight applied to the filter (𝑤𝑖 = 1).
3.7

Z-Depth Calculation

In order for the teaching wand to be intuitive to use, robot velocity offsets need to be mapped
directly to IRIS movement in 3D Camera Spatial Coordinates. A change in IRIS position in spatial
(𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates produces a corresponding change in the detected position of the IRIS in the
(𝑥, 𝑦) pixel coordinates. This is a linear change, since a change in the Camera Spatial Coordinates
is proportional to the corresponding change in the image pixel coordinates.
Similarly, a change in IRIS position along the 𝑧 axis in the Camera Spatial Coordinates produces
a corresponding change in the size of the radius of the detected IRIS in pixel coordinates. This
change is non-linear and 𝑧 depth cannot be linearly derived from the change in radius size in pixels
as we did for the (𝑥, 𝑦) axes. Instead, the relationship is derived by experimentally measuring and
mapping the size of the IRIS radius 𝑟 𝑝 (pixels) in image to its position 𝑆𝑧 in Camera Spatial
Coordinates. Table 2 shows measured distance between the IRIS and the IR sensor and the
detected IRIS radius in pixels:
𝑆𝑧
5
10
15
20
25

𝑟𝑝
77.995
41
28
21.0638
17
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30
14.57
35
12
40
10.7107
45
9.2795
50
9
55
8
60
6.6835
Table 2: Mapping between spatial 𝑧-depth of the IRIS to its radius in pixels
A two term exponential curve fitting technique is used to fit the measured data. The general
equation of a two term exponential is given by:
𝑆𝑧 = 𝑎𝑒 𝑏𝐽𝑧 + 𝑐𝑒 𝑑𝐽𝑧

(9)

Where the coefficients 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 need to be determined by curve fitting. The computed curve fitting
coefficients are given in Table 3 and the result is shown in Figure 7.
Coefficient Value (with 95% confidence bounds)
146 (133.2, 158.9)
𝑎
−0.2142 (−0.2404, −0.1881)
𝑏
31.8 (27.12, 36.48)
𝑐
−0.02641 (−0.03027, −0.02255)
𝑑
Table 3: Curve fitting coefficients computation results

Figure 7: IRIS distance from IR camera vs. IRIS radius in pixels
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3.8

Spatial Coordinate Conversion

So far we have the IRIS offsets from the start position in the (𝑥, 𝑦) directions in the image pixel
coordinates and the IRIS offset in the 𝑧 direction is in the Camera Spatial Coordinates. Before the
(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) offsets can be used for generating velocity commands, they need to be converted to and
normalized in the Camera Spatial Coordinates, otherwise the scaling of motion in the (𝑥, 𝑦)
directions will vary based on the 𝑧-depth 𝑆𝑧 of the IRIS. The filtered (𝑥, 𝑦) location of the IRIS
in pixel coordinates is given by (𝐽𝑥 , 𝐽𝑦 ). Using the perspective transform, the corresponding IRIS
location in Camera Spatial Coordinates (𝑆𝑥 , 𝑆𝑦 ) can be computed as:
𝑆𝑥 = 𝑆𝑧 ∗

𝐽𝑥

𝑓

and 𝑆𝑦 = 𝑆𝑧 ∗

𝐽𝑦

𝑓

( 10 )

where 𝑓 is the focal length of the Kinect IR sensor.
3.9

Offset Generation

Ease of setup is a major concern when trying to use the teaching wand in an industrial environment.
User should be able to pick up the teaching wand and start programming the robot just as easily as
when using a robot teach pendant. This implies that we should be able to start the teaching process
once the wand is inside the camera frame, irrespective of its distance from the center of the frame.
This method performs a self-calibration when robot motion is enabled by setting the initial detected
location of the wand as the start point, where the origin of the spatial coordinate system for relative
measurements is located. Hence, the initial detected location 𝐎 of IRIS in the Camera Spatial
Coordinates, which is now also the reference start point for relative measurements, is given by:
𝑆𝑥
𝐎 = [𝑆𝑦 ]
𝑆𝑧

( 11 )

Moving the teaching wand away from the start position starts the generation of distance offsets.
The distance 𝐃 of the new position of the wand from its start point in Camera Spatial Coordinates
is given by:
𝐷𝑥
𝐃 = [𝐷𝑦 ] = 𝐒 − 𝐎
𝐷𝑧

( 12 )

where 𝐒 is the new position of the IRIS in the Camera Spatial Coordinates.
3.10 Deadzone, Pure Axis Motion and Boundary Condition Generation
Deadzone is an operational zone around the start point within the workspace of the teaching wand
where motion offsets are suppressed even when there is a slight wand movement. As hand held
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motions are prone to jitter, any jitter around the start point of the teaching wand in Camera Spatial
Coordinates should not cause any corresponding robot motion.
Additionally, traditional robot teach pendants provide manual motion keys that can be used to jog
the robot just along a selected axis in Robot World Coordinates. This pure axis motion can be
very useful when manually jogging the robot while teaching applications. For the teaching wand,
pure axis motion computation is comprised of generating motion along any single axis in Camera
Spatial Coordinates, which is aligned with the Robot World Coordinates, while rejecting any small
deviations along the other two axes.
Both the deadzone and pure axis motion zones can be implemented by creating an operational zone
along each of the (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) axes in Camera Spatial Coordinates, as shown by pure axis motion zones
in Figure 4. A distance offset within these zones allow motion only along axis in the direction of
the zone while suppressing generation of motion offsets along the other two axes.
This behavior can be implemented by using a simple band reject filter [23] as long as the deviations
along the other two axes remain within a certain bound. Once these deviations cross the boundary
conditions for the pure axis motion zone, the distance offsets can then be calculated from the
moving average filtered value as described in the previous sections. Based on the ideal band reject
filter, the filtered distance offset 𝐇 in the Camera Spatial Coordinates that implements the
operating zones is given by:
0
if − 𝑤 ≤ 𝐷𝑥 ≤ 𝑤
𝐷𝑥 ± 𝑤 otherwise
0
if − 𝑤 ≤ 𝐷𝑦 ≤ 𝑤
𝐻𝑦 = {
𝐷𝑦 ± 𝑤 otherwise
0
if − 𝑤 ≤ 𝐷𝑧 ≤ 𝑤
𝐻𝑧 = {
𝐷𝑧 ± 𝑤 otherwise
𝐻𝑥
𝐻
𝐇 = [ 𝑦]
𝐻𝑧
𝐻𝑥 = {

( 13 )
( 14 )
( 15 )
( 16 )

where 𝑤 is the width of the band reject filter measured in Camera Spatial Coordinates and it defines
the bounding box for the pure axis motion zones.
3.11 Normalized Velocity Offsets
Robot motion is generated using the smoothed velocity offset which are created by the filtered
distance offset 𝐇 in the Camera Spatial Coordinates. Since we are using the teaching wand as a
visual joystick, the distance offsets directly maps into the velocity offset in the Camera Spatial
Coordinates. With the Camera Spatial Coordinates aligned with the Robot World Coordinates,
these velocity offsets can be used to move the robot tool tip relative to the Robot World
Coordinates. However, before the velocity offsets can be sent to the robot controller for generating
motion, they need to be normalized. To constrain the velocity offsets between (𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) when
filtered distance offsets are bounded between (𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 ), a simple normalization can be
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performed to obtain the required velocity offset using:
𝑣𝑥
(𝐇−𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
(𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐯 = [𝑣𝑦 ] = (𝐻 −𝐻
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
𝑣𝑧

( 17 )

These velocity offsets can now be provided to the robot controller to jog the robot.

4

Experimental Results

In the experimental setup, the teaching wand was moved within its operational zone and was
tracked by the Kinect IR sensor. The vision PC used MATLAB [24] to communicate with the
Kinect sensor and run vision processing algorithms to derive the location of IRIS. The tracked
data was recorder and processed to derive the corresponding velocity offsets for controlling the
robot.
Experiment 1 demonstrates the results for a pure motion along 𝑥 axis. Using a width of
(𝑤 = ±1.6) for the pure axis motion zones, the teaching wand was moved along 𝑥 axis while the
deviations in the 𝑦 and 𝑧 axis remained within the bounding box for the pure axis motion zone.
Figure 8 shows the tracked distance offsets of IRIS and the computed smooth normalized velocity
offsets after filtering. Notice that no velocity offsets are present in the 𝑦 and 𝑧 axis directions,
resulting in a pure motion along 𝑥 axis.

Figure 8: Distance and velocity offsets for pure axis motion
Experiment 2 uses the same tracked data from the last one but reduces the width for the pure axis
motion zones to (𝑤 = ±1.2). As shown in Figure 9, some of the tracked distance offsets of IRIS
in the 𝑦 and 𝑧 axs directions are now outside the bounding box for the pure axis motion zone. The
corresponding computed normalized velocity offsets now has some components in the 𝑦 and 𝑧
axis directions. This demonstrates the need for properly setting the width 𝑤 of the pure axis motion
zones to completely filter out any small deviations when trying to manually move the teaching
wand along only one of the axis.
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Figure 9: Distance and velocity offsets for pure axis motion with smaller bounding box
Experiment 3 demonstrates the results for a general motion of the teaching wand in 3D space.
Using a width of (𝑤 = ±1.6) for the pure axis motion zones, the teaching wand was moved in the
operating zone in all directions. Figure 10 shows the tracked distance offsets of IRIS and the
computed smooth normalized velocity offsets after filtering. Notice that any motion within the
bounding box did not result in generation of the corresponding velocity offsets.

Figure 10: Distance and velocity offsets for motion in all three directions

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented an intuitive and robust method for robot tool path teaching using a visual
teaching wand. Using a single IR camera, the IR illuminated source on the teaching wand was
tracked in the 3D space. The use of an IR source helped eliminate the effects of other light sources
in the environment resulting in a reliable tracking of its 3D location. This is an important feature
for this teaching method to be considered for use in a typical industrial environment. The handheld
teaching wand had jitter associated with it that needed to be removed in order to achieve a smooth
robot motion. The idea of a deadzone and bounding boxes about the axes was presented to not only
help remove jitter but also to implement convenience features like axis constrained motion that
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assists the handheld teaching wand realize some of the useful robot teach pendant jog controls.
Additionally, the distance offsets were generated relative to a start point that is dynamically created
in 3D space when the motion enable button is pressed on the teaching wand. This eliminates the
need to accurately position the teaching wand in 3D space and robot motion can be started by the
teaching wand from any location as long as it is within the operating view of the camera. The use
of distance offsets from the start point to map directly into robot velocity offsets helped realize a
joystick like control in 3D space that can be a very natural way to control the positioning of the
robot tool tip. Aligning the robot world axes with the camera spatial axes makes the robot motion
control mirror the teaching wand movements in the 3D space. The teaching wand only needs to be
moved in the direction of the required tool tip motion without worrying about precisely locating the
teaching wand in the camera view. These features allow the operator to mainly concentrate on the
accuracy of the tool tip positioning while moving the handheld teaching wand in a natural way in
the 3D space.
Currently, the threshold values and bounding box sizes used in the vision processing algorithms are
preset based on a typical setup and operation. These values can possibly be automatically generated
based on an initial self-calibration of the system, resulting in optimal performance in different
lighting environments and when used by different operators. Hough transform was used on each
frame to locate the teaching wand which is compute intensive and can potentially slow down
tracking. Other methods need to be investigated that work with only a subset of image frames and
can reliably track the target in order to reduce the computation requirement for this teaching
method. Advanced filtering methods also need to be investigated that generate smooth velocity
offsets for the robot that result in the most precise and intuitive control of the tool tip position.
The ongoing research is looking at the use of an inertial measurement unit on the teaching wand to
measure its orientation. This information can then be used to generate velocity offsets for
orientation control of the robot tool tip. Hence, a full 6 degree of freedom control of the robot tool
tip can then be realized making the teaching wand an intuitive way to teach manual applications on
a robot.
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Abstract
In this study, we investigate the scheduling of n-jobs on m-machines flow shop and job shop. These
scheduling problems are NP-hard and finding the good solutions in reasonable computational time is
the interest of the many researches. In this study, we proposed a novel graphical method to schedule
two jobs on m machines job shop where the optimality of the final solution is guaranteed. Also,
another heuristic algorithm called Rule based Approach to schedule n jobs on m machines which is a
constructive heuristic algorithm and can be applied to flow shop and job shop scheduling problems.
Key words: Manufacturing System; Scheduling; flow shop; job shop; Ordinal and Cardinal HeadTail Methods;

1. Introduction
The main purpose of scheduling problems is finding the optimal (or near optimal) sequence of tasks
(or jobs) on a set of limited machines (processors) to utilize efficiently the available resources.
Effective schedules can result in customer satisfaction and improved utilization of resources.
Scheduling problems can also be classified as flow shop or job shop. In Flow shop, n jobs are
processed by m different processors in the same order of processors, but in job-shop, each job may
be processed by a different sequence of processors. The classes of sequencing problems are n×1
(where n jobs are processed on one processor), n×2, n×3, 2×m, and n×m.
In this paper, we focus on the scheduling of the n-jobs on the m-machines which either are flow
shop or job shop scheduling problems. It is shown that most of the variation of these problems in
general cases are NP-Complete problems [2] implying that finding algorithm which can obtain the
solution in polynomial computational time is almost impossible.
Johnson [11] studied the minimizing the makespan, the completion time of the last job on the
system, of two and three-stage flow shop problem and proposed a heuristic algorithm which can
find the optimal solution. Since then a lot of researches have been carry out to tackle the flow shop
scheduling problems. These studies can be grouped into exact methods such as Branch and Bound
(B&B), heuristic algorithms and metaheuristic algorithms. For example, Ignall and Schrage [3] and
McMahon and Burton [5] applied B&B to flow shop scheduling problem. Campbell et al. [1],
Gupta [10] and Nawaz et al. [6] proposed heuristic algorithm to solve flow shop scheduling
problem. A comprehensive review of proposed heuristic algorithms can be found in Ruize and
Maroto [9]. Also, recently Malakooti [8] has provided comprehensive review of single and multiProceedings of the 2014 ICAM, International Conference on Advanced and Agile Manufacturing, Held at Oakland
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objective scheduling problems.
The reminder of the paper is organized as following. Next section discusses the algorithms to
schedule n jobs by two processors (flow shop and job shop) and section 3 extends the discussed
algorithms in section 2 to three and m processors. Section 4 discusses the graphical method to
schedule 2 jobs on m machines job shop which the solution is guaranteed to be optimal. Section 5
proposes another heuristic algorithm called Rule based or Head-Tail method which is a
constructive algorithm and can be applied to job shop and flow shop scheduling problems.

2. SEQUENCING n JOBS BY 2 PROCESSORS
In this section scheduling of n jobs on 2 processors are discussed. Section 2.1 discusses the wellknown Johnson’s rule for scheduling n jobs on 2 machines and next section extends this method for
job shop.

2.1 Flow Shop of n×2 (Johnson’s Rule)
For sequencing n jobs by two processors, Johnson’s algorithm provides an optimal solution for
minimizing the total time to complete all jobs (which is defined as Makespan, M). The algorithm is
based on the shortest processing time (SPT) rule when there are two processors, A and B. Label
the first processor as A and the second processor as B, and denote AB as the order of the
processors. Denote
Ai = Processing time on processor A (the first processor) for job i
Bi = Processing time on processor B (the second processor) for job i
Johnson’s Algorithm is as follows.
1. List the processing times of all jobs, i = 1, 2, …, n, on processors A and B by {A 1, A2, …, An;
B1, B2, …, Bn}. Consider n unassigned locations that must be assigned to the n jobs such that
only one job is assigned to each location and vice versa.
2. Choose the job that has the shortest processing time in the processing times list, and label it as
job j.
a) If the shortest processing time is associated with processor A, place job j in the first available
position on the job locations.
b) If the shortest processing time is associated with processor B, place job j in the last available
position on the job locations.
3. Remove both Aj and Bj from the list.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all jobs have been placed in the sequence.

2.2 Job-Shop of n×2
In the job-shop problem, each job may have a different sequence of processors. In the case of two
processors, some jobs must be processed first on Processor A and then on Processor B, A B, but
other jobs must be processed first on processor B and then A, BA. Although this problem is
more complex than the n×2 flow shop problem covered in the last section, it can be solved by an
extension of Johnson’s algorithm.
Consider Johnson’s algorithm covered in the last section. Use the following procedure instead of
step 2 of Johnson’s algorithm.
Choose job j associated with the shortest processing time from the list.
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a)
i)
ii)
b)
i)
ii)

If the shortest processing time is associated with processor A, and
if job j has sequence AB, then place job j in the first available space.
if job j has sequence BA, then place job j in the last available space.
If the shortest processing time is associated with processor B, and
if job j has sequence AB, then place job j in the last available space.
if job j has sequence BA, then place job j in the first available space.

Example 2.1: Job-shop Sequencing of 4 Jobs by 2 Processors
Consider the following problem.
Job i
Processor A processing time
Processor B processing time
Processor Sequence

1
4
3
AB

2
1
2
BA

3
5
4
BA

4
2
4
AB

The ordered list of processing times is {A2, A4, B2, B1, A1, B3, B4, A3}.
1. The shortest time in the list is A2, and job 2 has sequence BA. Place job 2 at the end of the
sequence. Remove A2 and B2 from the list, the list becomes {A4, B1, A1, B3, B4, A3}.
2. The shortest time in the list is now A4, and job 4 has sequence AB. Place job 4 in the first
available space. Remove A4 and B4 from the list result, the list becomes {B1, A1, B3, A3}.
3. The next shortest time in the list is B1, and job 1 has sequence AB. Place job 1 in the last
available space. Removing both A1 and B1 from the list results in {B3, A3}.
4. Only job 3 remains, so it is placed in the remaining space for the sequence. The solution is 4
3 1 2 which has the following Gantt chart with a makespan of 25 days.
Processor A
Processor B
Time Milestones

3. SEQUENCING n JOBS BY m PROCESSORS
3.1 Algorithm for n×3
The problem of sequencing n jobs by 3 processors is similar to the problem of sequencing n jobs by
2 processors. All jobs are processed in the same order on three processors, A, B, and C; first on A,
then B, and finally on C. An optimal solution can be found by an extension of Johnson’s algorithm
if certain conditions are met. If the conditions are not met, a different method, such as the branch
and bound algorithm, can be used to obtain the optimal solution.
Consider three processors labeled as A, B, and C, where:
Ai = Processing time on processor A (first processor) for job i
Bi = Processing time on processor B (second processor) for job i
Ci = Processing time on processor C (third processor) for job i
Consider Min. A = Min{A1, A2, …, An}, Max. B = Max{B1, B2, …, Bn}, and Min. C = Min{C1, C2,
…, Cn}. Johnson’s algorithm will render an optimal solution if either of the following two
conditions holds:
a) Min. A ≥ Max. B
or
b) Min. C ≥ Max. B
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That is, for all jobs, the minimum processing time on either processor A or processor C must be
greater than or equal to the maximum processing time of processor B. If the above condition is not
met, optimality cannot be guaranteed.
The following steps can be used to find the solution to n×3 problems.
1. Create two dummy processors and label them as processor AB and processor BC.
 The processing time of job i on processor AB is equal to the sum of the processing time for
job i on processors A and B.
 The processing time of job i on processor BC is equal to the sum of the processing time for
job i on processors B and C.
2. Now apply Johnson’s algorithm to the n jobs on the dummy processors AB and BC.
3. Use the job sequence order obtained in Step 2 to make a solution for the three processors, A, B,
and C (This can be accomplished either by using a Gantt chart or a table).
It should be noted that in most applications the above optimality conditions (a or b) may not hold,
and the above method will render a heuristic solution.

Example 3.1: Sequencing 4 Jobs by 3 Processors
The following table shows the processing times (in days) for four jobs on three processors. The
processing order is A→B→C. Find the best sequence and verify whether the solution is optimal.
Job i
Processor A
Processor B
Processor C

1
10
3
8

2
6
1
8

3
7
5
9

4
10
6
9

Min.
6
NA
8

Max.
NA
6
NA

First, check the conditions for which the Johnson’s algorithm can render an optimal solution.
Min. A = Min{10, 6, 7, 10} = 6; Max. B = Max{3, 1, 5, 6} = 6; Min. C = Min{8, 8, 9, 9} = 8
Since Min. A ≥ Max. B, an optimal solution can be found. Now, calculate the processing times for
the dummy processors AB and BC. The processing time ABi is the sum of processing times Ai and
Bi. The time BCi is the sum of Bi and Ci. This is presented in the following table.
Job i
Processing Time ABi
Processing Time BCi

1
13
11

2
7
9

3
12
14

4
16
15

Now apply Johnson’s algorithm to the above table. The list of processing times is {13, 7, 12, 16;
11, 9, 14, 15}. The shortest time in the list is AB2 = 7. Place job 2 at the beginning of the sequence.
Removing both AB2 and BC2 from the list, it becomes {13, 12, 16; 11, 14, 15}. The shortest time
in the list is now BC1 = 11. Place job 1 at the end of the sequence. Removing both AB1 and BC1
from the list, it becomes {12, 16; 14, 15}. The shortest time in the list is now AB3 = 12. Place job
3 in the first available space, which is the second space. Only job 4 remains, so it is placed in the
remaining space in the sequence. In summary the solution is:
Job Assignment
Iteration

2

2
1

1
2

2 3

1
3

2 3 4 1
4

Therefore, the optimal sequence is 2→3→4→1. Now show the Gantt chart for the sequence on the
three processors A, B, and C. The makespan is 46.
Processor A
Processor B
Processor C
Time Milestones
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3.2. n×2 Composite Approach for Solving n×m Flow Shop (Campbell Method)
In the previous section, we show that in some cases it may be possible to find the optimal solution
for n×3 problems. For n×m where m is more than 3, there is no easy way to find the optimal
solution. The method often used to solve this problem is based on the results of the method in the
previous section where the n×3 was reduced to a n×2 problem so that Johnson’s rule can be applied
to it. Such a method was developed by Campbell (1970) which uses the n×2 Johnson’s algorithm
as a subroutine. The general approach is to reduce the n×m problem to a series of n×2 problems
and then solve each problem by Johnson’s algorithm in a manner similar to how n×3 problems
were solved in the last section. The pseudo-processors for the algorithm can be generated using the
rules provided for the n×3 method. The idea is to generate a set of composite pseudo processors by
incrementally combining different processors. A set of n×2 problems can be generated, each having
different composite processors. Each of these composite processor problems can then be solved,
and the best alternative can be chosen from the given set of solutions.
The process for creating composite pseudo-processors is as follows:
1. Set k = 1.
2. Consider the first k processors versus the last k processors. Find the summation of job times
of the first k processors versus the summation of job times of the last k processors. Solve the
generated n×2 problem by Johnson’s rule. Record the solution and the makespan.
3. Set k equal to k+1 and repeat step 2 until k = m-1.
4. Choose the sequence that has the minimum makespan.

Example 3.2: Flow Shop of Four Jobs with Four Processors Using n×2
Consider the problem of sequencing four jobs by four processors (A, B, C, and D) as presented in
the following table. All jobs are processed in the order (ABCD).
Job i
1
2
3
4
Total

A
4
1
5
2
12

B
1
6
2
4
13

C
3
5
4
1
13

D
2
3
1
5
11

Total
10
15
12
12
49

The total processing times on processors A, B, C, and D are 12, 13, 13, and 11, respectively.
Therefore, it can be observed that the worst (feasible) scheduling would have a makespan of 49
minutes, doing jobs sequentially one at a time. The ideal scheduling would have a makespan of 15,
but usually such an ideal solution is infeasible.
For k=1, consider just the first and last processors’ processing times, i.e. only consider processors
A and D. Now solve this 4×2 problem. Using Johnson’s algorithm, the sequence is 2413.
For this sequence the makespan is 23, calculated by using a table or a Gantt chart as discussed
earlier.
For k=2, consider the first two and the last two processors. Create two pseudo-processors, AB and
CD. For AB add up the processing times of A and B. For CD add up the processing times of C and
D. The resulting problem is shown below. Applying Johnson’s algorithm gives a sequence of
12with a makespan of 26.
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Next, for k=3, create pseudo-processors for the first three processors, ABC, and the last three
processors, BCD. Applying Johnson’s algorithm gives a sequence of 43with a makespan
of 26.
For k=1
Job i
A
D
1
4
2
2
1
3
3
5
1
4
2
5
2413, f1 = 23

For k=2
Job i
AB
CD
1
5
5
2
7
8
3
7
5
4
6
6
12f1 = 26

For k=3
Job i
ABC
BCD
1
8
6
2
12
14
3
11
7
4
7
10
43f1 = 26

Now, choose the best solution. The best sequence is 213 (associated with the k=1 solution)
with a makespan of 23.

4. JOB SHOP OF 2 JOBS BY m PROCESSORS
In the previous sections, the sequencing of n jobs by one, two, three, and m processors was
introduced. It was shown that optimality can be guaranteed only for n×2 problems. In this section,
we discuss an algorithm for processing two jobs on m processors where each job may have a
different processing sequence. For example, consider a job shop problem where two jobs are
processed by five different operations: sawing, drilling, turning, tapping, and milling. Each job is
processed by a different order of these processors.
The objective is to find a solution that minimizes the makespan. A graphical method is used to
determine the sequence with the shortest processing time. This algorithm is proposed by Akers [12]
and the solution to this algorithm is guaranteed to be optimal. See Figure 4.1 for an example.
1. On the x-axis, depict the processing times of job 1 on the M processors sequentially.
2. On the y-axis, depict the processing times of job 2 on the M processors sequentially.
3. Shade the areas where the same processor is on both the x-axis and the y-axis. This represents
both jobs being processed by the same processor, which is a conflict.
4. By trial and error, try to find the best path from the origin to the upper right corner of the graph
while not passing through the shaded areas. The line may travel either horizontally, vertically,
or diagonally (45°). The best path will move diagonally for the longest portion.
5. The solution can be interpreted as follows:
 A diagonal line (45o) indicates that both jobs are being processed at the same time.
 A horizontal line indicates that only job 1 is being processed while job 2 is idle.
 A vertical line indicates that job 2 is being processed while job 1 is idle.
By maximizing the portion of the path that is diagonal, both jobs will be processed at the same time
as much as possible, and therefore the makespan will be minimized. A shaded area mean that both
jobs cannot be processed simultaneously on the same processor, so it is an infeasible area to
schedule.

Example 4.1: Sequencing 2 Jobs 4 Processors
Consider the following processing times for two jobs by four processors. Job 1 has processor
sequence C→A→D→B and job 2 has processor sequence B→A→C→D. Find the best job sequece
for this problem and show the start and finish of each job on each processor.
Processor
Job 1

A
3

B
1

C
2

D
6

Total
12

Sequence
C→A→D→B
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Job 2

2

3

2

3

10

B→A→C→D

Job 1 has a total flow time of 12 and is depicted as the x-axis. Job 2 has a total flow time of 10 and
is depicted as the y-axis. The rectangle size is 12×10. See Figure 4.1.

D

10

Alt. 2

9

D

8

Job 2

C

7
6

C

A

5

Alt. 1

A

4

B

3
2

B

1
0

1
C

2

3

4

5

6

A

7

8
D

9

10

11

12
B

Job 1

Figure 4.1: Sequencing two jobs by four processors, A, B, C, and D. Alternative 1 has a makespan
of 14 and Alternative 2 has a makespan of 17.
The blocked areas, A, B, C, and D, indicate infeasible areas. Now, find a line that connects (0, 0)
to (12, 10). Such a line is a solution to the problem. However, note that the line that directly
connects (0, 0) to (12, 10) passes through the A and D shaded regions, and therefore it is not a
feasible solution. Now, try to find the line with the longest diagonal line portion that connects (0,
0) to (12, 10) without going through any of the shaded areas of A, B, C, and D. For the purpose of
illustration, we present two alternatives, 1 and 2, that connect the two points, (0, 0) and (12, 10).
Alternative 1 starts from the origin and goes diagonally towards the blocked area of processor A.
After reaching the blocked area for processor A at point (3, 3), the only feasible way is to move
horizontally until it passes the shaded area of A. Recall that this horizontal line indicates that only
Job 1 is being processed on processor A while Job 2 is idle, awaiting the same processor to become
available. This occurs at point (5, 3). At (5, 3) the line runs diagonally until it reaches the shaded
area of processor D at point (9, 7). Once again the line must run horizontally until it passes the
shaded area of Processor D. At point (11, 7), the line runs diagonally again. At point (12, 8), the
line must run vertically along the edge of the graph until it reaches the corner point. Processors B
and C are not in conflict in Alternative 1. The length of the diagonal portion of the line can be
measured by adding the number of blocks along the path that are crossed by the diagonal line.
Alternative 1’s line has a diagonal length of eight.
Now, consider Alternative 2. The path runs vertically from point (0, 0) to point (0, 3), and then it
runs diagonally until it reaches the shaded area of processor D at point (5, 8). It then runs vertically
along the shaded area of processor D up to point (5, 10). Lastly, it runs horizontally starting at point
(5, 10) until it reaches the corner point (12, 10). This alternative has only one conflict, in using
processor D. Its diagonal length is five.
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Alternative 1 has a diagonal length of eight. Alternative 2 has a diagonal length of five. This means
that Alternative 1 is better than Alternative 2. By trial and error, one can verify that alternative 1
has the longest feasible diagonal portion, and therefore its solution is optimal. The Gantt charts for
Alternatives 1 and 2 are shown below. The shaded areas represent idle times. For Alternative 1, the
makespan is 14 and for alternative 2, the makespan is 17.
Schedule for Alternative 1
Schedule for Alternative 2
Job 1

Job 1

Job 2
Time Milestones

Job 2
Time Milestones

5. Sequencing of n×m: Head-Tail Approach
5.1 Overview of Head-Tail for Solving n×m
There are two types of n×m sequencing problems: a) flow shop, where the sequence of processors
is the same for all jobs, and b) job shop, where the sequence of processors may be different for
different jobs. The n×m job shop problem is much more difficult to solve than the n×m flow shop
problem. In this chapter, two methods for solving flow shop problems are discussed. The first
method is based on the n×2 Shortest Processing Time which is covered in Section 2. The second
method is based on the 2×m graphical method which is covered in Section 4. Section 4 covers job
shop problems and also uses the 2×m graphical method as its basis. The problem of sequencing n
jobs by m processors is a combinatorial problem; therefore finding the optimal solution for large
problems is computationally infeasible. In this section, we develop a new heuristic for solving n×m
sequencing problems. The approach is based on the Uni-directional Head-Tail method. To solve the
n×m sequencing problem, first convert the n×m problem into a series of 2×m problems; then solve
each 2×m problem by the graphical method covered in Section 4. Then generate an n×n flow
matrix which will be used by the Head-Tail method.
Uni-direction Head-Tail Methods for Solving n×m: Four methods are presented in the Cellular
Layout and Networks Chapter for solving Uni-directional flow problems. They are (in order of
complexity) Ordinal, Cardinal, Simultaneous, and Integer Programming. When the final solution is
obtained, the Pair-wise Exchange method can be used to attempt to find an improved solution. All
four methods can be used to solve sequencing problems. The Ordinal method requires much less
computational time than the Cardinal method, but the solution may not be as good as the solution
obtained from Cardinal method. In this chapter, we only show the application of the Cardinal unidirectional head-tail method.
2×m Composite Formulation of n×m Problems: Consider job i versus job j. Solve this problem
by the 2×m graphical method, record the solution, and identify which job is completed first.
Suppose that job i is completed first. Now solve the 2×m problem such that job j is completed first,
and job i is completed second. Record both these solutions and their makespans. These solutions
correspond to (i, j) and (j, i) in the flow matrix, respectively. Note that it is not important which job
is started first, but it is important to know which job is completed first.
Steps of Head-Tail Methods: By using a set of simple rules, this method progressively builds the
solution by connecting pairs of jobs. The following notations are used for connecting pairs of
sequences of jobs.
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sp = (i  j) is a candidate pair sequence where job i is completed before job j.
sq = (   …) is a partially constructed sequence solution so far.
1. Consider the ranking of all pairs of jobs (i, j). Rank pairs based on their makespans from the
shortest to the longest makespan.
2. Consider the highest ranked unassigned pair, sp = (i , j), such that
a. Both i and j are not in sq
b. Either i or j is in sq.
3. Use relevant Head-Tail Rules to combine sp and sq.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all jobs are assigned to sq.
5. Try to improve the obtained final solution by using the Pair-Wise Exchange method.
Uni-Directional Cardinal Rule (Conflict Resolution): If there is a common job, i, in sp = (i→j)
and sq = (…→ i →…), then consider inserting j (the uncommon job) between each pair of jobs in in
sq. Choose the alternative that has the best objective function value (e.g. the minimum makespan).
For example, if sp = (2→5) and sq = (1 → 2 → 4), the uncommon job is 5. The common job is 2.
Consider all possible locations that job 5 can be inserted in sequence sq. They are: (5 → 1 → 2 →
4), (1 → 5 → 2 → 4), (1 → 2 →5 → 4), and (1 → 2 → 4 → 5 ). Choose the sequence that has the
lowest makespan as the new sq.

5.2 Flow-Shop of n×m: Cardinal Head-Tail
For flow-shop problems, the sequence of processors is the same for all jobs; therefore, the GanttChart solution will generally provide the optimal solution for 2×m problems. Therefore, we suggest
using the Gantt Chart directly to find the makespan for a given 2×m problems, i.e. it is not
necessary to use the 2×m graphical method. The steps of Cardinal Head-Tail method are shown by
solving the following example.

Example 5.1: Solving a 4×4 Flow Shop Problem by Cardinal Head-Tail
Consider Example 3.2, the flow shop problem of four jobs by four processors. Solve this problem
by the Cardinal Head-Tail method.
2×m Composite Formulation of n×m for Flow-Shop: First generate the n×n makespan matrix by
considering each pair of jobs. For example, consider job 2 versus job 3. Solve this problem by 2×m
graphical method (or the Gantt chart). The makespan is 17 when job 2 is scheduled before job 3.
Now find the best solution when job 3 is scheduled to be finished before job 2. The makespan is 21
for this solution.
The makespans for all combinations of each pair of jobs are shown in the matrix below.
Job/Job
1
2
3
4

1
0
17
16
14

2
19
0
21
20

3
16
17
0
14

4
16
20
17
0

Cardinal Head-Tail Methods for Solving n×m Flow Shop Problems: Now, apply the Cardinal
head-tail method to the matrix. First, order the pairs in ascending order.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
wº Pair 4→1 4→3 1→3 1→4 3→1 2→1 2→3 3→4 1→2 2→4 4→2 3→2
wij
14
14
16
16
16
17
17
17
19
20
20
21
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1. Consider the first ranked pair of jobs, sp = (41); add sp to sq; sq = (41).
2. Consider sp = (43); apply Cardinal Rule 2 and find the best location for job 3. There are three
alternatives to be considered as presented below.
Sequence
Makespan

341
19

431
18*

413
18

431 and 413 have the same makespan. Alternative sq= (431) is selected
arbitrarily.
3. Consider sp = (13), but ignore it due to its conflict with (31) in sq = (431). Ignore
(14) and (31) as 1, 4 and 3 are already assigned in sq = (431).
4. Consider sp = (21); as compared to s1= (431), there are four possible location for job 2 as
presented below.
Sequence
Makespan

2431
23*

4231
26

4321
25

4312
26

2431 has the lowest makespan, 23.
A summary of the method is provided below. The makespan is 23.
Iteration
1
2
3

Used
Rank
1
2
6

sp

Action Taken

Resulting sequence, sq

Candidates

41
43
21

Add sp as a new sequence
Insert station 3 before station 1
Insert station 2 before station 4

(41)
(431)
(2431)

2,3
2
-

5.3 Job-Shop of n×m: Cardinal Head-Tail
As stated before, in job-shop problems, different products may have different machine sequences.
As a result, job-shop problems are far more difficult to solve than flow-shop problems. The same
Cardinal Head-Tail method presented in the previous section can be used to solve this problem.
Note that it is necessary to generate an n×n flow matrix by solving 2×m problems by the graphical
method (of Section 5) for each pair of jobs (i,j).

Example 5.1: Solving a 4×4 Job Shop Problem by the Cardinal Head-Tail Method
Consider a job-shop problem of processing four jobs by four processors as shown in the following
table. Solve this problem by the Cardinal Head-Tail method.
Job i
1
2
3
4

A
4
1
5
2

B
1
6
2
4

C
3
5
4
1

D
2
3
1
5

Processor Sequence
DCBA
ABCD
BACD
CABD

2×m Composite Formulation of n×m Job Shop Problem: For example, consider job 2 versus
job 3. Use the 2×m graphical method (of Section 5) to solve this problem. The solution (details
not shown) indicates that the makespan for completing job 2 before job 3 is 16, and the makespan
for completing job 3 before job 2 is 18. The makespans and their ranking for all pairs are presented
below.
Makespan Matrix of Pairs of Jobs
Job/Job
1
2
3
4

Job/Job

Rankings of Pairs of Jobs
1
2
3

4
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1
2
3
4

0
15
12
12

12
0
18
16

10
16
0
12

12
19
13
0

1
2
3
4

8
2
2

2
11
9

1
9
2

2
12
7
-

The steps of the Cardinal Head-Tail method are presented below.
1. Consider the first pair of jobs, sp = (13); set sq = (13).
2. Consider sp = (41); find the best location for job 4. The best solution is sq = (413).
Sequence
Makespan

413
13

143
20

134
20

3. Consider sp = (12); this is in conflict with sq. Find the best location for job 2 in the sequence
(413).
Sequence
Makespan

2413
21*

4213
21*

4123
21*

4132
21*

Each sequence has a makespan of 21. Therefore, each of these solutions is optimal. For the
purpose of illustration, the sequence (4123) is selected. Since all jobs are assigned, the final
sequence is (4123). The makespan is 21. The Gantt chart for this solution is presented
below.
Job 4 C A
Job 1 D
Job 2 A
Job 3
B

B
C

0 1 2 3

Iteration
1
2
3

Used
Rank
1
2
2

B
B
A
5

D
A

C

D
C

8

12 13

D
17

20 21

sp

Action Taken

Resulting sequence, sq

Candidates

13
41
12

Add sp as a new sequence
Insert job 4 before job 1
Insert job 2 before job 3

(13)
(413)
(4123)

2, 4
2
-

Conclusion
In this paper, several novel heuristic algorithms to schedule n jobs on m machines, flow shop and
job shop, are proposed. First of all, the basic algorithm to schedule n jobs on two machines flow
shop is discussed and then this method is extended to job shop. Then, the algorithms to schedule n
jobs on three machines are discussed. A novel graphical algorithm to schedule two jobs on m
machines job shop is proposed which the optimality of the solution is guaranteed. Finally, a
constructive heuristic algorithm which is based on the decomposing of the problem into 2×m
problem and uses thee earlier discussed method is presented.
As direction of the future study, one can test the efficiency of the proposed methods in this paper in
the assembly scheduling, for example see [13].
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Abstract
Scheduling is finding the best possible assignment of jobs to the available resources in such way that
the resulting solution should minimize the objective function. In practice, enterprises may have
several conflicting criteria to evaluate the resulting solutions. In this study, multi-criteria scheduling
problem of n- jobs on m-machines has been investigated. For this problem, we proposed a simple
constructive heuristic algorithm which uses certain types of rules. The proposed method is efficient
and it needs much less computation effort comparing to the conventional scheduling methods.
Key words: Scheduling; Production planning; flow shop and job shop; Multi-Criteria Scheduling,
Rule-based Method

1. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling is to find the optimal order of processing different tasks on a set of different processors
while effectively utilizing the limited available resources. Effective schedules result not only in
improved utilization of resources but also customer satisfaction. The most important objectives of
scheduling are listed below; these objectives are usually in conflict, and therefore Multi Criteria
Decision Making (MCDM) approaches can be used to find a satisfactory solution.
1. Minimize the total time to complete all jobs (to maximize productivity)
2. Maximize meeting due dates (to maximize customer satisfaction)
3. Maximize utilization of resources (to minimize operational cost)
4. Minimize the average number of jobs waiting in the system (to minimize queues)
In scheduling problems, the job arrival time can be either static or dynamic. In static problems, all
jobs are known and are ready to be processed at the beginning of the scheduling period. In dynamic
problems, jobs may arrive intermittently throughout the system operations, and the sequence of
jobs may change as new jobs arrive. Sequencing problems can also be classified as flow shop or
job shop. In Flow shop, n jobs are processed by m different processors in the same order of
processors. But in job-shop, each job may be processed by a different sequence of processors. The
classes of sequencing problems are n×1 (where n jobs are processed on one processor), n×2, n×3,
2×m, and n×m. Optimal solutions for n×1, n×2, and 2×m problems can be obtained. For n×m
problems, heuristics are used.
Multi-Objective scheduling problems have been studied by many researchers such as Dileepan and
Sen [4], Fry et al. [5], Wassenbove and Baker [14], and Haral et al. [6] (single machine), Allouche
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et al [1] and Rajendran [10] (flow shop), Malakooti et al. [11-12] (multiprocessor), Sheikh [13]
(Hybrid Flow shop), Manikas and Chang [15] and Ramesh and Cary [16] (job shop).
In multi-objective scheduling problems specially in bi-objective problems, generally there are two
approaches; first one is that one of the criteria is considered as objective function and the rest are
considered as constraints, the second approach is that all criteria are considered jointly as objective
function, see Dileepan and Sen [4]. In some of them, they have presented exact method, some other
suggested heuristic/ metaheuristic algorithms, for example, Arroyo and Armentano [2] suggested
Genetic algorithm for multi-objective flow shop, Daniels and Chambers [3] studied bi-objective
flow shop and proposed constructive heuristic algorithm. Comprehensive reviews of the multiobjective scheduling can be found in Nagara et al. [7], Hoogeveen [8], Kindt and Billaut [9], and
Malakooti [17].
In this paper, we address the multi-objective scheduling problems of n jobs on single machine, flow
shop, and jobs shop. Also, we propose a new algorithm called Rule-based method. This algorithm
is constructive and uses simple rules to find the sequence of jobs.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. Next section presents the preliminaries and Section
3 is devoted to scheduling on n jobs on 2 processors and Section 4 extends the discussed methods
in Section 3 to the m processors. Section 5 covers multi-criteria scheduling of 2 jobs on m
machines, and in Section 6 Rule-based Method is proposed. Finally, Section 7 is conclusion and
future work.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Sequencing Performance Measurements
The sequencing problem can be stated as determining a sequence, S, such that one or several
sequencing objectives are optimized. The following sequencing criteria can be used to measure the
performance of static sequencing problems. It is assumed that the start times for all jobs are set at
zero. Therefore, all due dates are defined with respect to the starting time, zero.
Flow Time: The flow time, Fi,S, for a given job i in sequence S, is its total waiting time, Wi,S, plus
its processing time, ti.
Fi,S = Wi,S + ti
(2.1)
where Wi,S is the waiting time for job i in sequence S and ti is the processing time for job i.
Average Flow Time: The average flow time is the average of the flow times of all n jobs in a
given sequence, S.
1 n
(2.2)
FS   Fi,S
n i1
where n is the number of jobs to be processed. Different sequencing solutions may have different
average flow times and different total flow times.
Average Lateness: Lateness for a job is the difference between the completion time of the job and
its due date. A job will have positive lateness if it is completed after its due date; it will have a
negative lateness if it is completed before its due date. The total of absolute values of latenesses are
used to calculate the average lateness. The average lateness of a sequence is always a positive
number. The average lateness for a given sequence, S, is:
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1 n
1 n
or LS    Fi,S  di 
(2.3)
Li,S

n i1
n i1
where di is the due date for job i and Li,S is lateness of job i in sequence S.
Average Tardiness: Tardiness measures if a job is late with respect to its due date. Jobs
completed earlier than their due dates are not tardy, so they are excluded from the calculation.
Thus, tardiness is the same as positive lateness. Therefore, tardiness is calculated as the maximum
of 0 and lateness. Here “0” signifies that the job was either early or on time. The average tardiness
of a given sequence, S, is:
1 n
1 n
1 n
TS   Ti,S or TS   Max 0,Li,S  or TS   Max 0,  Fi,S  di  (2.4)
n i1
n i1
n i1
where Ti,S is tardiness of job i in sequence S.
Makespan: Makespan for a given sequence is the total time required to complete all n jobs on
given processors. For static systems, the makespan of a sequence, S, is:
MS = Fn,S
(2.5)
where Fn,S is the flow time of the last job, n, in the given sequence, S. Note that for n×1 problems,
there is only one processor; therefore the processor is utilized all the time, and the makespan is the
same as the summation of the processing times, ti, of all jobs. This is not true for other sequencing
problems, i.e., n×2, n×m, and m×2.
Utilization Factor: Utilization refers to how effectively processors are utilized. By maximizing
utilization, the amount of idle time in a system is reduced. Utilization for a given sequence, S, is
calculated as the total available processing time divided by the total makespan. For m processors:
1 n
(2.6)
US 
ti
m*MS i 1
For n×1 problems, since there is only one processor, i.e. m=1, the utilization is always 1 regardless
of the sequence.
LS 

2.2 Bi-Criteria Composite Approach for n×1
Consider the following two objectives:
Minimize average flow time, f1 = F
Minimize average tardiness, f2 = T
The first objective also minimizes the average waiting time for jobs in the system. The second
objective may also minimize the average lateness. For a given additive utility function, the
following method can be used to generate the best alternative (see Fry et al. [5]).
Minimize U = wSPT F + wEDD T
(2.7)
where wSPT and wEDD are the weights of importance for f1 and f2, respectively.
1. Find a sequence, SSPT, which minimizes average flow time. This sequence is obtained by using
the shortest processing time (SPT) rule. Now, calculate F and T for the SSPT sequence.
2. Find a sequence, SEDD, which minimizes average tardiness. Use earliest due date (EDD) rule to
find the solution. Calculate F and T for the SEDD sequence.
3. If the two sequences are the same, i.e. SSPT = SEDD, there is only one optimal solution that
minimizes both objectives. Stop.
4. Consider the given weights of importance (wSPT, wEDD) for the two objectives, respectively.
Apply the following composite MCDM approach to find the sequence of jobs.
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Composite MCDM Approach for Sequencing Jobs: This approach assigns a priority index to
each job for each objective. The objective weights (wSPT, wEDD) are then used to create a
Composite Priority Index for each job.
 First, define the priority increment as 1/(n-1) where n is the number of jobs.
 Assign a job priority index based on the SPT sequence, Pi(SPT), from 0 to 1 to each job. 0
is assigned to the first job in the SPT sequence, and the priority increment, 1/(n-1), is
assigned to the second job. Each subsequent job in the sequence is given a priority index
that is 1/(n-1) higher than the previous job until the last job in the sequence is assigned a
value of 1.
 Assign job priorities for the EDD sequence, Pi(EDD), in a similar manner.
 Use weights of importance for the objectives (wSPT, wEDD) to find the Composite Priorities
Index, Zi, for each job:
Zi = wSPTPi(SPT) + wEDDPi(EDD)
(2.8)
 Sequence the jobs in ascending order of their composite priority index, Zi.

Example 1: Bi-Criteria Analysis for Sequencing n Jobs by 1 Processor
Consider sequencing four jobs by one processor. Each job has the following processing times and
due dates in days. The starting time is zero for all jobs.
Job i
Process time ti
Due date di

1
4
18

2
9
10

3
5
7

4
2
26

Suppose the weights of importance for the two objectives are (0.6, 0.4) for f1 (average flow time)
and f2 (average tardiness), respectively. The solution using the SPT method to minimize f1 is:
SSPT = (4→1→3→2)
where
f1 = F = 9.75 and f2 = T = 3.5
The solution using the EDD method to minimize f2 is:
SEDD = (3→2→1→4)
where
f1 = F = 14.25 and f2 = T = 1
The above two solutions are not the same; therefore find the Composite Priority Index, Zi, for each
job, and sequence the jobs using this index.
Composite Priority Index: The number of jobs in this problem is four (n = 4). Therefore, the
priority increment is 1/(n-1) = 1/(4-1) = 1/3. The Priority Indices for SPT and EDD for each job
are presented in the following tables. The Composite Priority Index is then found by combining the
two objectives where Zi = 0.6Pi(SPT) + 0.4Pi(EDD)
SPT Sequence
Job i
4
1
3
Pi(SPT) 0 1/3 2/3

2
1

+

EDD Sequence
Job i
3
2
1
Pi(EDD) 0 1/3 2/3

4 
1

Job i
Zi
Rank

Composite Priority Index
1
2
3
4
0.47 0.73
0.4
0.4
3
4
1 or 2
1 or 2

In this example, there are two alternative solutions because the composite priority index for jobs 3
and 4 are the same. The two solutions are (3412) and (4312). When there are
multiple sequence solutions, calculate the average flow time, f1, and the average tardiness, f2, for
each of the sequences. Choose the sequence that best minimizes the additive utility function
U = w1f1 + w2f2.
For example, for sequence 3412, the solution is:
Job i

ti

Wi

Fi

di

|Li|

Ti

Objectives
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3
4
1
2
Total

5
2
4
9
20

0
5
7
11
23

5
7
11
20
43

7
26
18
10

2
19
7
10
38

0
0
0
10
10

f1 = F =
f2 = T =

10.75
2.5

For sequence (4312), the solution is the same as the Weighted SPT example solution (see
Example 2.1), where f1 = F = 10.00 and f2 = T = 2.5.
Since the sequence (4312) dominates the sequence (3412), i.e. it has a shorter
average flow time ( F ), choose (4312) as the best sequence for this bi-criteria problem.

2.3 GENERATING THE EFFICIENT FRONTIER FOR n×1
For small sequencing problems, such as Example 2.1, it is possible to generate all possible
sequences and then identify the efficient set of alternatives. The set of efficient alternatives for
Example 2.1 is shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1.
Alternative
Min. f1
Min. f2
Sequence
Efficient?

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
9.75
10
11.25
13.75
14.25
3.5
2.5
2
1.5
1.0
4→1→3→2 4312 4321 3241 3214
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 2.1: Set of efficient alternatives for Example 2.1
4

f2

a1

3.5

a2

3
2.5

a3

2

a4

1.5

a5

1
0.5

f1

0
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Figure 2.1: Efficient frontier for Example 2.1 where both objectives are minimized
Generating Efficient Alternatives Using Composite MCDM: For larger sequencing problems,
generating all possible sequences is not feasible. The Composite MCDM method can be used to
generate a set of efficient alternatives. This can be accomplished by varying the weights wSPT and
wEDD in the Equation (2.8).
For example, consider five sets of weights (wSPT, wEDD): (0, 1), (0.25, 0.75), (0.5, 0.5), (0.75, 0.25),
and (1, 0). Solving five different Composite MCDM sequencing problems may result in five
efficient alternatives. If the two sets of adjacent weights generate the same sequence, then consider
using some other set of weights that is not between the two adjacent set of weights.

Example 2: Efficient Frontiers for Sequencing n Jobs by 1 Processor
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Consider Example 2.1. Generate five efficient points using five different weights. Using weights w
= (0.5, 0.5) for (wSPT, wEDD), the solution is:
Job i
Zi
Rank

1
0.50
2

2
0.67
4

3
0.33
1

4
0.50
2

Sequence
f1
f2

3412
10.75
2.50

Sequence
f1
f2

4132
9.75
3.50

For the weights w = (0.75, 0.25), the solution is:
Job i
Zi
Rank

1
0.42
2

2
0.83
4

3
0.50
3

4
0.25
1

For the weights w = (0.25, 0.75), the MCDM solution is:
Job i
Zi
Rank

1
0.58
3

2
0.50
2

3
0.17
1

4
0.75
4

Sequence
f1
f2

3214
14.25
1.00

Table 2.3 shows the five sequences generated by using five sets of weights. The weights (1,0) and
(0.75,0.25) generated the same solution. Therefore consider using a different set of weights, e.g.
use (0.65, 0.35) which is between (0.75, 0.25) and (0.5, 0.5). This generates a new solution as
presented in Table 2.3. Note that only alternatives a1, a2, and a5 are efficient. To generate more
efficient alternatives, one can improve upon the generated inefficient points by using the pair-wise
exchange method (which is discussed in the Cellular Layouts and Networks Chapter). For example,
consider alternative a7, 3142. By exchanging 1 and 2, a new efficient solution a4,
3241, is found.
Weights
Alternative
Min. f1
Min. f2
Sequence
Efficient?

(1, 0) or (0.75, 0.25) (0.65,0.35)
(0.5, 0.5)
(0.4, 0.6) (0.25, 0.75) or (0, 1)
a1
a2
a6
a7
a5
9.75
10
10.75
11.25
14.25
3.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.0
4→1→3→2
4312 3412 3142
3214
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Table 2.2: Composite MCDM approach for Example 2.3

2.4 Tri-Criteria for n×1
Tri-criteria sequencing problems can be formulated as:
f1 = Minimize the average flow time ( F ), use SPT Rule (minimizes avg. waiting)
f2 = Minimize the average tardiness ( T ), use EDD Rule (customer’s priority)
f3 = Maximize satisfying job priorities, use Job Priority Rule (producer’s priority)
f1 and f2 are measured by F and T respectively. In the following, we present how to measure f3.
Job Priority Rule (PRI): Suppose the producer’s priority or goal sequence is Sg. Let a given
current sequence solution be labeled as Sc. The PRI objective, f3, seeks to minimize the difference
between the current sequence, Sc, and the goal sequence, Sg. f3 is measured by the Rectilinear
distance between the goal sequence and the current sequence.
n

Minimize f3 =

| c - g |
i

(2.9)

i

i=1
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Where ci is the position (rank) of job i in the current sequence, and gi is the position (rank) of job i
in the goal sequence. For example, suppose the current job sequence is (4→1→3→2) and the goal
(priority) sequence is (1→2→3→4). f3 is calculated as presented below.
Job i
Current position, ci
Goal position, gi
|ci – gi|

1
2
1
1

2
4
2
2

3
3
3
0

4
1
4
3

f3

6

Note that if the current sequence is the same as the goal sequence, then, f3 = 0; this is the best
possible (ideal) solution for job priorities.
The approach for generating efficient alternatives for tri-criteria sequencing problems is similar to
the approach of bi-criteria problem. For given weights of importance for the three objectives, f1, f2,
and f3, use the composite MCDM approach for all three objectives.

Example 3: Tri-Criteria n×1
Consider Example 2.2. For the third objective, suppose the goal job priority sequence is
1→2→3→4. For the additive utility function, if the weights of importance for the three objectives,
f1, f2, and f3, are (0.3, 0.3, 0.4), respectively, find the solution to the MCDM problem. First, find Zi
= 0.3Pi(SPT) + 0.3Pi(EDD) + 0.4Pi(PRI).
For SPT, the sequence is (4→1→3→2) with SPT job priority indices of (0, 1/3, 2/3, 1) for jobs 4,
1, 3, and 2, respectively.
For EDD, the sequence is (3→2→1→4) with EDD job priority indices of (0, 1/3, 2/3, 1) for jobs 3,
2, 1, and 4, respectively.
For PRI, the sequence is (1→2→3→4) with PRI job priority indices of (0, 1/3, 2/3, 1) for jobs 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively.
Therefore, the composite priority index, Zi, can be found as follows:
Job i
0.3Pi(SPT)
0.3Pi(EDD)
0.4Pi(PRI)
Zi (sum)
Rank

1
0.3*1/3 +
0.3*2/3 +
0.4*0 =
0.30
1

2
0.3*1 +
0.3*1/3 +
0.4*1/3 =
0.53
3

3
0.3*2/3 +
0.3*0 +
0.4*2/3 =
0.47
2

4
0.3*0 +
0.3*1 +
0.4*1 =
0.70
4

Therefore, the sequence solution is 1324. This solution is presented below where f3 is
measured as |1-1| + |2-3| + |3-2| + |4-4| = 2.
Job i
1
3
2
4
Total

ti
4
5
9
2
20

Wi
0
4
9
18
31

Fi
4
9
18
20
51

di
18
7
10
26

|Li|
14
2
8
6
30

Ti
0
2
8
0
10

Objectives
f1 = F = 51/4 =
f2 = T = 10/4 =
f3 =

12.75
2.5
2

3. SEQUENCING n JOBS BY 2 PROCESSORS
3.1 Multi-Criteria of n×2
Bi-criteria n×2 sequencing problem is:
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Minimize f1 =Makespan
Minimize f2 =Total tardiness
The best sequence for f1 can be obtained by using Johnson’s Rule. The best sequence for f2 can be
found using the earliest due date (EDD) rule. The MCDM sequencing of n jobs by 2 processors is
similar to the MCDM sequencing of n jobs by 1 processor covered in Section 2.3. For n×2
problems, makespan is used instead of average flow time which was used in n×1 problems, because
in n×1 problems makespan is constant but in n×2 problems this value can be optimized. The
following examples show the use of composite MCDM approach for sequencing n jobs by 2
processors, and also how to generate a sample of efficient alternatives.

Example 4: Bi-Criteria of Sequencing 4 Jobs by 2 Processors
Consider two processors (A→B) having the following due dates, di (in days). Find the best
sequence for the bi-criteria problem, where the weights of importance for objectives f1 and f2 are
(0.6, 0.4), respectively.
Job i
Processor A processing time
Processor B processing time
Due date for job i, di

1
4
3
8

2
9
1
14

3
5
7
20

4
2
6
12

Minimum Makespan: The optimal sequence using Johnson’s Rule is (4312) with a
makespan of 21.
Minimum Tardiness: Using the earliest due date rule, the optimal sequence is (1 423).
The above two solutions are not the same; therefore proceed with finding the composite priority
index.
Minimum Makespan: (4312)
Job i
Ai
Bi
Fi
di
|Li| Ti
4
2
6
8
12
4 0
3
5
7
15
20
5 0
1
4
3
18
8
10 10
2
9
1
21
14
7 7
Objectives
f1=21
f2=17

Minimum Tardiness: (1 423)
Job i
Ai
Bi
Fi
di |Li|
Ti
1
4
3
7
8 1
0
4
2
6
13 12 1
1
2
9
1
16 14 2
2
3
5
7
27 20 7
7
Objectives
f1=27
f2=10

Composite Priority Index: The number of jobs in this example is four, i.e. n = 4. Therefore
priority increment is 1/(n-1) = 1/(4-1) = 1/3.
SPT sequence (Johnson’s Rule)
Job i
4
3
1
Priority Pi(SPT)
0
1/3 2/3

EDD sequence
Job i
1
4
Priority Pi(EDD)
0
1/3

2
1

2
2/3

3
1

Now find Zi = 0.6Pi(SPT) + 0.4Pi(EDD). For example, for job 1, Z1 = 0.6(2/3) + 0.4(0) = 0.4.
Job i
Zi
Rank

1
0.4
2

2
0.87
4

3
0.6
3

4
0.13
1

Therefore, for the bi-criteria problem, (4132) is the best sequence. For this sequence, the
objective values are:
Job i
4
1

Ai
2
4

Bi
6
3

Fi
8
11

di |Li|
12 4
8 3

Ti
0
3
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3
2
Objectives

5
9

7
1

18 20 2
21 14 7
f1=21

0
7
f2=10

Since both objectives are minimized, alternative (4132) with (f1 = 21, f2 =10) dominates the
solutions of both SPT (21, 17) and EDD (27, 10).
By using the pair-wise exchange method (as discussed in the Cellular Layout and Networks
Chapter), the current alternative (4132) may be improved. By exchanging the positions of
jobs 4 and 1, sequence (1432) can be generated with objective values of f1 = 21 and f2 = 8.
This solution, (1432), dominates the previous solution, (4132).

4. MULTI-CRITERIA SEQUENCING n JOBS BY m PROCESSORS
The MCDM of n×m problems is similar to the MCDM of n×2 problems.

Example 5: Bi-Criteria Sequencing Four Jobs by Three Processors
The following table shows the processing times (in days) for four jobs on three processors. The
processing order is A→B→C. Find the best sequence and verify whether the solution is optimal.
Job i
Processor A
Processor B
Processor C
di

1
10
3
8
18

2
6
1
8
35

3
7
5
9
22

4
10
6
9
28

Min.
6
NA
8

Max.
NA
6
NA

Minimum Makespan: Using Johnson’s algorithm, the optimal sequence for minimizing the
makespan is 2341. For this sequence, the makespan is 46 and the total tardiness is 43.
Minimum Total Tardiness: According to the earliest due date rule, the sequence is (1342).
The solution for this sequence is presented below. The makespan is 50 days and the total tardiness
is 41 days.
Minimum Makespan: (2341)
Job i
Fi
di
Ti
2
15
35
0
3
27
22
5
4
38
28
10
1
46
18
28
Objectives
f1 = 46
f2 = 43

Minimum Tardiness: (1342)
Job i
Fi
di
Ti
1
21
18
3
3
31
22
9
4
42
28
14
2
50
35
15
Objectives
f1 = 50
f2 = 41

Suppose the weights of importance for the two objectives are (0.5, 0.5), respectively. Using the
Composite Priority Index, the following solution is generated:
Job i
Zi
Rank

1
0.50
2

2
0.50
2

3
0.33
1

4
0.67
4

The best sequence is either 3124 or 3214. Since sequence 3124 has f1 = 48
and f2 = 33, but sequence 3214 has f1 = 48 and f2 = 39, choose sequence 3124 as the
best solution. This solution dominates (i.e. it is better in terms of both objectives) the EDD solution.
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5. MULTI-CRITERIA JOB SHOP OF 2 JOBS BY m PROCESSORS
Consider minimizing makespan as f1 and minimizing total tardiness as f2. The MCDM analysis of
two jobs by m processors is simple. There are only two possible efficient solutions to this problem,
i.e. either job 1 is finished first or job 2 is finished first. To generate the two solutions, first find the
solution associated with the longest diagonal line such that job 1 is finished first; then find the
solution associated with the longest diagonal line such that job 2 is finished first.

Example 6: MCDM of Sequencing 2 Jobs by m Processors
Consider the following processing times for two jobs by four processors. Job 1 has processor
sequence C→A→D→B and job 2 has processor sequence B→A→C→D. Find the best job sequece
for this problem and show the start and finish of each job on each processor. Suppose job 1 is due
in 15 days and job 2 is due in 10 days.
Processor
Job 1
Job 2

A
3
2

B
1
3

C
2
2

D
6
3

Total
12
10

Sequence
C→A→D→B
B→A→C→D

To minimize f1, makespan, solve the problem by the 2×m graphical algorithm (see the solution to
Example 5.1). The minimum makespan is 14 days. Job 1 is finished first. Now, measure f2, the
total tardiness for this sequence, f2 = 4 (see the following tables).
To minimize f2, find the optimal path (by trial and error) such that job 2 is finished as close or
before its due date, and then job 1 is finished as close or before its due date. This solution is shown
in Figure 5.1. For this solution, the total tardiness is f2 = 2 and the makespan is f1 = 17. Both
alternatives are efficient with respect to each other. The two alternatives can then be evaluated by
the decision maker so that the best alternative can be selected.
Job 1
Job 2
Time Milestones

Fig. 5.1. Optimal solution of the problem
Alt 1: Job 1 Finished First
Job i
Fi
di
Ti
1
12
15
0
2
14
10
4
Object: f1=14
f2=4

Alt 2: Job 2 Finished First
Job i
Fi
di
Ti
2
10
10
0
1
17
15
2
Object: f1=17
f2=2

MCDM Alternative
Alt 1 Alt 2
Min. f1 14.00 17.00
Min. f2 4.00
2.00

6. Sequencing of n×m: Rule-based Approach
6.1 Overview of Rule-based Approach
In this section, we develop a new heuristic for solving n×m sequencing problems. The approach is
based on the Rule-Based method or Head-Tail method. To solve the n×m sequencing problem, first
convert the n×m problem into a series of 2×m problems; then solve each 2×m problem by the
graphical method, see Malakooti [2013]. Then generate an n×n flow matrix which will be used by
the Rule-based method.
2×m Composite Formulation of n×m Problems: Consider job i versus job j. Solve this problem
by the 2×m graphical method, record the solution, and identify which job is completed first.
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Suppose that job i is completed first. Now solve the 2×m problem such that job j is completed first,
and job i is completed second. Record both these solutions and their makespans. These solutions
correspond to (i, j) and (j, i) in the flow matrix, respectively. Note that it is not important which job
is started first, but it is important to know which job is completed first.
Steps of Rule-based Methods: By using a set of simple rules, this method progressively builds the
solution by connecting pairs of jobs. The following notations are used for connecting pairs of
sequences of jobs.
sp = (i  j) is a candidate pair sequence where job i is completed before job j.
sq = (   …) is a partially constructed sequence solution so far.
1. Consider the ranking of all pairs of jobs (i, j). Rank pairs based on their makespans from the
shortest to the longest makespan.
2. Consider the highest ranked unassigned pair, sp = (i , j), such that
a. Both i and j are not in sq
b. Either i or j is in sq.
3. Use relevant Head-Tail Rules to combine sp and sq.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all jobs are assigned to sq.
5. Try to improve the obtained final solution by using the Pair-Wise Exchange method.
Uni-Directional Cardinal Rule (Conflict Resolution): If there is a common job, i, in sp = (i→j)
and sq = (…→ i →…), then consider inserting j (the uncommon job) between each pair of jobs in in
sq. Choose the alternative that has the best objective function value (e.g. the minimum makespan).
For example, if sp = (2→5) and sq = (1 → 2 → 4), the uncommon job is 5. The common job is 2.
Consider all possible locations that job 5 can be inserted in sequence sq. They are: (5 → 1 → 2 →
4), (1 → 5 → 2 → 4), (1 → 2 →5 → 4), and (1 → 2 → 4 → 5 ). Choose the sequence that has the
lowest makespan as the new sq.

6.2 Multi-Criteria of n×m
This method is the same as the multi-criteria n×m method in Section 4. The MCDM approach for
n×m is based on the MCDM approach discussed for n×2 MCDM problems. Note that because
heuristics are used in solving nxm problems, there is no guarantee that the generated solutions are
efficient.

Example 7: MCDM of Flow-Shop Sequencing 4 Jobs by 4 Processors
Consider the problem of sequencing four jobs by four processors (A, B, C, and D) as presented in
the following table. All jobs are processed in the order (ABCD).
Job i
1
2
3
4
Total

A
4
1
5
2
12

B
1
6
2
4
13

C
3
5
4
1
13

D
2
3
1
5
11

Total
10
15
12
12
49
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Due dates of the jobs are given in the following table. Find the sequencing associated with the
weights of importance of (0.5, 0.5) for the two objectives.
Job i
di

1
15

2
25

3
13

4
22

Minimum Makespan: The best sequence for minimizing the makespan is 2413. For this
solution, the makespan is 23 days and total tardiness is 17 days.
Minimum Tardiness: According to the earliest due date rule, the sequence was found to be
3142. For this solution, the makespan is 29 days and total tardiness is 5 days.
Job i
2
4
1
3
Objectives

Fi
15
20
22
23
f1 =23

First Alternative:

di
25
22
15
13

Ti
0
0
7
10
f2=17

Job i
3
1
4
2
Objectives

(2413)

Fi
12
16
21
29
f1=29

di
13
15
22
25

Ti
0
1
0
4
f2=5

Second Alternative: (3142)

For bi-criteria problems, there may exist a set of efficient alternatives that range between the two
extreme alternatives. Now suppose the weights of importance for the two objectives are (0.5, 0.5).
The Composite Priority Index is: Zi = 0.5Pi(SPT)+0.5Pi(EDD).
Job i
Zi
Rank

1
0.33
2

2
0.17
1

3
0.83
4

4
0.67
3

For the sequence (2143), f1 is 24 and f2 is 12.

7. Conclusion
Multi-objective scheduling of n jobs on single machine, flow shop, and job shop is addressed in this
paper. A new constructive heuristic algorithm called Rule-based method is developed to solve the
multi-objective scheduling problems. This algorithm decomposed the problem into the 2×m
method which can be solved easily by graphical method. The pair of jobs with the minimum
objective function is selected and the next jobs are inserted in all possible positions of the current
sequence of jobs until sequence of all jobs are found. This method is effective and its
computational effort is much less than conventional methods. This algorithm can be applied to
other area such as layout planning.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel constructive approach for solving facility layout problems
considering objectives of total flow and qualitative closeness. This approach, called Head-Tail,
utilizes a set of rules to solve single and multiple row layout problems. We apply pair-wise exchange
method to improve the partially constructed layouts. The computational efficiency of Head-Tail
approach is examined by comparing it with Systematic Layout Planning. The results show that
Head-Tail method can find efficient solution with promising quality. A bi-criteria numerical
example that minimizes total flow and total qualitative closeness is also presented.
Key words: Rule-based layout planning, multi-objective optimization, Head-Tail Method

1. Introduction
Effective layout designs are necessary in many different businesses such as manufacturing
facilities, and service industries. Diminishing physical space availability, high cost of re-layouts,
safety issues, and substantial long-term investments are good reasons for getting the design right
the first time. Different criteria can be considered in facility layout design including operational
costs, installation costs, utilization of space and equipment, work-force management, materials
handling, inventory work in process, inventory of incoming materials and inventory of outgoing
final products, ease of future expansion, and safety factors. Most of these objectives are difficult to
quantify. In this paper, new methods are introduced for solving multiple objective layout problems.
Researchers have used many criteria to come up with the optimal layout design. Raman et al. [1]
developed three factors of flexibility, productive area utilization and closeness gap to measure the
layout effectiveness. Rosenblatt [2] discussed a facility layout problem with two criteria of
minimizing costs and maximizing closeness rating. Fortenberry and Cox [3] discussed a multicriteria facility layout problem that combines quantitative with qualitative criteria and minimizes
total weighted work-flow. Malakooti [4,5,6] presented heuristic methods for solving multiobjective facility problems.. Malakooti and Tsurushima [7] proposed an expert system for solving
multi-crtieria manufacturing problems. Islier [8] developed a genetic algorithm for solving multi
objective facility layout by minimizing transportation load, maximizing compactness of
departments and minimizing the difference between requested and available area. Pelinescu and
Wang [9] presented a hierarchical multi criteria optimal design of fixture layout. Yang and Kuo
[10] proposed a hierarchical AHP and data envelopment analysis approach for solving layout
design problem. Chen and Sha [11,12] developed a five-phase heuristic method using paired
comparison matrix for solving multi-objective facility layout problem. Sahin and Ramazan [13] and
Singh & Singh [14] have used heuristic method for solving multi-criteria layout problems. In this
paper, we develop a new rule based constructive approach called Head-Tail method. We use this
method for solving bi-criteria layout optimization problems.
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2. Head-Tail Layout
Head-Tail approach starts with the pair of departments that have the highest flow as the initial
partial layout. More departments are progressively added to the existing partial layout until all
departments are assigned. The problem is to find the order of departments that minimizes the total
flow as measured in Equation (1). The selection of the location of each department is based on
qualitative or quantitative rules and other pertinent information. We call sp = (i  j) as a candidate
pair of departments and sq = (  …) as a partially constructed sequence.
Generic Steps and Rules of Head-Tail Method
1. Consider the ranking of all pairs (i, j). Set the highest ranked pair as sq.
2. Consider the highest ranked unassigned pair, sp = (i , j), such that a. Both i and j are not in sq
b. Either i or j is in sq.
3. Use relevant Head-Tail Rules to combine sp and sq.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all stations are assigned to sq.
5. Try to improve upon the obtained solution by use of the Pair-Wise Exchange method.
Temporarily Discarding Unassigned Pairs: If a pair sp = (i,j) does not have any common
element with sq = (…...…), then sp = (i,j) is discarded temporarily only in the current iteration, but it
is reconsidered in the next iteration.
Permanently Discarding Assigned Pairs: If a pair sp = (i, j) has two common elements with sq =
(… i.., j…), then sp = (i,j) is discarded permanently (because both i and j are already assigned).
Consider a distance matrix, D, consisting of elements dij where dij is the distance between pairs of
departments i and j. Also consider a flow matrix, W, where each element (wij) represents the flow
from department i to department j. For every pair of departments (i, j) where i<j, create a new wij
equal to (wij + wji). These values are used in calculating the total flow. For a problem with n
departments, there will be n locations. The distances can be presented by a symmetric flow matrix;
that is, the distance from department i to department j, dij, is equal to the distance from department j
to location i, dji. The total flow for a given sequence solution is:
n

n

TF =  wijdij

(1)

i=1 j=1

Rules for Single Row Layout
Order all pairs (i, j) in descending order of wij in a flow Matrix. Label the ordered vectors of wij by
wo. Consider sp = (i  j), sq = (  …), and wo = Vector of wij in descending order of wij.
Conflict Resolution Rule: If there is a common department in sequences sp and sq, i.e. sp = (ij)
and sq = (…n i m…), then place the new department, j, next to the common department, i, in
sq on the side that has a higher ranking to its adjacent department, i.e. compare jn and jm flows
and insert j on the side that has higher flow.
Linear Mirror Property: The mirror image of sequence sq, i.e. its reverse sequence, is equivalent
to sq. Both sequences will have the same total flow. In the following, we show how to solve a
single-row layout using Head-Tail.

Example 1: Single-Row Layout
Consider the information given below.
rectangle.

Suppose the layout should be in the form of a 1x6
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1

A
B
C
D
E
F

1.
2.
3.
4.

2

A
-

Locations
3
4

B
10
-

5

Flows V
C
D
20 30
50 60
10
-

1
-

1
2
3
4
5
6

6

E
10
10
20
50
-

F
100
20
80
60
10
-

2
1
-

5
4
3
2
1
-

6
5
4
3
2
1
-

Ranking of Flows V
B
C D
E
F
11
8
7 11
1
5
3 11
8
11
8
2
5
3
11
-

A
-

A
B
C
D
E
F

Distance D
3
4
2
3
1
2
1
-

Figure 1: Initial Data for Example 1
sp = (A↔F); then set sq = (A↔F)
sp = (C↔F); The mirror image is sp = (F↔C). Therefore, sq = (A↔F↔C).
Discard (B↔D) temporarily as it does not have a common element with sq.
sp = (D↔F); there is conflict for location of D, use the Conflict Resolution Rule to find the
location for D. This is shown by the following graphical representation.
A

F

C

?

?
D

Since the flow of (D,A) = 30 is more than the flow of (D,C) = 10, locate D between A and
F; therefore, sq = (A↔D↔F↔C). Reconsider (B↔D), the location of B should be decided.
(A

D
?

F

C)

?
B

The flow of (B, F) = 20 is more than the flow of (B,A) = 10; locate B on the right side of D.
Therefore, sq = (A↔D↔B↔F↔C).
5. Consider (B↔C), discard it because it is a duplicate of elements in the sequence.
6. Consider (D↔E), the location of E should be determined.
(A

D
?

B

F

C)

?
E

The flow of (E,A) = 10 is equal to the flow of (E,B) = 10, therefore E can be put on either side
of D; arbitrarily, locate it on the right side of D. Therefore, sq = (A↔D↔E↔B↔F↔C).
The final layout is (A↔D↔E↔B↔F↔C). Using the above given distances and Equation 1, the
total flow of this layout is Total Flow = (10*3) + (20*5) + (30*1) + (10*2) + (100*4) + (50*2) + (60*2)
+ (10*1) + (20*1) + (10*4) + (20*3) + (80*1) + (50*1) + (60*3) + (10*2) = 1260

Rules for Multi-Row Layout
We can extend the single row Head-Tail method to solve multiple row layout problems. The single
row approach expands horizontally. The multi-row layout approach uses all rules of the single row
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approach, but allows both horizontal and vertical expansions.
The following rules show how to progressively augment sq by combining existing sq = (… i
…), the partially built layout, with a new sp = (ij); i.e. find a location for department j. By use
of the following rules, all departments will be assigned and a complete solution will be obtained.

Expanding Phase
Rule 1 (Attaching Sequences, Horizontal and Vertical)
a) Horizontal: If there is one common department in the pair of sequences sp & sq, such that the
common department is either at the head or the tail of sequence sp and sq, then form a new sequence
by attaching sp to sq by their common department.
For example, given sq = (CBE) and sp = (AC), new sequence is sq = (ACBE).
b) Vertical: A sequence can be attached in the middle of an existing sequence at a 90° angle if the
new sequence has one common department with the existing sequence.
For example, adding the sequence (BF) to the sequence (ABCD) in Figure 2a results in
the sequence in Figure 2b.
Rule 2 (Attaching Sequences, Diagonal): If there is a common department in sequences sp and sq,
e.g. sp = (ij) and sq = (… i …), and Rule 1 fails, i.e. department j cannot be placed next to i
in sq, then insert it at a 45° angle on the side which is available and has the highest ranking priority
with respect to its adjacent departments.
Rule 3 (Extending): Keep the existing sequence as open (extended) as possible by stretching all
connected lines as straight as possible.
That is, add the new sequence to the old sequence in the form of a straight line if possible. For
example, adding (EF) to the sequence in Figure 2b results in the sequence in Figure 2c.

Reshaping Phase
Rule 4 (Rotation): To fit the partial constructed layout tree into the given layout locations, if
possible, use vertical, horizontal, or diagonal rotation of branches while satisfying closeness
preferences. In Example 2, in Figure 5c, E is rotated around D resulting in Figure 5d to allow B to
fold down to C in Figure 5e.
Rule 5 (Folding): To fit the partially constructed layout tree into the given layout locations, if
possible, bend the branches of the layout tree while satisfying closeness preferences.
For example, suppose the given layout is 2x3 where the given constructed sequence is shown in
Figure 2c. Consider folding branch B-F-E. It can be folded to the right or left. Because the ranking
of (E,C) is higher than (E,A), fold the branch to the right connecting E to C as shown in Figure 2d.
Figure 2d uses the folding rule to fit into the given layout space. To do this, bend A and D upwards
and connect them as shown in Figure 2e. This is the final layout which now fits in the 2x3 space.
A

A

B

C

B

C

D
F

D

A

B

C

D
A

B

C

F

E

F
E

Figure 2a:
Expanding

Figure 2b:
Expanding

Figure 2c:
Expanding

Figure 2d:
Folding

A

D

B

C

F

E

D

Figure 2e:
Folding

Fitting Phase
Rule 6 (Conflict Resolution for Multi-Row): If the generated solution by using the reshaping
rules does not fit into the given layout space, cut low priority (ranking) departments and paste them
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into the closest empty spaces based on closeness preferences.
Suppose that Figure 3a shows the sequence obtained from Phase I where the layout space is 2x3. In
Phase II folding results in Figure 3b. The sequence given in Figure 3b cannot be folded to fit the
layout’s shape of 2x3. Suppose that the departments (A,B) have the lowest flow of all attached
departments in the layout; then A is the best choice to be cut. Apply rule 6 by cutting department A
and pasting it to the open space. The result is shown in Figure 3c.
A

B

C

D

E

A

F

B

C

F

Figure 3a:Given Solution

D

B

C

D

E

F

A

E

Figure 3b:Folding

Figure 3c:Cut and Paste A

Example 2: Head-Tail Multi-Row Layout
Consider the information given below. Suppose the layout should be in the form of a 2x3 rectangle.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Locations
1 2 3
4 5 6

Flows V
A B C D
A - 10 20 30
B
- 50 60
C
- 10
D
E
F

1
-

2
1
-

Distance D
3
4
2
1
1
2
3
-

5
2
1
2
1
-

6
3
2
1
2
1
-

Ranking of Flows V
A B
C D
E
F
A 11
8
7 11 1
B
5
3 11 8
C
11
8 2
D
5 3
E
11
F
-

E
F
10 100
10 20
20 80
50 60
10
-

Figure 4: Initial Data for Example 2
Expanding Steps
1. sp = (AF). sq = (AF)
2.sp = (CF) or sp = (FC). sq = (AFC)
3. sp = (BD). Ignore sp temporarily. 4. sp = (DF). sp can be attached to sq, see Figure 5a.
5. sp = (BD). B can be attached to D, see Figure 5b.
6. sp = (DE). E can be attached to D. Since (E,C) has a higher flow than (E,A), E is attached to
the right side of D. See Figure 5c
All departments are assigned; reshape to fit the layout to the 2x3 block requirement.
Reshaping Steps
7. Consider Figure 5c. (E,C) has a flow of 20 compared to a flow of 10 for (E,A). (B,C) has a
flow of 50 compared to a flow of 10 for (B,A). Therefore, the advantage of having B next to C
(an improvement of 40) outweighs the advantage from having E next to C (an improvement of
10). Therefore, in Figure 5c, E can be rotated from left to the right side. This rotation will allow
B to fold towards (closer) to C instead of A. The result of this rotation rule is shown in Figure
5d.
8. In Figure 5e, B is folded down toward C.
The final solution layout is shown in Figure 5f. The total flow for this solution is Total Flow =
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700.
B

B

D

D

E

F

C

D
A

F

C
A

F

C

A

Figure 5a: Expanding

Figure 5b: Expanding

B

B

E

D

A

F

C

Figure 5d: Rotation of E

E

D

A

F

Figure 5c: Expanding
E

D

B

A

F

C

C

Figure 5e: Folding

Figure 5f: Solution

Example 3: Comparing Head-Tail Layout and SLP
Consider a facility consisting of seven departments, each with individual space requirements as
shown in the table below. Each department can be broken up into units or blocks of 100 square
feet. The total allotted area for the new facility is 2400 square feet and must be laid within a
rectangular space with a dimension of 4x6 blocks. Each department can fit into a square or a
rectangle (e.g. a department can be presented by a 1x6 or 2x3 block shape).
Department
1
Square feet
600
No. of Blocks 6

2
200
2

3
400
4

4
200
2

5
500
5

6
100
1

7
400
4

Sum
2400
24

The matrix below shows the given desired proximity or closeness for each pair of departments. We
first use SLP to find a layout solution to this problem for a. 400x600 facility, and b. 200x1200
facility.
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2
A

3
O
U

4
A
E
X

5
I
O
U
U

6
A
E
U
O
I

7
A
X
E
O
I
X

Figure 6 show the initial solution where each department is presented by a node, and the desired
closeness for each pair of departments is presented by lines that connect the two departments.
Figure 7 shows the first iteration of the rearrangement of the relationship diagram to minimize the
strain on these bands.
1

2

7

2

7

1

4

3

6

3

5

6

4

Figure 6: Initial graph to present the problem

5

Figure 7: First iteration to improve the total closeness

Figure 8 shows the next iteration. Re-arrangement of the network should be repeated until no more
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improvement can be achieved. Once the final graphical relationship is achieved, the space
requirements for each department are considered. Figure 9 shows the area of each department.
7
7
7
7
7

4

7

4
4
4
4
4
4

7
7
7
7
7
7

2

3

1

3
3
3
3
3
3

5

1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3

6

Figure 8: Further rearrangement to improve the total
closeness

5
5
5
5
5

5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5

2
2
2

6
6
6

Figure 9: Relationship diagram showing departmental
space requirements

Now we can collapse and rotate the spatial relationship diagram shown in Figure 9 to fit into the
4x6 space. This is shown in Figure 10. For the 2x12 block facility, the solution is shown in Figure
11.
2
2
1
1
5
6
1
1
5
5
1
1
5
5
3
3
Figure 10: Relationship
4x6 area

4
4
7
7
5
7
7
5
3
3
diagram for a

5
5

5
6

4
4

2
2

1
1

1
1

1
1

7
7

7
7

3
3

3
3

Figure 11: Layout solution for a 2x12 area

The above solution generated by SLP is based on space requirements, availability, closeness
preferences, and other relative factors. The A, E, I, O, U, and X ratings can be converted to the
numerical values, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0, respectively. Then the ranking of the pairs of departments
will be performed. Note that pairs that tie have same ranking.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Rankings of Pairs (i,j)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
- 1 11 1 8 1 1
- 15 5 11 5 X
- X 15 15 5
- 15 11 11
- 8 8
- X
-

The construction of the layout by the Head-Tail method is as follows.
Expanding Steps
Step 1: sp = (12). sq = (12)
Step 2: sp = (14). sq = (412).
Steps 3, 4, and 5: Departments 6, 7, and 3 are added; see Figure 12.
Step 6: Next consider sp = (15). Department 5 can be located in four possible locations
diagonally from department 1 as shown in Figure 13, Step 6. Because pairs (5,2) and (5,6) have the
highest ranking, it will be located next to 2 and 6.
2

2
6

1
4

6

1

2
7

6

4

1
4

7

3

5

2

6

1

7

3

4
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Step 3: Connect 6 to 1

Step 4: Connect 7 to 1

Step 5: Connect 3 to 7

Step 6:
Connect 5 to 6 and 2

Figure 12: Graphical Representation of layout tree Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Since all departments are assigned, the expansion phase is complete.
Reshaping Steps
Step 7: Consider the next pair, (4↔6). Departments 4 and 6 cannot be folded. Consider the next
pair, (4↔7). Departments 4 and 7 cannot be folded. Consider the next pair, (2↔3). Fold 3 closer
to 2 (see Step 7 in Figure 13).
Fitting Steps
Step 8: Present the actual size and shape of the departments.
Step 9: Move the departments to fit in the layout size of 4x6 units.
3
5

5

2

3

6

1

7

5

5

3

5

5

2

2

7

3

3

5

6

1

1

7

3

1

7

5

4

1

1

7

3

1

7

5

4

1

1

7

3

2

2

1

1

1
1
4

4

3

5
5

4

6

7

Step 7: Connect 3 to 2

7

Step 8: Insert Spaces

Step 9: Final Layout

Figure 13: Graphical Representation of Steps 7, 8, and 9
The final layout is shown in Step 9 of Figure 13. The center of each department is presented by a
“●”. The distances between each pair of departments are shown in the following table.
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2 3 4
200 300 200
400 400
500

5
310
350
510
210

n

6
250
250
450
150
80

7
200
300
100
400
410
350

n

The total preferential closeness is: Total Closeness =  Closeness(i,j)*Distance(i,j)  = 13,620
i=1 j=1

Comparison of Head-Tail and SLP Solutions: The above example was solved by SLP method.
The layout and the distances for the SLP solution are shown in Figure 14. The total closeness for
the SLP solution is 15,500. The Rule-based Planning solution (Example 3) was 13,620 which is
considerably better than the solution found by the SLP method.
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2
3
4
5
300 300 300 330
600 400 230
400 390
630

6
150
150
450
450
180

7
250
550
250
150
480
400
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Distances for the SLP Solution
2

2

1

1

4

4

5

6

1

1

7

7

5

5

1

1

7

7

5

5

3

3

3

3

Figure 14: SLP Layout Solution

3. BI-CRITERIA LAYOUT PLANNING
In bi-criteria facility layout problem, the two objectives are:
n

Minimize Total Flow

f1 =

n

w d

ij ij

i=1 j=1
n n

Minimize Total Closeness

f2 =

w p

ij ij

i=1 j=1

For example, suppose that the flow between departments A and B is very high and from the total
flow point of view should be located very close to each other. However, from a safety point of
view, they should be very far from each other. The above bi-criteria problem can be used to handle
such conflicting objectives.
Suppose that an additive utility function can be used to rank multi-criteria layout alternatives. Let
w1 and w2 be the weights of importance of the two objective functions, respectively. First find the
normalized values of the two objective functions. To normalize the flow information, find the
largest flow (dij,max) and smallest flow (dij,min), and then use the formula shown below to normalize
all flow values presented by dij: they will be between 0 and 1. Similarly, closeness information can
be normalized between 0 and 1 using the following formula where pij,max is the largest and pij,min is
the smallest pij values.
vij’ =

(wij - wij,min )
(wij,max - wij,min )

pij’ =

(pij - pij,min )
(pij,max - pij,min )

Then for each pair of departments (i,j), calculate
zij = w1dij’ + w2pij’
The matrix of zij values is called the composite matrix, Z. The additive utility function (U) is
defined as the weighted sum of the flow and the closeness values using weights of importance of
w1 and w2 for the flow and closeness, respectively. In order to minimize the additive utility
function U = w1f1’ + w2f2’,
n

Minimize U =

n

n

n

dij (w1dij' + w2pij') = dijz ij
i-1 j=1

(2)

i=1 j=1

The value of zij = w1dij’ + w2pij’ is constant for i, j, and given weights. Therefore, they only need to
be calculated once for each pair of departments. Therefore, for the generated Z matrix, the bicriteria layout problem can be solved by Head-Tail method. The alternative with the smallest U
value is the best layout.

Example 4: Bi-Criteria Layout
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For a four department facility layout problem presented in Figure 14, find the best bi-criteria layout
solution. Suppose that the decision maker’s weights of importance for flow and closeness
objectives are w1 = 0.3 and w2 = 0.7, respectively. Consider using 0 to 5 numerical ratings for X to
A qualitative ratings.
1

Location
2
3

4

A

Assignment
B
C

D

Qualitative Matrix
A
B
C

D

A
B
C
D

-

X/0
-

E/4
U/1
-

Flow Matrix
A
B
C
100
40
60
-

D
A
10
B
30
C
90
D
Converted Qualitative Matrix
A
B
C
D

A/5
E/4
X/0
-

A
B
C
D

-

0
-

4
1
-

5
4
0
-

Figure 15: Initial data for the bi-criteria layout problem
First convert qualitative closeness data to quantitative data as presented in Figure 15. Then
normalize flow matrix and closeness matrix values as shown in Figure 16.
Normalized Flow
Matrix
(vij’) = (vij-10)/(100-10)
A B C
D

Normalized Qualitative
Matrix
(pij’) = (pij-0)/(5-0)
A B C
D

A - 1 0.333
B
- 0.556
C
D

A - 0 0.8
B
- 0.2
C
D

0
0.222
0.889
-

1
0.8
0
-

A
B
C
D

A

B

C

D

-

0.3
-

0.66
0.307
-

0.7
0.627
0.267
-

Figure 16: Normalized flow and qualitative closeness values
A composite matrix, Z, can be generated by using zij = w1vij’ + w2pij’= 0.3vij’ + 0.7pij’.
Solving the Bi-Criteria Problem by the HEAD-TAIL Method: First rank all pairs in descending
order of zij values: they are (A,D), (A,C), (B,D), (B,C), (A,B), and (C,D).
The steps of HEAD-TAIL for assigning departments are:
1) (AD);
2) (CAD);
3) (CADB)
This is the final solution, and its mirror is (BDAC). The objective values for this layout are:
f1 = 2*100 + 1*40 + 1*10 + 3*60 + 1*30 + 2*90 = 640 and f2 =2*0+1*4+1*5+3*1+1*4+2*0 =16
No improved solution can be found by applying the Pairwise Exchange Method to the final solution
of this example.
Using the additive utility as the performance measure for each facility, the first iteration of the PairWise Exchange method produces the results shown below.
Coefficient
0.3
0.66
0.7

Facility
Pairs
AB
AC
AD

Initial
distance
1
2
3

AB
1
1
2

Pair-Wise Exchange new distance
AC
AD
BC
BD
1
2
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
3
1

CD
1
3
2
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0.307
0.627
0.267

BC
BD
CD

U =   dij zij
i

j

1
2
1

2
3
1

5.548

1722

1
2
3

1
1
2

1
1
2

1
2
1

4.682 4.828 4.828 4.748

2
1
1
1788

The lowest score is 4.682 for swapping A and C.
Improved Layout:

C

B

A

D

The swap is made and the initial layout for the second iteration is as follows:
Facility
pairs
AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD

Coefficient
0.3
0.66
0.7
0.307
0.627
0.267

Initial
distance
1
2
1
1
2
3

U=   dij zij
i

AB
1
1
2
2
1
3

4.682

j

Pair-Wise Exchange new distance
AC
AD
BC
BD
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
1

CD
1
1
2
2
1
3

4.402 5.548 4.748 4.682 4.762 4.402

The lowest score is 4.402 for swapping A and B. The new layout is.
Improved Layout:

C

A

B

D

Next iteration is:
Facility
pairs
AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD

Coefficient
0.3
0.66
0.7
0.307
0.627
0.267

Initial
distance
1
1
2
2
1
3

U=   dij zij
i

AB
1
2
1
1
2
3

4.402

j

Pair-Wise Exchange new distance
AC
AD
BC
BD
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
2

4.682 4.828

1788

1722

CD
1
2
1
1
2
3

4.042 4.682

The lowest score is 4.042 for swapping B and D. The new layout is shown below.
Improved Layout:

C

A

D

B

Continuing with the next iteration:
Facility
pairs
AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD

Coefficient
0.3
0.66
0.7
0.307
0.627
0.267

U=   dij zij
i

j

Initial
distance
2
1
1
3
1
2
4.042

AB
2
3
1
1
1
2

Pair-Wise Exchange new distance
AC
AD
BC
BD
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
3
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
3

CD
2
1
1
1
3
2

4.748 4.468 4.762 4.762 4.402 4.682
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No more improvement is possible, stop. The layout remains with f1 (total flow) = 640 and f2 (total
closeness) = 32.
Final Layout:

C

A

D

B

Efficient Frontier
By systematically varying weights (w1, w2) in Equation (2), a set of efficient bi-criteria alternatives
can be generated. To do this, first generate the Z matrix for each given set of weights and then use
head-Tail method to solve the problem. Note that for a given set of weights, when PWE method is
used, alternatives generated in different iterations of PWE method may also be efficient and should
be recorded. That is, each Pairwise Exchange solution in each iteration of PWE method can be
efficient. Consider the set of four weights given in the first row of the following table. For each
given set of weights, solve the problem by Head-Tail method. The generated solution is recorded
under each set of weights. The set of generated four alternatives are all efficient.
(w1, w2)
Layout
Min. f1
Min. f2
Efficient?

(0.99, 0.01)
ABCD
420
32
Yes

(0.6, 0.4)
BACD
460
28
Yes

(0.5, 0.5)
DBAC
580
20
Yes

(0.01, 0.99)
CADB
640
16
Yes

Conclusion
In SLP, the process of improving the initial graph of the layout becomes very difficult as the
number of departments increases. Also the evaluation process in SLP is subjective and depends on
the layout designer. A different approach for solving layout problem is by use of Head-Tail Layout
method which is a powerful tool for solving both structured and ill-structured layout problems.
Head-Tail can solve very large layout problems with minimal computational efforts. Because this
method is Head-Tail, it can incorporate complicated constraints while developing the layout
solution. Furthermore, it can be used in conjunction with Expert systems approaches to solve
layout problems.
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Abstract
This paper provides a synopsis of newly developed approach, Z Utility Theory, for solving risk problems.
Descriptive experimental evidence show that decision behavior existing utility theory models such as
Expected Utility Theory, Cumulative Prospect Theory, and Rank Dependent Expected Utility, cannot solve
risk problems. Z-Utility-Theory normative model is developed in response to above challenge. Z-UtilityTheory generalizes Expected Utility Theory, Prospect Theory, Cumulative Prospect Theory, Mean-Variance
approach, Cobb-Douglas production function, and arithmetic and geometric mean functions. Z-UtilityTheory functions have only four parameters and can solve all different decision problems. Malakooti [11]
shows that ZUT substantially outperforms all existing risk methods including EUT, CPT, and Rank
Dependent Expected Utility. He also shows that ZUT solves all existing decision paradoxes.

Key words: Risk, Decision Making, Z Utility Theory, Stochastic Dominance, Editing rule

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we show how risk can be accurately quantified by utility functions for both normative (rational
and prescriptive) and descriptive decision behaviors. The developed approach is called Z Utility Theory. We
show that Z Utility Theory (a normative model) overcomes all the obstacles that were faced by Expected
Utility Theory (von-Newman-Morgenstern [1]), Prospect-Theory (Kahneman and Tversky [2], CumulativeProspect-Theory (Tversky-Kahneman,[3]), and Mean-Variance approach of Markowitz [4].
Historical Perspective: We can divide the history of solving risky decisions into four eras.
I. Prior to St. Petersburg paradox (Expected Value Based Rationality) where Expected Values (EVs) and
rules of thumb were used to make decisions. Expected Value (EV) is linear in both probabilities and payoffs.

1
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II. From Bernoulli [5] to von-Newman-Morgenstern [1] (Value-based Rationality) where value functions
were used. Value functions assumed to be concave for Risk Averse (and convex for Risk Prone). The
culmination of this period is Expected Utility Theory, EUT, which is linear in probabilities.
III. From Allais [6] to Tversky-Kahneman [3] (Subjective Probability Based Rationality) where in addition
to value functions, subjective probabilities in place of probabilities were used. The subjective probabilities,
Savage [8], were evolved into rank-dependent expected utility methods (e.g. Quiggin [7]). The culmination
of this period is Cumulative-Prospect-Theory, CPT, (Tversky-Kahneman [3]) which is linear in subjective
probabilities. CPT assumes value function is concave for gains (and convex for losses) and weight function
has a reverse S shape. In this period, researchers focused on weakening or removing some of EUT Axioms,
e.g. see Machina [9] among many others.
IV. From Markowitz [4] to Present (2013) (Dual/Nonlinear Rationality) where dual functions of risk are
developed. Markowitz [4] developed mean-variance analysis by using Expected Value (EV) (presenting
mean) and Standard Deviation (presenting risk). However, Mean-variance analysis results in utility
functions that violate stochastic dominance. Instead of Standard Deviation, Z Utility Theory uses a new
multiplicative function (called Risk Value) to measure risk whose utility function is compliant with
stochastic dominance. Z Utility Theory simultaneously uses three different functions to measure risk: value
function of payoffs, weight function of probabilities, and multiplicative Risk Value function of both payoffs
and probabilities. We will illustrate that each of these three functions can be used independently to explain
risk behavior. Based on experimental evidence of this paper, we show that value and weight functions have
similar shapes, they are double helix which is a generalization of shapes suggested by Prospect Theory and
Cumulative Prospect Theory. ZUT also allows for reference points (e.g. reflecting initial wealth) to be
determined independent from gain and loss decomposition which is the main characteristics of PT and CPT.
ZUT generalizes all past generations of risk models including EUT, Mean Variance, PT, and CPT.
Malakooti [10] shows several applications of Z Theory for solving Multiple Criteria Decision Making
(MCDM) and applications to operations and production systems.

2. MULTIPLICATIVE Z UTILITY FUNCTION
2.1. Risk Problem: Consider a single attribute (criterion) decision problem under risk where each
alternative is presented by Y(y,p) = (y1,p1; y2,p2;…; yk,pk), where yi, is the payoff of state i and pi is the
probability of state i, and the summation of probabilities is one. Therefore each alternatives has a k-tuple
vector of payoffs Y= (y1, y2,…,yk) and probabilities P=(p1,p2,…,pk). Note that different alternatives may
have different number of states, k, and therefore different probabilities. For example, Y1=(-$12,0.7;$20,0.3)
has k=2 states and Y2=(-$5,0.4;$15,0.59;-$21,0.01) has k=3 states. Suppose ymin=min {yi,j} for all
alternatives j=1,2,..,n and all states i=1,2,…,k. Therefore, ymin is the minimum payoff considering all
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possible alternatives. For risk problems, M-ZUT can be written as (2.2) where each alternative may have a
different k. So for risk problems we use Expected Value (EV) instead of Linear Value (LV), and Risk Value
(RVM) instead of Deviational Value (DVM).
k

k

EV   pi yi ,

MVM=

(y  ymin )

pi

i

 ymin , and RVM | EV-MVM |

(2.1)

i=1

i=1

-1< zM ≤0

U= EV+ zM*RVM

(2.2)

Malakooti [11] proves that M-ZUT (2.2) satisfies stochastic dominance. Therefore, Risk problems can be
solved by M-ZUT which is nonlinear in probabilities and payoffs. In the following the contour and graph of
EV and MVM is presented.
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Figure 1: A symmetric concave Multiplicative ZUF for zM = -1, U=MVM: a. Contours of EV and MVM, b. Functions
of EV and MVM

Risky Alternatives: An alternative is Risky if its RVM>0, otherwise it is Certain when RVM=0.
Certainty Equivalence is Equal to Utility Value in M-ZUT (CE=U): Certainty Equivalence (CE) of a
certain alternative is equal to its Expected Value (EV). But CE of a risky alternative is U. The type of risk
attitude is determined by comparing CE and EV. At a given alternative the DM is: Risk Averse (RA) if CE
<EV; Risk Prone (RP) if CE>EV, and risk Neutral (RN) if CE=EV.

2.2. Axioms and Theorem of M-ZUT for Risk
Malakooti [11] provides the set of Axioms of Z Theory which include Completeness, Transitivity,
Continuity, Monotonicity, and ZUT independence. For more detail see Malakooti [11].
M-ZUT Risk Classifications: For all alternatives:


zM < 0 (the DM is Risk Averse) if and only if M-ZUT is concave in payoffs y.



zM > 0 (the DM is Risk Prone)

if and only if M-ZUT is convex in payoffs y.
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zM = 0 (the DM is Risk Neutral) if and only if M-ZUT is additive in payoffs y.

Note that when zM >0, M-ZUT is convex and risk prone, however, M-ZUT when using zM >0 may not
satisfy stochastic dominance. See Supplement for an example of Solving Allais Paradox by M-ZUT.
Expected Utility Theory as a Special Case of M-ZUT: Suppose that v(y) is used instead of y in M-ZUT,
Equations (2.1 and 2.2), then M-ZUT uses value functions and it becomes V-M-ZUT.
When zM=0 in V-M-ZUT then V-M-ZUT=p1*v(y1)+p2*v(y2)+…+pk*v(yk)=Expected Utility Value of EUT
of von-Newman and Morgenstern [1]. That is, ZUT generalizes EUT which is linear in probabilities, p.
When zM = 0, the DM is: Risk Averse if and only if v(y) is concave; Risk Prone if and only if v(y) is convex;
and Risk Neutral if and only if v(y) is linear.
Cumulative Prospect Theory (and Rank Dependent Expected Utility) as a Special Case of M-ZUT:
Because Prospect Theory, Kahneman and Tversky [2], violates stochastic dominance, Tversky and
Kahneman [3] developed Cumulative Prospect Theory to remedy this problem. In M-ZUT, Equations (2.1
and 2.2), use v(y) instead of y, and use w(p) instead of p (that is probability weights are used instead of
probabilities), then M-ZUT (Equations (2.1) and (2.2)), uses both value and weight functions, when zM=0
then, (2.2) becomes U=w(p1)*v(y1)+ w(p2)*v(y2)+…+ w(pk)*v(yk) which is the same as the Cumulative
Prospect Theory of Tversky and Kahneman [3] and RDEU. That is, ZUT generalizes CPT and RDEU which
is linear in weights, w(p).

2.3 Stochastic Dominance Standard Form (SDSF)
Stochastic Dominance Standard Form (SDSF): Consider YA and YB. Present YA as its SD Equivalent YAS;
and YB as its SD Equivalent YBS such that both YAS and YBS have the same probabilities of states, their
payoffs are in non-decreasing order, and the number of states is minimized. Similarly, n different risky
alternatives can be presented in SDSF having k number of states. These representations of alternatives can
be graphically verified by presenting the c.p.d., G, of alternatives. See Allais Paradox (Table 4.2) in SDSF
for two pairs of alternatives and also for four alternatives.
Approach for Generating Alternatives in SDSF (Splitting States): First for each alternative, reorder its
states such that its payoffs will be in non-decreasing order. Then split the probability of each state of each
alternative such that all alternatives have the same probabilities for all states using the minimum number of
states of nature. See Allais Paradox below.
Collapsing States (Combining States): When comparing a sub-set of SDSF alternatives to simplify their
presentations to the DM, use the SDSF of the sub-set of alternative. Collapsing will reduce the number of
states to the minimum because SDSF has the minimum number of states for any set of alternatives.
SDSF of Allais (1953) Paradox: Allais Paradox consists of four alternatives YA=$1 for sure, YB=
($5,0.10;$1,0.89;$0,0.01), YC=($1,0.11;$0,0.89), and YD=($5,0.1;$0,0.9) where payoffs are in $1million. In
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most cases DMs prefer YA to YB; and YD to YC. The SDSF for comparing YA to YB (and also YC to YD)
requires only three states. The SDSF for four alternatives has four states. Note that EV, RVM, and RVM,C
(where C=0.3) of alternatives are independent of SDSF presentations. The CE=U of alternatives for z M=0.35, i.e. U= EV-0.35RVM, is shown.
YA vs. YB in SDSF
PABS
0.01
0.89
0.1
-

y1
y2
y3
EV
RVM
CE=U

YAS
1
1
1
1
0
1

YBS
0
1
5
1.39
1.39
0.904

YC vs. YD in SDSF
PCDS
0.89
0.01
0.1
-

YCS
0
1
1
0.11
0.11
0.072

YDS
0
0
5
0.5
0.5
0.325

a. Two pairs in SDSF

YA,YB, YC, YD in SDSF
PS
0.01
0.88
0.01
0.1
EV
RVM
RVM,C

YAS
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

YBS
0
1
1
5
1.39
1.39
0.22

YCS
0
0
1
1
0.11
0.11
0.06

YDS
0
0
0
5
0.5
0.5
0.4

b. All alternatives in SDSF

Table 1: SDSF presentation of Allais Paradox in $

CONCLUSION
In this paper we summarized the key points of a new theory call Z Utility Theory which is being developed
by Malakooti [11] for decision making under risk. This theory generalizes Expected Utility Theory, Prospect
Theory, Cumulative Prospect Theory, Mean-Variance approach, Cobb-Douglas production function, and
arithmetic and geometric mean functions. Also, ZUT satisfies the first and second stochastic dominance.
Moreover, we introduced a new editing rule which is called Stochastic Dominance Standard Form (SDSF)
which can be shown that increases the accuracy of decision making. According to the benchmarking on the
well-established dataset, Malakooti [11] shows that ZUT substantially outperforms all existing risk methods
including EUT, CPT, and Rank Dependent Expected Utility. He also shows that ZUT solves all existing
decision paradoxes.
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Abstract
Virtual reality 3D laboratory experiments are being developed to provide students with a
virtual hands-on experience. Students perform these virtual experiments, which simulate the
physical ones, prior to doing the physical experiment. In some cases, the physical experiment is
unavailable and the virtual one is the only hands-on experience for the students. The concrete
and asphalt virtual experiments were developed using the game development engine Unity 3D.
They contain realistic 3D models of the physical items which are manipulated with scripts
programmed using C# and/or JavaScript. The students view the virtual experiments from a first
person view. In the concrete compression test the student mixes different aggregates and creates
their own concrete cylinder. The strength is then measured using a compression tester. In the
asphalt experiment, the student mixes and tests the viscosity of an asphalt mixture. The virtual
experiments have been introduced into numerous universities and colleges around the globe.
Feedback is being collected to provide specific updates and improve the overall quality of the
virtual modules.

Research Objective
The virtual lab project is being developed in
order to provide students with a virtual handson experience using virtual reality 3D
experiments. These virtual experiments
simulate the physical ones and allow the
students to perform step-by-step tasks
enhancing their educational experience.

Methods Used
The base for the virtual experiments is the
physical lab, performed prior to starting the
simulation development. Some of the
experiments have been developed using Unity Figure 1: The safety glasses and mixing table in the concrete
experiment
3D, a game development engine. Unity 3D is
used by professional development studios to create games for PC, Xbox, iOS, and other
platforms. The Unity 3D scripts are programmed using C# and/or JavaScript. The virtual
1
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experiments contain realistic 3D models of the different items around the laboratory room. The
3D models were created using Adobe Photoshop and 3ds Max before being imported into Unity
3D and paired with the scripts.
The perspective of the students performing the laboratory is a first person view. This allows true
simulation of the physical, hands-on experiment. During the experiment, the mouse is used to
control the “head” of the virtual student while the arrow keys are used for moving around the
virtual laboratory room. A task is completed by pointing to the object and clicking the mouse.

Concrete and Asphalt Modules
In the concrete compression test, the students
mix different aggregates and cement to create
their own concrete cylinder. The team
developed this experiment first. In the asphalt
laboratory, the viscosity is measured after the
asphalt is mixed.
The concrete experiment begins with the
students putting on the safety glasses (safety
first!), as can be seen in Figure 1. The
simulation does not let the students continue
until this step is completed. In the next step,
the students pour a bucket of water into the
Figure 2: The mixing barrel in the concrete experiment
mixing barrel to prepare for the mixing of the
concrete. The virtual experiment then guides the students through the process of mixing the
different aggregates together for the concrete mixture.
At this stage, the students are ready to create a concrete cylinder. As seen in Figure 2, the
completed mixture is poured into the mixing barrel, the barrel is spun, and the concrete is poured
into the mold. The students then carry the cylinder to the curing chamber in the adjoining room.
One of the benefits of the virtual experiment
is that the students do not have to wait for
the sample to cure. They can immediately
take a cured version of the sample (labeled
by its “curing time”) and start the
compression test. The students test the
sample that has cured for seven days by
carrying it to the compression tester (Figure
3).
After the sample is inside the compression
chamber, the students press the green button
on the control panel to start the machine. It
compresses the cylinder until it breaks and
the strength is displayed on the computer.

Figure 3: The compression tester and computer in the concrete
experiment
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The students then go back to the curing room and repeat the testing with a sample that has cured
for 28 days.
Asphalt mixing and viscosity testing virtual experiment has also been developed. This
experiment takes place on a table top. This table is shown in Figure 4.
Again, the first step is to put on the safety glasses. The students cannot move to the next step
until the safety glasses are worn. Next, the
students adjust the temperature settings by
clicking on the temperature dial. They can
choose between 135 and 165 °C.
The students can then pour the asphalt binder
into the chamber situated on the scale. The
weight is displayed after the asphalt is poured.
The next step is where the students place the
asphalt chamber into the hot environmental
chamber.
After the spindle is lowered, the students set
Figure 4: The asphalt mixing experiment
the machine to 20 RPM and turn the motor on.
The spindle starts spinning and measures the viscosity of the asphalt. The students press the
“Print” button and the result is displayed on the machine’s screen (Figure 5). The viscosity
measurement shows different values for each student because it is a randomly generated number
within a set range, depending on the temperature selected in the beginning.

Results
The initial implementation of the lab in a
teaching environment has shown promising
results so far. Further assessment data will be
collected and analyzed to gauge the success of
the virtual laboratory experiments and to
provide feedback for improvement. Also, a
scanning electron microscope simulation is
being developed where the students choose
between different samples and manipulate the
microscope to capture a clear image of a
specimen. This is a more involved instrument
and was slated to start last to build on our
experience with developing modules.

Figure 5: The controls and display in the asphalt experiment

Conclusion
The objective for this research project is to allow students to perform a hands-on simulation of
engineering laboratories. The impact on student learning has been positive so far. An electron
scanning microscope virtual experiment is currently in development, building on the experience
with other modules.
3
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The virtual experiments have been introduced into the curriculum at Western Michigan
University, Louisiana State University, Muskegon Community College, as well as numerous
other universities and colleges around the globe. Feedback is being collected and used to provide
specific updates to the virtual laboratories as well as increasing their overall quality.
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1.0 Abstract:
This paper aims to educate technicians in the area of shipbuilding. It is a multifaceted paper
involving professional development for the college faculty and secondary school teachers,
curriculum and education material enhancement, and career pathways development. This paper
will improve and modernize technician education at the college level by preparing faculty and
students with industry-relevant instructional modules and by attracting secondary school students
to these educational pathways to provide a highly competent, well-educated and advanced
workforce for the shipbuilding industry. The paper also increases career awareness about the
shipbuilding-affiliated workforce with active learning kits while presenting a positive image of the
industry. Its mission is to focus and coordinate member resources on issues, challenges, and
opportunities facing the ship industry in Louisiana and across the nation. By way of these entities’
long and productive partnership with their collaborators, comprehensive industry needs have been
surveyed and validated through literature review. This will familiarize students with technical
knowledge about the critical technologies of Virtual Reality, Lean Manufacturing and Rapid
Product Development. Such familiarization will equip students with the necessary knowledge and
skills, thus helping them to tackle practical problems when they join the industry.

Keywords: Shipbuilding, Marine Engineering, students, teachers, Lean Manufacturing.
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2.0 Introduction:
As we all know Shipbuilding is not an easy task. It requires immense planning and perfect
execution in order to make the ship sustain any situation. This is why having good knowledge in
building a Ship is very essential. The responsibility of Shipbuilding engineer is not only to build
and design ships in the shipyards, but also needs to perform maintenance and repair work on a ship
making sure that it can withstand and overcome any situation resulting in smooth sailing in the sea
at any point of time. There are few universities which offer education on building a ship and steps
to maintain it, to give the engineers a broader idea and motivate students to Shipbuilding
Engineering is the main idea of this paper.

A person responsible for designing a ship, performing operation and maintenance of ship’s engines
is called Marine Engineering. A Marine Engineer must be capable of dealing with many obstacles
like physical space constraints, extreme weather conditions, deep water, and remote locations.
Having this constrains in mind an Engineer has to develop a high quality operating platform which
can adapt any circumstances. Ships are very important means of transport for imports and exports
so duty of a Marine Engineer is not complete once he builds a ship. In fact the responsibility
doubles in maintaining and operating the developed platform time to time. For maintaining the
ship and designing it to sail safely from source to destination is the major task. The Engineer should
be intelligent to judge the possible design problems and environment problems which they have
to overcome. In order to safeguard the ship from all disasters.
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3.0 Key Aspects for Students who wish to become a Marine Engineer:










Huge scope of development as it is an never ending studies
Huge demand in the market as they are very few marine engineers
Very interesting field of study
Should have good knowledge on terminology and functionality of building Ships
Need to have in-depth knowledge on physics and mathematics
Should be accurate in measuring the speed, length and distance to be maintained
Make sure the ship is never out of fuel and is always under safe conditions
Be prepared to sail for long periods of time when needed
As Ships are the major means of transportation for exports and imports a Marine engineer
will directly be serving a huge contributor for their Nations Pride.

4.0 Steps to follow before building the ship:
4.1 Purpose for building the Vessels
Before starting to build a ship an Engineer should analyze deeply about all functionality
and working of the vessels. Should know about the history of the ships, its success rates
its failures. The purpose for building the ship and contribution to the advancement by
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building the ship. It is this gathering of bits and pieces of evidence that will create a
defined outline of what the ship should or could have looked like.
4.2 Design the Ship
In order to build the ship with good effect it should have a perfect design. An outline
structure should be designed of how a Ship should look like what is the capacity it can
withstand, what is the distance it can travel, what should be the time incurred in
developing the ship, the cost to be spent in building the ship. This perfect outline of
Yacht and the vessels should help the engineer to proceed in building the ship according
to the sketched plan.
4.3 Building of the Vessels.
Having the detailed structure towards the construction of ship. An Engineer should now
focus on how to build a Ship allowing it to sail in any given conditions. Important factor
which an engineer needs to remember is to measure the kinetic energy it needs to possess,
the fuel is can hold, measure the time it need to take for sailing from one given point to
destination. Starting with the construction of ship very importantly the platform which is
the base of the ship should be very strong and according to the length we analyzed during
design phase.
4.4 Rigging and Hoisting the Sails
Sailing of the ships are not designed or modeled earlier. It is the engineer’s choice to sail
in the best possible ways. The sailing process should involve the efficient way of using
the fuel, best ways to overcome from disasters. It is the engineer’s responsibility to make
sure the ship is not over flooded with many round tripping mechanisms. Engineer should
make sure the ship sails to the desired destination without any problems before he starts
sailing in the sea.
4.5 Shipping
Shipping includes of either exchange of goods from one source to destination or moving
passengers from one place to another. There are some ships which do only the specified
work for which it is constructed, this is planned during the design phase. If the ship is
modeled for exchanging goods then it is designed with much harder platform and bigger
capacity. If the vessel is used for transporting passengers then it is built with less motors
and increasing speed of time to reach destination.
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4.6 Maintenance
Maintenance is an important phase of engineering. The responsibility of Marine Engineer
is not complete only when he builds a vessel. It is very important to maintain it in every
phase to make sure the ship is always safe from any disasters. A ship should go on sailing
only after the engineers are sure on how to maintain it if there are any problems during
the journey. There are many ways which effects and halts the ships from sailing like lack
of fuel, environment changes, overloaded ship, fire in the ship, many more an Engineer
should have mechanism to overcome every possible disasters ensure the ship and the
possession inside the ship are always safe.

5.0 Examples
Example 1
IDEA

Building a Ship

Objectives

Students are placed in different departments to
work on their assigned tasks

Responsible Tasks

Students have to calculate the Weight, draft and
kinetic energy of the ship

Learning skills

Students learn about the components of a ship,
operations within a shipyard, methods of ship
construction, design calculations
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Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, Student handout, student
book, scissors, rulers, glue sticks, protractors
and tape.

Example 2
IDEA

Construct a Submarine

Objectives

Students with enact as employees of PQR yard

Responsible tasks

Identify the number of parts required in building a
submarine, construction of a submarine and cost of a
ship
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Learning skills

Students will learn basics about ship, about
submarines and the construction methodologies,
How to estimate the cost and how to measure the
required number of parts

Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, students handout, students book,
cost estimator, ruler

Example 3
IDEA

Identifying possible causes for disasters

Objectives

Students should be able to estimate the possible
causes for disaster and the immediate preventive
measures of safeguarding the ship
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Responsible Tasks

Students have to imagine as Disaster agencies
and analyze what are the factors that cause
disasters Should model the design of the ship in
such a way it can overcome the disasters

Learning skills

Students learn about the fundamental
components of the ship. Importance of a strong
design and preventive methods for a ship.

Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, Student handout, student
book, Disaster agency manual.

Example 4
IDEA

To build an Sea perch robot
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Objectives

Students should be able to understand the
underwater robotics program and ocean
engineering principles

Responsible Tasks

Students need to build an underwater Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) which engineers all the
operations done inside the sea.

Learning skills

Students learn about the fundamentals of
Robotics, underwater functionalities, resources
and live beneath the sea.

Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, Student handout, student
book, scissors, glue, Artificial Intelligence material
for building the robot.

6.0 Conclusion
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In this paper we have presented the various benefits to the students by learning Marine
Engineering. In purpose of creating interest for students towards ship building we have taken
many examples to show how a ship is build what will be the responsibilities of the teacher and
the student. We have illustrated about the challenges and advantages of marine Engineering,
what are various aspects an engineer will look into before building the ship and the steps to
follow to overcome any unconditional occurrence of disasters. Ship Building is very interesting
concept to learn as till today ships are major means of transportation to exchange goods. This
field is also best for the people who like traveling many place. In this advanced world, where
we need to have immense knowledge towards a subject to prove ourselves eminent in the
society Marine Engineering is really challenging and brings huge respect to us as we will be
part towards our nations pride.
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Abstract
There has been an increase in the rate of human crimes in today’s world prompting safety measures
to be taken without risking human lives. Robots can help us achieve this goal. In this paper we
present the design of an efficient and economical robot that can perform both spying and rescue
operations. This robot is an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) that can monitor enemy attacks
and intruders secretly as if it were a first person to map an unknown location.These robots also find
application in factories to move parts around on the floor. A UGV is basically a locomotive robot
that can be controlled without human presence in the vehicle. This is done via wireless networking. The robot is controlled through a dual tone multi frequency (DTMF) call made to a mobile
phone placed on the robot from the operator. The HT9170B DTMF Decoder IC is used to decode
the dial tone into binary sequence. The decoded signals are sent to the ATMEGA8 microcontroller
which generates appropriate output signals that are predefined in the microcontroller by a program.
Since the robot is controlled through mobile network, the range over which it can be controlled is
significantly large. The mobile also ensures real time video transfer from the robot’s surroundings
to the operator’s display unit, thereby reducing the risks involved in direct human interaction with
hostile environments.
Index Terms-DTMF, UGV, video transmission.

I. Introduction
The deployment of autonomous vehicles is rapidly becoming possible in today’s world because of
technological advances in networking and in miniaturization of electromechanical systems. Robots
can coordinate their actions through communication networks,and can perform challenging tasks
such as search and recovery operations, manipulation in hazardous environments, exploration,
surveillance, and also environmental monitoring for pollution detection and estimation [1]. An unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) is basically any piece of mechanized equipment that moves across
the surface of the ground without an onboard human presence [2]. The potential advantages of
employing such robots in espionage are numerous. They can spy on people in ways people can’t
move and from views humans can’t reach.They can perform tasks faster than humans with much
more consistency and accuracy. They can also capture moments that are too fast for the human eye.
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In this paper, the design and implementation of a UGV which leverages the already existing dual
tone multi frequency (DTMF) technology to establish a secure, fast and reliable connection with
the operator’s display unit is presented.The robot is controlled through a DTMF call made to the
mobile phone placed on the robot from the operator. The HT9170B DTMF Decoder IC decodes
the dial tune into binary sequence. These decoded signals are sent to the ATMEGA8 microcontroller which generates appropriate output signals that are predefined in the microcontroller by a
program. The mobile is also used to transfer video in real time from the robot’s surroundings to
the operator’s display unit.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II contains the hardware description of
the robot, Section III contains the software description. The testing of the robot and results obtained are presented in Section IV and the conclusion is presented in Section V.

II. Hardware Description
The hardware comprises of:
1. The vehicle
2. An ATmega8 microcontroller
3. An Android mobile
4. A DTMF decoder
1. Vehicle :
The vehicle comprises of a fiber body chassis which houses two geared DC motors rated at 3V
each. The two wheels are coupled to the shaft of the motor. A picture of the robot is shown in
Figure 1. There is an arrangement made to place the android mobile on top of the vehicle. The
agility of the vehicle is improved by making it as compact and light as possible. The motors are
powered by a 5V regulated supply from a 9V DC rechargeable battery . The CD7805 IC regulates
9V DC to 5V DC [3]. The L293DNE IC is used to drive the motors by providing sufficient current
for their operation [4].

Figure 1: Robot
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2. ATmega8 Microcontroller :
The microcontroller used is ATmega8A-PU, an 8-bit microcontroller from Atmel [5]. It controls
the robot’s overall movement. Based on the program written by the user onto this microcontroller,
appropriate control signals are sent to the motors causing the robot to move as per the given command. The Atmega8 microcontroller has three PORTS, namely B , C and D. We utilize PORTB to
send control ouput signals to the motors. PORTC receives external signals from the decoder in the
form of a binary sequence. An onboard clock of frequency 4 MHz is used to provide clock pulses
to the microcontroller.
3. Android Mobile :
The mobile is placed on a panel provided on top of the robot. It serves two purposes:
• It receives DTMF tone from the operator’s mobile and sends them to the DTMF decoder.
• It records the video and sends it to the user’s laptop using an android application called IP Webcam.
The photo resolution and the video resolution depend upon the quality of the camera in the phone
that is placed on the robot.
4. DTMF Decoder :
The decoder module used is HT9170B [6]. The input to this decoder module is the DTMF tone.
It converts the DTMF tone to it’s corresponding 4-bit binary sequence. As shown in the DTMF
frequency matrix in Figure 2, when a key is pressed, a particular set of two frequencies superimpose over one another. For example, when ’1’ is pressed frequencies of 697 Hz and 1209 Hz
superimpose over one another and an audio tone unique to that number is generated. The decoder
module recognizes the corresponding key pressed on the mobile on receiving the DTMF tone and
produces a 4-bit binary sequence output.

Figure 2: DTMF Frequency Matrix
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III. Software Description
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) AVR Studio 4 has been used to write the C-codes
and convert them to HEX files which are later burned onto the Atmega8 microcontroller using
the AVR programmer - Khazama. An android application called IP Webcam is used for real time
video transfer from the mobile phone on the robot to the operator’s display unit. In order for this
application to work, both the laptop and the mobile phone must be connected to the same network.
This application provides the user with numerous modes to view the real time video such as Java
and Flash. Options are also provided to enhance the stream quality and zoom in for a closer view
of the surroundings. The night vision option can be used in places where there is insufficient light.
This application is first installed on the operator’s mobile phone. The IP address provided in
the application is entered on the browser of the laptop, thus opening a window which enables the
user to view the real time video provided by the mobile phone placed on the robot. Then the user
can choose to view the video as he/she pleases. Figure 3 shows a flowchart which represents the
interaction between the robot and the software.

Figure 3: Flowchart - Interaction between the robot and the software
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IV. Testing and Results
The C-program is written such that the robot initially waits for the signal sent to it by the operator on pressing a certain key on the mobile phone. The mobile phone and the operator’s laptop
are connected to the same Wi-Fi network. The operator can watch the live video delivered by the
robot on his/her laptop’s browser with the help of an android application called IP Webcam. The
operator has to open the link http://<local ip address>:port id on a browser. On opening the link,
the android webcam server is seen. Then the operator has to select the way in which he/she wants
to view video. Figures 4 and 5 represent screenshots taken on the operator’s laptop from the real
time video delivered by the mobile phone on the robot in the presence of light and absence of light
(night vision) respectively.

Figure 4: Screenshot taken in the presence
of light

Figure 5: Screenshot taken in the absence of
light (night vision)

On pressing a certain key from the operator’s mobile, the corresponding DTMF tone is sent to the
android mobile. The DTMF tone as heard from the android mobile is sent to the DTMF MT8870
module via a 3.5mm headjack . The table shown in Figure 6 lists the actions performed by the
robot on pressing the following keys on the mobile phone.

Figure 6: Operations performed by the robot according to the key pressed
The robot can be controlled at any point of time as the video displayed on the laptop’s browser
is real-time. In order to test the robot, both the laptop and the mobile phone on the robot were
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connected to a Wi-Fi network and the range of video transmission was found to be roughly 30
meters in radius. The working of the robot is represented in the form of a block diagram in Figure
7.

Figure 7: Block Diagram - UGV Control
The android mobile that is on placed on the robot is connected to the HT9170B DTMF decoder
via a 3.5mm audio jack. Once a key is pressed on the operator’s mobile a unique DTMF tone
is generated which is decoded into a binary sequence by the HT9170B DTMF decoder. The microcontroller comprehends the binary sequence and causes the robot to operate accordingly. The
mobile is configured to operate in auto-answer mode. Referring to the application circuit of the
Decoder IC HT9170B in Figure 8, D0,D1,D2,D3 are it’s outputs which are connected to the pins
23(PC0), 24(PC1), 25(PC2), 26(PC3) of the ATmega8 microcontroller shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Application Circuit - IC HT9170B

Figure 9: Pinout diagram - ATmega8A-PU
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There is a negligible delay in the real time video delivered by the mobile on the robot. This can
be adjusted by increasing or decreasing the stream quality. However, sometimes there is a delay of
4 seconds in the audio. This happens due to browser buffering and depends on the browser used.
It can be resolved either by using the Flash renderer option provided by IP Webcam or by using a
different browser.

V. Conclusion
This paper presents the design and implementation of a DTMF-based UGV. The vehicle was found
to be capable of traveling over flat surfaces. It was also observed during test runs that the control
signals for the UGV were received from the operator’s mobile using DTMF signals as expected. A
slight delay was observed in the response time of the UGV due to the execution speed of the algorithm in the microcontroller. The video output from the mobile placed on the robot was observed
to be real-time as expected, but with a negligible delay.
Future enhancements/ modifications include: incorporating a wide area network (WAN) so that
the range of the real-time video transfer can be extended and improving the mechanics of the robot
so that it can travel over rough terrain.
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Abstract
Prototype injection molding currently can take weeks and thousands of dollars to develop and
manufacture. Using Additive Manufacturing to produce injection molds to rapid quote products can
drastically reduce those costs and time frame. Functional prototype molds were developed and
analyzed with CAD software, then printed on a 3D printer, and tested using a plastic injection
molding unit. Calculations for cooling and mold compression were used to develop guidelines for
future parts, with measurements taken to validate calculations and dimensions on the molded parts.
Upon project completion, a company can rapidly and efficiently produce functional parts for
quoting for prospective clients.

Introduction
Prototype plastic injection molds are used to produce short runs of parts to be utilized in quoting
customer needs. Prototype injection molds can take weeks and tens of thousands of dollars to
produce. The use of additive manufacturing to aid in the process of developing prototype plastic
injection molds can reduce the lead time and overall cost of producing functional parts for quoting
prospective clients [4, 5, 6].
Injection molding is the process of injecting molten plastic material into a mold cavity with the
proper injection parameters to produce a functional part [10]. Plastic injection molds are primarily
manufactured using tool steels which can withstand the high temperature environment. It is
important to understand the methods and concepts of injection molding when developing an
additively manufactured plastic mold that will be used as an insert for plastic injection molding.
Several variables need to be taken into consideration during injection molding, e.g., compression
pressure, hold time, and cooling. Compression affects injection molded parts in terms of quality,
due to part deformation caused by volumetric shrinkage. Volumetric shrinkage is the reduction of
molecule size in a particular plastic when changing between molten and solid states. Compression
also affects the proper sealing of the mold halves, without a proper seal flashing is likely to occur.
This aspect was considered in our design by using an injection mold that is placed into a steel mold.
The compression ratios then needed to be studied and adjusted in the design of the molds.
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Additive manufacturing is the process of additively producing a 3D part through a layered process;
it has also been previously referred to as rapid prototyping, rapid tooling, rapid technology, and
layered manufacturing [1]. Recent developments have improved tolerances, thinner layers, and
wider material selection. Although the 3D printing technology, particularly when referring to FDM
- Fused Deposition Modeling - is well understood, there is always room for improvement [3]. But
numerous technological developments nowadays are in the area of materials used in 3D printing.
The overall goal in these developments is to move from the rapid prototype to a functional part.
A 3D printing company that has been a pioneer in developing printing technology and materials is
Objet (now part of Stratasys Corp). Objet [7] applies polyjet technology that is similar to a inkjet
printer using a print head that instead of printing water-based ink, lays down thin layers of material.
The Objet has the ability to print in layers as thin as 0.0063 inches; this is thinner than a human
hair. By being able to apply material at such thin layers, a higher resolution mold was able to be
made. Access to an Object machine was available for this project [9].
The objective of this project is to perform design and testing for additive manufactured mold
design. The designs will be determined based on part design, mold material, cooling channels,
injection material, and mold life. Initial design guidelines for some geometry features will be
studied. The goal of the project is to determine the feasibility of utilizing additive manufacturing
for short runs, as well as quoting of functional injection molded parts.

Methodology
The main steps taken to complete this feasibility study were:
 Research process and material properties
 Create initial/modified designs
 Determine injection parameters
 Perform Moldflow and Finite Element Analysis
 Define cooling channel
 Do testing of printed inserts.
Some of the specific developments are:
Material Properties. For the temperature-resistant materials available for 3D printing using Objet,
different material properties were obtain to help understand how the materials were going to react
in the injection molding process. Some properties were provided by the printing company, but for
some properties the information was not available, and further research provided approximated
values. The material being used is VeroGray, with a Modulus of Elasticity of 3,000 MPa (compared
to aluminum which is 70,000 MPa); the heat deflection temperature of Vero Gray is at 120°F
(compared to aluminum which is 1,200°F). Poisson’s Ratio was determined by looking at similar
materials (i.e., Fullcure 720), and by performing compression testing.

Mold Design Progression. In designing the mold it was decided to do a progression of designs.
With the progression of design , it started with basic features and progressively work our designs
into the final part. The reason this was done is to help understanding the effects with a simple
geometry and build upon it. This would also help in getting a better understanding of the molding
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process and deciding injection parameters. Three primary designs were developed for
experimentation in this project; the designs went through a progression from basic to more complex
(Figure 1).

(a) Initial Design

(b)Modified Design

(c)Final Design

Figure 1. Progression in Mold Design
The first design was made up of simplified features from the final part. The first design (Figure 1a)
has two fingers that protrude upwards with a curved section to represent one of the 8 curved fingers
on the final design. Rectangular and cylindrical features were tied into this design as well to give a
simplified representation of the center recessed chamber and the christmas-tree retainer feature
located at the bottom of the part. The modified design (Figure 1b) incorporated the rounded
outside corners, a recess located where the primary center heat mass, as well as an angled side wall
that was used to determine if there were any deflection. This design also added variable wall
thickness as well as the tension finger that is located just below the main elbows where the curved
fingers can be found. By removing material from the part design this reduced the overall volume of
the mold cavity which in turn reduces that amount of heat transfer. The final mold design (Figure
1c) was the final test part. This design included all complex features such as the tension fingers,
variable wall thickness, and christmas-tree retainer. On all three mold designs a 1.5° draft angle
was used to help with manual ejection of the part from the molds.
Moldflow Analysis. This analysis was done to define the initial injection parameters for testing the
designs. The initial parameters that were observed within the Moldflow results were clamping
force, temperatures upon injection, volumetric shrinkage, VP switchover, expected cooling times,
and melt temperatures. The first analysis with Moldflow was also done to determine what should
be expected from our part once injecting the designated material into the additively manufactured
injection mold. The final analysis with Moldflow was done using our final injection parameters that
were defined through the injection molding tests. The final analysis results verified the
experimental results that were being observed, the temperature at mold open was upwards of 447°F
which was located in the exact locations were mold degradation occurred.
Finite Element Analysis. An FEA of the mold design was performed to determine the maximum
deflection around the part cavity. The maximum deflection would help to determine the amount of
material needed to add to the overall height of the mold in order for the molds to completely seal
when they were injected. The clamping force is calculated with the part and runner area, the cavity
pressure, the separating force, and the factor of safety. The parameters and equations are as
follows:
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Projected part and runner area = 5.73 in2
Cavity pressure = 20 MPa (2,900 psi) - from Moldflow Analysis
Separating Force = 8 tons
Factor of safety = 1.25
(PA) * (CP) = SF
(SF) * (FS) = 10 tons

The FEA ran with 10 tons of clamping force on the front face of the mold, and 20 MPa of injection
pressure on every face of the part cavity. The maximum deflection around the part cavity (Figure
2) was 0.15mm. This meant an additional 0.15mm to the overall height of our mold design.

Figure 2. FEA Deflection Results.
After completing the final design an FEA was run again to verify that the maximum deflection
around the part cavity did not exceed 0.15mm at the actual injection molding parameters used
during testing [2]. For the final design the maximum deflection did not exceed 0.15mm.
Cooling Channel Design. The first step was to do heat transfer calculation based on the thermal
properties on VeraGray (approximations) and Nylon and Polypropylene to estimate the amount of
heat energy being introduced to the molds. Using the properties of cooling process water, and a
static situation to simulate a worst case scenario, the volume the cooling channels needed to
displace was calculated. The intention was to define the channels' cross-sectional area.
Unfortunately, these simplified calculations did not provide feasible dimensions. Polypropylene
offered better results, but still unfeasible for our mold size. A second analysis was done taking into
account the cooling pump and dynamic factors, producing a feasible design for Polyprolpylene, a
0.25” circular cross section was specified.
Taking advantage of using printed mold inserts, this first design for cooling channel is a
"conformal" design, where the channel follows the profile of the cavity in a 2D path. A second
design was used, where the channels follow a 3D path actually going under the center of mass of
the part as well as having a rectangular cross section, where higher thermal mass is expected, and
therefore mold degradation was expected. In both designs analysis was done to structural integrity
was ensured, and special access points were required to clean out the support material used for the
channels during the printing process.
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Results
Testing of three different designs was performed using a Millacron 100-ton injection molding
machine. The testing protocol was to do injection, record parameters, inspect injected part and
inserts, until failure of the printed molds. Do part inspection afterwards. The results are as follows:
Test Set 1. This set is for the initial design. Part material was both polypropylene and nylon. The
molds tested with polypropylene had cooling channels, and the molds tested with nylon were tested
with cooling channels and without cooling channels. The table below shows that the inserts were
able to take several shots, that the cooling channels have an effect, but few quality parts are
obtained.
Polypropylene

Nylon

Nylon

Cooling

With

With

Without

# of Mold Halves

5

25

10

# of Shots

16

34

14

Quality Parts

1

2

4

Test Set 2. This set is for the modified design. Polypropylene and Nylon were used. In this test set
polypropylene was tested without cooling channels, and nylon was tested with and without cooling
channels. The table below shows a smaller number of acceptable parts, with inserts without
channels performing better than with channels, for Nylon.
Polypropylene

Nylon

Nylon

Cooling

Without

With

Without

# of Mold Halves

2

2

16

# of Shots

6

4

23

Quality Parts

2

0

3

Test Set 3. This set is for the final design. Polypropylene and Nylon were used. In this test set there
were no cooling channels. the table below shows that even a smaller number of shots were possible,
with polypropylene giving the only quality part.

Polypropylene

Nylon

Cooling

Without

Without

# of Mold Halves

2

6
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# of Shots

10

3

Quality Parts

1

0

Discussion
Throughout testing there were two materials that were primarily tested during injection molding.
The main material tested was nylon, with nylon a total of 24 mold sets were tested, 11 with cooling
and 13 without cooling. The average number of injection shots obtained before failure was 2.42
with cooling, and 2.53 without cooling. This result of having more shots being performed with
molds that did not have cooling was due to the cooling lines having to be so close to the mold
cavity that it lowered the integrity of the mold.
In testing with polypropylene a total of 6 molds were tested; 2 with cooling and 4 without cooling.
The average number of injection shots obtained before failure was 4 with cooling and 5 without
cooling. The reason for fewer mold sets being tested is the average mold life with polypropylene is
extended due to lower temperature of material melting point. The result of having more shots with
molds that did not have cooling was due to the cooling lines being too close to the mold cavity
again which weakens the integrity of the material.
The two materials that were used, nylon and polypropylene, exhibited different results from one
another during injection. With Nylon the cavity fills easily and transfer more detail from the mold
to the part. Due to the higher injection temperature of Nylon, the mold would degrade after only
one to two shots, with mold material melting and adhering to part. Nylon also required longer
cycle times to allow the mold to cool down to extend mold life. Polypropylene was capable of
producing features well but was difficult to get to flow into more detailed areas. This issue was due
to the higher injection viscosity of polypropylene which made setting the injection parameters more
difficult. Lower cycle times with polypropylene due to the lower injection temperature, and
produce more parts per mold with the mold degrading after four or five shots.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Upon completion of the feasibility study on the use of AM techniques to manufacture injection
molds it was determined that it is feasible to produce functional parts. There was evidence that AM
molds have the potential to supply short production runs and produce functional prototypes.
Throughout the testing it was possible to determine that the mold material VeroGrey was able to
withstand the clamping and injection pressures required for injection molding, and there is a new
material VeroGreen that has higher heat deflection temperature, expected to improve thermal life.
Through the testing it was concluded that cooling had no significant impact on mold life or number
of quality parts produced. Due to the low thermal conductivity of the mold material, for cooling to
be effective at removing heat from the mold the channel needed to be too close to the part surface,
causing a thin wall between the mold cavity and the cooling channel. This thin wall would then
crack under the pressures of injection, causing the cooling channels to become filled with injection
material, thus destroying the mold.
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The following recommendations are made: a) to have exact material properties, this is of vital
importance for a project of this nature. In order to have valid prediction of performance there is
need to have reliable properties; b) redesign inserts to accommodate cooling channels, the structural
integrity after thermal fatigue is believed to be the main cause of insert failure. Cooling channels
should help when properly implemented.
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1. Abstract:
Project-based learning (PBL) for STEM Education is an interesting and effective way to
learn about science, technology and mathematics. It is a technique used in making concepts
understand for completing a goal with greater knowledge. The main purpose of PBL is to
learn the activities by implementing them. Project-based learning is an approach
emphasizing on teaching students by engaging them in investigation of the particular task
and making them learn things by practically implementing it. In this way students get
significant solutions to complex problems by asking and refining questions, sharing and
debating ideas, experimenting and predicting solutions, gathering data and analyzing in
teams, drawing conclusions, building leadership qualities, suggesting new proposals and
broader methodologies to implement, creating artifacts. This approach will incorporate
students with all the professional values needed for their successful career and make them
technically flexible of facing any challenges with ease and with great effectiveness. The
main aim of PBL is making students enjoy what they do which helps them remember about
the lecture for greater depth, builds confidence to face any problem with ease, makes
students learnt to work collectively in teams and build collaboration within their peers,
makes students follow systematic approach of recognizing and solving a problem, builds
competition within themselves for better results. This method brings great help for teachers
as well to monitor every work what student does and guide them accordingly to complete
their task with good effect ensuring students build their career with strong foundation.
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2. Introduction
A project in contemporary world is defined as organized way to achieve a goal. In order to
achieve an aim with effectiveness a project needs to have careful planning or proposal,
scope, cost incurred, time desired for completion.
In this advanced world where students are engaged to learn many things it is becoming
difficult for them to remember about the lectures they hear in class. As the days pass, in
vain of learning new things students forget about the lectures taught by the teacher in class
a week before. There are two reasons for it 1.No practice about the lecture learnt, 2.No
time to implement the lectures learnt practically. This has become a huge concern for
teachers, parents, students and the society. Then arise the question how can we make
students remember about the lectures they learnt for long time? Is it possible for them to
incorporate lessons to greater depth in this fast pacing world? Then the concept called
Project Based learning was introduced giving solutions to all this questions. They strongly
believe just by watching soccer in television we cannot become a good soccer player it is
more important to practice and practically involve in playing the game in order to become
a good player. This approach allows students to learn simultaneously by implementing
them. In this way it gives student understand the lecture better, since they are doing
practically they can any time approach the teacher for doubts during their project. They
start taking responsibilities and focus on learning in an enjoyable and effective manner.
This approach helps students know what they are doing, what is the need of doing, what is
the goal and design the best effective solution. This phenomenon also helps teachers to
contact students easily and know their progress better by seeing the work students
accomplish in completing every module and task. It is also easy for them to clear the doubts
of the students and make them understand concepts with great effect.
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3. Advantages of BPL
How PBL helps in effective learning for Students?


By the outcome of their recent developments and results many researchers have confirmed that
Project-Based learning is the best and most enjoyable way to learn



In this way a Student will actively engage themselves towards a project and incorporates lessons
with interest.



PBL helps a student to think and analyze about a task in a broader and effective way



In this way students will not only get greater depth of knowledge on a subject but also build
collaboration within their mates to achieve a goal.



PBL helps students in taking responsible tasks at their own and solve problems with confidence



Since teachers and other expects are also the members of the project it provides greater flexibility
of utilizing there advertise and skills for the students.



Students tend to propose new and different innovations to make their project more creative.



PBL allows teacher to closely monitor the students work and help them to achieve their task with
high quality.



PBL helps the student to build leadership qualities and learn how to manage things.



Project Based Learning technique helps students relatively to enter into problem
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solving learning journey.

4. How to follow PBL approach?
4.1 Introducing about PBL

Initially teacher gives an overview to students what a Project Based learning is about. For
what we are using PBL and make students familiarize about this approach. Teacher has to
assign a project to students and guide them through out ensuring students are able to
understand the concepts completely. Teacher has to make students understand all the
protocols and the procedure needed to follow in order to develop their projects with best
effect. Teacher will also mention their role in the project and explain students about their
participation in completing the given project in time

4.2 Problem Overview

Next phase is to explain students about the task assigned to them. Teacher has to explain
students about the problem, what are their responsibilities and their roles in accomplishing
the task. It is the responsibility of teacher to make students understand the problem and
create interest in solving them by illustrating with examples.
For example: Task is to build a ship
Teacher has to explain student about the ship and its advantages, about the procedure
involved in building the ship, about various factors to consider while progressing the work,
various precautionary measures while building a ship, risks involved, and the benefits
students get by building this ship.

4.3 Analyzing steps for efficient solution

Teacher has to explain students about the steps to be followed before starting the project
for efficient solution. This step is very important because it involves the constructive
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methods of how to solve a problem. This approach should be very interactive by allowing
students to express their views and strategies in achieving their goal with efficiency
From the above example:
After teacher giving complete synopsis about their projects Students can express their
various views by which they can achieve his/her aim. Every student has different methods
of build the ship depending on the department they are put into. They can freely
communicate their various ideas to the teacher about their task and analyze the best
approach to complete the task

4.4 Estimating Cost and Time incurred for completing the task:

Teachers will explain students about various materials and equipment’s required for
completing the task. Depending on the materials required students along with their mentor
should start estimating a desired cost that has to be put in for completing the task and time
that is needed in completion of the project. The cost and time go in logger heads the more
number of days needed for completing the project the more cost we invest.
From the above example:
After analyzing how to proceed further with building the ship. Teacher should explain
students about the materials required in building ship and the use of every material used n
building. In common for building a paper ship we require bunch of paper sheets, scissors,
glue, work book, weighing machine to measure the weight of the ship according to its
platform and to measure kinetic energy inside the ship. Students need to estimate the cost
for these materials and the time by which they can complete building a ship by using the
required material. Students need to take permissions from the teacher for the cost and time
invested for the correct advice.

4.5 Designing of the problem:
In this step students will start implementing the plan to achieve their goal. According to
the various steps designed earlier according to their responsibilities they start working on
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the modules assigned to them. Teacher will keep monitoring every students work and guide
them accordingly ensuring every student will learn maximum knowledge during the project
work
In case a student has a different design to follow in order to achieve his goal at any time he
should be free to communicate with the teacher and discuss why he is planning to chance
the plan which was implanted before.
From the above example:
Depending on their departments students will start building a ship. They start with the
structural part one they measure the kinetic energy and weight the ship can withstand.
Basing on these measure the student start building a ship bearing in mind to accomplish
the project with success and uniqueness. In this way it builds competition within their peers
and every student starts enjoying the work they do in learning about their project how to
build a ship.

4.6 Submitting the solution
After completing the project students will submit their respective projects to the teacher
for grades. It is easy for the teacher to judge the grade basing on the outcome of the project
and how unique the project is being developed. In this way right from the child hood every
student starts thinking differently and try to complete their task in a professional manner
with maintaining quality.

4.7 Additional Innovations
The problem solving learning teaching will immensely help students to think beyond what
is already existing and express their new ideas they found out during developing there
project. In this way student will never forget what he/she has learnt during developing the
project and also creates an interest in student for future implementing advanced features
for the project which is developed already by them.

5 Advantages to the students:


Intense learning on the subject
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Builds systematical approach in solving a problem



Builds confidence on how to solve a problem with ease



Self- learning



Self- thinking



Self- analyzing



Building responsibilities in solving a problem



Collectively working with the peers



Builds Leadership qualities



Competition within the peers



New idea for innovations

6 Examples
Example 1
IDEA

Building a Ship

Objectives

Students are placed in different departments to
work on their assigned tasks

Responsible Tasks

Students have to calculate the Weight, draft and
kinetic energy of the ship

Learning skills

Students learn about the components of a ship,
operations within a shipyard, methods of ship
construction, design calculations

Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, Student handout, student
book, scissors, rulers, glue sticks, protractors
and tape.
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Example 2
IDEA

Construct a Submarine

Objectives

Students with enact as employees of PQR yard

Responsible tasks

Identify the number of parts required in building a
submarine, construction of a submarine and cost of a
ship

Learning skills

Students will learn basics about ship, about
submarines and the construction methodologies,
How to estimate the cost and how to measure the
required number of parts
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Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, students handout, students book,
cost estimator, ruler

Example 3
IDEA

Identifying possible causes for disasters

Objectives

Students should be able to estimate the possible
causes for disaster and the immediate preventive
measures of safeguarding the ship

Responsible Tasks

Students have to imagine as Disaster agencies
and analyze what are the factors that cause
disasters Should model the design of the ship in
such a way it can overcome the disasters
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Learning skills

Students learn about the fundamental
components of the ship. Importance of a strong
design and preventive methods for a ship.

Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, Student handout, student
book, Disaster agency manual.

Example 4
IDEA

To build an Sea perch robot

Objectives

Students should be able to understand the
underwater robotics program and ocean
engineering principles

Responsible Tasks

Students need to build an underwater Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) which engineers all the
operations done inside the sea.
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Learning skills

Students learn about the fundamentals of
Robotics, underwater functionalities, resources
and live beneath the sea.

Material Requirements

Teacher’s manual, Student handout, student
book, scissors, glue, Artificial Intelligence material
for building the robot.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented how Problem based learning is an effective approach to make
students like and enjoy what they are learning. In traditional way students listen to the lecture
and practice later without much guidance and participation from the teacher. But by using
problem solving learning method student and teachers will actively participate and ensures that
the project is developed with intense care and focus. Students share their knowledge with their
peers and make them understand the course what they are learning. There will not be any
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chance for the student to escape from learning the course as they are under continuous
supervision of the teacher. Students will learn their work efficiently as they have to submit
every work they put in for developing the module assigned to them. This approach builds
professionalism in the student’s right from child hood and ensure they have right strategies to
achieve their goal.
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